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ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation contributes to the understanding of sixteenth-century vernacular 
Bible translation by means of a comparative analysis of seven editions of the Old and 
New Testaments in Spanish: the New Testament of Francisco de Enzinas (1543), the Old 
Testament  in two editions by Abraham Usque and Yom Tob Atias (1553), the New 
Testament  of Juan Pérez de Pineda (1556), the complete Bible of Casiodoro de Reina 
(1569), the New Testament of Cipriano de Valera (1596) and Valera’s revision of Reina’s 
Bible (1602). 
 These Spanish Bibles reflect both general trends in sixteenth-century scholarship 
and translation and the specific circumstances of Spanish Evangelicals and their 
communities in exile. In their prefaces, the motives and methods of the Spaniards for 
producing Bible translations are similar to those of Luther, Calvin, or Coverdale, yet 
there is a unique Spanish pride evident as well. The translations themselves provide 
examples both of a deliberately wooden, non-literary approach as well as a literary, pre-
modern critical approach to translation. The Spaniards also negotiated questions of 
  vii 
political and religious authority in their prefaces, though philological concerns are also 
important, especially for Reina and Valera. 
 A close examination of the Spanish texts clearly shows a direct line of descent 
from Enzinas to Pérez and on to Reina and Valera, with each borrowing substantially 
from the previous translation. The Complutensian Polyglot (1520) and Erasmus’ Novum 
Instrumentum (1516) as well as the traditional Vulgate influenced the Spanish translators, 
though not to the exclusion of their own independent judgment and their use of other 
vernacular translations such as the French of Pierre Olivétan (1535). 
 These earlier models of scholarship influenced the first translations of Enzinas, 
Usque-Atias, and Pérez, but after the middle of the sixteenth century Reina and Valera 
became increasingly reliant on the Genevan biblical scholarship pioneered by Theodore 
Beza. Despite the context in which Reina worked, distinctly Lutheran renderings left 
virtually no mark on the Spanish Bible tradition. As the confessional boundaries of 
Protestant factions hardened, so did the theological orientation of the Spanish Bibles. The 
irenic humanism of Enzinas gave way to the Calvinism reflected in Cipriano de Valera’s 
translation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 It is difficult to imagine the time books were first being mass-produced and the 
influence they had in a changing society. A growing body of scholarship deals with the 
role of a specific book, the Bible, amid the religious changes of early modern Europe. 
Jaroslav Pelikan goes as far as to say that “the Reformation of the sixteenth century – 
whether Protestant, Roman Catholic, or Radical – is unthinkable apart from the Bible; 
and the Bible – at any rate as we know it in the realms of Western literature, culture, and 
faith – is almost equally unthinkable apart from the Reformation.”1 Recent research on 
sixteenth-century vernacular translations of the Bible has explored questions such as the 
complexity of the reformers’ appeals to sola scriptura, the dissemination of the Bible 
through printing and the book trade, the popular reception of the Bible, and commonalties 
and divergences in approaches to translation and interpretation across confessional 
boundaries.2 However, very little of this research is directed at the Spanish vernacular 
Bibles of the early modern era. 
 The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to the understanding of sixteenth-
century vernacular Bible translation by means of a comparative analysis of seven editions 
                                                        
 1 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Reformation of the Bible: The Bible of the Reformation (New Haven: Yale 
UP, 1996), 1. 
 
 2 Recent collections of essays and conference papers on the early modern Bible include the 
following: Richard Griffiths, ed. The Bible in the Renaissance (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 45-70; Orlaith 
O'Sullivan and Ellen N. Herron, eds. The Bible as Book: The Reformation (New Castle, Del.: Oak Knoll 
Press, 2000); Bertram Eugene Schwartzbach, ed. La Bible imprimée dans l’Europe modern (Paris: 
Bibliothèque nationale, 1999); David C. Steinmetz, ed. The Bible in the Sixteenth Century, Duke 
Monographs in Medieval and Renaissance Studies II (Durham, N.C.: Duke UP, 1990); and Irene Backus 
and Francis Higman, eds. Théorie et practique de l’exégèse: actes du troièsme Colloque international sur 
l’histoire de l’exégèse biblique au XVIe siècle, Genève, 31 aout-2 septembre 1988 (Geneva: Droz, 1990). 
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of the Old and New Testaments in Spanish. In particular, it will explore the relationships 
between the various Spanish versions of the Bible, and provide an assessment of their 
unique place in the broader European context of Bible translation. Fernández y Fernández 
observed in 1976 that these Bibles had not been studied exclusively, and the relationships 
between them and the medieval texts, or the other versions of the same period, had not 
been clearly established.3 Since the Protestant Reformation did not succeed in Spain, 
these Bibles were not reprinted multiple times,4 nor were they widely disseminated as 
were other vernacular Bibles. Neither have they been studied extensively as is the case 
with the Bibles of Luther or Tyndale. 
 Spain was arguably the greatest political power in Europe in the sixteenth-
century, so it is notable that relatively little study has been made of the efforts at 
Protestant reform there, or of the Spanish Bibles produced by those who adopted 
Protestant views. This neglected aspect of Reformation studies provides a unique 
opportunity to engage contemporary scholarship in early modern religion and society 
along several trajectories. First, it will provide the opportunity to better understand the 
motives and issues related to vernacular Bible translation as identified by the Spanish 
translators. Evaluation of their perspectives in comparison with other contemporary 
translators will help broaden understanding of the value of the vernacular Bible in 
Protestant thought.  
                                                        
 3 Enrique Fernández y Fernández, Las Biblias castellanas del exilio: historia de las Biblias 
castellanas del siglo XVI (Miami: Caribe, 1976), 144.  
 
 4 They were not reprinted during the sixteenth century, but during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries Reina’s Bible, as revised by Valera was widely reprinted in Spain and Latin America. 
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 Second, this dissertation will provide the most comprehensive and detailed 
examination to date of the sources of the early modern Spanish Bibles and the 
relationship among the several translations. This will enhance understanding of the ways 
in which texts were appropriated through translation, and through borrowing from 
contemporaries.  
 Third, it will provide a unique window into the interplay of confessional concerns 
in the middle part of the Reformation period. Since the Spanish Bibles were produced by 
a group of exiles, they occupy a distinct place in the history of vernacular Bible 
translation and publication in early modern Europe. To the extent that theological 
positions may be discovered from these Bibles, this dissertation will illuminate the role of 
vernacular Bibles in the establishment of confessional identity. The following pages will 
introduce these issues and some of the relevant literature.  
 Modern scholars disagree over the importance of the printed page in bringing 
about reform.5 Febvre and Martin are not so bold as Pelikan to attribute the Reformation 
to the Bible, or even to books in general. They argue that books served to reinforce 
existing ideas, and that developments among the urban laity along with changes in 
                                                        
 5 A number of scholars have explored the world of Renaissance and early modern printing in 
recent years. Notable works include: Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin, The Coming of the Book: The 
Impact of Printing 1450-1800, trans. David Gerard (London: Verso, 1984.); Henri-Jean Martin, The 
History and Power of Writing, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); 
Elisabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as Agent of Change: Communications and Cultural 
Transformations in Early Modern Europe, 2 vols. (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1979); and Andrew Pettegree, The Book in the Renaissance (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
2010).  
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society in general, would have brought about the Reformation.6 Elisabeth Eisenstein, by 
contrast argues that the press was a powerful agent of change.7 While the role of printing 
as a cause or by-product of early modern religious change remains controversial,8 
scholars agree that printed materials played a large role in the Protestant movement, and 
no single book played a larger role than the Bible.  
 The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries also saw a tremendous increase in the study 
of the original languages of the Bible, as demonstrated by the increase of professors of 
Greek and Hebrew in the universities. During the twelfth through fourteenth centuries the 
study of biblical languages was carried out largely within the monasteries. In 1397 
Manuel Chrysolorus was brought to Florence to teach Greek, and by the mid-fifteenth 
century more scholars were interested in this field.9 Also during this time, extensive 
efforts to correct the Latin text based on the Hebrew and Greek were carried out by 
Nicholas of Lyra, Lorenzo Valla, Erasmus of Rotterdam, and the Complutensian Polyglot 
editors.10  
                                                        
 6 Lucien Febvre, and Henri-Jean Martin, The Coming of the Book: The Impact of Printing 1450-
1800, trans. David Gerard (Paris: Albin Michel, 1958; London: Verso, 1984.), 288. All references are to the 
1984 English edition. 
 
 7 Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change: Communications and Cultural 
Transformation in Early Modern Europe, 2 vols. (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1979), 7-8. 
 
 8 See Febvre and Martin, The Coming of the Book, 10-11, 288; Eisenstein, The Printing Press as 
an Agent of Change; and the critique of Eisenstein in Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and 
Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998); also Sabrina Alcorn Baron et al., 
eds., Agent of Change: Print Culture after Eisenstein (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2007). 
 
 9 Jerry H. Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ: New Testament Scholarship in the Renaissance 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 15-16. 
 
 10 Bentley examines the legacy of Valla, the Complutensian scholars, and Erasmus. Deanna 
Klepper’s study of Nicholas of Lyra provides an examination of his biblical Hebrew scholarship and his 
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 Even before the Reformation the press had begun to serve humanist interest in the 
biblical text and its Greek and Hebrew manuscripts. Scholars could now produce editions 
of the biblical texts in the original languages along with Latin and even vernacular 
translations. Erasmus excelled at utilizing the press for biblical scholarship and 
popularized the work of earlier scholars such as Valla.11 His conveniently sized Greek 
New Testament12 was the first to enter the new market for original language texts, edging 
out the unwieldy multivolume Complutensian Polyglot Bible.13 
 Luther, however, most successfully used the press in support of vernacular Bible 
translation, from the “September Testament” of 1522 to his publication of a complete 
German Bible in 1534 (which he continued to revise until his death).14 Though Luther 
drew on humanist biblical scholarship, as well as on medieval and patristic resources, the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
use of Jewish tradition in interpretation. Deeana Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers: Nicholas of Lyra and 
Christian Reading of Jewish Text in the Later Middle Ages (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2007). 
 
 11 Regarding Erasmus, see Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ; Erika Rummel, Erasmus' 
Annotations on the New Testament: from Philologist to Theologian (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1986); and Lisa Jardine, Erasmus, Man of Letters: The Construction of Charisma in Print (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1993). In addition to Erasmus’ well known work other pre-reformation projects 
of Humanist biblical scholarship included the Psalterium Quintuplex, gallicum, romanum, hebraicum, 
vetus, conciliatum by Jacques Lefèvre d'Étaples (Paris, 1509) and the Complutensian Polyglot released in 
1520. Arnaldo Guillén de Brocar, and Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros. Vetus testamentu[m] multiplici 
lingua nu[n]c primo impressum. Et imprimis Pentateuchus Hebraico Greco atq[ue] Chaldaico idiomate. 
Adiu[n]cta vnicuiq[ue] sua latina interpretatione, 6 vols. (Academia Complutensi: Arnaldi Guillelmi de 
Brocario, 1514-1517). 
 
 12 Desiderius Erasmus. Novum Instrumentu omne, diligenter ad Erasmo Roterodamo recognitum 
et emendatum. Basel: Johann Froben, 1516. 
 
 13 Arnaldo Guillén de Brocar, and Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros, Vetus testamentu[m] multiplici 
lingua nu[n]c primo impressum. Et imprimis Pentateuchus Hebraico Greco atq[ue] Chaldaico idiomate. 
Adiu[n]cta vnicuiq[ue] sua latina interpretatione, 6 vols. (Academia Complutensi: Arnaldi Guillelmi de 
Brocario, 1514-1517). 
 
 14 See especially Mark U. Edwards Jr., Printing, Propaganda, and Martin Luther (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1994). 
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Reformation brought new concerns to the forefront. In 1518 Erasmus argued that students 
of scripture needed not only expertise in biblical languages, but also an understanding of 
the Bible on its own terms, its language, structure, idioms, its authors and their times.15 
By the mid-sixteenth century, just as the Spanish Bibles began to appear, the scholarly 
environment for Bible translation began to change. Bentley argues that in the 1530s the 
work of textual studies passed from the Humanists to the theologians and “polemical 
exegetes.”16 He asserts that the best philological work was done before the Reformation, 
and seeks to show that the Reformation actually created a “new and not always healthy 
environment for philological studies on the New Testament.”17 Other scholars would 
contend that while theology certainly was of greater interest to the reformers than the 
humanists, philology and matters of good texts and translations was of no less concern.18  
 In his book Luther Translator of Paul: Studies in Romans and Galatians, Heinz 
Bluhm analyses Luther’s work by comparing his translations of passages in Romans and 
Galatians with those of the Vulgate, Lefèvre d’Étaples, Erasmus and Valla’s 
Adnotationes. He notes that comparison is often made to earlier translations into the 
                                                        
 15 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 180. 
 
 16 Ibid., 212. 
 
 17 Ibid., 13. 
 
 18 Orlaith O’Sullivan, “The Bible Translations of George Joye,” in The Bible as Book: The 
Reformation, ed. Orlaith O’Sullivan (London: The British Library and Oak Knoll Press, 2000), 28-29; and 
William S. Campbell, “Martin Luther and Paul’s Epistle to the Romans,” in The Bible as Book: The 
Reformation. ed. Orlaith O’Sullivan (London: The British Library, 2000), 107. Burnett’s study of Johannes 
Buxtorf shows that by the late sixteenth-century Protestant theology students were expected to study 
Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. This counters the argument that philology had given way to polemics. 
Stephen G. Burnett, From Christian Hebraism to Jewish Studies: Johannes Buxtorf (1564-1629) and 
Hebrew Learning in the Seventeenth Century, Studies in the History of Chirstian Thought, vol. 68 (New 
York: Brill, 1996), 169. 
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German language, but finds this inadequate since these translators were not working from 
the Greek. He therefore argues that comparison should be made to the Latin translations 
because these were from the Greek as was Luther’s New Testament.19 Bluhm’s study 
serves as an example of the text critical methodology known as stemmatology20 as 
applied to early modern Bible translation. In a similar way this dissertation will explore 
the Spanish translations to discover their source texts, giving consideration to the possible 
use of medieval resources such as the Glossa ordinaria and the annotations of Nicholas 
of Lyra and Hugh of St. Cher.21 As Orlaith O’Sullivan argues in her preface to The Bible 
as Book: The Reformation, the reformers often cited from the Vulgate rather than 
humanist sources. Did this bias extend to their translation work? She suggests that “we 
                                                        
 19 Heinz Bluhm, Luther Translator of Paul: Studies in Romans and Galatians (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1984) 9. See also Jean-Claude Margolin, “The Epistle to the Romans (Chapter 11) According to the 
Versions of Valla, Colet, Lefèvre, and Erasmus,” in The Bible in the Sixteenth Century, ed. David C. 
Steinmetz, 136-66. Duke Monographs in Medieval and Renaissance Studies II (Durham, N.C.: Duke UP, 
1990), 165. 
 
 20 As a method of textual analysis, stemmatology makes comparison between variants in different 
editions of the same text in an effort to isolate the source from which the text was originally copied or 
translated and to trace its transmission. See Pieter van Reenen, Margot van Mulken, and Janet Dyk, eds., 
Studies in Stemmatology (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1996) and Pieter van Reenen, 
Margot van Mulken, and August den Hollander, eds., Studies in Stemmatology II (Amsterdam and 
Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 2004). 
 
 21 An incunabular edition of the Glossa ordinaria (and glossa interlinearis) is reproduced in Biblia 
Latina cum Glossa Ordinaria: Facsimile Reprint of the Editio Princeps Adolph Rusch of Strassburg 
1480/81, ed. Karlfried Froehlich and Margaret T. Gibson (Turnhout: Brepols, 1992). The Patrologia Latina 
(PL 113:67-1316 and 114:9-752) reproduces the marginal glosses. J.-P. Migne and A.-G. Hamman, 
Patrologiae cursus completus (Paris: Garnier Frères, 1958). On the history of the Glossa, see Beryl 
Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Oxford: Blackwell, 1952; reprint, Notre Dame, Ind.: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1964), pp. 46-66. Nicholas of Lyra, Postilla super totam Bibliam, 4 vols. 
(Strassburg, 1492; reprint, Frankfurt am Main: Minerva, 1971). On Lyra, see Klepper, The Insight of 
Unbelievers. See also Hugh of St. Cher [Hugo de Sancto Caro or Hugo Cardinalis], Postillae in vetus et 
novum testamentum (Basel, 1498-1502). Both Lyra and Hugh are available in digitalized form through the 
Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum (http://www.digitale-sammlungen.de). 
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need broader perspectives, coupled with greater attention to detail” in order to better 
understand the role of the Bible in the Reformation.22  
 It is clear that the Protestant reformers quickly became advocates of translating 
the Bible into vernacular languages. Once the breach had been made with Rome, Luther 
set about the task of translating the Bible into German. A French New Testament, 
commonly attributed to Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples, appeared in 1523 and the Old 
Testament in 1528.23 In England the followers of Wycliffe had begun efforts to put the 
Bible into English in the fourteenth century, and the task was taken up in the sixteenth 
century even before Henry’s conflict with Rome.24 These versions were not intended only 
for scholarly or public reading in the churches. The size of many Bibles was quite small, 
so as to allow the books to be carried about and even hidden.25 Small books also provided 
a better return on investment for the printers.26  
                                                        
 22 O’Sullivan and Herron, eds. The Bible as Book, 4-6. 
 
 23 Bettye Thomas Chambers, Bibliography of French Bibles. Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century 
French Language Editions of the Scriptures (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1983), 43-44 and 61-2. The four 
volumes of Lefèvre’s Old Testament were published between 1528 and 1532. 
 
 24 The Wycliffite translations date from the c. 1382. See Henry Hargreaves, “The Wycliffite 
Versions” in The Cambridge History of the Bible: Volume 2 The West from the Fathers to the Reformation, 
ed. G. W. H. Lampe, 387- 414. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969) 392-3. The Tyndale New 
Testament was first published in 1526, with the Pentateuch following in 1530. The best summary history of 
the Bible in Europe is S.L. Greenslade, ed., The Cambridge History of the Bible: The West from the 
Reformation to the Present Day (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963). 
 
 25 The small size was all the better for smuggling the Bibles across borders, and keeping them 
from the eyes of unfriendly authorities. Tyndale’s New Testament was an octavo edition measuring about 
four by six inches. The three Spanish New Testaments published in the sixteenth century were also small, 
measuring no more than four by six inches. 
 
 26 Andrew Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
2005), 153. 
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 During the early decades of the Reformation, Lutherans and Calvinists developed 
two distinct approaches to Bible formats and reading. The Lutherans made the Bible 
available, but did not advocate private reading as strongly as the Calvinists, depending 
instead on the catechism for instruction in the faith. The Calvinists, meanwhile, strongly 
encouraged personal reading and created virtual study Bibles with marginal notes, 
chapter and book headings, and charts. The concern of Calvinists and Lutherans alike 
was to avoid misinterpretation.27  
 Catholic authorities made clear their disapproval of the trend toward vernacular 
Bibles. From country to country, responses ranged from bans and book burnings to 
producing vernacular devotional material as alternatives to the Bible. Censorship was 
nothing new in late medieval Europe. Grundmann observes that from the beginning of the 
thirteenth century synods in France, Germany and Spain issued bans and limitations on 
reading the Bible in the vernacular. A synod in Toulouse forbade the use of scripture by 
the laity in any language, while a council at Rheims forbade any translations into 
French.28 However, the ready availability of inexpensive books doomed efforts at 
restricting reading. As Maag says, the growth of censorship legislation indicates “it could 
be difficult to get the reading public to confine itself to approved texts only.”29 
                                                        
 27 O'Sullivan and Herron, eds., The Bible as Book, 3 and Francis Higman, “’Without Great Effort, 
and With Pleasure’: Sixteenth-Century Genevan Bibles and Reading Practices,” in The Bible as Book: The 
Reformation, ed. Orlaith O’Sullivan (London: The British Library and Oak Knoll Press, 2000), 115. 
 
 28 Herbert Grundmann, Religious Movements in the Middle Ages, trans. S. Rowan (Notre Dame 
University Press, 1995), 191. 
 
 29 Karin Maag, “Education and the Works of Religious Instruction in French,” in The Sixteenth-
Century French Religious Book, ed. Philip Connor, Paul Nettles, and Andrew Pettegree (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2001), 109. 
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Vernacular Bible reading was embraced in most of northern Europe. The situation in 
Spain, however, turned out differently.  
 Late medieval Spain, like the rest of Europe, experienced significant change 
beginning in the fourteenth century. For seven hundred years the focus of the Christian 
monarchs of the Iberian Peninsula had been the reconquista of their land from the Moors. 
Mackay aregues that for many, their land occupied a unique place in Europe; it was the 
place of crusade, it was the New Jerusalem, the Holy Land.30 It was also unique for its 
mixed religious culture with Jews, Muslims and Christians occupying the same 
peninsula.  
 Several events marked a new era in Spain. First, the marriage of Ferdinand of 
Aragon and Isabella of Castille in 1469 united the two most powerful monarchs of the 
peninsula and led to the eventual unification of their kingdoms. The accession of Charles 
I in 1516 to the thrones of Castile, Aragon and León largely unified the Spanish 
kingdoms and was further enhanced by his election as Holy Roman Emperor in 1519.  So 
the new Spain was thrust to the forefront of European politics. Second, the completion of 
the reconquista in 1492 brought an effective end to the Muslim political presence in the 
penisula. The third event, also in 1492, was the forced expulsion or conversion of Jews 
and Muslims31 which allowed the Christian rulers to forge a strong Catholic identity. 
Finally, the discovery of the New World brought wealth like Spain had never known. The 
sixteenth century was the golden age of Spain.  
                                                        
 30 See Angus Mackay, “The Late Middle Ages,” in Spain: A History, ed. Raymond Carr (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), 113-14. 
 
 31 These changes are described in Helen Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society in Early Modern 
Spain (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 2-26. 
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 The Inquisition was founded in 1483 by Ferdinand and Isabella to deal with 
Jewish and Muslim converts, known as conversos or “new Christians,” who showed 
evidence of old religious practices. It was also confronted with theological questions 
championed by old Christians as well. The humanist philosophy and piety of Erasmus 
became popular in Spain at the beginning of the sixteenth century. By the late 1520s, his 
books, especially the Enchiridion, were being read by elites and merchants alike.32 But 
religious scholars raised doubts, and Erasmus’ reign of favor was soon brought to an end 
when his works were condemned at the Valladolid Conference of 1527.33  During the 
middle of the century the mystical spirituality of three great Spanish saints—Ignacio de 
Loyola (d. 1556), Juan de Avila34 (d. 1569), and Teresa de Avila (d. 1582) also attracted 
the attention of the Inquisition. These mystics,35 known as alumbrados because they 
sought enlightenment through long periods of contemplative prayer, were examined by 
the Inquisition, but were eventually exonerated. 
 The concerns of the Inquisition over any unconventional religious practice or 
belief were exacerbated by the rise of the Protestant movement in Charles’ northern 
realms, which he did not wish to allow into Spain. Indeed, just after Charles retired to 
Yuste leaving his kingdoms to his son Philip II, the specter of Protestantism appeared in 
                                                        
 32 Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society in Early Modern Spain, 29. 
 
 33 Lu Ann Homza, Religious Authority in the Spanish Renaissance (Baltimore, MD: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2000), 49-54. 
 
 34 See Rady Roldán-Figueroa, The Ascetic Spirituality of Juan De Ávila (1499-1569) (Leiden: 
Brill, 2010). 
 
 35 See E. Allison Peers, Studies of the Spanish Mystics, 2nd ed. 3 vols. (New York: Macmillan, 
1951); and Melquiades Andrés Martín, Historia de la mística de la Edad de Oro en España y América 
(Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1994). 
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Spain. In 1558 two conventicles36 of Protestants were discovered in Seville37 and 
Valladolid under the very nose of the Inquisitor General, Fernando de Valdes. The threat 
of Protestant influence in the halls of power was very real, but Charles encouraged Philip 
to root out the heresy, and root it out he did.  
 The character and extent of a Protestant or Evangelical movement in Spain and 
the nature of the response to it remain matters of controversy. The dominant 
interpretations follow in the footsteps of Marcelino Menendez Pelayo, who attempted to 
refute the “black legend” view of the nineteenth century.38 Henry Kamen follows this line 
of thinking, arguing that the Inquisition was largely unconcerned with the Protestants, 
and there was little need for a reformation of the Protestant sort.39 Others such as David 
Coleman and A. Gordon Kinder argue that there was a movement of Protestant thought in 
Spain in spite of the harsh repression of the Inquisition. This view rejects the notion that 
Catholicism was any more vital, or reform less necessary, than in other countries.40 While 
                                                        
 36 The term conventicle is used to refer to small groups of Protestants meeting covertly in Spain 
and elsewhere. See Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion, 176; and Euan Cameron, 
“Italy,” in The Early Reformation in Europe, ed. Andrew Pettegree (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1992), 204; and A. Gordon Kinder, “The Reformation in Spain: Stillbirth By-pass, or Excision?” 
Reformation and Renaissance Review: Journal of the Society for Reformation Studies (June 99, Issue 1): 
114. 
 
 37 Kinder argues that the number of people involved in the movement around Seville was as high 
as 800, while Kamen puts the number at 120. See A. Gordon Kinder, “Spain,” in The Early Reformation in 
Europe, ed. Andrew Pettegree ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 227; and Henry 
Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1997), 93.  
 
 38 Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo, Historia de los heterodoxos espñoles, 3 vols. (Madrid: Librería 
Católica de San José, 1880-82; reprint 2 vols. Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1967.). References 
are to the reprint edition. (Hereafter M. Pelayo.) 
 
 39 Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision, 92.  
 
 40 David Coleman, “Spain,” in The Reformation World, ed. Andrew Pettegree (London: 
Routledge, 2000), 296-297. Kinder, “The Reformation in Spain: Stillbirth By-pass, or Excision?” 100-125. 
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the spread of Protestantism in Spain is not the subject of this dissertation, a greater 
understanding of the development of the Spanish Bibles will contribute to ongoing 
discussion regarding the impact of the Reformation in Spain. 
 As in other countries, the printing press41 provided new opportunities for Bible 
production in Spain. Of the few medieval Spanish translations of the Bible, or portions 
thereof, none made the transition into print.42 The first Bible printed in Spain was the 
Valencian Bible in the Catalán language produced in 1478.43 However, prohibitions 
against Bible publication issued by Isabella and Ferdinand made vernacular translations 
in any language difficult to produce in the Iberian lands. The most notable Bible printed 
                                                                                                                                                                     
See also Rady Roldán Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete: Studies on the 1569 Spanish 
Translation of the Bible” (Th.D. Diss., Boston University, 2004), 79-100, for a social profile of the 
Protestant group of Seville. 
 
 41 Several works describe the rise of printing in Spain. See Conrad Häebler, The Early Printers of 
Spain and Portugal (London: Printed for the Bibliographical Society at the Chiswick Press, 1894); F. J. 
Norton, Printing in Spain, 1501-1520 (London: Cambridge University Press, 1966); and A Gordon Kinder, 
“Printing and Reformation Ideas in Spain,” in The Reformation and the Book, ed. Jean-Francois Gilmont, 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998). Most recently the Spanish and Portuguese literature of the Iberian Peninsula, 
Mexico and Peru has been catalogued by Alexander S.Wilkinson in Iberian Books: Books Published in 
Spanish or Portuguese or on the Iberian Peninsula before 1601 (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2010). 
 
 42 There were a number of Spanish Bible texts produced in the medieval period. The earliest 
translations are the so-called prealfonsine, or Biblia Romanceada, manuscripts held at the Museo Escorial 
that date from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries. There are several manuscripts in the collection, of 
which I.i.6 and I.i.8 are the most significant. The Biblia Alfonsina was produced in 1280 at the order of 
King Alfonso X as part of the Grande e General Estoria, a five-volume history of the world. This is a 
translation of the complete Bible from the Vulgate in the form of paraphrase. See Alfonso X el Sabio, 
General estoria, ed.Pedro Sánchez-Prieto, (Madrid: Fundación José Antonio de Castro (Biblioteca Castro), 
2009). The Biblia de Alba (1430) is a translation of the Old Testament from Hebrew prepared by Rabbi 
Mosés Arragel de Guadalajara at the request of Grand Master of Calatrava, Don Luis de Guzman of 
Maqueda. The work was completed in 1430, but never made it past the Franciscan censors. It is available 
today as Biblia (Antiguo Testamento) traducida del hebreo al castellano por rabi Mose Arragel de 
Guadalfajara (1422-1433?) y publicada por el duque de Berwick y de Alba, 2 vols., (Madrid: Imprenta 
Artística, 1920). See Margherita Morreale de Castro, “Apuntes bibliográficos para la iniciación al studio de 
las Biblias medíevales en castellano,” Sefarad 20 (1960): 66-109. 
 
 43 See Jordi Ventura, La Biblia Valenciana: recuperació de la història d’un incunable en català 
(Barcelona: Curial, 1993). 
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in Spain was the Complutensian Polyglot Bible (CPB) published in six volumes between 
1514 and 1517. As it was not sanctioned by Pope Leo X until c. 1520,44 it did not 
circulate widely until well after Erasmus’ Greek New Testament appeared in 1516.  
 The first Spanish language translation of the New Testament to appear in print 
was the work of Francisco de Enzinas, published in 1543 in Spanish controlled 
Antwerp.45 In 1553, Abraham Usque and Yom Tob Atías published a pair of editions of 
the Hebrew Bible, 46 intended for Jewish and Christian use respectively. 47 Because they 
were printed in Ferrara, they are known together as the Ferrara Bible. A second New 
Testament was published in 1556 by Juan Pérez in Geneva.48 The complete Bible in 
                                                        
 44 See T. H. Darlow and H. F. Moule, Historical Catalogue of the Printed Portions of Holy 
Scripture in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible Society, vol. 2 (London: The Bible House, 1911), 
no. 1412.  
 
 45 Francisco Enzinas, El Nuevo testamento de nuestro redemptor y Salvador Jesu Christo, 
tradizido de Griego en lengua castellana por Françisco de Enzinas, dedicado a la Cesarea Majestad 
(Antwerp: Stefan Mierdmann, 1543). Research on the sixteenth-century Spanish Bibles for this dissertation 
was done using the microfiche copies produced by Fritz Büsser and Christoph Weichert, Early printed 
Bibles: printed Bibles and Bible translations in the 15th and 16th centuries on microfiche (Leiden, 
Netherlands: Inter Documentation Co., 1988-1995). 
 
 46 The translation of the Hebrew Bible by Usque and Atías stands somewhat apart, since it is not 
the work of Spanish Evangelicals as are the others. However, there are good reasons for its inclusion. First, 
Casiodoro de Reina made use of the Ferrara Bible for his work on the Old Testament, so it is important to 
consider as a source text for the Protestant Bible. Secondly, because it was produced in two editions, one 
for Christian use and the other for Jewish readers, it provides a valuable source for evaluating confessional 
influences on translation. Finally, it provides a useful comparison point for possible variant readings in Old 
Testament passages. 
 
 47 For the purpose of distinguishing the two we must use the names and pseudonyms of the 
authors. Thus the Jewish edition is Abraham Usque and Yom Tob Atias. Biblia En lengua Española, 
traducida palabra por palabra dela verdad Hebrayca por muy excelentes letrados vista y examinada por el 
officio de la Inquisicion (Ferrara: Usque, 1553). The Christian edition is attributed to Jerónimo Vargas and 
Duarte Pinel, Biblia En lengua Española, traducida palabra por palabra dela verdad Hebrayca por muy 
excelentes letrados vista y examinada por el officio de la Inquisicion (Ferrara: Usque, 1553). 
 
 48 Juan Perez, El Testamento Nuevo de Nvestro Señor y Salvador Iesu Christo. Nueva y fielmente 
traduzido del original Griego en romance Castellano (Geneva: Crespin, 1556). 
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Spanish was published for the first time in 1569 by Casiodoro de Reina in Basle.49 In 
1596 Cipriano de Valera published a New Testament in London,50 followed by a revision 
of Reina’s work in 1602.51 With minor subsequent revisions, the Reina-Valera Bible 
became the standard version of Spanish speaking Protestants for the next four centuries.52 
While the Tyndale, Coverdale, Geneva and King James Bibles of the English Protestants 
and Luther’s German Bible have received considerable scholarly attention, the Spanish 
Bibles have been largely ignored. 
 The chronological limits of this study may be defined by the fact that these 
translations represent a unique period in the history of Spanish Bible translation. The 
Enzinas’ New Testament (1543) was the first complete Spanish New Testament ever 
printed, while Valera’s 1602 revision of Reina’s 1569 Bible marked the end of the work 
of that generation of Spaniards. There were no significant revisions53 of the Spanish 
Protestant Bible until the nineteenth century, so the translations of the sixteenth century 
stand apart. There were no Spanish Bibles produced with approval from the Catholic 
authorities in Spain until the Padre Scio Bible in 1793.  
                                                        
 49 Casiodoro de Reina, La Biblia, que es los sacros libros del Viejo y Nuevo testamento (Basel: 
Guarin/Biener, 1569).  
 
 50 Cipriano de Valera, El Testamento Nuevo de nuestro señor Jesu Christo (London: Ricardo del 
Campo, 1596).  
 
 51 Cipriano de Valera, La Biblia, que es los sacros libros del Viejo y Nuevo testamento revista y 
conferida con los textos Hebreos y Griegos y con diversas traslaciones por Cypriano de Valera 
(Amsterdam: Lorenço Jacobi, 1602).  
 
 52 There were several other partial translations made in the sixteenth century, of limited influence, 
that will not be considered for this study, such as Juan Pérez’ translation of Psalms (1557), and translations 
by Juan de Valdés of Matthew and Psalms. 
 
 53 A minor revision of Valera’s 1596 New Testament appeared in 1708 as Sebastian de la Enzina 
and Casiodoro de Reina, El Nuevo Testamento Nuevamente sacado a luz, corregido y revisto por Dn. 
Sebastian de la Enzina (Amsterdam: Jacobo Borstio, 1708).   
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 Within the context of early modern printing and Bible translation, this dissertation 
will explore questions specific to the Spanish Bible editions. First, what motivated these 
men, refugees from home and country, to translate the Bible? Second, what is the nature 
of the relationship between the translations of Enzinas, Usque and Atías (Vargas and 
Pinel), Pérez, Reina and Valera? Though it is clear from the prefaces that they borrowed 
liberally from one another, the extent of their borrowing is not clear. Can the connections 
between the various editions be demonstrated? Third, what may be determined, if 
anything, regarding the source of their translations? Did they depend more on the Vulgate 
or on Greek and Hebrew texts? What might be the extent of their dependence upon other 
vernacular translations? Taken together, the answers to these questions will lead toward a 
textual genealogy of these translations.  
 While the Inquisition in Spain was burying the tender shoots of reform, the many 
branches of the Reformation movement in other parts of Europe were being carefully 
pruned to produce the forms desired by its leaders. The significance of religious 
confession for the social history of early modern Europe has been a major theme of 
historical research for the past half-century. In the 1960s scholars such as Gerhard 
Oestreich and Ernst Walter Zeeden pioneered the study of visitation records as a source 
for understanding the development of confessional identity among the people in 
sixteenth-century Europe. Later Heinz Schilling and Wolfgang Reinhardt developed 
confessionalization as a sociological concept.54 Schilling points out that religious 
confessions that are seen only as part of the social structure by modern scholars were, in 
                                                        
 54 Ronald Po-Chia Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation (London: Routledge, 1989), 2-3. 
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the sixteenth century, “considered central, load-bearing pillars of the entire social 
order.”55 The formation of confessional identity in the changing social, political and 
religious context of early modern Europe was a complex affair in which religion played a 
large role. In his book Social Discipline in the Reformation, Ronald Po-Chia Hsia 
describes “confessionalism” as the formation of religious identities of Lutheranism, 
Calvinism and Catholicism. 56 Each group sought by means of catechisms, visitations, 
inquisitions and consistories, sermons, pastoral care, and other means to discipline their 
people in new forms of belief and practice. 
Chrisman argues that religious propaganda drove the development of distinctions 
between Christian factions. She says, 
The religious propaganda of the sixteenth century was more long-lasting. Based 
on the principle of religious separation, it created fundamental psychological and 
social distances which would become deeply rooted in Western European culture. 
The propaganda created a stereotype of The Other, each religious group accepted 
that stereotype of its antagonist.57  
 
 Once these distances had been created, not just between Catholic and Protestants 
factions but also between the various Protestant sub-groups, there was no going back, and 
woe to those who tried to straddle the divisions. The Spanish Protestants who had fled 
their lands, and others like them, would have to find a theological home in this divisive 
setting. Unlike the Anabaptists whose theology was too different to find accommodation, 
                                                        
 55 Heinz Schilling, “Confessional Europe,” in The Handbook of European History, 1400-1600, 
vol. 2, ed. Thomas A. Brady, Heiko A. Oberman and James D. Tracy (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 
1995), 642. 
 
 56 Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation, 5. 
 
 57 Miriam Usher Chrisman, “From Polemic to Propaganda: The Development of Mass Persuasion 
in the Late Sixteenth Century,” Archiv fur Reformationsgeschichte 73 (1982): 195. 
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the Spaniards were more able to find a place, whether in Calvin’s Geneva, Cranmer’s 
England, or in the free imperial city of Frankfurt.  
 More recently, however, Pettegree has argued that while the idea of 
confessionalization has much to offer, it also has some problems. In particular he faults 
the paradigm for “exaggerating the extent to which parish reform was imposed by the 
authorities, clerical and lay, on largely passive, or even sullen and resentful parishioners.” 
He instead considers the Reformation to have been a gradual process in which the public 
was a willing participant. He says “passivity was never a leading characteristic in the 
engagement of the governed with authority.”58 Additionally, not all theologians were 
aligned in specific camps, whether Lutheran or Calvinist, thus requiring a much more 
nuanced understanding of confessional positions. Edwards argues that theologians such 
as Wolfgang Capito were debating theology in a more irenic fashion.59 It could be said 
that the Calvinists in the sixteenth century were the irenic ones between the Lutherans 
and the Catholics.60 The Spanish reformers were thrust into this milieu when they left 
Spain to evade the Inquisition’s attempt to impose theological uniformity. The recent 
works of Nelson, Hasbrouck and Roldán-Figueroa explore the varied results of the 
                                                        
 58 Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion, 187. 
 
 59 Edwards, Printing, Propaganda, and Martin Luther, 148.  
 
 60 Hsia, Social Discipline in the Reformation, 61. See also, Howard Louthan and Randall C. 
Zachman, Conciliation and Confession: The Struggle for Unity in the Age of Reform, 1415-1648 (Notre 
Dame, Ind: University of Notre Dame Press, 2004). 
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Spaniards’ accommodation to the theological confines of the ecclesiastical communities 
in which they settled.61 
 This dissertation will look briefly at the confessionalism of this group of Spanish 
exiles62 through their vernacular translations of the Bible. As they sought to find a place 
in the strangers’ churches of England, the Lutheran Church of Germany, or in Calvin’s 
Geneva, did their translations reflect this accommodation? The recent dissertation of 
Rady Roldán-Figueroa at Boston University explores the theological views of Casiodoro 
de Reina as expressed in the paratextual material of his 1569 Bible translation and in 
other writings.63 Since then Roldán-Figueroa has published four articles discussing 
specific passages from the Spanish Bibles and how these gave evidence of the 
confessional position of the authors.64 This indicates that religious identity is closely 
connected to the translation of the Bible and must be considered as significant a factor for 
                                                        
 61 See J. Jonathan L. Nelson, “The Nature and Authority of Scripture in Four Spanish Protestant 
Reformers of the Sixteenth Century: Fancisco Enzinas, Juan Perez, Casiodoro de Reina, Cipriano de 
Valera” (Unpublished M.A. thesis, Wheaton College, 1987); Peter W. Hasbrouck, “Free Will and 
Predestination in the Writings of Three Spanish Reformers of the Sixteenth Century: Constantino Ponce de 
la Fuente, Juan Pérez de Pineda, and Casiodoro de Reina” (Unpublished M.A. thesis, Wheaton College, 
1998); and Roldán Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete.”  
 
 62 As already implied, the geographic context of the dissertation is unique in that the men who 
translated the Bible into Spanish in the sixteenth century all came from Spain, but worked in places such as 
Italy, Antwerp, Frankfurt, Strasbourg, Geneva, and London. National identity was important to them, but 
their confessional identity was not a given as it might have been for a Frenchman in Geneva.  
 
 63 See Roldán-Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete.” 
 
 64 Rady Roldán-Figueroa, “’Justified without the works of the law’: Casiodoro de Reina on 
Romans 3:28,” Nederlands archief voor kerkgeschiedenis 85, no. 1 (2005): 205-224); and Rady Roldán-
Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis: The Propagandistic Use of a Biblical Motif in Sixteenth-Century Spanish 
Evangelical Bible Translations,” Sixteenth Century Journal 4 (2006): 1027-1055; Rady Roldán-Figueroa, 
“Reina's vision of a truly Reformed ministry: a reconstruction,” in Lay Bibles in Europe 1450-1800, ed. M. 
Lamberigts and A. A. den Hollander, 159-81. (Leuven: Peeters, 2006); and Rady Roldán-Figueroa, 
"Translation, guided reading, and anti-Roman Catholic propaganda: the rendering of Deut 23,17[18] in the 
Reina-Valera Bible (1602)," in Infant Milk or Hardy Nourishment? (Leuven: Peeters, 2009 
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understanding what source texts the translator used. The present study will serve to 
broaden the understanding of how all the Spanish Bibles fit into this context.  
 The next chapter will establish the context for the Spaniards’ work in the 
sixteenth-century world of Bible. In particular it will explore the late medieval ideas 
about Bible interpretation and the form of the text. During the late medieval era, biblical 
scholarship underwent significant change as humanist academics interested in the ancient 
languages began to raise questions about the Latin Vulgate text and how it should be 
understood. By the sixteenth century, scholars had begun to undertake not only the 
correction of the Latin Vulgate, but also the publication of collated Greek and Hebrew 
texts for comparison. These new interpretive principles and print resources, coupled with 
Reformation appreciation of the people’s need to understand the Bible, led a generation 
of scholars to produce vernacular Bible translations across the continent of Europe. 
 The third chapter will explore this new world of vernacular Bible publishing. The 
process of printing and selling Bibles became quickly established, but questions of 
readership remain problematic. The potential market and literacy rates will be 
investigated to ascertain what opportunity existed for vernacular Bibles in Spain. 
Sixteenth-century translators were also concerned for proper reader understanding of the 
text, so translation methods and use of para-textual material will be considered.  
 The fourth chapter will look at how vernacular translations were designed to 
educate followers, convince skeptics and to persuade. The debate between More and 
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Tyndale is evidence of the confessional and political ramifications of Bible translation.65 
Duerden argues that translation was not simply an academic task or exercise in linguistic 
ability, but actually focused on power and ideology. He says, “the early translators and 
their detractors were concerned with power as a means to the end of social and individual 
transformation.”66 The many attempts to curtail the spread of vernacular Bibles were a 
logical response to this challenge from the traditional authorities. This chapter will 
consider the impact of the Inquisition’s efforts to restrict the reading of vernacular Bibles 
and other prohibited texts.  
 The main goal of the fifth and sixth chapters will be to explore the motives and 
methods of the Spanish translators as described in the Bible prefaces and as compared to 
several others from the early modern period. The circumstances of each translation will 
be presented in order to understand influences and motives, which the preface material 
indicates differ from those of the humanists or the reformers. For example, national pride 
is evident in the preface to Pérez’s New Testament. He felt obligated to translate as a 
service to his country because of his calling to the Gospel and because Spain gloried in 
being the nation most pure from heresy.67 Finally, the two chapters will look at the 
available evidence of the translators’ sources and method. The material of chapters five 
                                                        
 65 See David Ginsberg, “Ploughboys versus Prelates: Tyndale and More and the Politics of 
Biblical Translation,” SCJ 19 (Spring 1988): 45-61. 
 
 66 Richard Duerden, “Equivalence of Power? Authority and Reformation Bible Translation,” in 
The Bible as Book: The Reformation, ed. Orlaith O’Sullivan (London: The British Library, 2000), 13.  
 
 67 Juan Pérez, “Epistola,” in Bowman Foster Stockwell, Prefacios a las Biblias castellanas del 
siglo XVI (Buenos Aires: Aurora, 1951), 56-62.  
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and six is divided by the shift that occurred in the middle of sixteenth century due to the 
hardening of confessional boundaries.  
 The seventh and eighth chapters will use textual analysis to study selected 
passages from both Testaments for evidence of particular sources of translation, methods 
and hints at bias. Comparisons to various potential source texts will serve to enable the 
creation of a genealogy of the Spanish Bibles. Two Ph.D. dissertations have laid some 
groundwork for this present study. Jorge González studied Valera’s revision to Reina’s 
Bible to determine his revision methods by comparing some four hundred and fifty-eight 
passages that Valera changed.68 Roldán-Figueroa’s dissertation describes some of the 
other changes Valera made in terms of the order of the canon, and the paratextual 
material.69 
 In addition to the attempt to source the Spanish Bibles in the Hebrew, Greek and 
Latin texts, this comparative analysis will clarify the lineage among the Spanish Bibles. 
Kinder and Roldán-Figueroa believe that Valera’s New Testament of 1596 was a revision 
of Reina’s New Testament, while Fernández y Fernández and Stockwell both argued for 
its connection to Pérez’s New Testament. Finally, the comparative analysis of the Old 
and New Testament passages, along with the previous discussion of the prefaces, will 
make it possible to place the Spanish translators in the sixteenth-century world of 
                                                        
 68 Jorge A. González, “Valera’s Method for Revising the Old Testament in the Spanish Bible of 
1602.” (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 1967), 117-18. 
 
 69 See Roldán Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete,” 164ff. 
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Protestant Bible translation and confessional identity. There is evidence that the 
Spaniards did not all fit comfortably into a single confessional identity.70 
 The final chapter will summarize what has been learned about the scholars and 
editions of the Spanish Bible in the sixteenth century. The place of the Spanish Bibles 
and their translators in the context of contemporary translation work will be established, 
and the translation lineage from Enzinas to Valera will be identified. The discoveries of 
this dissertation will be correlated to work being done by others, and areas for future 
study will be indicated.  
 
                                                        
 70 See Hasbrouck, “Free Will and Predestination,” 118.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LATE MEDIEVAL BIBLE INTERPRETATION AND TRANSLATION 
 
“And with wresting the scripture unto their own purpose clean contrary unto the process, 
order and meaning of the text, and so delude them in descanting upon it with allegories, 
and amaze them expounding it in many senses before the unlearned lay people 
(when it hath but one simple literal sense whose light the owls cannot abide) 
that though thou feel in thine heart and art sure how that all is false that they say, 
 yet couldst thou not solve their subtle riddles.”1 
 
 It is necessary to consider the sixteenth-century world of Bible translation to 
understand the task to which the Spanish writers dedicated such effort. Over the past 
several decades, a number of books have been written concerning the history of printing,2 
as well as the history of the Bible.3 This literature will provide the means to explore late 
medieval trends in the interpretation of the Bible. Tyndale’s interest in the literal sense of 
the Bible was not common to medieval biblical interpretation, and attitudes had not 
changed much by 1530 when he wrote the above indictment of the churchmen. This 
chapter will explore two developments of particular interest that set the stage for the 
vernacular Bible translation movement of the sixteenth century: the growing emphasis on 
the literal meaning of scripture and the rise of textual studies with the corollary interest in 
the revision of the Vulgate.  
                                                        
 1 Tyndale's Old Testament: Being the Pentateuch of 1530, Joshua to 2 Chronicles of 1537, and 
Jonah (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 4. Emphasis added. 
 
 2 See p. 3, n. 5 and p. 4, n. 8.  
 
 3 See p. 1, n. 2. 
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 The story of late medieval biblical interpretation really must begin with the 
Vulgate.4 Eventually comprising six folio volumes, the Vulgate of the late Middle Ages 
contained St. Jerome’s Latin text surrounded by extensive commentary. The Glossa 
ordinaria, as it is also called, refers to this body of commentary. It is described by 
Froehlich as “a collection of patristic and early medieval excerpts interpreting all the 
books of the Bible in a characteristic layout. Each page featured a central window of 
Vulgate text in larger script with short interlinear explanations and longer comments 
written around the window in the margins.”5 The authorship of the glosses is generally 
anonymous, though portions are attributed to Anslem of Laon, his brother Ralph, Gilbert 
the Universal, and others.6 By the twelfth century the glosses were being used for 
teaching in the universities, a practice extending to the Reformation period.  
 Sixteenth-century scholars of all theological stripes continued to consult the 
Vulgate. Froehlich argues that Luther continued to consult the Glossa throughout his 
career, right down to his lectures on Genesis that ended in 1545.7 In addition, the Postilla 
literalis super Bibliam by Nicholas of Lyra, “became, after the Glossa ordinaria, the 
                                                        
 4 For this dissertation two editions of the Vulgate were used. The first, Biblia latina, cum glossa 
ordinaria Walafridi Strabonis aliorumque et interlineari Anselmi Laudunensis et cum postillis Nicolai de 
Lyra expositionibusque Guillelmi Britonis in prólogos S. Hieronymi (Venetiis : Paganinus de Paganinis 
1495), marks the beginning of the sixteenth century, while the second, Fulgensis Strabus, Nicholas of Lyra, 
Paul Burgensus, Matthias Toringus, François Feuardent, Jean Dadré, and Jacques de Cuilly, Bibliorum 
sacrorum cum glossa ordinaria, 6 vols. (Venetiis: [publisher not identified], 1603), stands at the other end 
of the century. It is readily available online from the Lollard Society 
<http://lollardsociety.org/?page_id=409>. 
 
 5 Karlfried Froehlich, “Martin Luther and the Glossa Ordinaria,” Lutheran Quarterly Volume 
XXIII (2009): 31. 
 
 6 See Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 59-62. 
 
 7 Froehlich, “Martin Luther and the Glossa Ordinaria,” 37. 
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most widely copied and disseminated of all medieval Bible commentaries, finding its 
way into hundreds of libraries across the Continent in Scholastic, monastic, cathedral, 
and courtly settings.”8 Lyra’s explanations of the literal sense of scripture became highly 
influential in the late medieval and early modern period, especially with the advent of 
printing which allowed the Postilla to circulate with the Glossa ordinaria. By the early 
modern era the scholars of Europe were deeply familiar with the Latin Vulgate text and 
its interpretation in the glosses. 
 Textual studies were less of a concern than theology through much of the Middle 
Ages. Since the time of Augustine the spiritual sense of the scripture, not the letter of the 
text was considered most significant.9 Two ideas dampened interest in the Hebrew and 
Greek texts: the belief that the Jews had corrupted the text of the Old Testament and that 
the Vulgate was a faithful reproduction of the original. The Renaissance saw the rise of 
new thinking in a wide variety of areas, including the study of the Bible. Renewed 
interest in the Hebrew and Greek texts behind the Latin Vulgate began growing as early 
as the intellectual renaissance of the twelfth century. The revival of Greek learning 
produced interest in improving the Latin text of the Bible based on close reading of the 
available Greek and Hebrew manuscripts. Bentley says three developments helped spur 
what he calls a new “brand of scholarship”: revival of Greek learning, the emergence of 
philological criticism, and the invention of printing.10  
                                                        
 8 Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers, 6. 
 
 9 Ibid., 13. 
 
 10 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 15. 
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 In the twelfth century the Augustinian monk, Hugh of St. Victor (d. 1141), began 
to rethink the medieval approach to scripture and sought out Jewish scholars to help 
understand the “literal meaning of the Old Testament text.”11 It was in the school of St. 
Victor, Klepper says, that interest in the “literal-historical sense of Scripture emerged.”12 
From Hugh of St. Victor there extended a lineage of Hebrew study that continued down 
to the Reformation. The writings of Hugh’s pupil and friend Andrew (d. 1175) influenced 
scholars like Herbert of Bosham (d.c. 1194),13 Peter Comestor (d.c. 1198), Peter the 
Chanter (d. 1197) and Stephen Langton (c. 1155-1228)14 to study the literal meaning of 
the text and the value of consulting the Hebrew. These four continued the Victorine 
school of thought. Smalley notes of Comestor, the Chanter and Langton that  
whereas other Paris masters left glosses on the Psalms and the Pauline Epistles, 
these three made original contributions to the study of Scripture as a whole, the 
Comestor in his Histories and Gospel glosses, the Chanter and Langton in a vast 
series of glosses, covering the Old and New Testaments.15  
 
While these Parisian scholars made use of Hebrew to gain a better understanding 
of the biblical text, others also found knowledge of Hebrew valuable for polemics with 
the Jews. The Spanish Dominican Raymond Peñaforte (c. 1180-1275) began to use post-
biblical Jewish texts in his efforts to convert the Jews to Christianity. He then called for 
schools to be established to train preachers in Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic to aid 
                                                        
 11 Ibid., 14. 
 
 12 Ibid., 14. On the Victorines see also, Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 83-
195; and Fourier Bonnard, Histoire de l’Abbaye royale et de l’ordre des chanoines réguliers de St. Victor: 
première période 1113-1500 (Paris: A Savaète, 1904). 
 
 13 See Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 186-95. 
 
 14 Comestor, the Chanter and Langton are also discussed in Ibid., 196-263 
 
 15 Ibid., 197. 
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missionary work among Jews and Muslims. One of his students, Raymond Martini, was 
noted for his competence in both Hebrew and Aramaic. Klepper observes that the 
Dominicans undertook language study mainly for mission work among the Jews, and 
those who studied Hebrew for other purposes did not tend to have comparable abilities.16  
The Franciscans studied Hebrew for the purpose of working on the biblical text, 
and were increasingly concerned with understanding the literal sense, Keppler notes. To 
this end England and France became centers of Hebrew study, particularly at the 
Franciscan faculties.17 Among the most noteworthy thirteenth century figures were 
Robert Grosseteste (c.1175-1253),18 Roger Bacon (c.1214-1292) and Adam Marsh 
(c.1200-c.1258). Grosseteste, while not a Franciscan himself, influenced the others 
through his lectures at Oxford from 1230-35. Bacon, a Franciscan monk, taught that 
western Christians needed to study Greek in order to access the scientific works of 
antiquity and to be able to master the central documents of the church. He pointed to 
Grosseteste as the pioneer of this program.19  
Grosseteste insisted that morning hours at Oxford be preserved for lectures on the 
Bible20 and that theology be taught from the Bible rather than from Lombard’s Sentences, 
                                                        
 16 Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers, 16-17. 
 
 17 Ibid., 17-18.  
 
 18 See Richard W. Southern, Robert Grosseteste: The Growth of an English Mind in Medieval 
Europe (Oxford: Clarendon, 1986) and James McEvoy, Robert Grosseteste (Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 2000). 
 
 19 Southern, Robert Grosseteste, 15. 
 
 20 Ibid., 174. 
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which the Franciscans began using around 1250.21 Bacon warned against the use of 
translations for the study of works of antiquity due to the corruption of the texts. He also 
criticized, according to Klepper, the somewhat haphazard attempts of Dominicans and 
Franciscans to correct the text. Though they compared with older versions and different 
texts, they did not do so in a scientific way.22  
 While the school of St. Victor sought to discover the literal meaning of the 
biblical text, Grosseteste and his disciples were concerned first and foremost to derive 
theology from it. Only to the extent that they considered the medieval Latin text to have 
been corrupted was there a problem in need of correction. However, just a few decades 
later this was to change with the work of Nicholas of Lyra (1270-1349).23  
Nicholas entered the Franciscan order about the year 1300, and was sent to Paris 
to take up the life of a scholar. He earned the master’s degree there in 1308 and spent the 
rest of his life in Paris as provincial minister of the Franciscans, involved with the 
University and in writing. Nicholas produced extensive commentary on the whole Bible, 
the Postilla literalis, between the years 1322 and 1331. In his work he drew heavily upon 
                                                        
 21 Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers, 19, 27. 
 
 22 See Ibid., 21-25. She also observes that the actual Greek and Hebrew skills of these medieval 
churchmen was rather limited.  
 
 23 On Nicholas and his interpretation of scripture see Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers; Herman 
Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian Scholars (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1963); and Charles 
V. Langlois, “Nicholas fr Lyre, Frère Meneur,” in Histoire Littéraire de la France (Paris, 1937), 36:355-
401. 
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Jewish interpreters, particularly Rashi (d. 1105).24 He knew Hebrew, but not Greek, and 
worked to correct the Latin text as well as write commentary on it.  
Nicholas’ agenda was to provide “an up-to-date guide to the Hebrew text and to 
Jewish tradition.”25 His Postilla literalis offered commentary on the literal sense of the 
text that reflected Rash’s peshat interpretation. Peshat was the sense of the original 
author, while derash was the later, more mystical, spiritual or allegorical sense 
understood by the rabbinic interpreters.26 However, he did not particularly seek a literal 
understanding of the text as the Victorines, nor did he advocate learning Hebrew and 
Greek. Bentley argues that Nicholas betrays Aristotelian and Thomistic influences,27 
which would set him apart from the Victorines. Nevertheless, Klepper sees Nicholas as a 
bridge between the era of medieval Christian Hebraists and the Hebrew study of the 
humanists and reformers.28 
Klepper claims the medieval use of Hebrew “reached its apex in the early 
fourteenth century with Nicholas of Lyra,” and observes that the study of Hebrew was 
                                                        
 24 Nicholas of Lyra, Postilla super totam Bibliam, 4 vols. (Strassburg, 1492; reprint, Frankfurt am 
Main: Minerva, 1971). The Victorines had also made use of Rashi but it was Nicholas whose Postillas 
brought Rashi’s thoughts into the mainstream of late medieval scholarship. See Hallperin, Rashi and the 
Christian Scholars, 105-15. Nicholas’ other writings include the Quaestio de adventu Christi (1309), De 
differentia nostrae translationis ab Hebraica littera Veteris Testamentis (1333), and Responsio ad 
quondam Iudaeum ex verbis evangelii secundum Matthaeum contra Christum nequiter arguentem (1334), 
and the Postilla moralis (1339). 
 
 25 Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 274. 
 
 26 See Hailperin, Rashi and the Christian Scholars, 31-39 regarding Rashi’s approach to 
interpretation. 
 
 27 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 26-28. 
 
 28 Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers, 6. 
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rare in the century after Nicholas.29 Raymond Lull convinced the Council of Vienne to 
establish chairs of Greek, Hebrew, Chaldee and Arabic at the Universities of Paris, 
Bologna, Salamanca and Oxford, but this was only achieved much later. Finally in 1397 
Manuel Chrysolorus was brought to Florence to teach Greek, and only in the mid-
fifteenth century did the situation improve further.30  
 Scholars finally turned their attention to the New Testament in the fifteenth 
century. The Italian Lorenzo Valla (1407-57) was the first westerner with a complete 
grasp of Greek, and was thus able to begin the work of correcting the Latin text. Up to 
this point, the medieval Latin text of the New Testament was considered to be virtually 
sacrosanct; scholars dared not question the work of St. Jerome. Bentley argues that 
Valla’s main task was to evaluate the Vulgate as a translation of the Greek.31 Unlike his 
predecessors, who sought a clear understanding of the text for theological purposes and to 
expound its meaning in lectures, Valla was interested in the text in itself. He marks the 
shift from biblical studies to textual studies, which was the main concern of the humanist 
movement. Bentley argues that the humanists had three objectives in their work with the 
Bible: a correct Greek text, an accurate Latin translation, and an “accurate historical 
explanation of what New Testament writings meant to their earliest audiences.”32  
 Valla sought to gain a clear understanding of the Greek and Hebrew text as it was, 
not just in order to correct the Latin. He was interested in the words and their meanings, 
                                                        
 29 Ibid., 30. 
 
 30 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 15-16. 
 
 31 Ibid., 34. 
 
 32 Ibid., 19. 
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and it was this concern that led him to question the Donation of Constantine and the 
authorship of the so-called Apostles’ Creed. Valla and other scholars of the period, such 
as Giannozzo Manetti, Antonio Nebrija33 and Pedro de Osma began to work on the Greek 
text itself. Like Lyra they sought to know the meaning of the text, but unlike Lyra, they 
became interested in obtaining a text that was correct in both Greek and Latin.  
 In 1442 Valla wrote notes on the text of the Greek New Testament, which he 
titled Collatio novi testamenti. He prepared a revision during the years 1453-57. Erasmus 
found a copy of the revised version of his work at the Parc Abbey near Louvain, which he 
published in 1505 with the title Adnotationes.34 In the Collatio, Valla worked to evaluate 
the Latin text based on the Greek. Bentley says Valla found three main problems with the 
Vulgate text: “it presented scripture in an inferior or inappropriate literary style; it 
inaccurately translated many passages of the Greek text; and it in general obscured the 
meaning of the original Greek New Testament.”35 In fact, Bentley argues that Valla’s 
“efforts to solve problems of New Testament text, translation, and explanation 
inaugurated the modern tradition of critical, philological scholarship on the New 
Testament.”36  
                                                        
 33 Nebrija wrote Annotationes and Vocabulario, about textual criticism before Erasmus published 
Valla’s Adnotationes. See José C. Nieto, Juan de Valdés and the Origins of the Spanish and Italian 
Reformation, Travaux D’Humanisme et Renaissance, CVIII (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1970), 55.  
 
 34 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 34-35. These texts, along with Valla’s other works may 
accessed in Collatio novi testamenti, ed. A Perosa (Florence: Sansoni, 1970; and Opera omnia, 2 vols. ed. 
E Garin (Turin: Bottega d’Erasmo, 1962). 
 
 35 Ibid., 50. 
 
 36 Ibid., 34. 
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 While Paris and Oxford emerged as key centers of biblical studies, they were 
certainly not the only universities where the humanist interest in accessing the original 
texts was transforming the approach to the Bible. In Spain Pedro Martínez de Osma, Elio 
Antonio de Nebrija, and others were also pursuing linguistic studies. Osma (c. 1415 – 
1480) studied at the University of Salamanca and became a professor there in 1444. His 
student, Nebrija, considered Osma one of the wisest Spaniards of his time.37 Osma issued 
corrections to the Latin while teaching at Salamanca (prior to Erasmus’ publication of 
Valla), and attacked the church in his De Confessione, now lost.38  
 Like his mentor, Nebrija39 (1444-1522) took great interest in languages. He 
produced the first grammar and dictionary of the Spanish language as well as a Latin 
grammar.40 His Introductiones latinae, published in 1481, was a grammar text intended 
for teaching Latin in the humanist style and became the standard text at many Spanish 
universities. Van Liere calls it his most lasting contribution to Spanish scholarship.41 
After 1495 Nebrija dedicated himself to work on biblical studies. He spent some ten 
                                                        
 37 Antonio de Nebrija, Apologia, Granada, 1535, f5r. 
 
 38 Nieto, Juan de Valdés, 54. Osma was working on corrections several decades before Erasmus 
found Valla’s manuscript and began serious work of his own on the Latin text. Osma’s writings include: In 
libros Ethicorum, Compendio sobre los seis libros de la Metaphysica, De confessione. De confessione is 
lost, no doubt, due to the errors the Inquisition found in it, and for which Osma was tried and convicted. 
 
 39 The bibliography on Nebrija is limited in English and in Spanish. See P. Lemus y Rubio, El 
Maestro Elio Antonio de Lebrixa, R.H., ts. XXII and XXIX (1910 and 1913); Antonio Ordiozola, “La 
caracole del bibliófilo nebriense. Extracto seco de bibliografía de Nebrija en los siglos xv y xvi” Revista de 
Bibliografía Nacional (VII (1946): 3-114; Victor G. de la Concha, ed. Nebrija y la introducci6n del 
renacimniento en Espaina (Salamanca: Excma. Diputación Provincial de Salamanca, 1983); and Félix 
Olmedo, SJ., Nebrija en Salamanca (1475-1513) (Madrid:Editora Nacional, 1944). 
 
 40 Nebrija’s Humanist works are available in electronic form at: 
www.bibliotecavirtualdeandalucia.es. 
 
 41 Katherine Elliot van Liere, “After Nebrija: Academic Reformers and the Teaching of Latin in 
Sixteenth-Century Salamanca.” SCJ XXXIV/4 (2003): 1067. 
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years preparing notes on the translation of the Bible only to have them seized by the 
Inquisition. When Cisneros became Inquisitor General, Nebrija was able to recover his 
notes and publish them as Tertia quinquagena. In the Tertia he addresses 50 textual 
problems in the Bible in a manner similar to Valla.42 Another biblical commentary of 
note is Nebrija’s Apologia, written c. 1504 and published in 1516. Here Nebrija stated his 
rules of criticism: 
that whenever in the New Testament there appear variant readings in Latin books, 
we should have recourse to the Greek that whenever in the Old Testament there is 
some difference among Latin books or between Latin and Greek, we should seek 
reliable information from the truth of the Hebrew source.43  
 
Nebrija intended to clear up any concerns over the variants in the Latin text by making 
recourse to the Greek and Hebrew texts, thus subjecting the Latin to them.  
 Nebrija left Salamanca in 1513 and joined the scholars convened by Cardinal 
Ximénez at Alcalá to prepare a grand polyglot of the Bible (to be discussed below). His 
tenure there was not long, as conflicts with the team over the extent to which the Latin 
text should be subject to revision, and other matters, led to his separation from the 
group.44  
                                                        
 42 For other biblical works by Nebrija, see see Nebrija, Nebrissensis biblica, ed. P. Galindo Romeo 
and L. Ortiz Muñoz 2 vols. (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas. Instituto Antonio de 
Nebrija, 1950). 
 
 43 Elio Antonio de Nebrija, Apologia cum quibusdam sacrae scripturae locis non vulgariter 
expositis (Alcalá, 1516), fol. A ii verso; quoted in Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 81. Translated by 
Bentley. 
 
 44 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 89-90. Bentley argues that Nebrija would have been fully 
capable of carrying out a thorough revision of the Latin Vulgate in accord with the Greek and Hebrew. 
When he found that there would be no serious effort to correct the Latin text, he left the group. See Jeremy 
N. H. Lawrance, “Humanism in the Iberian Peninsula,” in The Impact of Humanism on Western Europe, 
ed. Anthony Goodman and Angus MacKay (London: Longman, 1990), 252. 
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 The work of Nebrija thus leads to Alcalá and the great Complutensian Polyglot 
Bible (CPB).45 The CPB took its title from the Latin name for Alcalá, Complutum, and 
was the first major printed text of the Bible in Hebrew and Greek.46 The CPB consists of 
six folio volumes containing all of the Old and New Testaments arranged in columns. 
Volume five containing the New Testament in Greek and Latin was printed first, 
completed by 10 January 1514, and thus pre-dated Erasmus’ Greek New Testament of 
1516.47 Volumes one through four contained the Old Testament in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, 
and the Syriac Pentateuch. The sixth contains study aids such as grammars, lexicons, and 
dictionaries. The fourth and final of the Old Testament volumes was published last on 10 
July 1517.  
As mentioned above, this CPB project was inspired by the reforming vision of 
Cardinal Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros (1436-1517),48 archbishop of Toledo and 
                                                        
 45 Arnaldo Guillén de Brocar, and Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros. Vetus testamentu[m] multiplici 
lingua nu[n]c primo impressum. Et imprimis Pentateuchus Hebraico Greco atq[ue] Chaldaico idiomate. 
Adiu[n]cta vnicuiq[ue] sua latina interpretatione, 6 vols. (Academia Complutensi: Arnaldi Guillelmi de 
Brocario, 1514-1517). Bentley discusses the CPB in Humanists and Holy Writ, 70-111. See also Mariano 
Revilla Rico, La políglata de Alcalá: estudio histórico-crítico (Madrid: Imprenta Helénica, 1917); Jerry H. 
Bentley, “New Light on the Editing of the Complutensian New Testament,” Bibliotheque d’humanisme et 
Renaissance 42 (1980): 145-56; and Séamus O’Connell, From Most Ancient Sources: The nature and Text-
Critical Use of the Greek Old Testament Text of the Complutensian Polyglot Bible, Orbis Biblicus et 
Orientalis 215 (Fribourg, Switzerland: Academic Press Fribourg, 2006). 
 
 46 In the words of Kraus the CPB was the “principal biblical work of the sixteenth century.” H. J. 
Kraus, Geschichte der historisch-kritischen Erforschung de Alten Testaments, 3rd ed. (Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener, 1982), 44. 
 
 47 However, the CPB was held from circulation until the project was completed, and Erasmus 
secured an exclusive privilege of four years from Emperor Maxmillian and Pope Leo X for his Greek New 
Testament that came from the printer in 1516. Thus the CPB could not be sold until it was sanctioned by 
Pope Leo in 1520.  See Wilkinson, Iberian Books, 70. 
 
 48 For biographical information on Cisneros, see Erika Rummel, Jimenez De Cisneros: on the 
Threshold of Spain's Golden Age (Tempe, Az.: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 
2000); and Karl J.von Hefele Der Kardinal Ximenes and die kirchliche Zustaade Spaniens am Ends des 16. 
and Anfang des 16. Jahrhunderts (Tubingen: Laupp, 1844); Spanish trans., El Cardenal Jiménez de 
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primate of Spain. In 1498 Cisneros founded the University of Alcalá,49 with its trilingual 
College of San Idelfonso, established in 1508 as a graduate level institution teaching 
theology and the biblical languages of Hebrew Greek, and Latin. Bentley argues that 
Cisneros sponsored the CPB at Alcalá because of “his desire to encourage piety, his 
recognition of the need for accurate texts of the scriptures, and his urge to unify the 
disparate religious and cultural elements of early modern Spain.”50 Early modern Bible 
editions had been multiplying since the advent of printing, and soon the need for a 
uniform, accurate text became apparent.  
In addition to bringing together the team of scholars,51 significant effort was made 
(at the expense of 4,000 ducats) to secure the best possible manuscripts from which to 
work. Some were sent by Pope Leo X, others came from Venice, and Latin manuscripts 
were found in the public library.52 While the details of the division of labor are not clear, 
O’Connell has shown that the team worked from one original source primarily and used a 
second source to correct the text. In the case of the Pentateuch, O’Connell identifies the 
primary text as MS 56, which he believes, was corrected with MS 108.53  
                                                                                                                                                                     
Cinseros y la iglesia española a fines del siglo XV y principios del XVI (Barcelona: s.p., 1869); English 
trans., The Life of Cardinal Ximenez (London: Catholic Pub. & Bookselling Co., 1860). 
 
 49 Nieto argues Alcalá was founded to counteract the renaissance spirit that looked to pagan 
philosophy and literature for inspiration rather than the Bible. Nieto, Juan de Valdés, 53. 
 
 50 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 74. 
 
 51 See Marcel Bataillon, Erasmo y España: Estudios sobre la historia espiritual del siglo XVI, 2nd 
ed,. trans. Antonio Alatorre (Mexico City, Mexico: Fondo De Cultura Económica, 1966), 22-25 for 
discussion of the makeup of Cisneros’ team of Bible scholars.  
 
 52 Rummel, Jiménez de Cisneros, 49. 
 
 53 O’Connell, From Most Ancient Sources, 8. 
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Rummel and O’Connell agree that while the editors of the CPB emended the 
Latin text some, they tended to follow the Greek text that most closely aligned with the 
Vulgate, and the Vulgate was in turn a source of influence upon the Greek text of the 
CPB.54 O’Connell goes on to argue that the MT was of less significance than the Greek 
manuscripts and observes that there was little work done to emend the text stylistically.55 
The Greek and Latin texts had relatively more impact upon the text of the Old Testament 
than did the Hebrew, which was likely due to the limited Hebrew knowledge of the 
translation team, though opinions on the matter vary. O’Connell argues that the CBP 
team had little knowledge of Hebrew, but substantial knowledge of Greek.56 On the other 
hand, Smalley insists that the medieval interpreters of the Bible knew little Greek, since 
to learn it meant traveling to Italy or Greece. Hebrew, meanwhile, was better known 
because Jewish instructors could readily be found in communities throughout Europe.57 
The solution to this conflict of opinions is to be found in the Renaissance itself. The 
extensive work of Renaissance academics to recover and put into print the works of 
antiquity certainly contributed to a rising level of scholarly ability with the Greek 
language.58 At the same time the increasing marginalization of the Jewish people meant 
                                                        
 54 Rummel, Jiménez de Cisneros, 64; O’Connell, From Most Ancient Sources, 168. 
 
 55 O’Connell, From Most Ancient Sources, 168. 
 
 56 Ibid., 36. 
 
 57 Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 361-3. 
 
 58 This type of translation work was being done in Spain in the fifteenth century as discussed in 
Lawrance, “Humanism in the Iberian Peninsula,” 223-228. 
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that fewer biblical scholars were willing to study Hebrew. This was most certainly the 
scenario in Spain where the Jews had been forced to convert or face expulsion in 1492.   
The last of the late medieval biblical scholars requiring attention in this brief 
history is Erasmus (1466-1536).59 Lyra, Valla, Osma and Nebrija developed the 
principles of critical scholarship, but Erasmus first put these tools to full use to produce a 
critical edition of the Greek New Testament and to offer a complete revision of the 
Vulgate.  
Erasmus60 was born in Rotterdam around 1466 and was orphaned by age 13. In 
spite of his inauspicious start in life, Erasmus had the good fortune to attend the school 
run by the Brethren of the Common Life at Deventer, the first school in all Europe to 
teach Greek below the college level. Thus Erasmus was equipped early on for what 
would be his most notable and enduring legacy—the critical edition of the Greek New 
Testament. To escape poverty Erasmus took vows with the Augustinians of Steyn in 
1488, but left the cloister to be secretary to the bishop of Cambrai in 1493. He was sent to 
Paris in 1495, where he remained until 1499, attending lectures at the university but never 
                                                        
 59 The bibliography on Erasmus is justifiably voluminous. His writings may be accessed in Latin 
and English. Opera omnia Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami (Amstersdam: North-Holland, 1969-2013); P. S. 
Allen and H W. Garrod, eds., Opus epistolarum Des. Erasmi Roterdami 10 vols. (Oxford: In Typographeo 
Clarendoniano, 1906-58); The Collected Works of Erasmus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974); 
and. Recent biographical literature includes: Erika Rummel, Erasmus (London: Continuum, 2004); A. G. 
Dickens, Erasmus the Reformer (London: Methuen, 1994); Léon E. Halkin, Erasmus: A Critical Biography 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1993); and James D. Tracy, Erasmus of the Low Countries (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1996); and Cornelius Augustijn, Erasmus: His Life, Works, and Influence, trans. G.C. 
Grayson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996). Bruce Mansfield has produced three volumes on the 
interpretation of Erasmus: Phoenix of his Age: Interpretations of Erasmus c. 1550-1750 (Toronto: 1979); 
Man on his Own: Interpretations of Erasmus, c. 1750-1920 (Toronto: 1992); and Erasmus in the Twentieth 
Century: Interpretations c. 1920-2000 (Toronto: 2003). 
 
 60 Rummel draws principally from Erasmus’ Compendium vitae, and from his Catalogus to 
construct his life in Erasmus, 1-19.  
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earning a degree. During his time at Paris he began tutoring students including William 
Blount, Lord Mountjoy, who invited him to visit England. During his visit he met and 
befriended Thomas More.61 Erasmus formed another significant relationship while 
visiting England, when he introduced himself to Oxford lecturer John Colet. Scholarship 
is divided on how strongly Colet might have influenced Erasmus. Rabil is convinced that 
the influence was strong enough to “fundamentally change the direction of Erasmus’ 
life.”62 When he returned to Paris, Erasmus began serious study of Greek. In 1504 
Erasmus discovered Valla’s Notes on the New Testament, which he had published the 
following year. Valla’s Notes, together with his skill with the Greek language, led 
Erasmus to the task of recovering the Greek text of the Bible.63 
In 1506 Erasmus traveled to Italy during which time he acquired a doctorate at the 
University of Turin.64 After three years in Italy, Erasmus returned to England and 
eventually accepted an offer to teach at Cambridge in 1511. Around this time Erasmus 
prepared a new translation of the Bible from the Greek,65 Novum Instrumentum, which 
                                                        
 61 Erasmus maintained his friendship with More all his life. See Albert Rabil, Jr., Erasmus and the 
New Testament: The Mind of a Christian Humanist (San Antonio: Trinity University Press, 1972), 11, n. 4 
for bibliography on their friendship. 
 
 62 Ibid., 39-46. See note 8 on p. 39-40 for his refutation of other viewpoints on the matter.  
 
 63 Rummel argues that Erasmus was already searching for manuscripts to use for study of the 
Greek text when he found Valla’s MS. Rummel, Erasmus, 76. 
 
 64.Erasmus received his degree “per saltum,” which means he skipped the normal residency 
requirements and examinations. Rummel, Erasmus, 11. 
 
 65 This Latin translation was transcribed in several folio volumes dated 1506 and 1509. It was only 
published in 1519 along with his second edition Greek testament. See Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 
116-17. Erasmus’ letter to Colet, dated 11 July 1513, indicated that he had completed his work on the 
Greek New Testament. See EE, I, 527, lines 58-59.  
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issued from the press of Johann Froben of Basel in February 1516.66 While the Greek text 
was a milestone in biblical studies, it was Erasmus’ Latin translation and notes that 
caused consternation among the scholars of Europe.  
Rather than commentary, Erasmus’ notes were designed to explain the textual 
problems encountered during the work of collating the Greek text and comparing it to the 
Latin. The explanations were not enough, however, to quell the attacks on his Latin 
translation. Concerns were raised about his corrections to the Vulgate in the 1516 edition, 
and further charges of corruption were brought against his own Latin translation that 
appeared in the subsequent editions.67 These criticisms came primarily from churchmen 
who took issue with his work on the basis of the medieval traditional view that the Latin 
was better preserved than the Greek. As Bentley notes, they “attacked his translation with 
even greater hostility and intensity than they expended on his [Greek] text.”68 This is 
evidence of the rising tension between the theologians who insisted that translation and 
interpretation of the Bible was their sole province, and the philologists who insisted that 
it was they, with skills in the ancient languages, who were most capable of proper 
translation of the text. 
It may be argued that it was Erasmus who marked, more than any other, the 
beginning of the shift from a medieval approach to the Bible to a modern one. Where the 
                                                        
 66 Erasmus’ first edition was followed by four more during his lifetime (1519, 1522, 1527 and 
1535). The first edition contained his collated Greek text in parallel column with the Vulgate. The 
subsequent editions substituted Erasmus’ own Latin translation for the Vulgate. All editions included his 
annotations. 
 
 67 See Rabil, Jr., Erasmus and the New Testament, 94, n. 159 for a list of his critics and some 
bibliography on the disputes.  
 
 68 Bentley, Humanists and Holy Writ, 205. 
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former viewed scripture using the tools of philosophy and theology interpreted in 
submission to ancient authorities, the modern approach uses the tools of history and 
language with interpretation by direct appeal to the original text. However, Muller 
cautions against the idea that the Reformation era interpreters of scripture made a hard 
break from medieval modes of interpretation, Erasmus included.69  
From Hugh of St. Victor to Erasmus there was a line of scholars who sought to 
correctly interpret the biblical text according to time honored ways of the Fathers, but 
who increasingly realized it was necessary to have the correct text to interpret. For them 
this meant having a good Latin text conforming to the Greek and Hebrew that could be 
understood according to the literal sense. With Erasmus and the Complutensian scholars, 
the question of translation was brought to the fore. Greek and Hebrew came to be not just 
tools to gain understanding of the Latin text, but now they were the basis for correction of 
the text. Muller says the major impact of humanism on biblical interpretation was that 
philological and rhetorical expertise, not absent from the field of medieval 
exegesis, became the norm with the rise of humanism. The task of establishing the 
text and of closely examining its grammar and syntax in the original languages 
became, by way of their humanistic training, one of the basic tasks in the 
Reformers’ exegesis.70 
 
This led to the movement in the sixteenth century to produce an entirely corrected 
version of the Latin Bible. Hall suggests three methods were used in the sixteenth century 
to correct the Latin text:  
                                                        
 69 Richard A. Muller, “Biblical Interpretation in the Era of the Reformation: The View from the 
Middle Ages,” in Biblical Interpretation in the Era of the Reformation, ed. Richard A. Muller and John L 
Thompson (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 8-14. 
 
 70 Muller argues that in the later middle ages Lyra and Faber Stapulensis (Lefèvre d’Etaples) 
developed approaches to the Bible that led to a stronger emphasis on the historical meaning of the text. 
Muller, “Biblical Interpretation in the Era of the Reformation,” 11.  
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first, the provision of a corrected version of the Vulgate by bringing it closer to 
the Hebrew and Greek texts established by 1525; secondly, to seek out, as Valla 
had suggested some time before, the earliest manuscripts of the Vulgate and from 
these to discover the best form of the text; thirdly, by translating anew into Latin, 
directly from the Hebrew and Greek, to provide either very literal translations for 
students, or versions of good Latinity which would appeal to men of cultivated 
taste for whom lack of time or interest made Hebrew and Greek unobtainable. 71 
 
Corrected versions of the Latin text include those by Andreas Osiander published 
in 1522 and Luther’s revision of 1529. Robert Estienne produced a revision of the Latin 
in 1524 based on textual comparison. Several editions of the Latin were advanced by 
Catholic scholars as well, including the Plantin Polyglot of 1574, leading to the Sixtine 
Bible of 1590 and the Clementine edition of 1592. Major new translations of the Bible 
into Latin appeared at the same time. The first was that of the Italian Santi Pagnini 
published in 1528,72 and revised by Servetus in 1542.73 While Pagnini’s work was 
criticized for its poor Latin style, the well-written Latin Bible of Sebastian Castellio,74 
                                                        
 71 Basil Hall, “Biblical Scholarship: Editions and Commentaries,” in The Cambridge History of 
the Bible: Reformation to the Present Day, ed. S.L. Greenslade, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1963), 64. 
 
72 Sante Pagnini, Biblia: habes in hoc libro prudens lector vtriusq[ue] instrumenti nouam 
tranlatione[m[ aeditam à reuerendo sacre theologiae doctore Sancte pagnino luce[n]si concionatore 
apostolico Praedicatorii ordinis, necnon & librum de interpretamentis hebraicorum, arameorum, in quo 
iuxta idioma cuiuscu[m]q[ue] linguae, propriae ponuntur interpretations (Lugduni [Lyons], Antoine Du 
Ruy, 1528).  
 
 73 Miguel de Servet and Sante Pagnino, Biblia sacra ex Santis Pagnini tralatione,sed ad Hebrai, 
cae linguae ammusim novissime ita recognita, & scholiis illustrate, ut plane nova edition videri posit 
(Lugduni [Lyon]: Hugonem à Porta, 1542). 
 
 74 His 1556 edition was consulted for this dissertation. Sebastianus Castellio, Biblia interprete 
Sebastiano Castalione. Unà cum eiusdem annotationibus. Totum opus recognouit ipse, & adiecit ex Flauio 
Iosepho historiæ supplementum ab Esdrae temporibus usque ad Machabæos itemq́ue à Machabæis usque 
ad Christvm. Accessit quoque rerum & uerborum tam in ipsis Biblijs, quàm annotationibus & historiæ 
supplemento præcipuè memorabilium index (Basileae: Ioannem Oporinum, 1556). 
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published in 1551, was faulted by Beza for being imprecise.75 A Latin Old Testament was 
published by Tremellius and Junius76 in 1575-9 and became the preferred Latin Old 
Testament in the Protestant community. It was later paired with Beza’s Latin New 
Testament, providing a complete Latin Bible much valued especially among the Calvinist 
Churches. Hall observes that the Tremellius/Junius/Beza version “turned away from the 
method of Castellio to the older more literal method of Münster, and sought to convey the 
Hebrew sense and idiom without sacrificing Latin style.”77 These and other editions of 
the Bible in Latin provided early modern students access to the sacred text in a language 
very familiar to them, and also gave entrée to the Hebrew and Greek languages with 
which they were gaining new skills. 
By the second quarter of the sixteenth-century biblical scholars had begun 
building on the philological principles of the late Middle Ages to create dynamic new 
translations of the Bible in the language of the people. Armed with skills in Greek and 
Hebrew, shaped by strong concern for the literal meaning of the text, and working from 
new source texts in Greek, Hebrew and Latin, a growing cadre of university trained 
scholars began what would become a flood of vernacular Bibles. These Bibles would not 
only be found in the libraries of the few who could afford an expensive manuscript text, 
but thanks to the advent of printing, would be owned by millions. 
                                                        
 75 Hall, “Biblical Scholarship: Editions and Commentaries,” 72. 
 
 76 Joannes Tremellius and Francois Du Jon, Bibliorum pars prima, id est, quinque libri Moschis. 
(Pars secunda, id est, libri historici, etc.-Pars tertia, id est, quinque libri poetici, etc.-Pars quarta, id est, 
prophetici libri omnes, numero xvi., etc.) Latini recens ex Hebræo facti, brevibusque scholiis illustrati, ab 
Immanuele Tremellio and Francisco Iunio. (Libri Apocryphi, sive appendix Testamenti Veteris... latina... 
facta, and notis brevibus illustrata per F. Iunium.) (Francofurti ad Moenum: A. Wechelus, 1575-1579). 
 
 77 Hall, “Biblical Scholarship: Editions and Commentaries,” 73. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
THE SIXTEENTH-CENTURY WORLD OF VERNACULAR 
BIBLE TRANSLATION 
 
“Would that, as a result, the farmer sing some portion of them at the plow, the weaver 
hum some parts of them to the movement of his shuttle, the traveler lighten the weariness 
of the journey with stories of this kind!”1 
 
 Vernacular religious literature began to appear in the late thirteenth century after 
the division between clergy and laity was breached and demand arose for religious 
literature among those who could not read Latin. Grundmann argues that sermons and 
prayers were in the vernacular, but their written versions never became a form of 
literature with any popular appeal. In short, there was no body of religious literature in 
the vernacular for popular consumption--no sermons, no edification literature, no 
scripture.2  
 The present chapter will discuss the appearance and spread of vernacular 
translations. What caused the interest in vernacular Bibles, and how far did they spread? 
Methods of translating will also be discussed. What were the concerns of late medieval 
scholars over the transmission of the text from the sacred languages of Greek, Hebrew 
and Latin into the vulgar language of the people? The final part of the chapter will also 
discuss the readers, particularly in Spain. Who was the target audience for the Spanish 
Bibles, and how were they reached? Broader matters of printing and the book trade will 
not be considered as they have been amply discussed in the sources mentioned in Chapter 
                                                        
 1 Desiderius Erasmus, “Paraclesis,” in Christian Humanism and the Reformation, ed. John Olin 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1965), 97. 
 
 2 Grundmann, Religious Movements in the Middle Ages, 187-88. 
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1, and are much beyond the scope of this work. The focus here will be on matters more 
narrowly related to the translation, printing, and use of Bibles in particular. 
 Early thirteenth-century efforts to translate scripture into the vernacular were 
discouraged by bans on translation and use of the Bible by the laity.3 The demand for 
vernacular religious literature was apparent in the women’s houses of the Dominicans in 
the later thirteenth century.4 By the fifteenth century the production of vernacular 
literature was accompanied by a rise in preaching, which Van Engen says is evidence of 
what historians often call the “age of devotion.”5 By the time printing became common, 
the interest in vernacular literature was widespread. There was not only an increasing 
production of religious literature such as breviaries, sermons, and other devotional 
literature, but also in a renewed desire for vernacular translations of the Bible.  
 In the case of Germany, eight editions of the Bible were in print before Luther’s 
birth in 1483, and two more before 1485. The first German Bible appeared in 1466, 
nearly six decades before Luther’s famous September Testament. In all there were 
fourteen editions in High German between 1466 and 1518 and four editions in Low 
German between 1478 and 1522.6 Elsewhere the first Italian Bible appeared in 1471, the 
first Dutch in 1477, and the first Catalán in 1478. Portions of the Bible were available in 
                                                        
 3 Ibid., 190-91. 
 
 4 Grundmann argues that the Dominican women were educated, even in Latin, and sat under the 
preaching of the friars who were instructed to teach them in a manner “corresponding to the sisters’ degree 
of education. Ibid., 197-98.  
 
 5 John Van Engen, “Multiple Options: The World of the Fifteenth-Century Church,” Church 
History 77:2 (June 2008): 278. 
 
 6 John L. Flood, “Martin Luther’s Bible Translation in its German and European Context,” in The 
Bible in the Renaissance, ed. Richard Griffiths (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 45-7. 
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many European languages, either as separate publications or in books of hours or 
breviaries. Thus Luther’s famous September Testament, printed in the fall of 1522, was 
hardly the first vernacular version of the Bible of the Reformation. The appearance of the 
Bible in the vernacular paralleled the burgeoning market for classical texts in the 
common language – what Lawrance calls “vernacular humanism.”7 
 The advent of printing brought about a transformation in reading culture that 
would in turn revolutionize society. Febvre and Martin argue that printing was more than 
a technological breakthrough. The book was a potent agent to disperse “the scattered 
ideas of representative thinkers” on a scale never before seen. In their work, The Coming 
of the Book: The Impact of Printing 1450-1800, they set out to prove “that the printed 
book was one of the most effective means of mastery over the whole world.”8 Eisenstein 
agrees that the advent of printing brought wide reaching changes to society and that 
printing led the way. 9  
The cost of vernacular Bibles prior to the advent of printing meant there was little 
possibility that the average fifteenth-century peasant could ever own one. One reason 
printed material had such an impact on society was simply economic. No longer the 
domain of scholars and the wealthy, books became increasingly affordable for all. In the 
                                                        
 7 Lawrance, “Humanism in the Iberian Peninsula,” 222. 
 
 8 Ibid., 10-11. The recent literature on the history of printing is surveyed in Eisenstein, The 
Printing Press as an Agent of Change, 4-5. A more recent volume that surveys printing is Sabrina Alcorn 
Baron, et al., eds. Agent of Change: Print Culture after Eisenstein (Amherst: University of Massachusetts 
Press, 2007). 
 
 9 She attempts to describe the changes where other scholars have asserted an extensive impact, but 
not described it. See Eisenstein The Printing Press as an Agent of Change, xi-xii and 6-7. She further 
argues that reformation came to Strasbourg in 1466 when the first German Bible was printed there. Ibid., 
374. 
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1460s the price of a book might be the considerable sum of two to seven ducats,10 but in 
ten years the price dropped roughly by two-thirds. By the end of the fifteenth century two 
guilders would buy 800-900 leaves in folio, which was roughly the weekly wage of a 
university professor. By the time of the Reformation prices had declined further.11 In 
1543 Joachim von Alvensleben paid 5 gulden12 for a bound Luther’s 1541 Bible, which 
was equal to about 5% of a pastor’s annual salary.13 To put this price in the context of 
purchasing power around the year 1500, a ducat would buy 26.5 kg of butter, 32 liters of 
red wine, 42 kg of salted beef, or 4.5 meters of coarse wool cloth. A master mason’s daily 
summer wage in Antwerp was approximately 1/10th of a ducat.14 In Spain the prices were 
similar. A bound copy of Erasmus’ Greek New Testament was priced at 102 maravedís15 
at a time when the day labor rate in Spain was about six maravedís.16   
                                                        
 10 The ducat was equivalent in value to the florin, while the Spanish excelente was worth slightly 
more, and the gulden was worth less. See John Munro, “Money and Coinage in the Age of Erasmus,” In 
R.A.B. Mynors, D.F.S. Thomson and W.K. Ferguson, eds., The Correspondence of Erasmus, Vol I: Letters 
1 to 141, 1484 to 1500 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), 311-47, for an explanation of the 
relative value of each currency. 
 
 11 Rudolf Hirsch, Printing, Selling, and Reading 1450-1550 (Wiesbaden, 1967), 69-72. 
 
 12 A gulden was worth about 75% of a ducat. 
 
 13 Flood, “Martin Luther’s Bible Translation in its German and European Context,” 51, n. 18. 
 
 14 Brady, Thomas A., Heiko A. Oberman and James D. Tracy, eds. Handbook of European History 
1400-1600 Late Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation. Vol. I: Visions, Programs and Outcomes. 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), 686-690. 
 
 15 William Pettas, A Sixteenth-Century Spanish Bookstore: The Inventory of Juan de Junta 
(Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1995), 164. 
 
 16 Henry Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, vol 1 (New York: MacMillan, 1906), 
565. 
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 As books became more accessible to a wider audience printers multiplied, as did 
the number of editions of the Bible. Numerous Latin editions were printed to satisfy the 
ecclesiastical and university markets, and Bibles appeared in a variety of languages. 
 It is impossible to determine precisely how many households might have owned a 
book, but the spread of printing throughout Europe was rapid and extensive.17 By the 
dawn of the 16th century Febvre and Martin observe, 
About 50 years after printing began, at least 35,000 editions had been produced, 
amounting, at the lowest estimate, to 15 or 20 million copies, and the press was 
established in all parts of Europe. First in Germany, then in Italy and finally in 
France, the industry developed centres of large-scale production. No fewer than 
236 towns had seen printing presses installed during this fifty years.18 
 
As printing continued to spread, the decline in cost and increase in production would 
have virtually flooded the market by the middle of the sixteenth century.19 In the case of 
France, the French Religious Book Project has identified some 25,000 works of religious 
nature published in French during the sixteenth century.20 Assuming 1,000 copies per 
edition, this would represent 25 million copies of religious books in the French language 
alone. 
 The spread of Bibles in particular may be estimated in several ways. A review of 
book catalogs allows a count of Bible editions printed in the geographic region 
represented by each catalog. A search of the Bibliography of Books Printed in the 
                                                        
 17 See Febvre and Martin, The Coming of the Book, 167-207. 
 
 18 Ibid., 186. 
 
 19 Indeed Febvre and Martin estimate that some 150,000-200,000 editions were printed between 
1500 and 1600, comprising some 150-200 million volumes. Ibid., 262. 
 
 20 Andrew Pettegree, “The Sixteenth-Century French Religious Book Project,” in The Sixteenth-
Century French Religious Book ed. Andrew Pettegree, (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001), 5. 
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German Speaking Countries of the Sixteenth Century (VD16)21 provides an estimate on 
the number of Bibles that were printed, whether in Latin or German, but it cannot tell 
whether those Bibles made it into the hands of readers. Some may have been lost, or 
damaged; some may have been exported to other German speaking lands. Similarly, 
Chrisman’s study of Strasbourg provides some evidence based on household inventories 
and printers’ records, along with the British Museum’s Short Title Catalog. She estimates 
that 65,000 to 104,000 complete German Bibles were in circulation in Germany among a 
population of about 16 million. Chrisman estimates that 35% of German households 
owned a Bible based on her research into inventories listed in Strasbourg wills.22  
 While entire Bibles became more available, owning a portion of the Bible—
whether a Psalter, a New Testament, or a part of the Old Testament—must have been 
quite common. Febvre and Martin suggest that as many as one million copies of the Bible 
in some form must have been circulating.23 By the middle of the sixteenth century the 
printed Bibles and Bible portions were clearly common household items. The question 
that follows is how the Bible, so long available only in Latin, came to be in the language 
of the people. Why did the reformers and humanists have such a concern to translate, and 
what were their principles, or issues of concern? How did they go about the process of 
translating into the vernacular? 
                                                        
 21 Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des 16 Jahrhunderts 
(Stuttgart: Hiersemann, 1997). A searchable online database is also available at 
http://digitale.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/vd16.  
 
 22 Miriam Usher Chrisman, Lay Culture, Learned Culture: Books and Social Change in 
Strasbourg, 1480-1599 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 155. 
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 The immediate problem that arises in discussing methods of Bible translation is 
that there is scant information. For the most part, the translators did not leave many 
indications as to how they proceeded. However, in the past decades several scholars have 
worked to shed light on Renaissance era methods, particularly as related to the translation 
of Greek classical works and the Bible.24 In his study on Renaissance Latin translation, 
Paul Botley explored the translation and other writings of Leonardo Bruni (c.1370-1444), 
Giannozzo Manetti (1396-1459), and Desiderius Erasmus (c. 1469-1536) in an effort to 
determine what fifteenth and sixteenth-century scholars “thought of the translations of 
their predecessors, and how these ideas informed their own translations.”25  
As he describes the thought of Bruni, Manetti and Erasmus, Botley points out 
several significant issues surrounding Bible translation in the Renaissance. First, he 
observes that some scholars believed the words to be “empty tokens” which could be 
translated and filled with the contemporary philosopher’s meanings. Bruni, however 
argued that words did have meaning in the original that had to be considered in 
translation.26 This demands greater linguistic skills of the translator at a time when 
Hebrew and Greek were not yet widely taught, and makes the task more difficult since 
meaning would have to be understood and conveyed accurately. The fact that the major 
                                                        
 24 This section will depend largely upon the conclusions drawn by Paul Botley in Latin 
Translation in the Renaissance: The Theory and Practice of Leonardo Bruni, Giannozzo Manetti and 
Desiderius Erasmus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004). See also L.D. Reynolds, Texts and 
Transmission: A Survey of the Latin Classics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983); L.D. Reynolds and 
N.G. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the Transmission of Greek and Latin Literature, 2nd ed. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974); and N.G. Wilson, From Byzantium to Italy: Greek Studies in the 
Italian Renaissance (London: Duckworth, 1992). 
  
 25 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, 1. 
 
 26 Ibid., 56-7. 
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translations of the era have largely stood the test of time demonstrates that very capable 
scholars accomplished most of the major translations. 
 Second, Manetti believed that accurate translation, Interpretatio recta, could only 
be made from one of the learned languages (Hebrew, Greek, Latin and Syriac) to another 
and that correct translation to a vernacular cannot be made because those languages do 
not use proper rules. Further, Manetti thought that philosophical and theological works 
should be translated more literally, ad verbum, than works of poetry, oratory, and 
history.27 This line of thinking fits well with the prohibitions against vernacular 
translations that were issued as soon as these Bibles appeared in the early thirteenth 
century.28 Vernacular languages were not worthy vessels to carry the holy writings, and 
they would certainly lead to heresy being interpreted by the indocto. 
 Third, Botley observes that Renaissance era translators had to contend with 
traditions surrounding the Vulgate. Scholars considered the work of St. Jerome to be 
virtually inspired, so any reforming of the Latin was automatically suspect. Erasmus 
argued that Jerome’s Latin was accommodated to the Greek-influenced Latin of his day, 
thus laying the groundwork for his advocacy in favor of vernacular translations. In fact, 
Botley argues, Erasmus wanted to “demolish the idea that the type of Latin that the 
Vulgate represented had any ecclesiastical sanction.”29  
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 28 See Grundmann, Religious Movements in the Middle Ages, 190-91. 
 
 29 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, 117-21. 
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 A fourth matter that Botley does not address is the supposed corruption of the 
Greek texts. He does note that neither Bruni nor Manetti questioned the Greek texts 
much,30 but this was not necessarily the generally accepted view. Roger Bacon had 
warned against the use of translations due to the variants that had crept into the texts, 
including the Bible.31 Nebrija’s opponents argued that the Latin manuscripts were more 
accurate than the Greek and Hebrew texts, so the general assumption was that the Latin 
was the best source. 
 These four matters—the nature of the text, the inferior nature of the vernacular 
languages, the veneration of Jerome’s translation and the questionable value of the Greek 
and Hebrew mss—created a high barrier to be surmounted for the daring scholars who 
would venture to revise the Latin, or worse, to translate from the Greek to a vernacular 
language. In light of, or perhaps in spite of these concerns, translators commonly took 
liberties with profane texts. medieval Latin translators generally attempted some balance 
between an ad verbum and ad sensum approach.32 From his study of late medieval Latin 
translators, Botley identifies three basic approaches to translation from Greek to Latin. 
The most common approach was to replace the Greek with the Latin equivalent, with the 
idea that the Greek texts would then no longer be needed. Indeed, he points out, that by 
the year 1500 most Greek works of antiquity were available in Latin.33  
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 32 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, 164. 
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 The second type Botley identifies was the attempt to translate into Latin so that 
the Latin translation competed with the original in terms of quality. He argues that the 
fact there are multiple Latin translations of the Greek texts is evidence that scholars were 
attempting to produce translations of great quality, each improving on the other.34 The 
third type was to translate in a way that would supplement earlier translations or serve as 
a key, or commentary, upon the earlier work in Latin or Greek. He suggests that parallel 
translation, or polyglot works, such as the Antwerp Polyglot or Beza’s Greek and Latin 
parallel text Bibles, are of this type.35  
 The significance of all this, says Botley, is that first, the translators acknowledge 
the value of the original Greek text (something not always agreed upon), and that “they 
are self-consciously impermanent constructions.”36 Erasmus, for example, claimed his 
Latin translation was not a replacement of the Vulgate but was a supplement to the 
Greek. If Greek texts, then, could be supplanted by Latin, then why could the vernacular 
not replace the Latin? Such a text would serve to legitimize the message of the reformers 
if appeal could be made directly to the people to read the text.  
 Reformers dating back to Peter Waldo had sought vernacular versions of the Bible 
to use in their appeal to a popular audience and to gain legitimacy. Waldo was one of the 
first Europeans to seek a vernacular translation, asking two clerics to translate the most 
important portions. He and his followers used this in their preaching, and presented it to 
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the Pope when they sought recognition.37 Waldo was followed by Wyclife and Hus in the 
search for legitimization of their teaching authority through the scripture.  
 Erasmus argued that the Latin of Jerome was accommodated to the Greek-
influenced Latin of his day, thus laying the groundwork for advocacy in favor of 
vernacular translations38 and legitimacy for his own work. The sentiments expressed in 
the introduction to his 1516 Greek New Testament that the Bible should be made 
accessible to all show that Erasmus sought the “unfettered dissemination of vernacular 
Scriptures.”39  
Translation in the late medieval period was a dynamic and diverse enterprise. The 
developing skills of the philologists in handling the critical questions arising from the 
growing number of manuscripts, and their ability to translate the ancient languages into 
good Latin or vernacular idiom, gave rise to an explosion of work. The Bible would turn 
out to be the so-called third rail of the Renaissance translators; the power was there, but 
often gave a nasty shock to those who dare touch it. The matter of censorship will be 
considered in the next chapter, but the work of the late medieval translators leads directly 
to Martin Luther.  
Luther thought the text should be translated in a way that communicated in good 
idiomatic German. Some thought German translation should be modeled closely on the 
Latin of Cicero, while others thought the original should be rendered accurately 
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regardless of the style of the product. Flood argues that Luther opted for a middle road. 
He valued faithfulness to the original sense of scripture, but sought to render it into 
idiomatic German. Luther consulted the people, rather than the Latin scholars, as to how 
to make the text understandable.40 Bluhm assesses the results in glowing terms, arguing 
that Luther’s faithfulness to the Greek and his “irrepressible self-creativity” combined to 
“yield the most extraordinary rendering of Paul into any other language yet undertaken in 
nearly two thousand years of ceaseless effort to give him a non-Greek garb.”41  
In his “On Translating: An Open Letter,” Luther argues at length to justify his 
more fluid Germanic translation as compared to the literalistic preferences of his Roman 
critics. For example, Luther contends that while sola (um) is not in the Latin text, its 
insertion is required in German to give clear sense and meaning. The reason, he explains, 
is that the German pairing of allein with nicht or kein in idiomatic usage makes the word 
sola or allein necessary.42  
At the same time, Luther sought to make a translation that made good theological 
sense. In Table Talk Luther explains his two principles for translating. First, he inquires 
whether the passage is about the Law or Gospel, and by this means he says he is often 
able to understand the obscure passage. Secondly, when the text is ambiguous he seeks 
more knowledge of the original languages and the words’ meanings, and chooses the 
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sense that fits best with the argument of that book.43 Thus, while Luther worked to 
produce a good translation philologically, he also aimed to make good theological sense. 
 Using Botley’s categories, it seems Luther’s approach to translation was a 
combination of the first two types. It did presume that the Greek text would no longer be 
needed. In fact, the Reformation translators wanted a text to replace the Greek because 
they assumed that the majority of the readers would never learn the language. Therefore, 
the Reformation era translators also sought to produce vernacular versions that were 
every bit as good as the original. Not only did they try to outdo one another, they often 
invited others to attempt a better translation. Coverdale, for example, implored King 
Henry VIII to improve upon his work: 
“ . . . to the intent, that if anything therein be translated amiss, (for in many things 
we fail, even when we think to be sure,) it may stand in your grace’s hands to 
correct it, to amend it, to improve it, yea, and clean to reject it, if your godly 
wisdom shall think it necessary.”44  
 
Likewise Casiodoro de Reina urged the correction of his translation:  
. . . prudence worthy of Kings and Christian Pastors would be to put in order with 
time and to command a version to be made, neither by one, nor a few, but by ten 
or twelve men, chosen as the most erudite, and pious of all the universities and 
churches, who . . . would put out a Latin version that might serve the schools, and 
a vernacular one to serve the vulgar . . .45 
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None of the Protestant translators believed his work was without errors, or could not be 
improved upon. With Luther as a key example, a few general statements can be made 
about the reformers’ thoughts on translation.  
 First, the Protestant reformers were concerned to produce a good translation. 
Many previous editions tended toward summary or paraphrase, or went in the opposite 
direction and were woodenly literal. The Spanish context provides examples of both 
types. The General Estoria46 was written in the 13th century and was perhaps the earliest 
romance account of the history of Spain and of general history. It was widely read in the 
late medieval period both for its history and for its biblical material. The latter follows the 
biblical text, but is loosely paraphrased and is clearly not intended to be a translation in 
the normal sense of the word. By contrast the Bible produced in 1553 by the Sephardic 
Jews Francisco Vargas (or Abraham Usque) and Duarte Pinel (or Yom Tob Atias) was 
quite literal, being tied to the Hebrew rather than truly becoming a Spanish text. In the 
words of Casiodoro de Reina, there was a woodenness “they could not avoid, partly 
because of their principal intent that seems to have been to guard and retain completely 
the properties of the Hebrew words.”47  
                                                                                                                                                                     
todas las Universidades e Iglesias del Reino, los cuales . . . sacasen una version latina que sirviese para las 
escuelas, y otra vulgar que sirviese para el vulgo . . . “ Casiodoro de Reina, “Amonestación,” in Bowman 
Foster Stockwell, Prefacios a las Biblias castellanas del siglo XVI (Buenos Aires: Aurora, 1951), 110. For 
convenience sake citations from most of the Spanish prefaces will be from Stockwell as he has carefully 
reproduced each one in Spanish with modernized spelling. All translations into English are the work of this 
writer.  
 
 46 Antonio García Solalinde (ed.), Alfonso X el Sabio, General Estoria, Primera Parte, (Madrid, 
Centro de Estudios Históricos, 1930); and Antonio García Solalinde, Lloyd A. Kasten, Victor R. B. 
Oelschläger (eds.), Alfonso X el Sabio, General Estoria, Segunda Parte, (Madrid, C.S.I.C., 1957, 1961). 
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Secondly, the Protestants believed vernacular editions could properly convey the 
meaning of the biblical text, in contrast to late medieval translators of scripture who 
believed that a translation could never fully do justice to the meaning of the original. 
Cardinal Cisneros, in the prologue to the Complutensian Polyglot Bible (CPB) stated that 
“Since, however, the most learned translator can present only a part of this, the full 
Scripture in translation inevitably remains up to the present time laden with a variety of 
sublime truths which cannot be understood from any source other than the original 
language.”48 Scholars, therefore, thought it necessary to keep the original text close at 
hand since full meaning could not be translated, and thus explaining the various polyglot 
Bibles of the era.49 Protestants scholars held the same view as demonstrated by the 
popularity of Beza’s polyglot New Testament that contained three columns presenting the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
 47 “. . . no pudieron evitar, parte por su principal intento, que parece haber sido guardar y retener 
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several others. See B. Prick, “A History of Printed Editions . . . and Polyglot Bibles” in Hebraica, ix (1892-
93), 47-116. 
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Greek text, the “old” Latin, and his own “new interpretation” along with extensive 
annotations.50    
 Third, it should be noted that the Reformation translators worked in the true 
humanist spirit by going to the Hebrew and Greek for their translations. As translations 
began to multiply in the early part of the century, translators often had limited expertise 
with Greek, resulting in heavy use of the Latin to translate the Greek text. For example, 
Coverdale in 1535 does not state outright that he used Greek, but that he worked from 
“sundry translations, not only in Latin, but also of the Dutch interpreters.”51 By mid-
century, however, the use of the Greek and Hebrew was de rigueur, and the 
multiplication of Greek editions of the Bible made it accessible to virtually all would-be 
translators.  
At the same time, Protestant translators continued to use the Latin Vulgate for 
translation and study even when the Greek and Hebrew texts became widely available 
and though the Vulgate was increasingly discredited. In “The Vulgate as Reformation 
Bible” Felch demonstrates that Anne Locke, a Protestant writing in the middle of the 
sixteenth century, favored the Latin in her translation work and paraphrases of the Bible. 
She further asserts that at least in the first half of the sixteenth century the reformers 
prized all Bible translations, including the Vulgate.52 While the Hebrew and Greek texts 
                                                        
 50 Théodore de Bèze, Iesu Christi D.N. Novum Testamentum, sive foedus, Graecè & Latinè, 
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increasingly became the basis of translation, the Vulgate Bible remained a source for 
translation, study and interpretation. As Muller states,  
At the beginning of the Reformation there was little thought of replacing the 
Vulgate, if only because it was the text available not only in Latin Bibles per se 
but also, more importantly, in the Gloss and in the commentaries then in use. 
Some Protestant exegetes, including the humanist Conrad Pellican, simply 
followed the Vulgate. Others, such as Calvin, whose commentaries offered their 
own translation, continued to reflect the language of the Vulgate in their own 
usage.53 
 
 Finally, sixteenth-century translators of the Bible were keenly aware that a good 
translation also required solid interpretation. Erasmus implied that because interpretation 
and translation are inseparable,54 a translator had to be concerned for the way in which 
his or her work would be read. Bad interpretation would undermine the very goal of 
putting the Bible into the hands of the people. Chambers argues that the reformers 
abandoned the simple text in favor of glosses, notes, charts and maps precisely in order to 
direct the reader to the desired interpretation.55 By the middle of the century Protestant 
Bibles commonly contained significant paratextual material, which was necessary to 
ensure true doctrine. Betteridge argues that the principles of interpretation found in the 
notes of the various editions of the Geneva Bible direct readers to interpret normally (but 
not too literally) and “Above all, the notes emphasize the importance of true doctrine and 
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faithful teachers.”56 Thus translators were concerned about producing a correct text, 
communicating the doctrine contained therein, and, as will be discussed below, 
legitimizing their own authority.  
 The trajectory of late medieval Bible interpretation toward considering the sensus 
literalis as the primary objective of the interpreter caused a significant shift in approach 
to Bible translation by the Reformation era. Rather than interpreting scripture in light of 
the time honored writings of the fathers and later interpreters, with emphasis on the 
allegorical sense, some scholars began to interpret directly from the text. This led to 
interest in a correct text, beginning with Nicholas of Lyra in the early fourteenth century, 
and climaxing in the Greek New Testament of Erasmus and the Complutensian Polyglot 
Bible at the beginning of the sixteenth. The developing science of philology and interest 
in study of the original languages of the Bible gave rise to a new caliber of scholars 
capable of translating from the Hebrew and Greek languages, among others, into Latin as 
well as the vernacular. 
 Several other factors also converged to give birth to the vernacular Bible 
movement of the early sixteenth century. The trending interest in vernacular religious 
books met the arrival of the printing press, which opened a thriving new market. At 
nearly the same time, the Reformation movement discovered the power of the press to 
disseminate its message and the Bible was the key piece of material to be reproduced. 
The expanding production caused prices to drop and Bibles spread widely, with multiple 
editions flooding markets throughout Europe. 
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 But the Bibles of the reformers would not be paraphrases, or woodenly literal 
translations, as before. The new vernacular Bibles would speak the language of the 
people. Nor would they be scholarly tomes with time-honored Latin text at the center; 
these Bibles would be translated from the Hebrew and Greek directly into the target 
languages by the new generation of scholars. Heavy glosses full of theological 
commentary would give way to chapter headings and marginal notes to aid the correct 
understanding of the text, generally according to the sensus literalis rather than the earlier 
emphasis on the spiritual meaning.  
 Who might read these vernacular Bibles? The Spanish translators would have 
little cause to expend years of effort in producing good Bible translations if there were no 
audience for them. It is often assumed that few people could read, thus the Bibles had a 
small market. Estimating literacy rates is a difficult task, and scholars have tended to 
keep numbers low, assuming that only the top levels of society were literate to any 
significant degree. Edwards, for example, estimates the literacy rate at 30 percent in the 
cities and 5 percent overall, with an estimate of only 10 percent of the population of the 
Holy Roman Empire living in cities ranging from 2,000 to 50,000.57 These numbers have 
commonly been based on the ability of individuals to sign wills or other legal 
documents.58 However some scholars have raised questions about the validity of such an 
approach. Ferguson points out that employing signature evidence for claims about 
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 58 See Gerald Strauss, Luther’s House of Learning: Indoctrination of the Young in the German 
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literacy is problematic. Minority groups such as women and poor men are under-
represented since various social factors may have kept them from entering the historical 
record with a signature. She further points out that  
widespread use of seals in the place of “authentic” signatures by kings, 
chancellors, and even peasants (such as the widow Emma who contracted with the 
abbot of Gloucester in 1230 to “perform ploughing and other duties”) suggests the 
difficulty of inferring “illiteracy” from an absence of a written signature.59 
 
 Strauss and Spufford also argue that reading was more widespread than what this 
type of evidence would demonstrate. Strauss cites the increase in vernacular schools in 
sixteenth-century Germany as evidence of a growing literacy among children. Books 
appeared to help individuals learn to read, such as Orthoph Fuchssperger’s Art of Reading 
in 1542. Novels written for the aristocracy and burghers during the 1530s to 50s included 
literate characters as the norm. Literacy among the lower classes was commonly 
represented in the literature as well.60 Spufford argues that bills posted on the city gates 
must have been intended for the country folk as well as the villagers, and that there is 
evidence girls were reading matins in 1534 in Langham, England. She also describes 
accounts from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that show wide interest in reading. 
Spufford concludes that statistical information on literacy will never be available. Rather 
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a sense of the spread of reading will be “fragmentary and impressionistic.”61 Strauss says 
“The strongest argument is the distinct sense one gains from the sources that by the 
middle of the sixteenth century literacy was taken for granted in the elevated ranks of 
society, regarded as normal among artisans, and noted without astonishment in the 
peasantry.”62 Therefore, literacy rates of 5 percent in the rural areas and 30 percent in the 
cities, as suggested by Edwards, may be well off the mark, especially in the later decades 
of the sixteenth century.  
 In Spain, as in Germany, schools increased during the course of the sixteenth 
century which contributed to a rise in literacy. Kagan points out that the number of Latin 
schools in the communities of Spain exploded so that by 1600 there were some 4,000.63 
Kagan himself argued that “no more than 10-15 per cent of the population could read and 
write”64 in early modern Spain, yet the spread of education certainly led to significant 
change in the literacy rate during the course of the sixteenth century. Based on her 
research in the tribunal records of Cuenca, Sara Nalle argues that reading spread into the 
lower classes in Spain and that literacy rates were much higher than previously thought. 
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By the mid-seventeenth century upwards of 60 percent of the population was literate. 
Even for those born in the period 1511-30 she believes literacy was as high as 25 
percent.65 Like Strauss, Nalle attributes this increase in literacy to the expansion of 
primary, secondary and university education in Spain as demonstrated by Kagan.66  
 There is no question that literacy rates varied by country, so what was true in 
Germany or Spain may not be entirely true in England or France. However, the general 
trend of increasing opportunities for education throughout the continent points to a 
significant rise in literacy. Hirsch argues there was a high level of interest in reading 
vernacular literature as evidenced by the number of vernacular editions, even in the 
fifteenth century. He shows that at the turn of the sixteenth century 51.9 percent of the 
imprints in Spain were in the vernacular, either Spanish or Catalán. England had over 50 
percent as well, however, in Italy it was only 17.5 percent and in Germany 19.7 percent.67 
Those studies that concentrate only on Germany or Italy miss the larger picture. This rate 
of vernacular production certainly points to a high level of readership among people not 
trained in Latin. In fact, Hirsch argues that it was the “new reader who tipped the scale in 
religious and socio-political controversies of the sixteenth century.”68  
 These new readers from all ranks of society represented a wide-open market for 
printers and booksellers. Chrisman shows that a broad range of socio-economic groups 
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owned books, not just the wealthy. Will inventories from late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth-century Strassbourg show that book owners included a shoe last maker, a 
miller, the widow of a mine foreman, a tanner’s wife, a linen weaver, two shoemaker’s 
widows, a furrier’s wife, a cloth dryer’s wife, a baker, and a mason. The poorest of these, 
the shoe last maker, Hannsen Hecklin (d. 1556), owned a Bible.69 Chrisman further 
shows that the works most commonly owned by laymen were Bibles and other religious 
books.70 The availability of books at an ever more affordable cost, coupled with the 
increasing availability of education, meant that books were no longer just for the elite. 
 Spain offers another type of source to glean for hints about literacy—the records 
of the Inquisition. These show that by the middle of the sixteenth century literacy and 
book ownership were spreading to all segments of society, even to the peasants.71 During 
the 1560s the Inquisition began to ask all defendants if they knew how to read and write. 
Nalle shows from a survey of 836 Inquisition trials in Cuenca from the 1560s to 1610 that 
the largest group of book owners was farmers. The second largest group was the artisans, 
followed by merchants and professionals.72 It is also clear that religious literature, 
especially Bibles, were popular items. As Nalle notes, non-fiction devotional, moralizing, 
and historical works dominated Golden-age printing in Spain. The most popular writers 
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were not Cervantes and Lope de la Vega, but Fray Luis de Granada and Antonio de 
Guevara. One third to one half of a printer’s stock might be given over to religious and 
devotional books, much of which were inexpensive editions accessible to all levels of 
society.73  
 The Bible came to be widely available with about 5,000 whole or partial 
vernacular editions represented in 5 million copies throughout Europe.74 But availability 
does not mean that the Bibles were actually being read. As noted earlier, the spread of 
education in Renaissance Europe led to a rise in literacy, which was exploited especially 
by the Protestants. One reason the Protestants were champions of schooling was to 
develop a literate populace that could read the Bible and other religious material. As the 
price of books declined and the printers made smaller and smaller volumes, the Bible 
became more common. Moore states that in Germany attempts were made as early as 
1529 to include biblical material with the catechism,75 while Pettegree says Bibles were a 
common part of the Protestant home and competed with the catechisms for the attention 
of families for “home pedagogy.”76 Higman’s study shows that the Calvinists in Geneva 
also encouraged Bible reading.77 Hirsch says that Protestants and Catholics alike 
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promoted reading and encouraged education of children.78 However, the Catholic Church 
did not publish vernacular Bibles except in the countries where Protestantism was a 
threat, and then only to protect Catholic dogma.79 Bible reading was generally more 
widespread among Protestants than Catholics, creating a very different level of readership 
in Germany as compared to Spain. Luther’s Bible was widely read and copied, while 
even the small New Testaments of Enzinas and Pérez only had one or two print runs and 
were largely kept out of Spain.80  That the Spanish Protestant efforts to introduce Bibles 
into Spain was unsuccessful does not mean, however, that the Bible was not being read. 
The Erasmian influence in Spain led men such as Ignacio de Loyola and Juan de Avila to 
promote popular piety among the laity that included frequent communion, interior prayer, 
and the use of the Bible and other religious literature.81 How these admonitions translated 
into actual lay readership has not been determined. 
 How Bibles were utilized beyond private reading at home or public proclamation 
in church may be demonstrated by a few examples. Scribner recounts in one case how 
Thomas Adolff went to his neighbor who read the Bible to him, after which he was 
convinced to convert to Anabaptism. In 1528 people gathered in Cologne at the homes of 
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two citizens where they read and discussed the Bible.82 Spufford notes that Puritan 
commoners of the 1580s and 90s brought their Bibles to conferences and discussed the 
scripture critically.83 Thus as vernacular Bibles spread they were being used liturgically, 
devotionally, for catechetical instruction, as well as polemically. 
 Another evidence of the spread of Bible reading into the home is the instructions 
provided to readers in the prefaces and other paratextual material in the Bibles, as 
discussed earlier. This material was largely designed to aid lay readers rather than 
scholars.84 Higman describes how the development of this paratextual material in the 
sixteenth-century English Genevan Bibles aided the development of guided reading 
practices. In addition to directing the reading practices of lay persons, he also argues that 
this material was the basis for the equipping of ministers to supply the leadership for 
more than 2,000 Protestant congregations that appeared in France between 1555 and 
1562.85  
 An assessment of the appropriation of the Spanish Bible in the sixteenth century 
is a difficult task for several reasons. First, it is hard to trace the dissemination of the text 
itself. Certainly, copies of all the Bibles circulated to some extent, as indicated in 
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contemporary sources.86 However, to evaluate the impact of these copies would require 
some literature that would demonstrate reader reaction, and there is little. 
 Second, the very people who would be able to use the Spanish Bibles were mainly 
Protestant Spaniards living in exile from Spain. They were often members of stranger’s 
churches, or otherwise participated in ecclesiastical communities speaking French, 
German, Italian or English.87 Because of the lack of Spanish exile churches, the 
Spaniards assimilated fairly soon into the surrounding population, creating little long 
term need for Spanish Bibles. Yet, a number of editions of the Reina Valera Bible were 
published in the seventeenth century, hinting at the enduring quality of the product of the 
Spanish translators. While there is evidence of the appropriation of the text by Spanish 
exiles,88 the limited publication history indicates there was not significant demand for the 
Bible.  
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connected the Sevillian Evangelicals with Northern Protestantism. Perhaps this demonstrated the 
connection to the authorities for the first time, for this is clearly not the first instance of Protestant literature 
being discovered. William Burwell Jones, “Constantino Ponce de la Fuente: The Problem of Protestant 
Influence in Sixteenth-Century Spain” (PhD. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1965), 477. 
 
 87 Again there is the exception of the Spanish Stranger’s Church that formed with Casiodoro de 
Reina as its pastor for a brief time in London. See Kinder, Casiodoro de Reina, 19-23; and Paul J. Hauben, 
"Spanish Protestant Refugees in Western Europe during the Second Part of the Sixteenth Century" (Ph.D. 
diss., Princeton University, 1963), 124. 
 
 88 Roldán-Figueroa demonstrates that Tomás Carrascón used multiple biblical texts in Spanish and 
French as sources for the biblical material in his Spanish translation of the Book of Common Prayer of 
1623. These were Reina’s 1569 Bible, Valera’s 1596 New Testament, and Pierre Delaune’s 1616 French 
translation of the Book of Common Prayer. By combining and modifiying the soures Carrascón created a 
hybrid text. Rady Roldán-Figueroa, “Religious Propaganda and Textual Hybridity in Tomás Carrascón's 
1623 Spanish Translation of the Jacobean Book of Common Prayer,” The Seventeenth Century 25.1 (2010): 
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 Finally, the pressure of the Inquisition in Spain kept these Bibles out of the hands 
of the people for whom they were intended. The copies that did make it into the country 
were likely to be confiscated by the Inquisition if they were not carefully hidden.89 If 
some Bibles were used in Spain, there would be no published literature to indicate the 
impact they had.90 
 By the end of the sixteenth century the weaver and the plowman had access to the 
Bible in their own language, at a price they could afford. The Bible continued to spread to 
an increasingly literate populace that was eager to read it. Into this context, the Spaniards 
introduced several Bible translations of both Old and New Testaments. In ways that 
Erasmus perhaps never envisioned, the Bible was being read by the populace, and used 
by its purveyors to teach and learn the faith. It was being used to teach the confessional 
views of the reformers and the Catholics, but it was also being employed to challenge 
ecclesiastical and political authority. Bibles served to advance both piety and polemics, 
which will be the subject of the next chapter. 
 
.
                                                                                                                                                                     
58-62, and Rady Roldán-Figueroa, “Tomás Carrascón, Anti-Roman Catholic Propaganda, and the 
Circulation of Ideas in Jacobean England,” History of European Ideas vol. 39, no. 2 (March 2013): 171. 
 
 89 The story of Constantino Ponce de la Fuente demonstrates the efforts of Protestant sympathizers 
to hide suspect books. See Jones, “Constantino,” 477. 
 
 90 For example there is no way to determine for sure which text Cervantes might have used when 
he quotes the Bible. Monroy suggests that he may have had access over time to various versions, and never 
have had his own. So he is not able to establish any clear connection to the Protestant’s translations. Juan 
Antonio Monroy, La Biblia en el Quijote (Terrassa, Spain: Libros CLIE, 1979), 31-45.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
USING THE BIBLE TO PERSUADE 
 
“If what we have said is true (as it is), look how those who have prohibited the reading of 
the sacred Scripture to the faithful will respond to God.”1 
 
The Bible was translated into the vernacular by the reformers to advance the piety 
of the people. As Eramus put it, knowledge of the scripture was necessary to enable 
Christians to follow the philosopia Christi.2 But the Bible, along with catechisms and 
preaching, would also serve the reformers as a primary means of persuading followers to 
believe certain doctrines, as well as to legitimize their own authority. If knowledge was 
important, so was the ability to assert the authority to support the correct interpretation. 
 This chapter will explore first how the Bible was used for polemic purposes. The 
Bible became a means to educate the faithful as part of the confessionalization process, 
but it also presented a challenge to both ecclesiastical and secular authorities. Secondly, 
the rise of censorship to control the spread of heresy will be considered, especially as it 
relates to the atmosphere in Spain under the Inquisition.  
 In his book Translation, History, Culture, André Lefevere states that “Translation 
has to do with authority, legitimacy and ultimately with power.”3 This theme has been 
repeated in recent years as scholars have explored how printing was exploited in the 
                                                        
 1 Valera, Exhortación, 153. 
 
 2 Erasmus, “Paraclesis,” 97, 105. 
 
 3 André Lefevere, Translation, History, Culture: A Sourcebook (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 2. 
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sixteenth century for propagandistic purposes.4 As discussed earlier, late medieval 
interest in Hebrew was often for polemical purposes only, and some translators did not 
believe it proper to translate classical texts, especially the Bible, into vernacular 
languages.5 By the mid-sixteenth century, however, translation of the aforementioned 
works had become common in spite of official concerns over its impact and attempts to 
prevent it. During the entire sixteenth century, Bible translation was controversial for a 
number of reasons. One was the danger of misinterpretation, which led the reformers to 
include paratextual material to direct the reader to a proper understanding of the 
manuscript, as mentioned previously. A second reason vernacular Bibles were 
controversial was the potential for them to be used to advance a particular theological or 
political ideology and serve to challenge ecclesiastical or governmental authority. 
 Based on her extensive study of the propaganda material of the sixteenth century, 
Chrisman has made a helpful distinction between polemic and propaganda. She says 
polemic is  
 
a controversial argument, a discussion in which opposite views are presented and 
maintained by opponents. It connotes a two-way process, a dialogue, although it 
may be a dialogue between the deaf. Propaganda lacks that quality of interchange. 
It is one-sided, a systematic attempt to propagate a particular opinion or doctrine.6 
 
By this definition, the sixteenth-century Bibles were more propaganda than polemic. By 
means of images, text, and paratextual material, Bibles became a primary means to 
                                                        
 4 See for example Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion, 102-84; Edwards, 
Printing, Propaganda, and Martin Luther; and Chrisman, “From Polemic to Propaganda,” 175-95. 
 
 5 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, 104-11. 
 
 6 Chrisman, “From Polemic to Propaganda,” 175. 
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advance the cause of the Reformation. After the Peasant’s War (1524-5) the number of 
polemical pamphlets declined while Bibles became more numerous and less expensive. 
Bibles did not serve the same propagandistic role that pamphlets had, but provided the 
reformers a more subtle, yet more powerful medium of propagandistic expression. 
 The most basic appeal in propaganda is to create fear, Chrisman argues. Thus if 
the Protestants didn’t band together, they would be defeated by the Catholics. The other 
side was not to be trusted, and in fact was capable of doing horrible things to their 
opponents.  
The religious propaganda of the sixteenth century was more long-lasting. Based 
on the principle of religious separation, it created fundamental psychological and 
social distances which would become deeply rooted in Western European culture. 
The propaganda created a stereotype of The Other, each religious group accepted 
that stereotype of its antagonist.7 
 
As the century wore on propaganda served to harden the boundaries between the 
religious groups so that by 1580 they were essentially fixed, Pettegree argues.8 
Vernacular Bibles played a major role in this confessionalization process by means of 
images, paratextual material and the text itself.9  
 Scribner has observed that the sixteenth-century world was intensely visual, and 
proposed to find “in visual evidence some traces of popular mentalities which have left 
                                                        
 7 Ibid., 195. 
 
 8 Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion, 185. 
 
 9 For a case of Spanish anti-Roman Catholic propaganda in the English context see Roldán-
Figueroa, “Tomás Carrascón, Anti-Roman Catholic Propaganda, and the Circulation of Ideas in Jacobean 
England.”  
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too little trace in printed or written records.”10 He explored the images being used by 
Reformation and counter-Reformation printers, and argued that the reformers used 
images as negative propaganda to denigrate pope and church. They also sought to point 
people to the Bible as a norm for judging religious matters and used images to positively 
present the Reformation through popular culture and belief.11 However, it is difficult to 
measure the extent of their impact. Images were used heavily in propaganda as well as in 
Bible printing, especially in the first half of the century, but it is not clear whether they 
were a reflection of the ideas circulating or a creative force behind them. Pettegree argues 
contra Scribner that little direct evidence is available to make assertions about the effect 
of images, and questions their contribution towards conversion and shaping of 
confessional identity.12  
During the course of the sixteenth century the use of images waxed and waned, 
especially in Bible editions. Likewise, the use paratextual material, initially minimal, 
increased during the course of the century but later declined.13 Para-textual material 
included prefaces and dedicatory epistles, book and chapter introductions, notes on 
textual matters, notes on interpretation, indexes, charts of various sorts, and maps.  
As might be expected, the size of the Bible affects the quantity of notes and 
marginalia. Enzinas’ New Testament of 1543, printed in octavo size and measuring four 
                                                        
 10 Robert Scribner, For the Sake of Simple Folk: Popular Propaganda for the German 
Reformation (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1981; rev. ed 1994), 13. 
 
 11 Ibid., 190.  
 
 12 Pettegree, The Reformation and the Culture of Persuasion, 102-27. 
 
 13 See Higman, “Without Great Effort, and With Pleasure,” 118-20. 
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by six inches overall, has little more than a brief dedicatory epistle, cross-references, and 
a few notes in the margins. However, the 1556 New Testament of Pérez is an even 
smaller octavo edition measuring just three by five inches, yet is prefaced by a dedication 
to “Jesucristo,” a letter to the reader, has chapter headings, cross-references, and a few 
textual notes. Reina’s large quarto format complete Bible, published in 1569, allowed 
him the space for a lengthy Latin preface and a Spanish letter to his readers, along with 
his full Old Testament with Apocrypha and the New Testament. The textual notes are 
considerably more extensive than those of Pérez, sometimes filling the entire margin. In 
1596, Valera printed a New Testament that is the same size, has a similar amount of 
marginal cross-references, and much the same layout as Pérez’s. However, the number of 
notes on the text has increased significantly in Valera’s version. Where the NT of 
Enzinas has a dozen notes in Matthew, Pérez has two dozen, and Valera has fifty; yet 
these are not so many as to make the text appear the least bit cluttered. Valera’s 1602 
revision of Reina’s Bible largely kept the same notes and references, while replacing 
Reina’s Latin preface with his own dedication and preface, followed by Reina’s letter to 
the reader. Valera’s revision was printed in folio size allowing for not only additional 
notes, but also a slightly larger font. Overall, it contains a comparable amount of material 
as the Reina Bible, the main addition being in the quantity of marginal notes.  
From this example of the Spanish Bibles it could be argued that paratextual 
material was on the increase until the third quarter of the sixteenth-century. However, the 
amount of paratextual material found in Valera’s 1602 revision is similar to that found in 
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the 1560 Geneva Bible, while the 1611 King James Bible has less marginal material.14 
Chambers observed that the quantity of marginal notes in French Bibles had begun to 
obscure the text, but were curtailed for a time with Perrin’s 1564 Bible. While the 
material later increased, it seems some balance was eventually struck.15 No doubt size 
and printing costs became the main motivators to curtail ongoing expansion.  
The destination of the Bibles would also seem to be a significant factor in 
determining the amount of paratextual material. For use in Spain it was best to have little 
extra material that might create controversy or bring heresy charges. Paratextual content 
became increasingly polemical as time went on, so long as political conditions allowed. 
Only once the Spanish Bibles were produced for a readership outside of Spain could this 
material be safely included. The Spanish New Testaments were also clearly designed for 
portability and/or concealment, reflecting the reality of the situation in Spain. 
If text and paratext serve to promote an agenda, it may be assumed that the text 
itself might be co-opted for the same purpose. Of course, the notes could indicate the 
“proper” reading of a text in a polemical fashion, but were texts actually translated to 
advance a particular viewpoint? In one sense, translating the Bible into the common 
language was polemical, as evidenced by the attempts to suppress its circulation. It was 
also clearly controversial to translate certain words in a new way, which could be seen as 
a challenge to the church. For example, the use of congregation instead of church by 
                                                        
 14 Other political considerations may have bearing on the case of the King James Bible. 
 
 15 Chambers, "What ever happened to sola Scriptura? text and paratext in sixteenth-century French 
Bibles," 150. 
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Tyndale, or geminde instead of kirche by Luther, drew sharp criticism even when the new 
term was closer to the original meaning.16 
Roldán-Figueroa has argued that the Spanish Bible translators in the sixteenth 
century made propagandistic use of their work. He asserts that the Spaniards fought the 
confessional struggle against Catholicism through translation word choices, as well as by 
using cross-references and marginal notes.17 More broadly he argues that the Spaniards 
created translations that were foreignizing—that is, they sought to take the reader to the 
author’s culture rather than the opposite. They hispanicized the text, and in so doing they 
produced translations that 
were unacceptable to dominant cultural values and posed a threat to established 
authority. Hispanicization achieved the unacceptable acceptability that allowed 
the Spanish evangelical exiles to use the dominant cultural and linguistic norms in 
order to challenge and subvert existing structures of domination and control.18 
 
Bible translators used the cultural and linguistic norms to present a text (and paratext) 
that was intelligible to their audience, while at the same time challenging the controlling 
powers of the society. André Lefevere makes this point arguing that “translations are not 
                                                        
 16 H.C. Erik Midelfort, “Social History and Biblical Exegesis: Community, Family, and Witchcraft 
in Sixteenth-Century Germany,” in The Bible in the Sixteenth Century, ed. David C. Steinmetz (Durham, 
N.C.: Duke University Press, 1990), 10. 
 
 17 This is his argument in Roldán-Figueroa, "Translation, guided reading, and anti-Roman Catholic 
propaganda."  
 
 18 Roldán Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis: The Propagandistic Use of a Biblical Motif in Sixteenth-
Century Spanish Evangelical Bible Translations,” 1031. See also Roldán-Figueroa, “’Justified without the 
works of the law’: Casiodoro de Reina on Romans 3:28;” Roldán-Figueroa. "Reina's vision of a truly 
Reformed ministry: a reconstruction." 
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made in a vacuum,” and will both reflect the ideology of the culture as well as serve to 
shape that culture.19  
 A key factor directing and controlling what translators may do is the need for 
patrons. Lefevere says patrons serve to limit the translator’s ideological space, and their 
influence extends to economics and status.20 In his Défense et illustration de la langue 
française, Joachim Du Bellay complains that “the obedience one owes [the patrons] 
admits of no excuse in these matters.”21 The patron may use the translation to serve his 
own purposes, as did King James III of England when he approved a new translation. 
Since the Spanish Bibles lacked patrons, they appealed in their prefaces to kings, dukes, 
princes and even to the ultimate authority, Jesus himself. Patronage connects a text to 
broader questions of authority and power. Lefevere argues that “Translation has to do 
with authority and legitimacy and, ultimately, with power, which is precisely why it has 
been and continues to be the subject of so many acrimonious debates.”22 This was evident 
throughout the sixteenth century and especially as it touched upon the Bible. Since the 
Bible was central to late medieval culture, any attempt to translate it necessarily provoked 
reaction. The reformers were keen to translate the Bible as a means to legitimize their 
message with both the populace and the local authorities.  
                                                        
 19 Lefevere, Translation, History, Culture, 14 
. 
 20 Ibid., 16. 
 
 21 Cited in Ibid., 22. 
 
 22 Lefevere, Translation, History, Culture: A Sourcebook, 2. 
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 Roland Worth, Jr., in his book Church, Monarch and Bible in Sixteenth Century 
England: The Political Context of Biblical Translation, calls for a better understanding of 
the socio-political context in which religious events occur. “All too often,” he says, 
“scholars seem to separate the study of Bible translation from research into historical and 
social phenomena that occurred simultaneously.”23 Of course, it is easy to provide 
examples to prove him wrong,24 yet the general assertion is not far off the mark. In the 
sixteenth century, church and society were so intertwined that kings and magistrates 
cared about matters such as translations of the Bible and the liturgy and how these might 
impact society. 
 The lengthy debate between Thomas More and William Tyndale is a clear 
demonstration of how seemingly innocent word choices could become the basis of major 
theological and even political diatribes. As Long says, “If so much as one word were to 
be altered, the points of reference would be changed and the intricately woven pattern of 
allegorical theology would be broken.”25 Translators like Tyndale had to justify their 
work not just for church sensibilities, but also to pacify the concerns of the state. It seems 
incredible that Yoran could assert that More and Erasmus functioned autonomously, apart 
                                                        
 23 Roland H. Worth, Jr., Church, Monarch and Bible in Sixteenth Century England: The Political 
Context of Biblical Translation (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland, 2000), 3. 
 
 24 To whit: Flood, “Martin Luther’s Bible Translation in its German and European Context;” 
Duerden, “Equivalence of Power?”; Strudwick, “English Fears of Social Disintegration and Modes of 
Control, 1533-1611;” and Ginsberg, “Ploughboys versus Prelates: Tyndale and More and the Politics of 
Biblical Translation” are a few examples of recent studies. 
 
 25 Lynne Long, Translating the Bible: From the 7th to the 17th Century (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 
2001), 126. 
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from any socio-political system.26 Rather, as Lefevere has argued, patronage exerted a 
limiting influence on the translator. It is impossible that More could operate 
independently of the socio-political realities of early modern England. To what extent, 
then, did politics play a role in Bible translation during the era in question? 
It is difficult to give a general answer to this question since politics were not 
uniform across regional contexts. The situation in sixteenth-century Germany varied from 
city to city, and in each territory, but printing presses in various cities could freely 
publish Bibles in the vernacular. In England the kings had more direct control, yet the 
ability of the monarch to oversee matters of Bible translation were not without limits. The 
authorized English versions such as the Great Bible, published in 1539, circulated 
alongside of prohibited versions such as the Tyndale New Testament of 1526 and the 
Geneva Bible of 1560. Unlike Germany and England, the political environment of 
sixteenth-century Spain offered no room for vernacular Bibles. Translation of the Bible 
into the vernacular was prohibited after 1492 in Spain,27 and in 1502 a law was 
promulgated governing printing and imported books. All books published in Spain had to 
receive a license from the authorities, and imported books were to be censored.28  
Richard Duerden argues that translation of the Bible in the sixteenth century was 
an exercise dealing with authority and power. He says “The early translators and their 
                                                        
 26 Hanan Yoran, Between Utopia and Dystopia: Erasmus, Thomas More, and the Humanist 
Republic of Letters (Lantham, MD: Lantham Books, 2010), 5-6. 
 
 27 J. M. De Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 5, Index de L’Inquisition Espagnole 1551, 
1554, 1559 (Sherbrooke, Quebec: Centre d’Études de la Renaissance, 1984), 44. 
 
 28 Ibid., 33-4. 
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detractors were concerned with power as a means to the end of social and individual 
transformation.”29 This is echoed in Thomas More’s argument in Confutation of 
Tyndale’s Answer that Tyndale was translating with the “intent to make a change in the 
faith,” and bringing his text in line with Lutheran theology.30 While More was troubled 
by the theological impact of Tyndale’s Bible, King James was concerned some years later 
with the “anti-monarchial tone of the marginal notes” in the Geneva Bible.31 The 
seventeenth century royalist historian Peter Heylyn wrote that the Geneva notes “allow of 
disobedience unto Kings and sovereign Princes. . . . [and open] a wide gap to the breach 
of Oaths, Covenants, Contracts and Agreements, not only between man and man, but 
between Kings and their Subjects.”32 Bibles clearly evoked concerns over matters of civil 
as well as ecclesiastical authority, putting translators at risk as the political winds shifted 
over Europe. 
Bible translations were not just exercises in philology, as the humanists might like 
to believe. Duerden points out that the critics of the Protestant translations attributed 
errors in translation to ideology, rather than philological problems. The major concern, he 
says, was over how a translation would affect the balance of power “among monarchy, 
church, and people.”33 He argues that More is concerned with the schism at the heart of 
                                                        
 29 Duerden, “Equivalence of Power?” 13. 
 
 30 Cited in Lefevere, ed., Translation, History, Culture, 71. 
 
 31 Betteridge, “The Bitter Notes,” 47-48. 
 
 32 Peter Heylyn, Aerius Redivivus, The History of the Presbyterians, 2nd ed. (London, 1962), Book 
Six, 214, quoted in Betteridge, “The Bitter Notes,” 48. 
 
 33 Duerden, “Equivalence of Power?” 12-14.  
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Protestantism, and sees Tyndale’s translation not as a cause but as a product of this 
context.34 He says the translators “briefly and modestly invite correction, then at length, 
and passionately, they emphasize concerns with authority.” Prohibitions against 
vernacular translations were rooted in a fear of sedition more than in doctrine. Later 
proclamations requiring the placement of the Great Bible in each church served the 
purpose of encouraging obedience to God and King.35  
In the final section of Duerden’s article, titled “Subversion by Appropriation,” he 
argues that the reformers used the Bible for their own ends. “The Bible was a discourse 
many sought to appropriate,” he claims. Using examples from Tyndale and Coverdale, 
Duerden contends they were trying to claim power from the church and pope, and 
promote the idea that the people have a right to scripture. At the same time, Duerden 
argues that while the English Bible subverts the authority of the church, it supports 
monarchical authority.36 Flood puts it differently when he says the reformers were unique 
not in placing the Bible as the source of doctrine, but in asserting its authority over all 
practices of the church.37 As will be seen, this leaves the translators in the delicate 
position of attempting to demonstrate the authority of scripture over the church, while 
trying to avoid charges of heresy or disloyalty to their rulers.  
 Duerden goes on to suggest that scripture is a source of authority, not just a 
“passive recipient of the translator’s action,” but rather, “Scripture enables, informs, 
                                                        
 34 Ibid., 13. 
 
 35 Ibid., 14. 
 
 36 Ibid., 15-17. 
 
 37 Flood, “Martin Luther’s Bible Translation in its German and European Context,” 49. 
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determines, and marks who can write and what acts their writing can call for.” He 
concludes  
The reformers confront us with paradox: they are subversive and they are 
fundamentalist; in both their aims and in their effects, they delegitimate 
institutions and they support nascent absolutism; they are insurgents casting off 
colonial rule, and they are nationalistic; they insist on a single authority, sola 
scriptura, and they introduce plurality into both the language and the 
interpretation of it.38  
 
 If Duerden is attempting to minimize the translators’ concerns over philological 
issues, he is mistaken. The work of Erasmus, Estienne, Beza, the Complutensian scholars 
and many others demonstrates the effort to get the underlying texts right. Building on 
their work, those who were translating into the vernacular were just as concerned to 
convey the proper meaning in the common languages of the people. However, it is clear 
that many translators were trying to promote the authority of the vernacular Bible, 
properly interpreted. This assertion had to be negotiated with both church and state, each 
of which sought to maintain order within its sphere. Where allegiance to Rome remained 
strong, the church was able to largely suppress vernacular Bibles. Where that authority 
was in question, the vernacular Bible translators were better able to publish and 
disseminate their works. Likewise, if the political authorities were antagonistic toward 
Rome, or toward the Protestants, the translators were likely to find more or less 
acceptance of their work. However, acceptance of the Reformation did not mean 
automatic tolerance of the spread of vernacular Bibles. The rulers in Protestant lands saw 
the Bible as potentially subversive, especially as the possibility of diverse interpretations 
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became an increasing reality. In England, Strudwick argues that Cranmer sought a middle 
way in Bible interpretation with moderation in lay use of the scriptures. He did not want 
the church to totally control interpretation as Rome did, but neither did he want 
unfettered interpretation as in Geneva.39 Later, Queen Elizabeth sought to have 
Archbishop Grindal suppress the “prophesyings” being held using the Geneva Bible. 
These were meetings that were attended by men, women, and children of various walks 
of life at which the Bible was studied and the meaning of the text was discussed. Her fear 
was that these gatherings might lead to rebellion.40 At the time of James I there was still 
tension over the influence of the Bible upon the people as evidenced by James’ 
agreement to have a new translation prepared.41 
 As the reformers increasingly insisted on the scripture as the source of correct 
teaching and the final authority over the church, they also had to assert the authority to 
correctly interpret the way of salvation. In her discussion of the reformers’ teaching 
regarding the certainty of salvation, Schreiner connects biblical and interpretive authority. 
For the reformers, the question of certainty in turn centered on matters of salvation and 
authority. Could one be certain of salvation? On the basis of what authority could this be 
legitimated? If the scripture was the basis of authority, then its interpretation must be 
                                                        
 39 Strudwick, “English Fears of Social Disintegration and Modes of Control, 1533-1611,” 138. 
 
 40 Ibid., 142. 
 
 41 James’ often cited comment “I profess I could never yet see a Bible well translated in English; 
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his sentiment. See Worth, Jr., Church, Monarch and Bible in Sixteenth Century England, 150, and n. 39. 
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authoritative.42 Only an approved version of the text was legitimate, and that was to be 
interpreted according to the dictates of the church. As the reformers translated the Bible 
into the vernacular they sought the approval of the authorities for their work, not only to 
make publication possible, but also in order to gain legitimacy for its interpretation. If the 
Pope would not sanction a translation, perhaps the king would. Evidence of this will be 
seen in the case of the Spanish Bibles.  
 Because the new translations of the Bible were seen by some as a challenge to 
authority, it made sense that the church hierarchy, aided by civil leaders in many cases, 
should have sought to limit the potential damage to the church or civil stability. If the 
translations were as subversive as Duerden perceives, then the rulers of Europe were right 
to be concerned lest the translations that were being used to support the spread of the 
Reformation should at the same time undermine social unity. As Crespo observes, 
“ideological uniformity” is necessary for the stability of the State.43  
At the end of the fifteenth century, vernacular translations of the Bible were 
circulating in several countries.44 As long as the Vulgate served as the basis of the work, 
and the conventions of translation kept the language ideologically close to the original, 
these translations did not cause much concern. However two developments converged to 
change the situation entirely. First, once Greek and Hebrew sources became available and 
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changes based on them became more notable, suspicions were raised and disputes arose. 
Secondly, the beginnings of the Protestant Reformation sparked concerns over the 
orthodoxy of virtually anything in print. 
Censorship of books was not new in Europe. In June of 1242 wagon loads of 
Jewish books were burned in Paris after Pope Gregory IX had ordered their confiscation 
and examination. Censorship of Jewish books, particularly the Talmud, continued as long 
as Jews were present in France.45 The first censorship of Christian books occurred in 
1478 in Cologne where charges were brought against Heinrich Urdermann regarding his 
Disputatio inter clericum et militem. The Papal bull Acceptimus literas, issued by Sixtus 
IV on 17 March 1479, authorized the University of Cologne to censor books. This was 
followed in 1485 when Berthold von Henneberg, the archbishop of Mainz, demanded 
pre-publication censorship right over all works translated from Greek or Latin. The 
Universities of Mainz and Erfurt were given authority, and a censorship commission was 
to be established for the Frankfurt fair.46 
The suppression that began in Germany soon found its way to Spain. Printing 
began in Spain around 1473 in cities such as Barcelona, Saragossa and Valencia.47 
Initially Spain was entirely favorable to the book trade, and in 1480 Ferdinand and 
                                                        
 45 Klepper, The Insight of Unbelievers, 2. 
 
 46 Rudolf Hirsch, “Pre-Reformation Censorship of Printed Books,” The Library Chronicle XXI, 
no. 2 (1955): 101-2. 
 
 47 Kinder, “Printing and Reformation ideas in Spain,” 292. For further information on the origins 
of printing in Spain, see Carlos Romero de Lecea, “Raíces romanas de la imprenta hispana,” in Historia de 
la imprenta hispana (Madrid: Editora Nacional, 1982) and Laurence C. Witten, “The Earliest Books 
Printed in Spain,” The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 53 (1959): 91-113. 
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Isabella authorized the free importation of books without tax or censure. However, by 
1485 things began to change. The first book actually banned in Spain was Pedro de Gui’s 
Janua artis Raimundi Lulli, printed in Barcelona, which was confiscated upon the order 
of Sixtus IV in 1485.48 Pope Innocent VIII issued a bull in 1487 encouraging censorship, 
and in 1502 Ferdinand and Isabella issued a pragmática creating a licensing system for 
all books printed or imported into Castille and León.49  
The Lateran Council of 1515 made book censorship a universal requirement for 
the church, giving rise to the use of the aprobatur or nihil obstat to mark an approved 
publication.50 The early tendency toward ideological control of the nascent book trade 
was exacerbated by the advent of the Reformation. However, as discussed earlier, the 
level of control depended greatly upon the rulers. Obviously in Germany certain cities 
had great freedom to print the works of the reformers, while elsewhere such books were 
not to be printed or imported. However, it was difficult to control the flow of ideas. It is 
clear that by 1521 Spain was being infiltrated by the works of Luther and other reformers. 
A brief from Pope Leo X, dated 21 March 1521, required the regents of the new Emperor 
to institute measures to stop the influx of heretical material into Spain. Kinder observes 
that the wording of the decrees and other letters indicates that Spanish translations of 
Lutheran works were present in the country.51 During the 1550s the jurisdiction for 
                                                        
 48 Hirsch, Printing, Selling, and Reading 1450-1550, 89. Hirsch theorizes that the greater attention 
paid to Germany was indication that vernacular was more widespread in the north.  
 
 49 Kinder, “Printing and Reformation ideas in Spain,” 293. 
 
 50 See Rudolf Hirsch, Printing, Selling, and Reading 1450-1550, 83-8. 
 
 51 Kinder, “Printing and Reformation ideas in Spain,” 307. 
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printing licenses was shifted to the Councils of Castile and Aragon, and the Inquisition 
was given the responsibility to control the importation and circulation of books in all the 
Spanish territories.52  
The censorship of Bibles was of particular concern in many lands, with Spain at 
the forefront of the charge to keep vernacular Bibles out of the hands of laity and clergy 
alike. At the time of the expulsion of the Jews in 1492, the King and Queen prohibited 
the printing of the Bible in any vernacular language.53 This prohibition and the licensing 
system of 1502 were followed by a series of five indexes of prohibited books, with the 
first issued in 1551. The first Index of Prohibited Books clearly proscribed vernacular 
Bibles,54 which meant that all the Spanish Bibles had to be prepared outside of the 
country, without any political or financial support. Documents of the Spanish Inquisition 
indicate that forbidden Bibles were already being seized in 1552 and 1554 in Seville,55 
thereby demonstrating why the royal authorities moved to issue an Index of Bibles in 
1554, and to bring the censorship of books under the control of the royal council.56 
                                                        
 52 Crespo, Inquisición y Control Ideológico en la España del Siglo XVI, 22-23. 
 
 53 De Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 5, 22. 
 
 54 The other Indexes were issued in 1554, 1559, 1583 and 1584. The Index of 1551 item number 
59 proscribes the “Bible in Castilian Romance or in any other vulgar language.” “Biblia en romance 
castellano [o] en otra qualquier vulgar lengua.” The Index of 1559 repeats the prohibition of the “Bible in 
our vulgar, or in any other translation, in whole or in part, as is not in Hebrew, Caldean, Greek or Latin.” 
“Biblia en nuestro vulgar o en otro qualquier traduzida, en todo o en parte, como no este en hebrayco, 
caldeo, griego o latin.” De Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 5, 246, 455. 
 
 55 Some 450 Bibles were seized in and around Seville along with numerous New Testaments and 
other Bible portions. See J. Ignacio Tellechea Idigoras, “La censura inquisicional de Biblias de 1554,” 
Anthologia Annua 10 (1962): 89-142; and J. Ignacio Tellechea Idigoras, “Biblias publicadas fuera de 
España secuestradas por la Inquisición de Sevilla en 1552,” Bulletin Hispanique 64 (1962): 236-47.  
 
 56 Pinto Crespo, Inquisición y Control Ideológico, 23. See also Kinder, “Printing and Reformation 
ideas in Spain,” 293-6. 
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 During the 1550s the laws regarding the printing and sale of books became more 
severe. The regent Juana issued a pragmatica on 7 September 1558 banning the import of 
any foreign text into Spain and forbidding the circulation of books prohibited by the 
Inquisition upon pain of death--hence the moniker the “law of blood.” This was followed 
by the Index of 1559 in August and the recall of students abroad in November.57 Lists 
published by the Inquisition in 1561-2 included condemned book titles by many 
Protestant reformers, indicating plausibly the presence of such works in Spain.58 By 
recalling its students and sending agents of the Inquisition to ferret out suspect volumes 
in bookshops and libraries, Spain put forth tremendous effort to keep the influence of 
Protestant ideas out of Spain. The discovery of Protestant conventicles in Valladolid, 
Seville and Toledo, along with the capture of the bookseller Julián Hernández in 1557, 
showed the urgency of the Inquisition’s task.  
 Recent historiography on the Inquisition has tended to play down its effect upon 
society as a whole.59 Notable is the work of Henry Kamen, who argues that the 
Inquisition in Spain was not so fearsome as once thought. “Spain was not,” he says “as 
often imagined, a society dominated exclusively by zealots.”60 He observes that while the 
censorship laws controlled post-publication issues with books, the 1558 laws were 
                                                        
 57 Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society in Early Modern Spain, 42. 
 
 58 Kinder, Casiodoro De Reina, 15. (Hereafter cited as Kinder.) 
 
 59 Some recent works in this vein include: Lu Ann Homza, The Spanish Inquisition, 1478–1614, 
An Anthology of Sources (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 2006); Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: A 
Historical Revision; Monter, William, Frontiers of Heresy: The Spanish Inquisition from the Basque Lands 
to Sicily (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Geoffrey Parker, "Some Recent Work on the 
Inquisition in Spain and Italy", Journal of Modern History 54:3 (1982); and Rawlings, Helen, The Spanish 
Inquisition (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2006). 
 
 60 Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision, 5. 
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limited to Castile, and that only a few fell under the new rules.61 However, others are 
convinced that the impact of the Inquisition was widespread and served to suppress 
unacceptable ideas.62  
 Pinto Crespo in particular argues that the Inquisition sought to control the spread 
of ideas through censorship of books and threats of excommunication for possession of 
banned material. He traces the move to control the spread of books into Spain during the 
1550s to the Reformation movement and the use of the printing press to disseminate its 
ideas. As in other countries, Spain was concerned to preserve social order by maintaining 
religious control. National control of the church was a growing movement, and Spain 
signed concordats giving oversight of church affairs to the king. Pinto Crespo argues that 
since Spain was the greatest power in Europe in the sixteenth century, the rulers were all 
the more sensitive to maintain order in their realms.63 The Inquisition became the means 
to protect the control all European monarchs desired. As Pinto Crespo put it: “This is 
definitively the ultimate objective of all inquisitorial activity: control, control, control.”64    
                                                        
 61 Henry Kamen, “The Habsburg Lands: Iberia” in Handbook of European History 1400-1600 
Late Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation, vol. 1, Structures and Assertions, ed. Thomas A. Brady, 
Heiko A. Oberman and James D. Tracy (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), 479-80. Yet Kamen himself observed 
that Castille comprised some 80% of the population of Spain at the time! Ibid., 474.  
 
 62 See for example Virgilio Pinto Crespo, Inquisición y Control Ideológico en la España del Siglo 
XVI (Madrid: Taurus, 1983); Sara Nalle, “Inquisitors, Priests, and the People during the Catholic 
Reformation in Spain.” SCJ 18 (Winter 1987): 557-587; and A. Gordon Kinder, “Spain’s Little-Known 
‘Noble Army of Martyrs’ and the Black Legend,” in Faith and Fanaticism: Religious Fervour in Early 
Modern Spain, ed. Lesley Twomey (Aldershot, England: Ashgate Publishing, 1997). 
 
 63 Pinto Crespo, Inquisición y Control Ideológico en la España del Siglo XVI, 23-4. 
 
 64 Este es en definitivo el objetivo último de toda actividad inquisitorial: control, control, control.” 
Ibid., 137. 
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 Pinto Crespo goes on to observe that the authorities sought to control the printing 
process, but found it difficult to control the readers.65 The Inquisition moved to keep 
readers in line by threatening to excommunicate those caught with prohibited books. 
Pope Paul III encouraged the Inquisitor General, Juan de Tavera, to proceed against those 
who had prohibited books, and in 1550 Pope Julius III decreed the penalty of 
excommunication. Finally, in 1551 the Inquisition revoked all licenses to read prohibited 
books. In 1559 the prohibition was repeated, indicating some were still reading banned 
works.66 This would have a chilling effect on the printing enterprise in Spain for religious 
literature. The suspicion engendered by the Inquisition meant that printers were 
increasingly wary of publishing even previously popular works that might now be 
considered unorthodox.67 Rawlings summarizes the social impact of the Inquisition on 
Spain: “The rejection of ‘contaminated’ northern European thought and the imposition of 
a strictly regulated ideology from the centre served to reinforce social cohesion and a 
sense of national identity at a time when Spain felt particularly under threat from outside 
influences.”68 So while Kamen and others make the case that the Inquisition was not 
necessarily harsher than the reign of “Bloody” Mary,69 the fact remains that the 
                                                        
 65 “El control inquisitorial se extendía a todos los momentos del ciclo del libro. Pero de éstos había 
uno que resultaba especialmente difícil de vigilar sistemáticamente, el lector.” Ibid., 138-9.  
 
 66 See Ibid., 139-44 regarding the increasing pressure placed on the reader. 
 
 67 Pettegree, The Book in the Renaissance, 115. 
 
 68 Rawlings, Church, Religion and Society in Early Modern Spain, 41. 
 
 69 See Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: An Historical Revision, 98. 
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Inquisition succeeded in strictly controling the flow of ideas in Spain with the threat of 
severe punishment.  
 Putting the Bible into the language of the people removed the gate keeper of 
traditional thought, defining translation itself as an act of persuasion. Vernacular Bible 
editions were not produced in a vacuum; the social and religious status quo affected and 
was changed by their advent. These Bible translations presented a challenge to authority 
that provoked censorship, but in most places it was too late to rein in what had been set 
loose. The work of the Spaniards was repressed more than most of the other vernacular 
Bibles of the period, yet it endured, providing an example of the ways in which the 
reformers sought to advance their agenda. The remainder of this dissertation will explore 
the Spanish Bibles in an effort to locate them in this context and to work toward a family 
tree of the translations with their heritage from Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and other 
vernacular Bibles. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
MOTIVES AND METHODS OF THE SPANISH BIBLE TRANSLATORS: 
ENZINAS, USQUE-ATIAS AND PEREZ 
 
“There is no nation that I know of, to which it is not permitted to read 
the sacred books in its own language, except Spain.”1 
 
A common feature of early modern Bibles, substantial prefaces served to 
introduce the text and more. In his introduction to Luther’s Bible prefaces, Pelikan 
summarizes their purpose. Besides giving the plan and procedure for the translation, 
Luther’s prefaces present his theological view of the Bible and also served the traditional 
purpose of introducing the text to follow.2 The plan and procedure generally included 
discussion of sources consulted, as well as efforts made to gain approval for the 
publication. Prefaces also might give some idea of the translator’s motivation or 
justification for translating the Bible into the vernacular. In some cases, the introduction 
to the text was a lengthy explanation of the contents of the Bible and how to interpret it, 
to guide readers who might have little familiarity with such a complex work.  
Prefaces were not to be overlooked; they were an important component of the text 
that could be attached to any portion of the Bible. Jerome provided prefaces for almost 
every book of the Bible, and to various sections as well. Prefaces could also be lengthy, 
                                                        
 1 Francisco de Enzinas in Stockwell, 21. (All translations from Spanish provided by the present 
author.) 
 
2 Martin Luther, “On Translating: An Open Letter,” Luther’s Works, American Edition, ed. 
Jaroslav Pelikan, vol. 35 (Philadelphia: Mulhenberg/Concordia, 1960), 227-32.  
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as in Erasmus’ second edition of the Greek New Testament (1518) which had 120 folio 
pages of introductory material.3  
 It has already been argued that translation is always done in a particular context 
and is impacted by beliefs, motives, and background of the translator, and by the context 
in which he works. This chapter and the next will introduce each of the sixteenth century 
Bible translators4 and explore their Bible prefaces.5 The goal is to describe, to the extent 
possible, their perspectives regarding authority to publish the Bible in vernacular and 
how they navigated the political sphere to gain legitimacy for their work. Their motives 
and evidence of their translation methods and textual sources will also be explained. 
Comparison to other prefaces from the early modern period, particularly from Bibles of 
the same period and geographic distribution, will also be considered as the final part of 
the next chapter.  
                                                        
3 Ibid., 231. 
 
4 Until the 1970s, material on the Spanish Reformers was limited. The major works were Edward 
Boehmer, Bibliotheca Wiffeniana. Spanish Reformers of Two Centuries from 1520, 3 vols. (Strassburg: K. 
Trubner, 1874, 1883 and 1904; reprinted 1962); Juan Antonio Llorente, A Critical History of the 
Inquisition of Spain, Williamstown, Mass.: John Lilburne, 1976; and M. Pelayo, Historia de los 
Heterodoxos Españoles, 2 vols. (Madrid: Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1967). A. Gordon Kinder began 
writing on the Spanish reformers in the 1960s, opening the field to modern researchers. His Spanish 
Protestants and Reformers in the Sixteenth Century: A Bibliography (London: Grant & Cutler, 1983); and 
Spanish Protestants and Reformers in the Sixteenth Century: A Bibliography, Vol. Supplement No. 1 
(London: Grant & Cutler, 1994) provided a valuable resource for new research. The Kinder collection at 
the University of Manchester (UK) Library includes 3,000 items, about ninety percent of which relates to 
the sixteenth century. A pdf list of the collection is available at 
www.library.manchester.ac.uk/searchresources/guidetospecialcollections/atoz/kindercollection/. A new and 
much broader bibliography is available in Frances Luttikhuizen, La Reforma en España, Italia y Portugal, 
siglos XVI y XVIIL bibliografía actualizada (Seville: MAD, 2009). 
 
5 Access to the prefaces will be made by way of Bowman Foster Stockwell, Prefacios a las Biblias 
castellanas del siglo XVI, 2nd ed. (Buenos Aires: Aurora, 1951). Stockwell reproduces all of the Spanish 
prefaces using modernized spelling for clarity. The Latin preface to Reina’s 1569 Bible is also now 
available in Spanish, having been translated recently by Francisco Ruiz de Pablos in Casiodoro de Reina, 
Comentario al Evangelio de Juan, trans. and ed. Francisco Ruiz de Pablos, 35-58 (Seville: Editorial MAD, 
2009). 
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Fernández y Fernández6 provides a good historical overview of the sixteenth-
century Spanish Bibles. For each Bible he provides a literary critique, largely based on 
M. Pelayo, and a summary of the historical circumstances of each writer as well as an 
abstract of the main themes of the prefaces. However, he does not provide much analysis 
of the texts themselves. Stockwell has reproduced the prefaces to the Spanish Bible with 
modernized spelling, along with brief introductions to each Bible.7 This chapter and the 
following will draw from the historical material provided in Fernández and elsewhere, 
but will expand upon his survey of the prefaces.  
 The sixteenth century Spanish translators of the Bible faced a set of circumstances 
that was unique in several respects. First, their work was carried out largely in exile from 
their native land. While some other translators such as Tyndale faced this problem, it was 
universal in the case of the Spanish Bible. All of the translations were completed outside 
of Spain except for that of Francisco de Enzinas, and he did much of his work in 
Germany. This limited the opportunity to test the translation, as Luther did among the 
villagers of Germany. Secondly, the Spanish translators received no political and little 
financial backing for their work, so it extended over lengthy periods as they sought to 
complete translation amidst other responsibilities. And thirdly, they were not assured of a 
viable market for their product and faced financial loss. In Germany, France, or England, 
printers could assume that hundreds, even thousands, of Bible copies could be sold. In 
                                                        
6 Enrique Fernández y Fernández, Las Biblias castellanas del exilio: historia de las Biblias 
castellanas del siglo XVI (Miami: Caribe, 1976). (Hereafter Fernández.) 
 
7 He does not provide Reina’s Latin preface to his 1569 Bible. 
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Spain, the obvious market for a Spanish language Bible, the Inquisition kept a strict 
watch on imports and punished offenders. 
 Who were these men and why did they translate under such circumstances? This 
chapter will look at the New Testament translations of Francisco de Enzinas and Juan 
Pérez de Pineda, and the Old Testament translation of Abraham Usque and Yom Tob 
Atías. These mark the beginning of Spanish Bible production in the sixteenth century.8  
 
Francisco de Enzinas (c.1520-1552)9 
 Francisco de Enzinas was born near Burgos, Spain, around 1520 to the successful 
merchant Juan de Enzinas. Like many of the merchant class, he was sent to the Low 
Countries for his education circa 1536. Enzinas was connected to strong Erasmian 
influences in Spain,10 and further imbibed the airs of humanism when he enrolled at the 
Trilingual College of Louvain in 1539. Enzinas was also introduced to evangelical ideas 
while still in Spain.11 
                                                        
 8 Pérez was also responsible for printing several other portions of the Bible as will be observed. 
 
9 In addition to the main sources already mentioned, the bibliography on Enzinas is limited. The 
recent dissertation Jonathan L. Nelson, “Francisco de Enzinas (Dryander) and Spanish evangelical 
humanism before the Council of Trent” (Ph.D. diss., University of Manchester (UK), 1999) provides a 
recent survey of his life and reevaluation of his thought. See also Arthur Hörmann, Francisco de Enzinas 
und sein Kreis bes zum Beginne des ersten Wittemberger Aufenthaltes im Jahre 1541 (Berlin: E. Ebering, 
1902); and Els Agten, “Francisco de Enzinas, a Reformation-minded Humanist with a Vernacular Dream: a 
Spanish New Testament,” Reformation & Renaissance Review 14.3 (2012): 219-242. 
 
10 Nelson has demonstrated his strong Humanist influences. Ibid., 34-35. 
 
11 Ibid., 36. 
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 Enzinas himself is known mostly from his account of the Low Countries and 
Spain, De statu Belgico12 and his letters.13 He completed several translations of classical 
writers for his Spanish speaking contemporaries, in the tradition of late medieval 
humanist scholars. These included Libro de los comentarios de Gayo Iulio Cesar de las 
guerras de la Gallia, Africa y España, tambien de la ciuil traduzido en español (1549); 
Segunda Comedia de Celestina, en la cual se trata de los amores de un cavallero 
llamado Felides y de una doncella de clara sangre llamada Poliandria (1549); and 
Compendio de las catorze decadas de Tito Livio Paduano (1550). Enzinas also produced 
a translation of Calvin’s Institutes as Breve i compendiosa instituçion de la religion 
christiana, necessaria para todos aquellos que con iusto titulo quieren usurpar el nombre 
de Christo: escripta por el docto, uaron Francisco de Elao a ruego de un amigo y 
hermano suio en Christo (1540).  
 Enzinas’ began work on the New Testament while in the Low Countries.14 During 
1541 he spent some time at Oxford, as well as traveling to Paris. In the fall he enrolled at 
the University of Wittenberg, where he lived with Phillip Melanchthon, and completed 
his translation of the New Testament. Clearly he would have found in Melanchthon a 
worthy consultant for matters of translation from the Greek. He left Wittenberg in early 
1543 and returned to the Low Countries to have the Bible printed. The situation in the 
                                                        
12 Francisco de Enzinas, De statu belgico deque religione hispanica, ed. Francisco Socas, 
(Leipzig: B.G. Teubneri, 1991). This is also available in Spanish as Memorias (Madrid: Madrid Clasicas, 
1992).  
 
13 Francisco de Enzinas, Epistolario, ed. Ignacio J. García Pinilla, Geneva: Librarie Droz, 1995). 
A chronological bibliography of Enzinas’ works is available in Nelson, “Francisco de Enzinas,” 265-8. 
 
14 He wrote to Calvin in 1552 stating he had been at work 15 years on the translation. Nelson, 
“Francisco de Enzinas,” 36. 
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Low Countries became very tenuous for printers during the 1540s, including two printers 
executed. Harsh repression also meant a crackdown on conventicles where the Bible was 
being read and discussed.15 The professors at Louvain were not willing to give their 
assent to Enzinas’ translation since vernacular Bibles were the suspected source of 
heresy; yet, they could not prohibit its printing for the Emperor had given permission to 
print the scripture.16  
Enzinas circulated the New Testament among several learned Spaniards and with 
their approval proceeded to Antwerp to have it printed. His translation of the New 
Testament came from the press of Stephen Mierdman in 1543 with a title page reading: 
EL NUEVO TESTAMENTO / De nuestro Redemptor y Salvador / Jesu Christo, / 
traducido de Griego en len- / gua Castellana, por Fran- / cisco de Enzinas, dedi- / 
cado a la Cesárea Majestad. / HABLA DIOS / Josué I / No se aparte el libro de 
esta ley de tu / boca. Antes con atento ánimo estu- / diarás en él de día y noche: 
para que / guardes y hagas conforme a todo a- / quello que está en él escrito. Por 
que / entonces harás próspero tu camino / y te gobernarás con prudencia / 
M.D.XL.III /17 
 
Implicit in the biblical quotation from Joshua 1:8 is an appeal to the Emperor’s 
conscience to read and obey God’s law, as increasingly strict ordinances governing 
printing in the Low Countries put Enzinas in a precarious position.18 It was imperative 
that Enzinas’ translation be seen as non-sectarian. Prior to publication he submitted his 
                                                        
15 Wim François, “Vernacular Bible Reading and Censorship in Early Sixteenth Century: The 
Position of the Louvain Theologians,” in Lay Bibles in Europe 1450-1800, ed. M. Lamberigts and A. A. 
den Hollander (Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 87-8. 
 
16 Ibid. 120. 
 
17 Jonathan Nelson discusses the variant title page and front matter that inserted the word solo 
(only) before Salvador, thus giving a distinctly Protestant reading in “Solo Saluador,” 104-111. 
 
18 Ibid. 119-25. See also François, “Vernacular Bible Reading and Censorship in Early Sixteenth 
Century,” 81-88. 
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preliminaries (title page and prologue) to a friar who suggested several changes. He was 
particularly concerned that nothing that sounded Lutheran should jeopardize the work.19    
The appeal to Charles’ authority is carried over from the title page to the prologue 
entitled “AL INVICTISIMO MONARCA DON CARLOS V, EMPERADOR Siempre 
Augusto, Rey de España, etc. Francisco de Enzinas, Gracia, Salud y Paz.” Enzinas 
sought, and was granted, on 23 November 1543, an audience with Charles to present to 
him a copy and seek his approval. Charles turned the New Testament over to his 
confessor Pedro de Soto, who determined that it was suspect simply because it was in the 
vernacular which might give rise to heresy. 
 At the time of the publication of Enzinas’ New Testament, the door to vernacular 
translations of the Bible was swiftly closing in the Low Countries. Given this situation, 
Enzinas’ prologue appealed directly to the Emperor, presenting several reasons why the 
vernacular Bible should be permitted. By way of introduction he agrees with those who 
believe the Bible should be available for “not only for the instruction of the simple, but 
also for the counsel of the wise, who are glad to hear in their natural language of Jesus 
Christ, and his apostles those sacred mysteries of our redemption . . .”20 He appeals to 
Charles as “the greatest of the ministers of God, and monarch of Christendom” and as 
                                                        
19 Nelson “Solo Saluador,” 106-8. Nelson provides a translation of Enzinas’ explanation of his 
dialogue with the friar as recorded in Enzinas, De statu belgico, 52-3. 
 
20 “así para instrucción de los rudos, como para consolación de los avisados, que huelgan en su 
lengua natural oír hablar a Jesucristo, y a sus apóstoles aquellos misterios sagrados de nuestra redención . . 
.” Stockwell, 19.  
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“pastor so diligent and jealous of the honor of Jesus Christ, and the spiritual good of his 
Republic” to approve his work as worthy of the Emperor’s approval and defense.21  
 The reality is that Enzinas’ thoughts on the authority of scripture did not align 
with the church. Nelson has shown from De statu belgico that Enzinas, like Erasmus, 
held that the Bible was the source of all knowledge, but he went further than the 
Erasmians. He believed that the philosophers knew nothing of sacred doctrine, and so 
philosophy could contribute nothing to theology.22 In his preface Enzinas made every 
effort to present himself as a “faithful Christian who recognizes the authority of the 
Church,”23 but he was arrested on 13 December 1543 and spent 15 months in prison 
before he escaped and fled back to Wittenberg. Nelson argues that the authorities were 
not too motivated to collect and destroy the copies since so many exist today. This he 
attributes to the conservative position being less than universal among the authorities.24 
Enzinas presents three motives for translating the Bible. First, he compares the 
movement to translate the Bible to the growth of the Kingdom of Christ in the first 
century. Even as Gamaliel warned his fellow Jewish leaders that the action possibly was 
of God, so also, says Enzinas, is the advent of publishing Bibles in the vernacular. Those 
who attempt to impede the printing of the Bible have lost ground to the point where even 
                                                        
21 “el mayor de los ministros de Dios y monarca de la Cristiandad,” “pastor tan diligente y celoso 
de la honra de Jesucristo y del provecho espiritual de su República.” Ibid., 20, 25. 
 
22 Nelson, “Francisco de Enzinas,” 205-7. 
 
23 Nelson’s article describes the changes that were made to the original preface and title page to 
make the work more likely to be approved by the Emperor and his counselors. Nelson “Solo Saluador,” 
110.  
 
24 Nelson, “Francisco de Enzinas,” 59. 
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the opposition is now reading them. He too wants to join in the movement and bring 
some benefit to his nation.25 
 Enzinas’ second motive is the honor of his country. “There is,” he writes, “no 
nation that I know of, to which it is not permitted to read the sacred books in its own 
language, except Spain.”26 He then lists the countries that do have the Bible in the 
vernacular: Italy, Naples (patrimony of Charles), France, Flanders, the Low Countries, 
Germany, England, Scotland and Ireland, and even the kingdoms of Charles’ brother, 
King Ferdinand. He does not understand why this privilege is not allowed to the Spanish 
who “in everything presume to be first,” and whose “language is the best (in my 
[Enzinas’] opinion) of the vulgar [languages].”27  
 Finally, Enzinas says that if translating into the vernacular were in error, the King 
or the Pope would have issued laws against it. He follows with a discussion of the 
historical practice of putting the scripture in the language of the people, beginning with 
the Jews, who following the exile needed an Aramaic translation, followed by the Greeks, 
Egyptians, Arabs, Persians, Latins, and the Hungarians.28 At this point Enzinas addresses 
the concern over heretical interpretations stating that  
heresies are born, not because the Sacred Scriptures are read in common 
languages, but because they are misunderstood by many, and interpreted against 
                                                        
25 Ibid., 20-21. 
 
26 “No hay ninguna nación, en cuanto yo sepa, a la cual no sea permitido leer en su lengua los 
libros sagrados, sino a sola la española.” Ibid., 21. 
 
27 “en todo presumen ser los primeros”; “lengua es lo mejor (a mi juicio) de las vulgares” Ibid., 
22-3. 
  
28 Ibid., 23-4. 
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the declaration and doctrine of the Church, which is the pillar and firm foundation 
of the truth, and by being taught and treated by evil men.29  
 
In this statement Enzinas defends the validity of vernacular translations for the public 
against the accusations that heresy results from unfettered reading of the Bible. He at 
once appeals to the authority of the church’s interpretation and blames the heresy on 
faulty teaching. 
 Enzinas’ preface clearly expresses his motives and appears to submit his work to 
the authority of both the emperor and the church. He is less clear about his sources and 
methods. Given the ill repute of Erasmus in Spain by this time, it was unlikely that 
Enzinas would plainly state that his work referenced Erasmus’ Greek text. Based on a 
comparison of the two, Stockwell has argued that Enzinas did use the text in question, but 
he gives no examples of his review.30 The present dissertation will provide evidence to 
prove the assertion. 
 
Ferrara Bible:31 Yom Tob Atías and Abraham Usque 
 Ten years passed between the production of Enzinas’ New Testament and the 
publication of a Spanish translation of the Old Testament in 1553. This was accomplished 
by two Jewish exiles from the Iberian Peninsula living in the Duchy of Ferrara. Since the 
                                                        
29 “nacen las herejías, no por ser leídas las Sagradas Escrituras en lenguas vulgares, sino por ser 
mal entendidas de muchos, e interpretadas contra la declaración y doctrina de la Iglesia, que es columna y 
fundamento firme de la verdad, y por ser enseñadas y tratadas por hombres malos” Ibid., 24. 
 
30 Francisco de Enzinas and Bowman Foster Stockewll, El Nuevo Testamento de nuestro Redentor 
y Salvador Jesucristo (Buenos Aires: Librería “La Aurora,” 1943) 12-13. 
 
31 The main sources on the Ferrara Bible include: Clemente Ricci. La Biblia de Ferrara. Buenos 
Aires: J. Peuser, 1926; and Iacob M Hassán, ed., Introducción a la Biblia de Ferrara : actas del Simposio 
Internacional sobre la Biblia de Ferrara, Sevilla, 25 - 28 de noviembre de 1991 (Madrid : Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 1994). 
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time of the first duke, Alfonso I (1476-1534), the duchy of Ferrara had become a center 
of Iberian Jewish refugees as well as a base of Reformation influence in Italy.32 Under his 
leadership, Ferrara had managed to survive carefully balanced between the powers of 
France, Spain and the Papacy, while the independence of Italian city states was waning. 
By the time Alfonso’s son Ercole II took over the duchy, it was past its prime culturally 
and was strained financially due to the wars fought under Alfonso. Ercole’s wife, the 
Duchess Renata (Renee, 1510-75), was a French princess who would bring turmoil to the 
palace. Noyes describes her impact upon Ferrara:  
With the French princess and her serious-minded train a new invasion of northern 
ideas was coming to Ferrara, and the city which had given such a splendid 
reception to the great humanistic and artistic revival of the fifteenth century was 
now to experience the influence of that great stirring of men’s minds and 
consciences which makes the history of the sixteenth century.33 
 
Her sympathy to the reformers meant the palace became a place of refuge for a number of 
Protestant figures including Calvin, Ochino, Peter Martyr and Clément Marot.34 But, this 
also brought the attention of the Inquisition. In 1553 Ferrara was the scene of a mass 
execution, and the following year Ercole brought accusations against his wife. The trial 
was held by the Bishop and Inquisitor of Ferrara, and the Duchess was judged guilty with 
a punishment of perpetual imprisonment and confiscation of her goods. After a few days 
of confinement in the palace and separation from her two daughters, Renee received the 
                                                        
32 Fernández y Fernández, Las Biblias castellanas del exilio, 61. See also Ariel Toaff, “Los 
sefardíes en Ferrara y en Italia en el siglo XVI,” in Introducción a la Biblia de Ferrara, ed. Iacob M 
Hassán (Madrid : Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 1994), 192-204. 
 
33 Ella Noyes, The Story of Ferrara (Nendeln-Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1970), 192. 
 
34 Ibid., 204-5, 209. 
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Eucharist and was restored.35 The Duchess left Ferrara and established herself at her 
estate in Montargis, France after the death of Duke Ercole II in 1559. There she 
welcomed various exiles including the Spaniards Juan Pérez, Antonio del Corro and 
Casiodoro de Reina.36  
 During the 1530s and 40s Ferrara experienced a period of openness to the new 
ideas from the north brought by professors and students at the University of Ferrara. The 
Duke “accorded them the noble hospitality and toleration traditional in his House.”37 
Ferrara had also become a center of Jewish refugees after their expulsion from Spain in 
1492, and the great influx created a housing crisis which the Duke met by building a new 
wall that more than doubled the size of the city.38 Concessions offered to the Jewish 
community by Duke Ercole in 1553 and 1555 made Ferrara “one of the most important 
Sephardic communities in Italy.” 39 
 In this context, two marranos (Jews who embraced Christianity to avoid 
persecution), Abraham Usque of Portugal and Yom Tob Atías of Spanish origin, 
collaborated to produce a Spanish edition40 of the Old Testament based largely on late 
                                                        
35 Ibid., 215-6. 
 
36 Fernández, 60.  
 
37 Noyes, The Story of Ferrara, 204. 
 
38 Ibid., 138. 
 
39 “Una de las más importantes comunidades sefardíes en Italia” Toaff, “Los sefardíes en Ferrara y 
en Italia en el siglo XVI,” 193. 
 
40 It has been shown that what were thought to be two editions are probably one printing with 
variants made by inserting different front matter, and a variant on Is. 7:14 as will be discussed below. See 
Renata Segre, “Contribución documental a la historia de la imprenta Usque y de su edición de la Biblia,” in 
Introducción a la Biblia de Ferrara, ed. Iacob M Hassán (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
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medieval Jewish texts. This appears as two versions: one destined for a Jewish readership 
where their original names are used and a second version for a Christian audience, in 
which they are identified as Duarte Pinel and Jerónimo de Vargas, respectively.41 The 
colophon of each version identifies the translator as Duarte Pinel/Abraham Usque and the 
person financing the project as and Jeronimo de Vargas/Yom Tob Atias.42  
 The commonly called Biblia de Ferrara (because it was printed in Ferrara) issued 
from the press with the date of 1 March 1553. The title page reads: 
BIBLIA / En lengua española traduzida palabra por palabra / de la verdad 
Hebraica / por muy excelentes letrados, vi- / sta y examinada por el officio / de la 
Inquisición. / Con privilegio del Ilustríssimo Señor / Duque de Ferrara. / 
 
The Ferrara Bible was long thought to have been printed in two almost identical editions. 
The dedications are different with the Christian version containing an appeal to the Duke 
of Ferrara, while the Jewish version is devoted to doña Gracia Naci.43 The “doña Gracia” 
dedication is about two-thirds the length of the other, and covers much of the same 
material. It does not appeal for acceptance of the text that has been properly examined 
and approved, but it does note (unlike the dedication to the Duke) that the Bible was 
                                                                                                                                                                     
Científicas, 1994), 206, 218-20; and Stanley Rypins, “The Ferrara Bible at Press,” The Library 5th series 
X:4 (Dec. 1955): 244-269.  
 
41 Both versions are mentioned in Antonio Palau y Dulcet, Manual del librero hispano-americano; 
bibliografia general Espanola e hispano-americana desde la invencion de la imprenta hasta nuestros 
tiempos, con el valor commercial de los impresos descritos,10 vols. second edition, (Barcelona: A. Palau, 
1948-1977), vol. 2, 212. As Verd points out, they have “desde antiguo” been thought to be one and the 
same. Gabriel María Verd, “Las Biblias romanzadas: criterios de traducción,” Sefarad, 2 (1971): 344.  
 
42 Fernández reproduces both on pp. 63-4. 
 
43 Doña Gracia was a wealthy Jewish benefactress who supported several of Usque’s projects. She 
also helped Portuguese refugees flee to Italy and Constantinople. Toaff, “Los sefardíes en Ferrara y en 
Italia en el siglo XVI,” 194. See Cecil Roth, The House of Nasi: Doña Gracia (Philadelphia: Jewish 
Publication Society of America, 1947). 
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“translated from the Hebrew word for word.”44 The Jewish version includes a table of 
lessons for the reading of the Prophets.45 The date in the Jewish version is given as “14 de 
Adar de 5313” while the Christian version gives the date of 1 March 1553. One 
significant textual difference is the cause of significant curiosity. In Isaiah 7:14 the 
Jewish text (almost always) reads “he la moça concibien” while the Christian version 
always reads “virgin.” Some of the Jewish versions have “alma” instead of moça, which 
is a transliteration of the Hebrew word. Based on two Jewish copies with these variants in 
the British Library, Cecil Roth suggested that perhaps the printers began with the word 
“moça,” but realizing this might cause problems, substituted “virgen,” and later changed 
to the transliterated “alma” as something more neutral.46 Rypins evaluated a much larger 
number of copies and argues very convincingly that there was but one edition of the 
Bible with variants introduced in Isaiah during the printing process. He suggests the 
translators began with “alma,” which was substituted first by “virgin,” and finally by 
“moça.”47 Segre’s study of the watermarks in the extant Ferrara Bible copies confirms the 
one edition hypothesis.48 
 The Ferrara Bible represents an anomaly in this study of Spanish Bible 
translations. It is the only one produced in Italy, while the others were published in 
                                                        
44 Fernández, 69, 71. “traduzida del Hebreo palabra por palabra.” 
 
45 Fernández, 62. The Hispanic Society of America has a copy of the Christian version with the 
table of lessons. Fernández explains that the pages might have been lost, or perhaps inserted on request in 
Christian copies, but his reasoning does not sound very plausible. 
 
46 Cecil Roth, “The Marrano Press at Ferrara,” MLR, 38 (1943): 310. See also Fernández, 62-3. 
 
47 Rypins, “The Ferrara Bible at Press,” 257-8. 
 
 48 Segre, “Contribución documental a la historia de la imprenta Usque y de su edición de la 
Biblia,” 218-20. 
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Antwerp, Basel, Geneva, London and Amsterdam. However, the common factor of these 
locations is that at the time the Bibles were printed, all were somewhat open to the new 
religious ideas. That is, in each case there was some political space which made the 
production of these Bibles possible. In the case of Ferrara, that door was about to close as 
Duchess Renee would be tried for heresy the following year.  
 It is also the only Spanish translation of the Old Testament that was produced by 
the Jewish community in Europe,49 a group even more marginalized than Protestants in 
the first half of the sixteenth century. It is difficult to compare because of vast 
differences, but both Protestants and Jews faced significant limitations upon their 
activities in many lands. The fact that two versions of the Old Testament were made at 
Ferrara demonstrates the efforts of the Jews to negotiate acceptance of this work. They 
possibly even tried to modify the text to make it more acceptable to readers or censors. 
This is similar to Enzinas’ efforts to make his translation acceptable by removing the 
word “solo” from the title page or to tone down the rhetoric in the preface.  
 In their dedicatory letter to the Duke of Ferrara, Don Hércules de Este, Vargas 
and Pinel appeal for his support. Like Enzinas, they point out that the Bible is available in 
all the languages of Europe, except Spanish. Also like Enzinas, they present themselves 
as loyal subjects and appeal for the Duke’s favor. Finally, they express confidence that 
they will be able to navigate the tempestuous seas stirred up by their detractors, confident 
that the Bible was “printed by the command and consent of Your Excellency, having 
                                                        
49 The polyglot Pentateuch printed in 1547 at Constantinople by Eleazar Soncino is the closest 
comparison, but as yet no comparative study has been made.  
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been jointly viewed and examined so dutifully by your scholars and inquisitor.”50 
Whether the concessions made to the Jews would have allowed the printing of a Spanish 
Old Testament for the Sephardic community is unclear, but it is possible. Segre says a 
copy of the Ferrara Bible was sent to Trent in 1552 to be approved by the churchmen 
there, which would indicate that approval was given, at least to the Christian version. It 
would also demonstrate that the text was actually in process for some time prior to its 
publication in March 1553.51 Macías Kapon concludes that the Ferrara Bible was never 
listed in any of the various decretals of Spain or Portugal, or in the Indexes of Prohibited 
Books issued by the Inquisition.52 This may be proof of the fact that it was officially 
approved, though the Index of 1559 prohibited all Bibles in the vernacular53 which would 
have made the sale of the Ferrara Bible difficult in Spanish territory. 
 At two points the preface “To the Reader,”54 written under the name of “Tulio,” 
hints at authority issues. First, Tulio says he sought to translate the Bible closely 
according to the Hebrew “as source and true origin from which all are taken.”55 This 
seems to be a subtle appeal to the authority of the Hebrew as the best source, no doubt 
                                                        
50 “se imprimió por mandato y consentimiento de Vuestra Excelencia, siendo juntamente vista y 
examinada por sus letrados e inquisidor tan cumplidamente.” Stockwell, 34. 
 
51 Segre, “Contribución documental a la historia de la imprenta Usque y de su edición de la 
Biblia,” 212.  
 
 52 Uriel Macías Kapon, “La Biblia de Ferrara en bibliotecas y bibliografías españolas.” In 
Introducción a la Biblia de Ferrara, ed. Iacob M Hassán, (Madrid : Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicas, 1994), 501. 
 
53 See De Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 5, 246, #59. 
 
54 “Al Lector.” Stockwell, 35-38. 
 
55 “como fuente y verdadero origen do todos sacaron” Stockwell, 35. 
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over the Latin. Tulio also writes against those who would criticize the language of his 
translation saying it might sound bad to “courtesans and fine geniuses.”56 But these 
individuals who would not only object to the sound of the text, but also likely have the 
power to suppress it, are dismissed as “evil persons and detractors.”57 Tulio seems to be 
depending on the relative freedom of the Duchy of Ferrara rather than upon any extensive 
argument about either the right to translate into the vernacular or the inherent authority of 
the Bible itself.  
 The primary motive of the translators appears to be similar to that of Enzinas. 
Tulio says he sought to translate the Bible into Spanish because the other countries 
already have the Bible in their languages. He points out that the Bible is available in 
Spain itself in the Catalán language.58 What is likely left unstated was the desire for a 
Bible in Spanish for the marrano population, not only of Ferrara, but of the various lands 
where they had been dispersed after expulsion from Spain.  
 The sources used for this Bible are not clearly identifiable. Tulio says the Latin 
translation of “Pagnino”59 was used along with “all the ancient and modern translations 
and the most ancient Hebrew [texts] that their hands could find.”60 Emphasis is placed on 
the use of Pagnino and his Thesaurus, which Tulio states were acceptable to the Roman 
                                                        
56 “los cortesanos y sutiles ingenios” Ibid., 37. 
 
57 “personas malévolas y detractoras” Ibid., 37. 
 
58 Ibid., 35. The first Bible printed in Catalán appeared in 1478. Bonifacio Ferrer, Biblia en 
lemosín (Valencia: Alfonso Fernández Cordoua and Lambert Palmart, 1478). 
 
 59 That is the Latin Bible of Santi Pagnini. 
 
60 “. . .todas las trasladaciones antiguas y modernas y de las hebraicas las más antiguas que de 
mano pudieron hallar. . .” Ibid., 35-6. 
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Curia. Tulio also claims to have consulted Latin and Hebrew scholars.61 However, 
modern scholars believe he worked from one or more late medieval versions, most likely 
the Escorial manuscript I.j.3.62 If this is the case, Tulio appears to be overstating his case 
a bit. He may have used these sources, both human and textual, but if he did so, it was for 
consultative purposes rather than as sources for a fresh translation. 
 In addition to the consultation with Hebrew and Latin scholars, mentioned above, 
Tulio says he sought to follow the Hebrew very carefully, “word for word.” He did not 
want to put two words for one, or even switch word order.63 Because of this, he says, the 
rough language that resulted is justified. Scholars have argued that the sixteenth-century 
Jewish Bible translators used an interlinear approach that preserved the medieval ideal of 
a literal, word for word translation. H. Vidal Sephiha calls this literal interlinear approach 
“lengua calco.”64 The Jewish community called it “(en)ladinar.” Del Barco describes the 
purpose of this approach: “This translation technique was used by the Jews to facilitate 
access to the biblical text by members of their community who had no command of the 
                                                        
61 Ibid., 36.  
 
62 Fernández y Fernández suggests, in agreement with P. Martín Sarmiento, that the twelfth 
century version of R. Qimchi was the probable source. Las Biblias castellanas del exilio, 68. Palau y Dulcet 
comment that the Biblia de Ferrara was based on an unknown thirteenth century text of unknown 
authorship and “constitutes one of the first monuments of the Castilian language.” Palau y Dulcet, Manual 
del librero hispano-americano, vol. 2, 212. Verd suggests that the Constantinople and Ferrara Bibles were 
both derived from some common translation in circulation on the peninsula similar to the medieval 
manuscript MS I-j-3. Verd, “Las Biblias romanzadas: criterios de traducción,” 344. José Llamas also 
argues that the text is based on MS I.j.3. José Llamas, “La antigua Biblia castellana de los judíos 
españoles,” Sefarard 4 (1944): 233ff. 
 
63 Stockwell, 36.  
 
 64 H. Vidal Sephiha, “Caracterización del ladino de la Biblia de Ferrara,” in IBF, 300. See D. 
Bunis, “Tres formas de ladinar la Biblia en Italia en los siglos XVI-XVII,” in IBF, 322-323 for a 
description of the principles of this approach. 
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Hebrew language, and for this reason the Hebrew text rests clearly behind the translated 
text.”65 This would imply a translation closely tied to the Masoretic Hebrew text.66 
 It is likely that Tulio’s use of the Vulgate was limited, yet it has been argued that 
the Ferrara Bible was anti-Christian, with passages that sought to correct the Christian 
Latin text.67 Orfali argues that the Ferrara Bible was used to proselytize conversos to 
revert to Judaism.68 The text was controversial in both the Jewish and Christian 
communities, yet it became well recognized in the former.  
 Taken together, the New Testament of Enzinas and the Old Testament from 
Ferrara made the complete Bible (albeit without the Apocryphal books) available in 
Spanish. The last translator to be considered in this chapter, Juan Pérez, planned to 
publish a complete Bible. However, he was not able to see this through to completion 
before his death.  
 
 
                                                        
 65 “Esta técnica de traducción fue utilizada por los judíos para facilitar el acceso al texto bíblico a 
los miembros de sus comunidades que no dominaban la lengua hebrea, y por esa razón el texto hebreo 
subyace de manera evidente detrás del texto traducido.” Francisco Javier del Barco del Barco, “Las formas 
verbales en las biblias de Alba y Ferrara: ¿fidelidad al texto hebreo?” Sefarad 64 (2004): 247. 
 
 66 The concern for the primacy of the Hebrew text is demonstrated in the fact that the translators 
chose to insert an asterisk to mark places where there is uncertainty of the translation, and parenthesis to set 
off words in the Spanish that do not appear in the Hebrew. “Tulio” points this out for the reader. Stockwell, 
37-38.  
 
 67 See Ricci, La Biblia de Ferrara, 30. 
 
 68 Orfali, “Contexto teológico y social de la Biblia De Ferrara,” in IBF, 236ff. 
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Juan Pérez (c.1500-1567) 69 
 Juan Pérez de Pineda was born circa 1500. The exact date is unknown, but at his 
death in 1567 he was an old man.70 In the 1520s Pérez served the court of Charles V as 
secretary to the Emperor’s ambassador to the Pope,71 and in this capacity was possibly in 
Rome during Charles’ sack of the city in 1527. Upon completion of doctorate72 Pérez 
became the director of the Colegio de la Doctrina de los Niños (Children’s School of 
Doctrine) in Seville. The school was known for its “Lutheran” tendencies and Pérez 
himself became involved in the nascent reform movement. He left Spain around 1550 
after the Inquisition began its investigation of Juan Gil (Dr. Egidio).73 
 For about ten years Pérez remained at Geneva where many exiles from Spain and 
other places were welcomed. From 1556 to 1560 he published several books he wrote or 
                                                        
 69 Biographical information on Pérez is limited. See BW, II, 57-100; M. Pelayo, II, 103-111; A. 
Gordon Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda (Pierius): a Spanish Calvinist minister of the Gospel in sixteenth-
century Geneva,” Bulletin of Hispanic Studies 53 (1976): 283-300; and José C. Nieto, El Renacimiento y la 
otra España: Visión Cultural Socioespiritual (Geneva: Librairie Droz,1997), 441-60. 
 
 70 Nelson, The Nature and Authority of Scripture, 24. 
 
 71 There is strong debate over this point which may never be resolved. M. Pelayo claims that Pérez 
was only a cleric, not a diplomat. He complains that everyone has cited Llorente blindly without other 
confirmation. M. Pelayo, II.90. Kinder deduces that Pérez probably was a cleric based largely on his later 
associations. Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 283. Rhines also tentatively accepts the conclusions of 
Llorente that Pérez the diplomat was the same as Pérez the cleric. Mark D. Rhines, “Juan Pérez de Pineda: 
A Contribution to the History of Sixteenth-Century Calvinism,” Studies in Medieval Culture 4 (1973-74): 
546. 
 
 72 The place and subject of his doctoral studies is unknown. 
 
 73 Kinder cites evidence that he was in Paris as early as 1549. See Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 
285, n. 16. Rhines follows Boehmer’s dates of 1553/4. Rhines, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 547. 
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edited. His first publication was his Spanish translation of the New Testament74 with the 
title 
EL TESTAMEN- / TO DE NUESTR- / TRO SEÑOR Y SALVA- / DOR 
JESUCHRISTO. Nueva y fielmente traduzido del original Grie- / go en romance 
Castellano. / En Venecia, en casa de / Juan Philadelpho. / M.D.L.VI. 
 
Also appearing in 1556 was a Spanish catechism (1556),75 followed by an edition of Juan 
de Valdés’ Commentary on Romans (1556).76 The following year he published an edition 
of Valdés’ Commentary on 1 Corinthians (1557),77 and his own translation of the Psalms 
(1557).78 Pérez’s hope was to send these publications into Spain by means of the 
colporteur Julián Hernandez. 
 At the same time Pérez was involved in church affairs. In 1556 he accompanied 
Calvin and a commission of church leaders to resolve a dispute in Frankfort. The Peace 
of Augsburg, signed in 1555, brought some resolution to the conflict between Protestants 
                                                        
 74 Pérez is not identified as the translator anywhere in the Testament, but is identified by Cipriano 
de Valera as the responsible party. See Cipriano de Valera, Dos Tratados. El primero es del Papa y de su 
autoridad colegido de su vida y dotrina y de lo que los Dotores y Concilios antiguos y la misma sagrada 
Escritura enseñan. El segundo es de la Missa recopilado de los Dotores y Concilios y de la sagrada 
Escritura. London: Arnold Hatfield, 1588. Reprint as Dos tratados del papa i de la misa, Vol. VI, 
Reformistas Antiguos Españoles, edited by Luís Usoz y Río (Madrid, 1851), 247 (page citations are to the 
reprint edition). See also Stockwell, 147. Fernández points out that the printer’s symbol on the title page 
has been associated with the shop of Jean Crespin of Geneva, who also published several other works by 
Pérez. Fernández, 77.  
 
 75 Sumario breve de la doctrina christiana (1556). This Catechism is distinct from a previous 
Spanish Catechism translated from Calvin’s in 1550. See Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 285 and 287. 
 
 76 Juan de Valdés, Comentario, o declaracion breve, y compensiosa sobre la Epistola de S. Paulo 
apóstol a los romanos, ed. Juan Pérez (Venecia: J. Philadelpho, 1556). 
 
 77 Juan de Valdés, Comentario, o declaracion familiar, y compensiosa sobre la Primera espístola 
de San Pablo Apóstol a los corintios: muy vtil para todos los amdores de la piedad christiana (Venecia: 
Juan Philadelpho [Jean Crespin], 1557. 
 
 78 Juan Pérez, Los Psalmos de David: con sus sumarios en que se declara con brevedad lo 
contenido en cada Psalmo, Venecia [Geneva]: en casa de Pedro Daniel [Jean Crespin], 1557. 
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and Catholics in Germany. The relationships among the Protestants, whowever, were 
ongoing. During his approximately two years’ residence in Frankfort Calvin sought to 
pacify some of the conflicts between the Lutherans and the Reformed Churches. Pérez’s 
continued involvement in this process to resolve matters is evident from his signature on 
a 1558 document ratified by the strangers’ churches indicating their agreement to the 
Frankfurt Recess.79 
 Pérez returned to Geneva around June 1558 and joined several Spanish families 
that had gathered during his absence. Under Pérez’s leadership permission was received 
in October to form a congregation. Later that year or the following year, Pérez published 
Imagen del Anticristo and Carta a Felipe II.80 The latter contained a condemnation of the 
Inquisition in Spain. Pérez pulished a new translation of Calvin’s 1549 Catechisme,81 in 
1559 followed by Dos Informaciones muy utiles,82 a Spanish version of a book by Jan 
Philippson. In 1560 he published Breve Tratado.83 Some have thought this to be a 
                                                        
 79 The Frankfurt Recess contained four articles which fixed the terms of religious unity among the 
churches according to a proposal by Melanchthon. Ibid., 288-9. See also Boehmer, BW, 66.  
 
 80 These are reprinted in Juan Pérez, Imágenes del Anticristo y Carta a Felipe II, Reformistas 
Antiguos Españoles, vol. III. (San Sebastian: Baroja, 1849). 
 
 81 [John Calvin], Catecismo que significa forma de instrucion: que contiene los principios de la 
religion de Dios (n.p., 1559)]. 
 
 82 Johannes Sleidanus [Jan Philippson] Dos Informaciones Muy Vtiles: La Vna dirigida a l 
Majestad del Emperador Carlo quinto deste nombre: Y La otra, A los Estados del Imperio . . . Que 
contiene muy necassarios auisos para ser instruydo todo Principe Christiano en la cause del evangelio 
(n.p., 1559). 
 
 83 Juan Pérez, Breve Tratado de la doctrina Antigua de dios, y de la nueua de los hombres, vtil y 
necessario para todo fiel Christiano (n.p., 1560). 
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translation of Novae doctrinae ad veterem collatio by Urbanus Regius’, but while some 
features indicate dependency on Urbanus’ book, there is also original material.84 
 On 22 April 1560 Pérez solicited approval from the Geneva City Council to 
publish a work titled Epistola para consolar a los fieles de Jesu Christo. It was “written 
to encourage the Seville Protestants in their sufferings, particularly prompted, we suppose 
by the plight of Julianillo.”85 Julián Hernández had been apprehended by the Inquisition 
in 1557 disseminating Protestant literature in Seville. His capture was the thread that 
unraveled the veil of secrecy around the Protestant community in and around Seville. It is 
unlikely, therefore, that Pérez’s Epistola ever reached its intended audience. 
 Also attributed to Pérez was the pamphlet Breve Sumario de Indulgencias y 
gracias.86 Boehmer did not list this as Pérez’s work, but Usoz I Rios considered it his and 
included it in volume XIX of the Reformistas Antiguos Españoles. Kinder argued that it 
was based on a French work, “with some original work in the prefatory Exhortacion.”87 
 Some religious freedom was gained in France under Catherine de Medici’s Edict 
of Toleration issued in 1562. French Protestant congregation multiplied and appealed to 
Geneva for clergy. Pérez was apparently sent to assist, appearing next at Blois at a 
conference of Protestant ministers. The toleration was short-lived as King Charles IX 
issued a decree in 1564 prohibiting foreign pastors in France. Pérez received an invitation 
to minister among the French Protestant refugees in England, but chose rather to seek 
                                                        
 84 See Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 291; Boehmer, BW, 92-94; and M. Pelayo, II.93-4. 
 
 85 Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 291. 
 
 86 Juan Pérez, Breve sumario de induljenzias (Madrid, 1862). 
 
 87 Ibid., 292. 
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refuge in Montargis at the estate of the Duchess Renée de France.88 There he continued to 
work on on a translation of the complete Bible into Spanish. 
 At a time when some Spaniards were under suspicion by some of the Protestant 
leaders, Pérez held the respect especially of the Reformed community. His reputation 
with Theodore Beza, the leader of the Reformed Churches after the death of Calvin89 
garnered the attention of the Reformed Church in Antwerp. In May of 1566 they sent a 
letter to Renée asking for Pérez to serve as their pastor, but he was, by this time, on his 
way to Paris with plans to print books.90 Pérez died the following year, possibly from 
complications related to kidney stones.91 
 Pérez, like the other Spaniards, was impacted by the ideals of early modern 
humanism, as represented especially by the work of Italian Juan de Valdés. If Pérez was a 
diplomat it is likely that he interacted with other humanist scholars serving the popes or 
kings of Europe. If he was in Rome he may well have known Juan de Valdés personally. 
This possibility is bolstered by the fact that Pérez reprinted some of Valdés’ writings. His 
interest in Valdés’ writing also suggests some appreciation of his beliefs.  
 The Colegio de la Doctrina de los Niños which Pérez served as director was 
known for its humanist-Erasmian leanings further indicating his position. He was also 
connected with Constantino Ponce de la Fuente, Juan Gil, Francisco Vargas, and Juan de 
                                                        
 88 Rhines, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 551. 
 
 89 A. Gordon Kinder, “Two Previously Unknown Letters of Juan Perez de Pineda, Protestant of 
Seville in the Sixteenth Century,” Bibliothèque d'Humanisme et Renaissance 49(1) 1987: 111-120. 
 
 90 Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda,” 294. 
 
 91 Ibid., 300, n. 78. 
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Avila. These influences eventually carried Pérez beyond what might be called 
Evangelical Catholicism toward Protestantism. Kinder argues that he was not a Lutheran, 
but was "blameless Calvinist."92 The evidence for this includes his relationships with 
Calvin, Beza and other Reformed leaders along with his own writings. 93 
 Pérez dedicated his work “To the omnipotent king of the heavens and the earth 
Jesus Christ,”94 leaving no question as to the authority behind the Bible. In this petition 
Pérez explains that those who would be vassals of a lord appeal to him for protection and 
help, and recognize their lords as patrons of the public good and upholders of virtue. He, 
therefore, appealed to Christ as “the only great and only powerful one, so that those who 
he redeemed could enjoy and receive the fruit of your labors.”95 He asked the Lord that 
those who would want to take action against the scripture would fear him, “. . . having the 
certainty that the hand of [Jesus’] power would reach [them] and take vengeance . . . .”96 
This broad warning would include the authorities of the State and the Inquisition. Pérez 
turns to commend his work to the most eminent of those authorities because “the 
obligation they have to defend it from the furor of evil ones is so much greater than that 
                                                        
 92 See Kinder, Casiodoro De Reina, 79; and Kinder, “Juan Pérez de Pineda (Pierius): a Spanish 
Calvinist minister of the Gospel in sixteenth-century Geneva.” See also Nelson, The Nature and Authority 
of Scripture, 43-44. 
 
 93 The preceding material about Pérez’s life and writings is a revised version of material from this 
writer’s master’s thesis. See Hasbrouck, “Free Will and Predestination,” 45-50.  
 
94 “Al todopoderoso rey de cielos y tierra Jesuchristo.” Stockwell, 47. 
 
95 “el solo grande y solo poderoso, parra que así los que redimisteir, gocen y reciban el fruto de 
vuestros trabajos.” Stockwell, 48.  
 
96 “teniendo por cierto que la mano de vuestra potencia alcanzará a tomar venganza” Stockwell, 
49. 
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of the others, because their position is greater, and because they have the singular 
vocation and calling of God for this.”97 In this way Pérez distinctly placed the authorities 
of church and state under God to whom he has appealed to protect his word. In particular 
he directed a request to King Philip to defend the Bible so that he would be recognized as 
“of the number of those holy beloved Kings, and lovers of God that have understood that 
the principal part of their reign consisted in spreading the heavenly religion and in 
procuring that the author of [the Bible] would be known and served.”98 Pérez continued 
on to describe to the King the benefits of defending and following the teaching of the 
Bible.  
 Nieto posits that to dedicate the translation to Emperor, Philip II, would have been 
a lost cause. It didn’t work for Enzinas who saw his New Testament assigned to 
destruction by Charles, so why should Pérez attempt the same with Philip?99 Instead 
Pérez bypassed the King and appealed to a superior authority, Jesus, for the backing to 
print the Bible. He then essentially instructs Philip as to his responsibility to defend it and 
see that its teachings are being spread in his kingdom. Since he has appealed to Christ as 
the authority, Pérez makes no effort to describe to the King the reasons for his work.  
 Pérez explains his motives in a preface to his readers titled “Epistola en que se 
declara que cosa sea Neuvo Testamento, y las causas que hubo en traducirlo en 
                                                        
97 “la obligación que tienen de defenderlo del furor de los malos es tanto mayor que la de los otros, 
cuanto su estado es mayor, y cuanto tienen singular vocación y llamamiento de Dios para esto.” Stockwell, 
49. 
 
98 “del número de aquellos santos Reyes amados y amadores de Dios que tenían entendido que la 
principal parte de su reijnar consistía en dilator la relgión del cielo y en procurer que fuese conocido y 
servido el autor de ella.” Ibid., 49-50. 
 
 99 Nieto, El Renacimiento y la otra España, 522. 
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romance”.100 First, he felt obligated to serve his nation because of his calling to the 
Gospel, for which no medium would be more appropriate than the Bible. The Bible, he 
wrote, is a universal gift “given to all the nations of the earth, to be put into their 
languages, and understood through them.”101 Its doctrine is necessary for all, whether 
great or small. Pérez continues at length to explain that it is “the common people” who 
are “quick to learn the doctrine of Jesus Christ, and hear it with more perseverance, and is 
more obedient to everything it says and commands.”102 He also makes the case for 
translation into the vernacular because the original authors did not write in Hebrew, but 
in Greek, the language most commonly used “not only in Greece, but also among the 
Hebrews and the Romans, and generally among all the inhabitants of Asia and in Europe 
that were at the time subjects of the Roman empire.”103 If the Apostles had wanted to 
preserve the holy writings from the ignorant, Pérez wrote, they certainly could have done 
so. Instead, their example showed that neither should his contemporaries.104 
 Secondly, Pérez translated the Bible “to serve the glory of my country.”105 Spain, 
he argues, which glories in being the country most pure of heresy, should work so it is 
                                                        
 100 “Epistle in which is declared what the New Testament is, and the causes for translating it into 
romance.” Stockwell, 51. (Hereafter Epístola) 
 
 101 “dado a todas las naciones de la tierra, para ser puesto en sus lenguas, y entendido por medio de 
ellas.” Stockwell, 56.  
 
102 “la gente común . . .es pronta para aprender la doctrina de Jesucristo, y óyela con mayor 
persevrancia, y es más obediente a todo lo que dice y manda.” Ibid., 57-8. 
 
103 “no solamente en Grecia, sino también entre los hebreos y los romanos, y generalmente entre 
todos los que habitaban en Asis y en Europa que entonces estaban sujetos al imperio romano.” Ibid., 60. 
 
 104 Ibid., 61. 
 
 105 “por servir a la gloria de mi nación.” Ibid., 61 
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not lost. He has done his part to help by providing the New Testament. He warns that “It 
is impossible that its glory would be lasting and permanent if it is not with the help and 
ordinary reading of these rules, with the continued meditation on these warnings.”106 
Pérez goes on to caution against false prophets and pastors who keep the sheep from 
good pasture. Pastors have the responsibility to feed the flock, but if they fail, the people 
need to be able to follow the Good Shepherd themselves, he says. The New Testament 
was given so that Christ’s followers would “know the benefit of his death, and be kept 
and protected in him.”107 This leads to his warning that  
no one can take it from them, nor should it be prohibited, if [one] does not want to 
show himself clearly to be a capital enemy of him [Christ] and them [the sheep], 
and make it understood that he has made an alliance with the prince of darkness, 
and is of one with those who battle against the Lamb.108 
 
Pérez not so subtly places those who would prohibit or impede the vernacular publication 
of the Bible on the side of Satan, and further justifies his appeal to Christ as benefactor 
and protector of his project.  
 Pérez proceeds to offer a positive evaluation of the benefits of the Testament of 
Jesus which is the inheritance of all who wish to receive it. “And for this reason” he says, 
“all those of us who are Christians must guard, read and avail ourselves of this Testament 
                                                        
 106 “Imposible es que sea duradera y permanente su Gloria, si no es con la ayuda y lección 
ordinaria de estas reglas, con la continua meditación de estos avisos.” Stockwell, 62. 
 
 107 “conocer el beneficio de su muerte, y ser conservadas y guardadas en él.” Stockwell, 64. 
 
 108 “nadie se lo puede quitar, ni se lo debe prohibir, si no quiere mostrarse claramente ser capital 
enemigo de él y de ellas, y dar a entender que tiene hecha alianza con el príncipe de las tinieblas, y que es a 
una con los que batallan contra el Cordero.” Ibid., 64-5. 
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as something that belongs most justly to us.”109 Without the scripture, Pérez says we are 
ignorant of God’s commands and cannot distinguish light from dark. With it we can 
become children of God and citizens of his Kingdom.110 Pérez concludes that many 
misuse the scripture, but argues that this is no reason to take it away from those who do 
not.111 Just because some people misuse food, he writes, does not mean we should 
deprive everyone of it. In the end Pérez identifies the Bible in the vernacular as the 
necessary means to eternal life. “And since it matters so much to every Christian to enjoy 
eternal life, it is fitting to him to receive and use this benefit as the necessary means to 
enter into it.”112 Nowhere does Pérez give place to the church as a mediator of salvation. 
It is through the scripture that Christ is to be known, that right doctrine is to be 
understood, and eternal life secured.  
 Pérez’s claims in the Epistola not only appeal to a heavenly authority for 
permission to publish the vernacular New Testament he has translated, but also assert the 
authority of the scripture over the church. This is clearly a claim of sola scriptura. Unlike 
Enzinas, Pérez is making no attempt to accommodate himself to the established 
authorities in order to gain permission to produce his translation, and clearly the political 
space he found in Geneva emboldened him to make such assertions. Indeed, Nieto 
observes that Pérez was well positioned in Geneva. He appears to have avoided any 
                                                        
 109 “Y por eso todos los que somos cristianos debemos guardar, leer y aprovecharnos de este 
Testmento como cosa que nos pertenece justísimamente.” Ibid., 65. 
 
 110 Ibid., 65. 
 
111 Ibid., 67-8. 
 
 112 Ibid., 69. 
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suspicion as a result of the condemnation of Servetus, and not only maintained the 
confidence of Calvin, but was a citizen of the city.113 However, if Pérez felt so bold as to 
challenge the authorities over scripture, why was his New Testament published under a 
fictional publisher, Juan Philadelpho of Venecia? The answer, no doubt, lies in his 
objective of importing the Bibles into Spain and the Low Countries where an imprint 
from Geneva would cause immediate suspicion. Crespo explains that in reviewing books, 
the Spanish Inquisition considered title page information in identifying those to examine. 
A book without an author or place of publication was immediately suspect, as were books 
in Romance.114 A fictitious imprint might help the Testament escape censure. 
 Though Pérez does not mention any sources nor discuss his approach to 
translating in either his dedication or in the Epistola, there are various opinions regarding 
his textual dependence upon Enzinas’ New Testament. As Fernández explains, M. Pelayo 
believed Pérez borrowed from Enzinas, and Stockwell argued that he modified Enzinas’ 
Testament using the 1552 Olivetan translation published by Robert Estienne.115 However, 
as Nieto points out, that cannot be determined without a philological evaluation of the 
two,116 This dissertation will help to shed light on that relationship. 
 That Pérez had abilities in the original languages is possible, but not certain, since 
his educational background is unclear. Nieto argues that Pérez’s OT translation work was 
                                                        
 113 Nieto, El Renacimiento y la otra España, 442.  
 
 114 Crespo, Inquisición y Control Ideológico en la España del Siglo XVI, 265-6. 
 
 115 Fernández, 78; Stockwell, “Prologo,” in Epístola Consolatoria (Buenos Aires, La Aurora, 
1958), 16. 
 
 116 Nieto, El Renacimiento y la otra España, 521-2. 
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not based on Valdés’ Psalms translation, but he does not speculate as to his sources nor 
on his linguistic abilities.117 The fact that Pérez was at work on an Old Testament 
translation at the time of his death in 1667 is evidence that he did have at least some 
ability with Hebrew. Given his associations with the Heironimite monks and Constantino 
Ponce de la Fuente, it is plausible that he also studied at the University of Alcalá and 
learned Hebrew, Greek and Latin, as did many of them. 
 In conclusion, it is clear from the three Bibles considered thus far that the 
Spaniards, both Christian and Jewish converts, had to walk a fine line as they sought 
permission to publish a vernacular Bible in the face of the laws of 1492, while at the 
same time asserting the authority of the scripture over the powers of church and state. 
The context in which each Bible was brought forth created unique approaches to the 
problem. Enzinas sought to exploit his social standing with a direct appeal to the 
Emperor, but without success. When the decision of Pedro de Soto went against him, 
Enzinas found himself in prison and his Bibles ordered to be destroyed. With relative 
freedom in Ferrara, Pinel and Vargas appealed to the Duke and were apparently able to 
gain approval for their translation from the Inquisition in Italy. It is surprising that the 
Ferrara Bible was allowed to be printed given its divergence from the Vulgate at several 
points, and its anti-Christian bias. Yet, perhaps because it was based on existing medieval 
manuscripts, and followed the late medieval approach to translation that created a 
virtually interlinear type text, the Ferrara Bible was permitted. The translation of Pérez, 
published in Geneva where Protestants ruled, could be printed without any appeal to 
                                                        
 117 Ibid., 448-9. 
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temporal powers for protection or permission. The review of these three Bible’s prefaces 
and dedications shows how political space is needed to make publication of prohibited or 
suspect books possible.  
 The common motive in these three publications was the desire to translate the 
Bible into the Spanish vernacular since Spain was the only country without scripture in 
its tongue. The fact that the greatest nation of mid-sixteenth-century Europe did not have 
a vernacular version of the Bible in print was a great embarrassment in the minds of these 
translators—so much so that it motivated even Jewish exiles. This motive disappears in 
the other three Bibles that will be considered in the next chapter. This could simply be 
due to the fact that by that time the Bible existed in Spanish. Or it could be that the hope 
of importing Bibles into Spain in any quantity was giving way to the pragmatic realities 
of the need for Bibles for Spanish exiles. 
 Evidence regarding methods of translation or use of sources is limited, especially 
in the case of Enzinas and Pérez because they were interested in seeing their Bibles 
smuggled into Spain. Anything that might cast aspersion on the text, whether a 
publisher’s name, a source text, or marginal notes was limited. As will be seen in the next 
chapter, this changes significantly with the publication of the first complete Spanish 
Bible in 1569. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
MOTIVES AND METHODS OF THE SPANISH BIBLE TRANSLATORS: 
REINA AND VALERA 
 
“I beseech you in his name that you not harden your hearts today, 
not wanting to hear the voice of the Lord who speaks to you.”1 
 
 This chapter will continue the exploration of the Bible prefaces, looking at those 
of Casiodoro de Reina’s first complete Spanish Bible, Cipriano de Valera’s New 
Testament and his revision of Reina’s Bible. After the middle of the century, the 
confessional boundaries hardened, complicating matters for those who desired to 
maintain an irenic posture. Reina’s difficulties in establishing his theological identity to 
the satisfaction of the London Strangers’ or the Frankfort Lutherans is evidence of this 
concern. His work was not only the first complete Bible in Spanish; it was also the first to 
include extensive marginal notations that would place him in a defined theological 
position. Valera’s Bible revised and expanded Reina’s work textually and paratextually. 
 To date very little attention has been paid to Reina’s Latin preface, but a recent 
translation2 into Spanish has made it more accessible to modern scholars, and it will be 
discussed here. This chapter will also review several sixteenth-century Bible prefaces to 
search for similarities and differences with those of the Spaniards in order to demonstrate 
how the Spanish exiles fit into the context of European Bible translation. 
                                                        
 1 “Suplícoos en su nombre que no endurezcáis hoy vuestros corazones no queriendo oír la voz del 
Señor que os habla.” Stockwell, 182. This quote is from the concluding section of Valera’s prefatory 
“Exhortation” to the readers of his 1602 revision of Reina’s Bible. 
 
 2 Casiodoro de Reina, “Prefacio del traductor español de la Sagrada Biblia,” trans. Francisco Ruíz 
de Pablos, in Comentario al Evangelio de Juan, Obras de los Reformadores Españoles del Siglo XVI 
(Seville: Editorial MAD, 2009), 35-58. 
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 Sixteen years passed between the publication of Pérez’s New Testament and 
Reina’s complete Bible, during which time efforts were ongoing to complete a full 
translation of the Bible. Enzinas had worked on the Old Testament, as had Pérez. At the 
time of his death it was thought that Pérez was almost ready to take an edition of the 
complete Bible to print.3 During the intervening years the Inquisition’s Index of 1559 
specifically named the New Testaments of Enzinas and Pérez. This demonstrates that 
some copies continued in circulation, but is also evidence that their spread would be 
limited. 
 The Enzinas and Pérez New Testaments were small tomes intended for shipment 
to Spain. As discussed earlier, they could be easily hidden and contained little that would 
distinguish them as Protestant. By contrast, the Bibles under consideration in this chapter 
were large cuarto or octavo sized editions,4 clearly intended for a Protestant audience 
living in areas where discretion about one’s reading matter was not at issue.  
 
 
 
 
                                                        
 3 Wiffen thought there were two additional editions of the Spanish New Testament to be attributed 
to Pérez, both of which were suppressed. He argues that the New Testament mentioned by Reina as being 
printed in Paris in 1567 was Pérez’s NT with notes. See BW, 2.70, 85. 
 
 4 Palau y Dulcet identifies Reina’s 1569 Bible as a large 4o edition, and Valera’s 1602 revision as 
a fol. edition. See Palau y Dulcet, Manual del librero hispano-americano, vol. 2, 212-3. The VD16 
considers Reina’s version an 8o (VD16, B 2869). The Valera Bible of 1602 measures 12 high by 8 inches 
wide. The Reina Bible is slightly smaller measuring approximately 10 inches high y 7 inches wide. 
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Casiodoro de Reina (1520-1594)5 
 
 Casiodoro de Reina was a controversial figure who ensured his place in history by 
publishing the first complete translation of the Bible in the early modern era. Hauben 
argues that “With the possible exception of Antonio Corrano no other Spanish Protestant 
provoked as much controversy and confusion as Casiodoro de Reina.”6 He was indeed a 
difficult person to comprehend. 
 The place and date of his birth are not known, but he was born c.1520 near 
Seville. Following his studies at the University of Seville, Reina joined the Hieronymite 
monastery of San Isidro del Campo, known today as Santiponce. This house was part of 
the Order of Observantine Hieronymites following a strict rules of the Carthusians.7 At 
the monastery Reina was impacted by humanist and Protestant thought. The prior of San 
Isidro, García Arias was a disciple of Juan Gil and “seems to have wavered between the 
Erasmian-Lutheran and the Jesuit opinions.”8 While Egidio’s arrest may have scared him 
toward theological conformity, many of the members of the monastic community 
continued to study the new doctrines. One of them, Antonio del Corro (also known as 
Corrano), even sought out copies of the banned books from the Inquisition itself.9 
                                                        
 5 Due to his significance in the history of the Spanish Bible, Reina has been the most studied of the 
Spanish reformers. In addition to the material in M. Pelayo and Boehmer, A, Gordon Kinder’s Casiodoro 
De Reina: Spanish Reformer of the Sixteenth Century (1532? – 1602?) (London: Tamesis Books Limited, 
1975), is the most extensive treatment to date.  
 
 6 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees in Western Europe During the Second Part of the 
Sixteenth Century," 121. 
 
 7 Kinder, 11. 
 
 8 Ibid. 
 
 9 Ibid., 12. 
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Fernández Campos notes that twenty-two of San Isidro’s forty-two residents either 
emigrated or were imprisoned and tried by the Inquisition.10 
 Reina was among the twenty-two who fled by 1557.11 Reina arrived first in 
Geneva, as did others from San Isidro, where he joined the congregation under the 
leadership of Juan Pérez. The execution of Servetus in 1553, shortly before his arrival, 
was very disturbing to Reina, and he did not seem comfortable there. 
 Around 1558 Reina departed Geneva for Frankfurt, followed by a number of 
Spanish exiles. After the death of Queen Mary in 1558 Reina and his followers joined 
other Protestant migrating to England. They began worshiping with the French and 
Italian Calvinist congregations, but in 1559 the Spaniards, apparently following the 
leadership of Reina, began to meet in a private home. Reina was not happy with this 
arrangement and approached the Bishop of London, Edmund Grindal, for permission to 
form a congregation and to meet openly.12 With Grindal’s approval, the group began to 
mead at the church of St. Mary Axe, and Reina was provided a pension of £60. A 
doctrinal statement13 was prepared and signed by Reina around 4 January 1560 
apparently to deflect some suspicions of possible anti-Trinitarian views. The confession 
was submitted to the French Consistory for approval, which it gave grudgingly. 
                                                        
 10 Gabino Fernández Campos, Reforma Y Contrarreforma En Andalucía (Sevilla, Spain: 
Biblioteca de la Cultura Andaluza, 1986), 54-55. 
 
 11 There is significant debate over the exact timing of this migration. Cipriano de Valera says in 
Dos Tratados that they left in 1555. Valera, Dos tratados del papa i de la misa, 247. Boehmer and Hauben 
do not specify a date. Kinder concludes that Reina left Spain in mid-1556. Kinder, 19. 
 
 12 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees," 124. 
 
 13 Reina’s confession was published by Kinder in 1988 as Confessión de Fe Christiana: the 
Spanish Protestant Confession of Faith (London, 1560/61) (London: University of Exeter, 1988).  
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 Reina married Anna before 156314 and due to Queen Elizabeth’s disapproval of 
married clergy lost his pension. Reina continued work on his Bible translation, joined by 
Francisco Zapata who arrived in 1563 to assist him. However, accusations of heterodoxy, 
embezzlement and sodomy soon interrupted his work. Kinder argues that the charges 
against him included “so many contradictory statements that it remains extremely 
difficult to make coherent sense of them.”15  
 Reina fled on 21 September 1563 in the middle of investigation proceedings 
against him. He feared for his life due to sodomy charges against him. Reina went 
initially to Antwerp where Anne joined him. King Phillip of Spain offered a reward for 
his capture but he evaded seizure. By January of 1564 he had moved to Frankfurt where 
he became a member of the French Reformed Church. 
 Reina visited Orleans and Bergerac, France, where he met with highly respected 
Calvinist Nicolas des Gallars, and Antonio del Corro, also from San Isidro. From there he 
traveled to spend several months with Corro and Pérez at the estate of Renée, Duchess of 
Ferrara. He returned to Frankfurt in 1565. Throughout this period Reina continued to 
defend his theology and morals.16 In March 1565 a French expatriate group from 
Strassburg invited him to be their pastor, but the charges against him in England the 
appointment was never finalized.  
 Reina worked to support himself as a silk merchant while he continued working 
on his Bible translation. At this time the growing conflict between the Calvinists and 
                                                        
 14 His wife Anna, a widow, declared they were married in 1561. Kinder, 25. 
 
 15 Ibid., 28. 
 
 16 Kinder describes Reina’s efforts to find exoneration. Ibid., 40- 46. 
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Lutherans bothered Reina. He wrote, to Johann Marbach, President of the Evangelical 
Church at Strassburg, in a letter dated 22 April 1565 explaining his frustration over 
Eucharistic debates in which victory seemed more important than the subject itself. In 
contrast he “praised the example of moderation shewn by Bucer.”17  
 Once the Old Testament was complete, Reina transferred to Basel to oversee the 
printing process.18 He would have preferred to print his Bible at the press of Jean Crespin 
in Geneva, but Kinder suggests that those who might have been of help to him there were 
estranged from him.19 The Bible printing was completed by September 1569, only after 
significant struggles to secure permission to print the foreign language Bible and to gain 
financing. Eventually, permission was given by the Basel Senate.20 Reina’s Bible is 
known as the Biblia del Oso, or Bear Bible, because of the woodcut of a bear on the title 
page. The complete title is given as: 
LA BIBLIA, / QUE ES, LOS SA- / CROS LIBROS DEL / VIEIO Y NVEVO 
TE- / STAMENTO. / Trasladada en Eſpañol. 
 
 Reina was back in Frankfurt by early 1570 where he was well received. However, 
as Kinder states, “in view of the opposition of well-known Calvinists such as Beza, 
Cousin, des Gallars, and Olevianus, they were hesitant about allowing him into the full 
                                                        
 17 Kinder, 45; Boehmer, BW, 173. 
 
 18 Boehmer, BW, 173. 
 
 19 Kinder, 47. 
 
 20 The date given by M. Pelayo 14 Jun 1569, but this may mark the completion of the printing, 
rather than when the bound copies were ready. M. Pelayo, II.468. 
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fellowship of the church.”21 Reina was admitted to fellowship in the Calvinist 
congregation in 1571, but only in spite of unsatisfactory attempts at exoneration from the 
accusations against him. Hauben argues that Reina “made a public declaration to the 
congregation at Frankfurt, affirming his true Calvinist principles, and denying 
‘Bucerism’!”22 At the same time Reina displayed considerable irenicism toward 
Lutherans. 
 Reina citizenship in Frankfurt was approved on 16 August 1571. In 1573 he 
published two commentaries on portions of the Latin New Testament. The first, on the 
Gospel of John,23 particularly emphasized the divinity of Christ for use with Jews, 
Moslems and other heretics. Kinder says, 
Reina’s insistent Trinitarianism makes one wonder why it was ever possible to 
accuse him of contrary views. Yet, in refuting and rejecting the doctrines of Jews, 
Ebionites, Moslems, Arians, and Roman Catholics, he is never abusive or violent. 
His irenic spirit is evident in the courtesy with which he deals with views different 
from those he is putting forth.24 
 
This is probably why Reina was troubled by the conflicts he personally experienced, and 
those he observed between Lutherans and Calvinists. His personal beliefs were hardly 
unorthodox, but increasingly confessional boundaries were hardening leaving little room 
for relatively minor differences. Increasingly those with the most influence exerted their 
                                                        
 21 Ibid., 57. 
 
 22 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees," 138. 
 
 23 Recently republished as Casiodoro de Reina, Comentario al Evangelio de Juan, trans. Francisco 
Ruíz de Pablos, Obras de los Reformadores Españoles del Siglo XVI (Seville: Editorial MAD, 2009). 
 
 24 Kinder, 60. 
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theological wills, while those in the minority sought to assert their opinions without being 
ostracized.  
 In 1577 Reina published the Spanish Confession of London of 1559 while 
working as a merchant to support himself.25 Reina remained in the Reformed Church at 
this time, but his Lutheran inclinations were on the increase. After turning down a 
position in, he received an invitation to preach at the French Walloon Lutheran Church in 
Antwerp.26 
 Before he could take the position in Antwerp Reina had to return to England to 
finally answer the charges against him. In 1578 he faced a commission that “was headed 
by the venerable Grindal, and was made up entirely of native Anglicans.”27 Grindal, now 
Archbishop of Canterbury, invited those who had grievances against Reina to come 
present testimony before the commission. Two of his most obstinate opponents had died, 
so no significant charges were levied against him. The inquiry still dragged on until 
March 1579 when Reina was finally required to respond to five queries regarding the 
Eucharist. Kinder says “he answered satisfactorily in a completely Calvinist manner, and 
signed a declaration stating that what he had answered should be understood to conform 
to the Helvetic Confession.”28 Hauben argues that Reina was only critiqued as “not 
                                                        
 25 Boehmer, BW, 178. Kinder notes that Reina was selling books, as well as being involved in silk 
trading. Kinder, 61-3. 
 
 26 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees," 141. 
 
 27 Ibid.," 142. Grindal had been favorable toward Reina previously. 
 
 28 Kinder, 64-5. 
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insisting enough on the necessity of infant baptism.”29 The commission cleared Reina of 
the charges against him leaving him free to take the pastoral position at the Lutheran 
Church in Antwerp. 
 Reina began preaching in December of 1579 at the Cloitre des Carmes in 
Antwerp. The Calvinists were upset with his appointment to a Lutheran congregation and 
tried to obstruct his ministry.30 Reina made every effort to reduce the differences between 
the Calvinists and Lutherans and hoped that the 1536 Wittenberg Concord might help 
bring an end to the Eucharistic conflict. Instead, Spanish troops arrived in 1585 bringing 
an end to his stay in Antwerp. 
 Reina led his congregation to Frankfurt where the petitioned the city council in 
September 1585for permission to form a church with Reina as their pastor. With no 
approval forthcoming, Reina was forced to work a merchant again. He ministered to his 
congregation unofficially until 1593 when he received an appointment as an assistant 
pastor to the French congregation. 31 Reina’s ministry there was short with his death 
coming on 15 March 1594. 
 Reina’s theological position was suspect for much of his life. He found it difficult 
to separate himself the noted heretic, Michael Servetus, also a Spaniard, and his attempts 
to move between the Calvinist and Lutheran Churches surely caused suspicion. Kinder 
has argued that Reina was influenced intellectually by the Italian humanists such as 
                                                        
 29 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees," 143. 
 
 30 Kinder, 70. 
 
 31 The city council appointed Antoine Serrarius as pastor of the French congregation in January of 
1592. Kinder recounts the details of the long process: Kinder, 77-80. 
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Castellio, Aconcio, Ochino, Vermigli, Socino and Valdés rather than Servetus.32 Roldán-
Figueroa argues, based largely on his Confesion de Fe and his paratextual notes in the 
1569 Bible, that Reina was caught between Lutheran and Calvinist factions, but that his 
theology may be situated in the Strasbourg-Basel school of interpretation similar to that 
of Bucer.33   
 Reina’s association with other reformers both from Spain, and in the cities where 
he lived indicate the humanist and Protestant influences upon him. His former 
companions of San Isidro del Campo in Seville, including Antonio del Corro and 
Cipriano de Valera continued to be part of his web of associates. In Spain Reina was 
connected with Constantino Ponce de la Fuente and Juan Gil from the Cathedral of 
Seville and Juan Pérez de Pineda, rector of the Colegio de Niños in Seville. Roldán-
Figueroa has described this social network and identifies a unique mix of morisco, 
converso, lay and clerical elements among the dissidents of Seville.34 
 Reina’s linguistic skills also demonstrate the humanist concerns imparted to him 
at the University of Alcalá. In his writing and translation work, he demonstrated ability 
with Hebrew,35 Greek, Syriac, Latin, French, Italian, and his native Spanish. He also 
                                                        
 32 A. Gordon Kinder, “¿Cual ha sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en Casiodoro de Reina?” 
Diálogo Ecuménico XXII, n. 72 (1987): 38. 
 
 33 Roldán Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete,” 210, 237. 
 
 34 Ibid., 92-100 
 
 35 Kinder says Reina’s Evangeliom Ioannis is “shocking” in its use of Hebrew. The attention he 
paid to the Hebrew and Siriac linguistic forms behind the text demonstrate significant ability with Hebrew. 
This shows clearly that M. Pelayo is wrong in asserting that he didn’t know Hebrew. Kinder, “¿Cual ha 
sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en Casiodoro de Reina?” 32. See also M. Pelayo, II.469; and BW, 
II.192. 
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evidenced broad knowledge of both ecclesiastical and classical literature, as well as that 
of contemporary writers.36  
 Reina associated with men of learning all his life, and clearly identified himself 
with the Protestants of each city where he migrated. Evidence of his continued 
connection to humanist scholarly interests is found in his relationship with Oporinus who 
was both a lecturer at the University of Basel and the printer of Reina’s Spanish 
translation of the Bible.37 However, Reina did not fit neatly into one of the quickly 
hardening confessional groups which surrounded him. Kinder says “he did not consider 
himself bound to one system to the exclusion of others.”38 Both he and Antonio del Corro 
faced opposition from the Calvinists, and eventually changed their theological stances to 
accommodate themselves to the political realities of the Protestant churches with which 
they were associated.39 The tension is evident in that even as Reina was being considered 
for a position with a Lutheran congregation in Antwerp, he signed confessional articles in 
London that were to the satisfaction of the Calvinistic Anglicans.40 41 
                                                        
 36 Kinder, 91. 
 
 37 Ibid., 47. 
 
 38 Ibid., 87. 
 
 39 Hauben, "Spanish Protestant Refugees," 152. 
 
 40 Perhaps he was attempting the same “calculated ambiguity” that Queen Elizabeth used so 
effectively. Worth, Jr., Church, Monarch and Bible in Sixteenth Century England, 113. 
 
 41 The preceding material about Reina’s life and writings is a revised version of material from this 
writer’s master’s thesis. See Hasbrouck, “Free Will and Predestination,” 51-60. 
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 Looking at Reina’s Bible prefaces, there is a marked change from the Bibles of 
Enzinas, Ferrara and Pérez. Reina includes a lengthy Latin preface42 in addition to the 
now expected Spanish one, and both prefaces are much longer than those found in any of 
the previous Bibles. Pérez’s Epístola from his 1556 New Testament runs to nineteen 
pages in Stockwell, whereas Reina’s Amonestación43 from the 1569 Bible takes up thirty-
three pages. The Latin Praefatio44 is just one page shorter in the original imprint, so 
altogether, Reina’s prefatory material would take up some sixty pages if it were 
reproduced in Stockwell. 
 As its title indicates, the Praefatio is directed to the nobility of all Europe, 
especially of the Holy Roman Empire, and contains admonitions about the responsibility 
of pious princes to defend and promote the glory of God. In what is virtually a sermon, he 
presents his appeal based on his interpretation of the vision in chapter one of Ezekiel, 
along with the description of the King of Tyre in chapter twenty-eight. In each case he 
                                                        
 42 Kinder supports the conclusion of M. Pelayo that this preface, though it is signed “C.R.” is 
likely the work of Johan Sturm. This conclusion is based on three letters to Sturm regarding a promised 
dedicatory letter. While the present writer agrees that this conclusion is very plausible, it is not patently 
clear that Reina did receive the promised material in time to include it. Since the Latin preface is signed by 
C.R., it will generally be treated as if he were the author. Regardless of the authorship it does stand as part 
of Reina’s larger body of prefaces, marginal notes and chapter headings. See Kinder, 53, n. 72 and 55; and 
M. Pelayo, II.469, n. 2. 
 
 43 “Amonestación del interprete de los sacros libros al Lector y a toda la Iglesia del Señor, en que 
da razón de su traslación así en general, como de algunas cosas especiales,” in Stockwell, 79-111. 
(Hereafter Amonestación.) 
 
 44 Casiodoro de Reina, “Prefacio del traductor español de la sagrada Biblia, en el cual,” in 
Comentario al Evangelio de Juan, trans. and ed. Francisco Ruiz de Pablos, 35-58 (Seville: Editorial MAD, 
2009). The complete latin title as it appears in the original is “AD SERENISS ILLVSTRISS / 
GENEROSOS, NOBILES, PRVDEN- / tes: Reges, Electores, Príncipes, Comites, Barones, E- / quites, etq; 
Magiſtratus cívitatum cùm totíus / Europæ, tum in primis S. Rom. / Imperĳ, / PRAEFATIO HISPANICI 
SACRORVM BIBLIO / rum Interpretis, in qua ex prima viſione Ezechielis Prophete diſſerit de oƒƒicio / 
piorum Principum Euangelium Chriſti verè & ex animo proƒitentium: ac ſi- / mul verſionis huius 
patrocinium & tutelam, quanta poteſt reuerentia atq ani- / mi ſubmißione, eis commendat.” (Hereafter 
Praefatio.) 
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identifies the imagery of the cherubim who defend and promote the glory of God as 
representing pious kings and magistrates. Reina also appeals for their patronage of his 
translation based on these responsibilities.  
 The Amonestación, on the other hand, begins with pointed defense of vernacular 
Bible translation. Reina goes on to discuss the Tridentine decrees regarding vernacular 
translations, the sources he used in his translation work, his additions to the text, his word 
choices and an explanation of the additional material in the Bible. He concludes the 
Amonestación with an apology for Bible translation and a proposal about how scripture 
translation should be carried forward by committees working under a royal mandate. 
 Reina broaches the matter of authority several different ways in his prefatory 
material. First, before the Praefatio Reina inserts two rules regarding translations issued 
by the Council of Trent, in order “to take away their scruples against reading it.”45 This is 
the explanation he gives in the Amonestación. There he informs the reader that the 
Council of Trent has not exempted any nation from these decrees, so Spain would be 
included. He goes on to imply that the decrees permit people to read the Bible as long as 
the translator “believes and professes what the holy Mother Catholic Christian Church 
believes.”46 What Reina has neglected to include in his citation of the rules are the 
                                                        
 45 “quiten del todo el escrúpulo de leerlo” Stockwell, 87. The ten rules were approved by a papal 
bull issued 24 march 1564 by Pius IV. Reina reprints rules three and four that were part of ten rules issued 
during the XXVth session of the council. However, he presents only a portion of each rule, carefully 
editing out the portions that would undermine the position he takes on the matter of vernacular Bibles. An 
English translation of the ten rules is available in Theodore Alois Buckley, The Canons and Decrees of the 
Council of Trent. (London: Routledge, 1851), 284-9. A facsimile of the latin text is available in De 
Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 8, 813-22. 
 
 46 “cree y profesa lo que la santa Madre Iglesia Cristiana Católica cree” Stockwell, 87.  
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sections prohibiting the use of translations prepared by “condemned authors,” and 
indicating that versions of the Old Testament are prohibited except for scholars or 
religious men, and only with permission of the bishop.47 He also omits mention of rule 
number ten that calls for all printed books to be reviewed by the bishop or inquisitor prior 
to publication and to receive approval that should appear at the front of the book.48 The 
Council of Trent declared that the only acceptable translations would be prepared by 
Catholic scholars, so Reina defends his orthodoxy since he affirms the scriptures and 
councils along with the Apostles’ and Nicene creeds.49 In his discussion of the decrees of 
Trent concerning prohibited books, Reina clearly sidesteps the intention of the Catholic 
authorities in his attempt seek legitimacy for his translation. 
 Secondly, Reina includes in the Praefatio an appeal for the princes and 
magistrates to support his translation work. The argument briefly described above is, he 
believes, the best one to encourage the authorities’ patronage .50 He summarizes his 
argument saying,  
Therefore it is made manifest here that the tutelage and defense of the sacred 
word of God, in whichever language it might finally be, does not belong to any 
with greater right than to you who in such great and sublime summit of glory and 
of power, have been established by God himself not only as guardians of the holy 
fortress of God, but also as proponents of his glory.51 
                                                        
 47 See the full text of these two rules in Buckley, The Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent. 
284-5. 
 
 48 Ibid., 287-8. 
 
 49 Ibid., 87-8. 
 
 50 Reina, “Prefacio del traductor español de la sagrada Biblia, en el cual,” 56. 
 
 51 “Por eso ya se hace aquí manifiesto que la tutela y la defensa de la sagrada palabra de Dios, en 
cualquier idioma que finalmente esté, no pertenece a ningunos con mejor derecho que a vosotros, que en 
tan grande y tan sublima cúspide tanto de gloria como de poder habéis sido constituidos por el mismo Dios 
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Reina assumes the existence of vernacular Bibles and he does not plead for permission to 
publish his. He concludes that the need of the work for which he is imploring their 
patronage is clear and needs no argument.52 Reina obviously knows about the 
prohibitions against vernacular Bibles, both from the indexes of the Inquisition, as well as 
Trent. He is also fully aware of the many vernacular Bibles now in existence. Rather than 
address these prohibitions, he appears to have chosen the route of direct appeal to the 
princes and magistrates to support a Spanish Bible.  
 Third, he argues against those who would impede the translation into the 
vernacular. Reina begins the Amonestación by stating that it is intolerable for Satan that 
God’s truth would be made manifest to the world. He says the church must guard against 
the enemies who try to impede the production of the Bible in the language of the 
people,53 and lays out four points against those who would do so. First, he admonishes 
Christians to recognize that the “the Word of God contained in the sacred books is the 
true and legitimate instrument, and that by such God has communicated to the world in 
order that by it he might be known and honored by all.”54 Prohibiting translation into the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
no sólo de guardianes de la sagrada fortaleza de Dios, sino además propagadores de su gloria.” Ibid., 57. 
The Latin reads “Eo hîc iam fit manifestum, sacri verbi Dei tutelam atque; defensionem, quocumque; 
demum fit idiomate, ad nullos, quam ad vos ipsos, potiore iure pertinere, qui et sacrae Arcę Dei custodes, et 
Glorię fuę propagatores ab ipso Deo in tanto tamque; sublimi et gloriae et potentiae fastigio fitis constituti: 
atque; haec de officio vestro.” Casiodoro de Reina, La Biblia, que es los sacros libros del Viejo y Nuevo 
testamento (Basel: Guarin/Biener, 1569), vij verso.  
 
 52 Ibid. 
 
 53 Stockwell, 79-81. 
 
 54 Ibid., 81 “la Palabra de Dios contenida en los sagrados libros es el verdadero y legítimo 
instrumento, y que por tal Dios lo ha comunicado al mundo para ser por él conocido y honrado de todos” 
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vernacular is therefore an offense to God and damaging to the health of men.55 This is 
similar to Pérez’s warning about divine vengeance against those who would take action 
against the scripture.  
 Reina’s second point is that in order to divert people from the worship of God 
Satan wanted to perpetuate superstition and idolatry. But the mysteries of the “true 
religion” should be understood, and to be understood they must be made known, by the 
means, Reina implies, of vernacular scripture translations.56 Third, Reina argues that it 
cannot be said that vernacular translations lead to errors, because “Light and Truth” do 
not deceive.57 He goes on to cite examples from Isaiah and the teaching of Jesus that 
show that though prophecy is not always intended to bring light, but rather is obscure to 
some, this does not mean the prophecy should be withheld. He asks, “Would it be good 
prudence to take [the preaching of the Gospel] from the world, taking from good people 
the only means by which they might be saved, in order to take away the occasion to make 
worse those who are lost, and who are already marked for perdition?”58 The expected 
answer is surely “no,” thereby affirming the need for vernacular Bibles. 
 In his final point, Reina asserts that both the Old and New Testaments command 
the study of the scriptures, and it is the ignorant that have the most need of learning what 
is contained therein. It therefore “Is perverse judgment that in order to avoid the difficulty 
                                                        
 55 Ibid., 81 
 
 56 Ibid., 82. 
 
 57 Ibid., 82.  
 
 58 “¿Sería luego Buena prudencia quitarlo del mundo, quitando a los Buenos el ínico medio por 
donde se han de salvar, por quitar la ocasión de hacerse peores a los que se pierden, y de suyo están ya 
señalados para perdición?” Ibid., 83.  
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of errors that, they say, in some, they deprive everyone of the means by which they might 
escape ignorance, errors, heresies, idolatry, sin and all corruption and iniquity in which 
we were born and raised . . .”59 There is no good reason, Reina concludes, that should 
keep the Bible from being translated into any language.60  
 This argument presents a challenge to the authority of the church that had up to 
this point been increasingly antagonistic to the production of vernacular Bibles. While the 
previous Spanish Bible translators had largely sidestepped the question, or actually been 
able to gain approval, Reina chooses to confront the issue directly. His lack of success is 
clear from the Index of 1583 that included his Bible.61  
 One other way Reina appeals to the authorities is found in his suggestion that in 
the future translations should be carried out by committees that would produce a work 
having the favor of the “supreme public magistrate.”62 This approach would produce a 
version at once acceptable to the church and supported by the state. 
 In total, Reina appeals directly to the secular powers to defend the sacred word of 
God by which his glory is known, and to promote its availability to the people in the 
vernacular. Reina also challenges the church authorities for the prohibitions against the 
dissemination of vernacular Bibles for fear of error creeping in.  
                                                        
 59 Again, this is similar to the argument of Pérez (see Stockwell, 68). Ibid., 84. “Perverso juicio es 
que por evitar el inconveniente de los errors, que dicen, en algunos, priven a todos del medio con que 
podrían salir de la ignorancia, errors, herejías, idolatría, pecado y toda corrupción e iniquidad en que 
nacimos y fuimos criados. . .”  
 
 60 Ibid., 87. 
 
 61 In fact Reina’s Bible was condemned by the Spanish Inquisition on 4 Jun 1568, a year before it 
finally issued from the press. De Bujanda, ed., Index des livres interdits, vol. 6, 198. 
 
 62 “público supreme Magistrado” Stockwell, 110. 
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 Reina did not explicitly state the reasons why he translated the Bible, but as 
described above, he explained why the translation of the Bible into the vernacular should 
not be impeded. He seemed intent upon having his Bibles sent to Spain, and clearly 
geared his Amonestación toward lay readers. 
 Reina commits twenty pages of his thirty-two page preface, as reprinted in 
Stockwell, to discussion of his use of sources, translation decisions, and the insertion of 
paratextual material, which would suggest that these were controversial matters. It has 
been shown previously that Reina had capabilities with the biblical languages, and his 
assertions about his use of sources reflect this. In the Amonestación he says he did not 
work from the “old Latin translation” which he claims has many errors, and frequently 
diverges completely from “the truth of the Hebrew text.”63 Instead he sought to follow 
the Hebrew, generally doing so by means of the translation of Santi Pagnini. While 
drawing from various sources, he states that he used his “liberty to choose that which 
seemed most convenient to us, without obligating ourselves to one version more than 
another.”64 Reina also made use of the Ferrara Old Testament, which he says is most 
valuable “for giving the natural and first meaning of the Hebrew words and the 
                                                        
 63 “la vieja traducción latina . . . la verdad del texto hebraico” Stockwell, 88. 
 
 64 “libertad de escoger lo que nos ha parecido lo más conveniente, sin obligarnos en esto a una 
versión más que a otra.” Ibid,. 89. 
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differences of the verb tenses.”65 He later laments that the Syriac Bible came out the same 
year as his Spanish version, too late for him to take advantage of it.66  
 The Pagnini Bible provided a Latin translation of both Testaments, and the 
Ferrara Bible gave a Spanish version of the Old Testament to draw from, but his 
indications that he consulted the original languages raises the question as to which 
original language texts he might have used. He does make reference to the Septuagint 
(LXX) later on, but that does not demonstrate broad utilization of it.67 There is also the 
question of which version of Pagnini Reina might have used. Nieto argues it was 
Servetus’ revision of 1542.68  
There is also the question of whether Reina had access to the two existing Spanish New 
Testaments. Roldán-Figueroa argues that Reina’s New Testament reflects “occasional 
use” of Pérez along with “traces” of Enzinas.69 Stockwell says Reina did not have Pérez’s 
NT, and so worked from the Greek without benefit from the work of Enzinas and Pérez.70 
Kinder says his debt to the other Spanish translators is clear, but argues that “in the best 
                                                        
 65 “por darnos la natural y primera significación de los vocablos hebreos y las diferencias de los 
tiempos de los verbos” Ibid. 
 
 66 Ibid., 94 
 
 67 Ibid., 97. If anything the point Reina makes there is in favor of the Hebrew reading contra the 
LXX. 
 
 68 Nieto, El Renacimiento y la otra España, 531 
 
 69 Roldán Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis,” 1032. 
 
 70 Stockwell, “Prologo,” 21. 
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humanist tradition he went back to the original Hebrew and Greek texts.”71 A closer 
comparison of the translations will help answer this question more definitively. 
Reina provided a fair amount of insight into his translation methods. He compared variant 
readings, as indicated by the fact that his marginal notes indicated alternate 
interpretations.72 The fact that he wrestled with the literal readings of the Ferrara Bible 
shows that he sought to create an ad sensum translation. He decries the Ferrara translation 
for its “manifest violence” to the sense of the original.73 Reina was also conscious of the 
theological nature of translation. He critiques the Ferrara Bible for its attempts to avoid 
Messianic interpretation especially in its translation of God.74  
 In creating a translation that is faithful to the original text, and that makes sense in 
the target language, Reina many times found it necessary to add words. Sometimes, he 
says, this is done for clarity, but he claims that his additions are fewer and more plainly 
indicated than in any other version with which he compared.75 To further clarify his text’s 
meaning Reina, provides an explanation of several word choices he made, and asks 
charity of those who disagree with his decisions.76 The most significant of these is the use 
of Jehová. He determined to use Jehová first, so as not to add to or take away from the 
                                                        
 71 Kinder, 54. 
 
 72 Stockwell, 89. 
 
 73 “manifiesta violencia” Ibid., 91. 
 
 74 Ibid., 90-91. 
 
 75 Ibid., 92. 
 
 76 This discussion runs from page 94 to 109 of Stockwell, comprising almost half the total length 
of the Amonestación. 
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Hebrew text. Second, Reina argues for using Jehová because the Rabbis had prohibited 
its use on the pretext of reverence, but had actually caused it to be forgotten.77 This is 
also, no doubt, Reina’s justification for following the practice of other Protestant 
translators in using Jehovah instead of Lord or Adonai as found in the Vulgate. 
 Reina chose to use the word concierto for another controversial word –covenant, 
or pacto, in Latin. This, he argues is better understood, even though it does not transmit 
the full idea that other terms might. He elected to do this rather than use a word that 
might be misunderstood and lead to problems. He implies that in time other more 
appropriate words might become more common, and could then be appropriated.78 Reina 
continues on to justify his use of the terms reptil, esculptil and esculptura, which he says 
are little used in Spanish. He thinks they most adequately reflect the idea of the biblical 
text, so he opts to use them, and asks charity of his readers if they don’t agree.79 
 Finally, Reina gives an apology for his work in which he recognizes his 
limitations while at the same time asserting that no one has done better. He claims to 
have benefited from the wisdom and teaching of both the dead and the living during the 
twelve years he labored in translation.80 Who he might have consulted is open to 
question, but there is solid evidence that others were involved with the project.81 His 
                                                        
 77 Ibid., 95-7. 
 
 78 Ibid., 100-1 
 
 79 Ibid., 102 
 
 80 The twelve years, he says, were interrupted by illness, travel and other responsibilities such that 
he estimates he spent nine with pen in hand. Ibid., 107. 
 
 81 See Kinder, 36, 41, 54, and 109.  
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residence in Basel, Strassburg, and Frankfurt, along with his correspondence with Johan 
Sturm, Beza, Oporinus, and Antonio del Corro indicate his access to a variety of 
Protestant leaders, thereby making wide consultation on translation matters quite 
plausible. 
 Reina’s accomplishment in producing the first complete Spanish Bible was highly 
significant. Not only did he carry out this task in a relatively brief amount of time, he also 
managed to produce a work of high quality.82 It is not clear how widely the first edition 
of 2,600 copies was circulated, but by 1602 Cipriano de Valera claimed that they were 
hard to come by. This led him to conclude the need for a revision of Reina’s Bible.  
 
Cipriano de Valera (c.1530-c.1603)83 
 
 Hauben rightly observed that “Our knowledge of Cypriano de Valera exists 
almost in directly inverse proportion to his importance.”84 Based on Valera’s own 
accounting found in his preface to the 1602 Bible he was born c. 1532.85 From his name 
it is assumed he was from Valera la Vieja near Fregenal de la Sierra.86 Valera completed 
                                                        
 82 Kinder, 54. 
 
 83 For biographical information on Valera see BW, III.149-74; M. Pelayo, II.491-7; A. Gordon 
Kinder, “Cipriano de Valera, Spanish Reformer (?1530-?1602).” Bulletin of Hispanic Studies. 46 (1969): 
109-19; and Hauben, Three Spanish Heretics and the Reformation (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1967), 108-15.  
 
 84 Hauben, Three Spanish Heretics and the Reformation, 108. 
 
 85 See Stockwell, 180. 
 
 86 This conjecture, originating with Beeson is cited in BW, III.149. In the sixteenth century 
Fregenal de la Sierra was part of the province of Seville, thus Valera’s migration to study there was logical. 
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his secondary and university education in Seville.87 At some point soon after completing 
his studies, Valera entered the monastery of San Isidro del Campo where he became 
friends with Casiodoro de Reina. Valera was deeply involved with the nascent Protestant 
movement in Seville, associating himself with Constantino Ponce de la Fuente, Rodrigo 
de Valer, Juan Gil, Juan Pérez and Julian Hernández. In his tract Dos Tratados he 
describes the situation in the city and at the monastery during the fortuitous decade of the 
1550s.88 In 1557 Valera, along with others from the monastery, fled to avoid the 
Inquisition, the fear of which was well founded as those who escaped were burned in 
effigy on 26 April 1562.89  
 Valera made his way to Geneva where others from Seville had gathered. The 
Spaniards soon formed a Stranger’s congregation under the leadership of Juan Pérez. On 
10 October 1558 Valera was admitted as a resident of Geneva, but with the accession of 
Elizabeth in England he soon left for London with a number of other Spaniards. Valera 
proceeded to Cambridge where he was granted admission in February 1559 on the basis 
of his study at Seville. He became a fellow of Magdalene College the following year, and 
was granted the Master of Arts degree in 1563. However, his marriage led to his 
                                                        
 87 This conclusion in based on an entry in the University register of Cambridge dated 9 feb 1559 
indicating that he had studied for the bachelor’s degree in Spain. See BW, III.150, n. 10. 
 
 88 Valera, Dos tratados del papa i de la misa, 241-52. 
 
 89 This is documented in Ernst Schäfer, Beiträge zur Geschichte de Spanischen Protestantismus 
(Gütersloh, 1902), II.313, No. 289.  
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dismissal there and Valera moved on to Oxford where he received a second Master’s 
degree in 1566.90  
 By 1568 Valera had moved to London and remained until 1599 or 1600 when he 
went to Amsterdam to print his revision of Reina’s Bible. How Valera supported himself 
during this time is not entirely clear. Evidence points to tutoring, or possibly “patronage 
and pensions.”91 Little is known about Valera during the period up to 1588. That year 
marked the beginning of a literary career that would earn him the title Herege Español.92  
 Valera published Dos Tratados: El primero es del Papa: el Segundo es de la 
missa, etc. in 1588.93 Kinder says Valera’s argument that Spain should be induced to read 
the Bible and realize the errors of the papacy was based on John Bale’s Acta Romanorum 
Pontificium (1558), but was adapted to fit a Spanish audience.94 His second book, 
Tratado para confirmar los pobres cativos de Berueria en la catolica y Antigua fe y 
religion Christiana y para los consolar con la Palabra de Dios en las affliciones que 
padecen por el Evangelio de Iesus Christo95 was patterned after Juan Pérez’s Epístola 
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 92 M. Pelayo, II.491. 
 
 93 Cipriano de Valera, Dos Tratados: El primero es del Papa: el Segundo es de la missa, etc. 
(London: A. Hatfield, 1588). Valera published a second, expanded edition, in 1599 under the title Un 
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 94 A. Gordon Kinder, “Religious literature as an offensive weapon: Cipriano de Valera’s part in 
England’s war with Spain,” SCJ. 19 (1988), 226-7. 
 
 95 Cipriano de Valera, Tratado para confirmar los pobres cativos de Berueria en la catolica y 
Antigua fe y religion Christiana y para los consolar con la Palabra de Dios en las affliciones que padecen 
por el Evangelio de Iesus Christo (London: Peter Short, 1594). 
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Consolatoria (1560). In it, Valera writes to encourage Christians who had been taken 
captive by Barbary pirates.96  
 Two years later Valera published a New Testament under the title El testamento 
nueuo de nuestro señor iesu Christo (London: Richard Field, 1596). This is generally 
considered to be a reprint or revision of the New Testament from Reina’s Bible of 1569.97 
The same year Valera published the Catecismo, que significa Forma de Instruccion: Que 
contiene los principios de la religion de Dios, util y necessario para todo fiel Christiano 
(1596),98 which is likely a revision of an earlier translation of Calvin’s Catechisme of 
1549.99 This was followed the next year by a translation of Calvin’s Institutes, published 
as Institucion de la religion Christiana; compuesta en quarto libros, y dividida en 
capitulos Por Juan Calvino. Y ahora nuavamente traduzida en Romance Castellano, Por 
Cypriano de Valera (1997).100 
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 97 Wiffen and González both considered this as a reprint of Reina’s New Testament rather than as 
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“Cipriano de Valera,” 117. 
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 Two years later Valera provided a preface for a translation of a book by William 
Perkins titled, Catholico reformado, o una declaracion que muestra cuanto nos podamos 
conformer con la Iglesia Romana, etc. (1599).101 The following year he anonymously 
published a Spanish edition of a French tract titled Aviso a los de la Iglesia Romana 
sobre la indiccion del Jubileo por la bulla del Papa Clemente octavo (1600).102 
Shortly afterward Valera moved to Amsterdam, where at age 70, he was finally able to 
publish his revision of Reina’s Bible with the title: 
LA BIBLIA. / Que es. / LOS SACROS LIBROS / DEL VIEIO Y NUEVO / 
TESTAMENTO. / Segunda edición. / Revista y conferida con los textos Hebreos 
y Griegos / y con diversas translations. / Por CIPRIANO de VALERA. / La 
palabra de Dios permanence para siempre. Esayas 40.8 / En Amsterdam, En Casa 
de Lorenço Iacobi. / M.D.C.II. 
 
It is unclear why he did not publish the Bible in London since he obviously had been 
successful in bringing forth other major publications in Spanish. It seems likely that 
patronage to underwrite the costly endeavor was the most significant reason, but it is also 
possible that simple logistics were at issue. A letter from Arminius written in November 
1602 soliciting financial help for his return to London indicates that this was his 
intention, but whether or not it happened is unknown.103 
 Valera’s literary production was distinct from that of his countrymen. Enzinas 
demonstrated clear humanist interests in his literary work. Abraham Usque / Yom Tob 
                                                        
 101 William Perkins, Catholico reformado, o una declaracion que muestra cuanto nos podamos 
conformer con la Iglesia Romana, etc. (London: Richard Field, 1599). 
 
 102 [Cipriano de Valera], Aviso a los de la Iglesia Romana sobre la indiccion del Jubileo por la 
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Atías published popular works, both religious and secular in nature. Pérez and Reina 
concentrated their efforts on biblical commentary and doctrinal works. With Valera, 
however, there is a distinct shift to writings of a more polemical nature. Indeed Kinder 
suggests that Valera’s work was as much for propaganda purposes as it was for 
edification.104 
 Valera’s preface105 to the New Testament of 1596 is a relatively brief treatise 
advocating for the reading of scripture and for its translation into the vernacular language. 
He is the first of the Spaniards to add a significant historical element to his argument. He 
builds on Pérez’s comment that God gave the scripture in the language of the people, and 
shows from the history of Spain that the Bible was translated into the common tongue 
from the earliest times down to the present. Valera goes on to implore God to inspire the 
King to support the production and promotion of the Bible, and concludes with a brief 
explanation of terms he used in the translation.  
 The 1602 Bible includes a “Dedicatoria”106 to the estates general and Prince of 
Orange Maurice of Nassau along with a lengthy “Exhortacion”107 to the readers. In the 
Dedicatoria Valera praises their government and recognizes God’s hand in liberating the 
Low Countries from the tyranny of the antichrist. He goes on to explain that he has come 
to print the Bible in Amsterdam out of service to God and to do “some good for his 
                                                        
 104 Kinder, “Religious literature as an offensive weapon,” 225-6. 
 
 105 The preface in untitled but Stockwell refers to it as “Introducción.” It is reproduced there on 
pages 121-27. (Hereafter “Introducción.”) 
 
 106 See Stockwell, 131-37. (Hereafter Dedicatoria.) 
 
 107 See Stockwell, 138-83. (Hereafter Exhortación.) 
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country.”108 In approving the printing of the Spanish Bible, Valera says they will “show 
the world that they do not abhor the Spanish nation, but that they desire its health and 
wellness, because they would make it possible for the Spaniards to come to the 
knowledge of the truth, and so would be saved.”109 
 Valera’s Exhortación is the longest of any of the Spanish Bible prefaces.110 With 
the title “Exhortación al cristiano lector a leer la sagrada Escritura. En la cual se muestra 
cuáles sean los libros canónicos, o sagrada Escritura, y cuáles sean los libros apócrifos,” 
his obvious concern is to explain why he has taken the radical step of placing the 
Apocryphal books in a section apart after the Prophets. Valera begins his Exhortación 
with a lengthy discussion of the importance of reading scripture that is an expanded 
version of the material in his “Introducción” of 1596 and which includes an extensive 
quote from the sermons of Chrysostom.111  
 He follows his discussion of the biblical admonitions to read the Bible with a 
historical argument as he did in the “Introducción.” In this case, however, he expands 
upon the historical argument with a discussion of the publishing history of the Bible in 
Spanish beginning with the Ferrera Bible,112 and including the Enzinas, Ferrara, Pérez, 
                                                        
 108 “algún bien a mi nación” Stockwell, 137. 
 
 109 “al mundo que no aborrecen la nación española, sino que la desean bien y salud, puesto que 
procuran que los españoles vengan al conocimiento de la verdad, y así sean slavos.” Ibid., 136. 
 
 110 While borrowing some from his predecessors, the Exhortación is 50% longer than Reina’s 
Amonestación. 
 
 111 Stockwell, 131-4. 
 
 112 This would be the Catalán Valencian Bible which was the first Bible printed in a romance 
language. Thought to be translated by Boniface Ferrer (1350-1417), it was printed in 1478. Biblia 
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Reina and his own New Testament.113 Valera goes on to describe the shift from 
Scholasticism to humanism that gave birth to the Complutensian and Antwerp Polyglots. 
He concludes here that those who argue against the Bible “are rebellious toward God and 
tyrants in the Church.”114  
 Valera returns to discuss the matter of those who would prohibit scripture in the 
vernacular. They do so, he says, because they know that it is the means by which the truth 
can be distinguished from falsehood, and they do not want people to know that the 
religion of the Catholic Church is false.115 Some, he says, even wish the New Testament 
had not been written and that men would remain ignorant,116 and he calls for the scripture 
to be translated so this would not be the case. Like Reina, he suggests a committee be 
formed to prepare a revision of the Bible. He challenges the kings to imitate pious rulers 
including Theodosius II, King Alfred of England, Charlemagne and others who sought 
wisdom from the scriptures and from theologians.117 Don Alonso I, the Catholic, 
collected scriptures so they wouldn’t be lost, and so the faithful might benefit from them, 
but now they are being collected to be kept from the faithful, Valera accused.118  
                                                                                                                                                                     
Valenciana (Valencia: Alfonso Fernández de Córdoba; Lambert Palmart, 1478). For the history of this 
Bible see Ventura, La Biblia Valenciana. 
 
 113 Stockwell, 146-7. 
 
 114 “son rebeldes a Dios y tiranos para con la Iglesia.” Ibid., 151. 
 
 115 Ibid., 152-55. 
 
 116 Ibid., 157. 
 
 117 Ibid., 158-60. 
 
 118 Ibid., 160 
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 Finally Valera addresses the question of the Apocryphal books. He says if we are 
to read scripture, then it is necessary to know which “have been inspired and dictated by 
the Holy Spirit.”119 Valera lists three requirements of a canonical book and follows with 
five reasons why the canonical books conform to his three rules.120 On the other hand, he 
shows the Apocryphal books to be deficient and discusses their various problems at 
length. For this reason, he explains, he has placed the Apocrypha apart from the 
canonical works in his revision of the Bible.121 
 The last part of his Exhortación is taken up with discussion of his reasons for 
preparing a second edition of Reina’s Bible (which will be discussed shortly), his 
sources, a five-page discourse on the use of Jehová, and an explanation of his labor on the 
revision.122 Valera ends his Exhortación with an appeal to his readers to “not harden your 
hearts today, not wanting to hear the voice of the Lord who speaks to you.”123 
 The legitimation of Valera’s Bibles appears more assured than for any of his 
predecessors and he seems much more willing to challenge orthodox opinions. He seeks 
legitimation in four ways. First, he appeals to the authorities for permission and 
patronage. Kinder says Valera’s work was likely supported by someone as his writings 
were “not mere pamphlets.” Valera indicates that his Dos Tratados was funded by “two 
                                                        
  119 “han sido inspirados y dictados por el Espíritu Santo.” Ibid., 161. 
 
 120 Ibid., 167-69. 
 
 121 Ibid., 169-72. Roldán-Figueroa has discussed the matter of Reina’s treatment of the Apocryphal 
books in “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete,” 153-62. 
 
 122 Stockwell, 173-81. 
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Christian Flemish merchants.”124 In both the “Introducción” and the Exhortación he 
appeals to God to inspire the rulers to support the printing and dissemination of the 
Bible.125 In the Dedicatoria he says he went to “kiss the hands of your excellencies and 
petitioned license to print [the Bible].”126 Apparently they treated Valera well for he says 
“you granted me [license] and encouraged me in the work, treating me with most 
lovingly; not as a poor foreigner, but as a father.”127 In the Exhortación he implies to his 
readers that he received financial assistance to print the Bible.128 For Valera times had 
changed and it was possible for him to not only petition for, but to actually receive 
assistance. His predecessors could ask, but only the Ferrara Bible had thus far gained 
approval, much less financial backing. 
 Second, Valera challenged authority by confronting the limitations on vernacular 
translations. In the “Introducción” to his New Testament he calls those who would 
prohibit the scriptures traitors and rebellious toward God.129 In the Exhortación his 
argument at the beginning, which includes the extensive quotations from Chrysostom, is 
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a challenge to those who would limit access to the scriptures.130 In this he echoes 
arguments made by Enzinas and Reina. 
 Third, Valera questions the risk of heresies as did Enzinas and Reina before him. 
In the New Testament Introducción he says ignorance of the scriptures is the cause of 
wrong doctrine, thus those who have not permitted the people access to scripture are 
responsible for many heresies.131 In the Exhortación he also argues against those who say 
heresy comes from reading the Bible, and asserts that it arises from the lack of biblical 
knowledge, citing Irenaeus, Chrysostom and Jesus’ words from Matthew 22:29 “You are 
wrong, because you know neither the Scriptures nor the power of God.” (ESV)132 The 
reason his opponents are against making the scripture available in the vernacular, he says, 
is because it is the only means that “God by his great mercy has left in the world in order 
to know, understand and comprehend which is the true religion, and which is the false. . 
.”133 Along the same lines, Valera confronts those who say there is greater danger from 
reading scripture than pagan philosophers, or that it would be better had the scripture 
never been written. Lest the reader believe this is “something that I might have 
invented,”134 Valera quotes Cardinal Stanislaus Hosius, who, he says, stated in his 
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Confesione Petrocoviensi that it “would have been better for the Church if no written 
Gospel were extant.”135 
 Finally, Valera, like Pérez before him, challenges the authority of the church over 
the scripture. In the Dedicatoria he describes the Catholic Church as “ruled by the word 
of God.”136 He follows by explaining in the Exhortación why he chose to relegate the 
Apocryphal books to a separate section and cites the testimony of Cajetan, Jerome, Hugh 
of St. Victor, Richard of St. Victor, Nicholas of Lyra and Erasmus in support of his 
position.137 “They say,” he writes “the Church can make any apocryphal book canonical, 
which we deny.”138 He then continues to state an explicitly Protestant position regarding 
the authority of the scripture, “Because the Church is only the approver, conserver, 
depository and treasurer of the books that the Holy Spirit has inspired his holy prophets 
in the Old Testament and his sacred apostles in the new; [the Church] is not the inventor . 
. .”139  
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 Valera presents the strongest challenge yet to traditional church authority and 
views on the scripture, while receiving the financial support of at least certain temporal 
authorities. This likely reflects his position as a recognized polemicist in a Protestant 
country (England) who also offers the newly independent rulers of the Low Countries an 
opportunity to insult their former masters in Spain.  
 Aside from Valera’s implied motive to elevate the scriptures by providing it in the 
vernacular as discussed above, he states that his reason for undertaking a revision and 
publication of Reina’s Bible was that the 2,600 copies of the first edition were all but 
gone.140 Toward the end of the Exhortación he says his intention was “to serve my God 
and do well for my nation.”141 Valera’s motive was practical, and also focused on the 
need of his homeland. 
 Valera says little about his use of sources. He claims to have revised the text and 
“enriched” the notes working in consultation with other scholars, “hombres doctos,” and 
consulting other translations. However, none of these sources or scholars is identified. 
Valera explains that he removed portions from the Septuagint and the Vulgate that were 
not in the Hebrew text.142 González has reviewed Valera’s revision in detail and argues 
that he worked to align Reina’s text more fully with the Hebrew and Greek originals.143  
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 Valera says even less about his methods. Besides working to remove additions 
from the LXX and the Vulgate, he explains that he chose to use the familiar Spanish 
spelling of names from the Old Testament rather than the Hebrew spelling, to make the 
text accessible to scholars and laymen “doctos e indoctos” alike.144  
 In the prefaces to his New Testament, and revision of Reina’s Bible, Valera 
demonstrates a shift in focus from his predecessors. Enzinas, the Ferrara translators and 
Pérez all speak clearly of their academic motives and little about political or theological 
considerations. Valera, in contrast, openly challenges church authority and easily receives 
permission to print his revision. It is obvious that Valera had no illusions of finding 
official support from Spanish authorities for his work, and labels as heretics those who 
impede access to scripture. 
 Before drawing further conclusions it would be helpful to compare the Spanish 
prefaces to those of other sixteenth-century Bibles. How do other translators address the 
matters that have been considered thus far? Given the hundreds of Bibles published in the 
vernacular during this period, a comprehensive review would require a separate volume. 
This analysis will be limited to several key examples. 
 
Comparison to Other Prefaces 
 As the first Protestant vernacular translator, Luther’s Preface to the New 
Testament of 1522,145 and his Preface to the Pentateuch146 of 1523 are worthy of 
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consideration. From the French speaking context, Olivétan’s preface of 1535147 and 
Calvin’s French and Latin prefaces to Olivétan’s New Testament,148 and from the English 
speaking world, the dedicatory epistles from the Geneva Bible of 1560,149 and the 
prefaces of the King James Bible of 1611 have been examined.150   
 These have been chosen for their representation of significant vernacular Bible 
translations that could have served as sources for the Spanish translators. Certainly, other 
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language translations were available, yet the Spaniards, with exception of Usque and 
Atias, generally traveled in German, English and French speaking circles.  
 Luther’s Preface to the New Testament is unlike most of the Spanish prefaces and 
dedicatory epistles. Luther gives an explanation of why there are four Gospels in his 
Preface to the New Testament, which has no parallel in the Spanish prefaces, nor is there 
any parallel to his discussion of the relative merits of the Gospels and Epistles.151 In his 
Preface to the Old Testament, Luther provides a summary of the contents of each book of 
the Pentateuch. Among the Spaniards, only Pérez gives any overview of the New 
Testament, but he does not appear to be borrowing from Luther.152 Luther ended his 
Preface to the Old Testament with a somewhat testy challenge to his critics to produce a 
better translation than he has done.153 Again, this is very different from the Spanish 
translators, who recognize their lack of ability and admit that others could do better, using 
a much different tone. Reina says, 
We confess that there might be many others in the country adorned with greater 
gifts from God for the task, but God has not given them the desire or the daring, 
since they are occupied peradventure in other things; we have little cause to insert 
ourselves into such judgments; because they will see what account they must give 
at the judgment of God for the good or bad use of their gifts.154 
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 Calvin begins his French Epistle to the Faithful with a historical summary of the 
great doctrines of the faith, starting with the creation and leading to Christ.155 This is 
quite different from any of the Spanish prefaces. However his admonition to the rulers 
and pastors156 is similar to that found in Pérez’s Epístola.157 In his Latin preface Calvin 
cites Chrysostom, though not as extensively as Valera.158 Like the Spaniards, Calvin 
refutes the idea that vernacular translations lead to heresy.159 He also betrays the sense of 
humility the Spanish translators repeatedly expressed.160 Overall, while Calvin did 
include some elements that are similar to those of the later Spanish, they wrote more 
lengthy prefaces with fuller arguments. Generally, there seems to be more similarity 
between the Spaniards and Calvin than with Luther.  
 Olivétan’s preface shows some similarity with the Spaniards. Like Reina and 
Valera he objects to the “Masters” who oppose the Gospel.161 In a manner similar to 
Pérez, Olivétan directs his preface to the church, saying many dedicate their books to 
kings and princes, but he, rather, dedicates it to Christ.162 Yet, unlike the Spaniards, 
Olivétan’s preface has a high literary quality in which he claims God “gave me this 
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charge and commission to make and deploy that treasure out of cabinets and chests of 
Hebrew and Greek, in order (after having piled and packed suitcases in French as suitably 
as I could according to the address and the gift that God gave me) to make a present to 
thee, O poor church to which nothing has been presented.”163  
 In the Geneva Bible the Epistle makes the argument on the basis of Zerubbabel’s 
example that it is the responsibility of the rulers to build the spiritual temple of God. The 
translators pledge support to Elizabeth toward this end, particularly “to plant and 
maynteyn his holy worde to the aduancement of his glorie.”164 This is similar to the point 
made by Reina in his Praefatio, though the basis of his argument is derived from his 
interpretation of Ezekiel. The writers of the Epistle admonish Elizabeth to follow the 
example of godly Israelite kings who embraced the word of God and commanded that it 
be taught. Again there is some similarity here to the argument made by Reina in the 
Preafatio, yet he uses the cherubs of Ezekiel as his example.165 
 In some respects the letter To the Reader in the Geneva Bible is the most like the 
Spanish prefaces, especially those of Reina and Valera. It begins with recognition of the 
mercies of God, and the assertion that it is by knowing and practicing God’s word that 
these are attained. For this reason, the authors state, they translated the Bible into their 
                                                        
 163 “m’a donné cette charge et commission de tirer et déployer icelui trésor hors des armoires et 
coffres hébraïques et grecs, pour (après l’avoir entassé et empaquté en bougettes françaises le plus 
convenablement que je pourrais selon l’adresse et le don que Dieu m’a donné) en faire un présent à toi, ô 
pauvre Église à qui rien on ne présente.” Ibid., 170. 
 
 164 Epistle, ii recto; Praefatio, 56. 
 
 165 Epistle, ii verso – iii recto; Praefatio, 44.  
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own language.166 Like Reina and Valera they also explain how for more than two years 
they worked “day and night,” and that they sought to translate with accuracy.167 They go 
on to orient the reader to certain features of the text – marginal notes, extra words for 
clarification of the text, and book and chapter headings – so “that by all meanes the 
reader might be holpen.”168 They also include “brief annotations vpon all the hard 
places.”169 These explanations intended to help the reader understand are similar to those 
provided by Reina and Valera.170  
 By the time of King James the practices of vernacular Bible translation had 
advanced considerably, while at the same time concern over the political sensibilities of 
such translations had reached a peak. Both are reflected in the King James Bible of 1611 
(KJV), which was the product of a committee approach to translation, something Reina 
had suggested decades earlier.171 The purpose was to make a good translation better, 
using men with great ability in Hebrew and Greek.172 They also worked from a wide 
variety of sources in Greek, Hebrew, Syriac173 and Latin, and consulted any translation 
                                                        
 166 To the Reader, iiii recto. 
 
 167 Ibid., iiii recto. 
 
 168 Ibid., iiii verso. 
 
 169 Ibid. 
 
 170 See Amonestación, 102-5 and Exhortación, 174. 
 
 171 See Reina, Amonestación, 105. 
 
 172 The Translators to the Reader, 9.  
 
 173 The Syriac New Testament became available in 1555 in Viena, but the King James committee 
probably used the same 1568 version published by Tremelio at Heidelberg that Reina lamented had become 
available too late for his use. See Frances Luttikhuizen, “El Siríaco en la transmisión de documentos 
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available, including Spanish, French, Italian and Dutch.174 The KJV editors address 
several matters of textual criticism, in addition to the now common place discussions of 
additions to the text and word selection. They note that the apostles did not always quote 
directly from the LXX, but instead were given to “deliver the sense thereof according to 
the truth of the word, as the Spirit gave them utterance.”175 They also discuss the matter 
of the early Latin translations which were made largely from the Greek, and were 
improved through the work of St. Jerome. They then trace the history of translations into 
other languages from the time of Jerome, down to the late middle ages.176 
 The King James preface recognizes the political sensitivity of vernacular bibles as 
well. The first paragraph of The Translators to the Reader argues the need to promote the 
common good through “civility, wholesome laws, learning and eloquence, synods, and 
church maintenance.” Worthy men, they say, have suffered death for their efforts to bring 
“good order and discipline.”177 They recognized the concern of every early modern 
monarch who feared the potential disruption of civil order arising from church conflicts. 
 This brief review of other prefaces shows that the Spaniards stood firmly in the 
context of early modern Protestant Bible translation. Further study is needed to flesh out 
the particulars, but several similarities and differences are clear. They all saw the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
bíblicos” Tu Reino 13 (Junio 2006): 22-4. Luttikhuizen provides a brief comparison of several variants as 
found in the Syriac, Reina, Valera and the King James Bibles. 
 
 174 The Translators to the Reader, 10. It’s interesting the German Bible is not mentioned, unless 
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translation of scripture into the vernacular as potentially leading to heresy, yet maintained 
that heresy and disobedience actually stem from the ignorance of the word of God. They 
also consider scripture a fundamental necessity for knowing about God and salvation. 
Many also asserted their right to vernacular scripture based on historical precedent, and 
the teachings of the Fathers. 
 The evidence in the prefaces regarding sources and methods of translation also 
points to common practice. All the translators consulted experts in the languages and a 
variety of texts to the extent this was possible. They also sought to provide assistance to 
the readers to aid their understanding. In some instances the directions were more 
theological in nature, while in others they were more functional. 
 Perhaps the most notable difference evidenced in the Spanish prefaces was the 
wounded Spanish pride. The other prefaces have no parallel to the way the Spaniards 
expressed the need to put the Bible into Spanish because it was the only language lacking 
its own translation.  
 In addition to the conclusions just mentioned in relation to other sixteenth-century 
Bible prefaces, several observations may be made about the Spaniards’ thoughts 
regarding their motive, methods, sources, and authority. First, their stated motives for 
translating the Bible flow initially along humanist lines with appeals to historical 
precedent and pride in the Spanish language. With Pérez there begins a shift toward a 
concern for making the Gospel and correct doctrine known to the people. Reina and 
Valera do not explicitly state their motives, but continue to express a concern over heresy 
resulting from a lack of access to scripture. Perhaps by their time the Protestant ethos of 
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putting the scripture in the hands of the people so they could know the true faith and 
avoid heresy was common enough that no statement was needed.  
 Surprisingly little is said about translation methods by the Spaniards. The Ferrara 
Bible work was done “word for word,” indicating a more medieval approach to the text. 
Reina, the other translator who explains his method, shifted to a more modern approach 
to the text as he was willing to add words to his translation in order to gain clarity of 
meaning for the reader. Valera took a step beyond Reina, working to remove portions 
from the text he did not believe to be part of the Hebrew original. 
 The Spaniards, with a couple of exceptions, were not very explicit about their 
sources. Only the Ferrara Bible and Reina actually name any sources, other than the 
requisite reference to the Hebrew and Greek originals. They both claim to have used 
Pagnini’s Latin, but neither specifies which edition. The Ferrara preface indicates the use 
of other modern translations, but does not mention which. Reina claims to have used the 
Ferrara Bible, but found it too literal, suggesting he probably did not use it for syntax as 
much as for vocabulary. Only a close comparison with other translations, and with the 
original languages, will provide any possibility of tracing the exact sources. The question 
of any literary dependence of later Spanish translations upon earlier ones will also be 
demonstrated by close comparison. 
 There appears to be a shift in how matters of authority are addressed by the 
Spaniards. Enzinas seeks permission for his translation, and does not receive it, while the 
Ferrara Bible and Valera’s revision of Reina’s Bible are both approved by the local 
authorities. Pérez and Reina appeal for support, but do not ask for permission to publish 
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their Bibles. These changes have a close correlation to the political context. Enzinas, the 
earliest translator, was also working in the most tenuous political circumstances in the 
Spanish controlled Low Countries. Valera, the latest, was safely ensconced in an 
increasingly Puritan England, and published his Bible in Amsterdam, part of the recently 
independent, and notably tolerant country of Holland. He was able to receive permission 
to publish the Bible along with financial support. 
 There is also a shift from Enzinas who said little about matters of authority to 
Pérez and Valera who claimed supremacy of the scripture over the church. Reina also 
presents a strong argument against those who would impede translations into the 
vernacular. Again, it could be argued that the differences stemmed from the political 
space found in each context. Also, there was clearly a difference in the sensibilities of 
church authorities. Only Enzinas and Usque did their translation work in distinctly 
Catholic contexts, while the other three worked within the context, if not always the 
patronage, of the Protestant Church. 
 Regarding the Spaniards’ use of their prefaces to persuade, there are two target 
audiences and a variety of matters about which they seek to influence their readers. First, 
they attempted to persuade kings and princes on at least five issues: 1) of the value of 
vernacular Bible translations, which do not lead to heresy, and do promote knowledge of 
God and the glory of Spain; 2) of the responsibility of rulers to defend and promote the 
scripture; 3) of the authority of the scripture over the church; 4) of why censorship of the 
Bible is wrong; and 5) of the need to form a translation committee for future Bible 
translation work. 
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 They also sought to persuade the general readers of at least five matters: 1) the 
importance of reading the Bible in order to know God, understand the Gospel, and not 
fall into heresy; 2) that prohibiting the reading of scripture is an offense to God; 3) that 
the Catholic Church is false; 4) about decisions regarding the place of the apocryphal 
books in the canon; and 5) of the appropriateness of certain translation choices of 
important words. The use of persuasion is prevalent in all the prefaces, as the translators 
do not simply inform the reader about the nature of the text, rather they often make 
strong arguments about controversial matters.  
 Finally, Duerden’s claims merit reflection. Is translation always an assertion of 
power? At this point it is possible to argue that the Spanish Bibles do not show the 
political motivations he states are fundamental to the motives of sixteenth-century Bible 
translators. None of them fits comfortably with his argument that the sixteenth century 
concern was over how a translation would affect the balance of power “among monarchy, 
church, and people.”178 The Spaniards desire that their text should be considered credible 
and be supported by the authorities. They do not express concerns over civil unrest; 
though they do (Reina and Valera) argue that there should be no fear of heresy from the 
reading of vernacular Bibles. To leap from this to asserting that they are trying to counter 
political threats requires a hermeneutic of suspicion. Reina and Valera argue that Kings 
have the responsibility to patronize the vernacular scriptures and promote their use, but 
never do they mention in these discussions that to do so will produce an obedient 
populace. 
                                                        
 178 Duerden, “Equivalence of Power?” 14. 
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 Only two of the Spaniards assert the authority of the scripture over the church. 
Pérez and Valera were the two who had the best reputations in their ecclesiastical and 
political settings. They did not, however, make the assertions of authority that Duerden 
finds in the English Bible translations. Perhaps the Spaniards did not lay claim to power 
over church and pope because they did not have the patronage of well placed persons in 
England that might have emboldened them to such assertions.  
 Neither is Duerden’s argument that philological issues are not of concern to the 
Bible translators borne out in the Spanish prefaces. They clearly are concerned for 
matters of translation accuracy, and they indicate significant efforts at comparative 
textual analysis. Most notably, Usque, Reina and Valera demonstrate tremendous 
concern for word choice affecting readability in their translations. The historical 
arguments marshaled in support of their work also suggest attention to the whole 
trajectory of the philology of the Bible.  
 These two chapters have demonstrated a great deal about the thinking of the 
Spanish Bible translators, and have helped establish the context in which they worked 
based on their prefaces. The next chapter will seek to demonstrate through close analysis 
of their translations possible connections to specific original language texts, to other 
vernacular Bibles and to other Spanish versions. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
RESEARCHING THE FAMILY TREE: 
SELECTED OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES 
 
“. . . we have had recourse to the actual Hebrew text, and have conferred among the 
various perspectives; we have used our liberty to choose that which seemed most 
convenient to us.”1 
 
 A wide variety of source texts were available to the Spanish Bible translators by 
1543 when Francisco de Enzinas published his groundbreaking New Testament. Hebrew 
language texts of the Old Testament were fewer when the Ferrara Bible appeared in 
1553, but still within reach. With the availability of these texts, various Latin versions 
and a growing array of vernacular editions, the number of sources was growing almost 
exponentially by the middle of the century. Though the Spanish translators identify only a 
few of their sources, there is no doubt they were aware of more than they thought it 
prudent to identify. Scholars have wondered whether the Spaniards had the linguistic 
abilities to work from the Hebrew text, or whether a translator such as Casiodoro de 
Reina actually worked from a Latin version more closely aligned with the Hebrew. This 
chapter will demonstrate that the Spanish translators all worked from the Hebrew text but 
also made translation choices based on a variety of sources.2 
 
                                                        
 1 “hemos tenido recurso al mismo texto hebraico, y conferidos entre sí los diversos pareceres, 
hemos usado de nuestra libertad de escoger lo que nos ha parecido lo más conveniente, sin obligarnos en 
esto a una versión más que a otra.” Amonestación, 89. 
 
 2 Kinder argued that Reina has substantial knowledge of Hebrew, as evidenced in his translation of 
the Gospel of John. A. Gordon Kinder, “¿Cual ha sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en Casiodoro de 
Reina?” Diálogo Ecuménico XXII, n. 72 (1987): 32. This refutes the assertions of Menéndez Pelayo that 
Reina didn’t know Hebrew. Cf. M. Pelayo, Historia de los heterodoxos españoles, 2, 100; Reina, 1569 
prefacio, and BW, II.192. 
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Translations for comparison 
 In order to research the potential connection of the Spanish Bibles to particular 
source texts, it was necessary to choose a number of texts which logically serve the 
purpose. At the same time it would be impossible to discover all the potential texts 
available to five translators in at least a half dozen cities by the middle of the sixteenth 
century. The following texts represent families of potential sources, rather than reflecting 
all possible antecedents. 
 The Hebrew text was available in several forms by the middle of the century,3 
including the Complutensian Polyglot Bible,4 the Daniel Bomberg edition of the 
rabbinical Bible,5 the text of Robert Estienne,6 and the Antwerp Polyglot.7 These were all 
derived from the standardized Masoretic Text (MT) and did not vary widely. Since this 
dissertation is not focused on determining a specific Hebrew text, only general 
comparison was made to the readily available text in modern interlinear Bibles. 
                                                        
 3 See the discussion of these in S. L. Greenslade, ed., The Cambridge History of the Bible: Volume 
3, the West from the Reformation to the Present Day (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 48-
55. 
 
 4 Arnaldo Guillén de Brocar, and Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros. Vetus testamentu[m] multiplici 
lingua nu[n]c primo impressum. Et imprimis Pentateuchus Hebraico Greco atq[ue] Chaldaico idiomate. 
Adiu[n]cta vnicuiq[ue] sua latina interpretatione, 6 vols. (Academia Complutensi: Arnaldi Guillelmi de 
Brocario, 1514-1517). 
 
 5 Available as Jacob ben Hayyin, ed., Biblia Rabbinica: A Reprint of the 1525 Venice Edition, 4 
volumes. (Jerusalem: Makor Publishing, 1972). 
 
 6 Robert Estienne, Franciscus Vatablus, and David Kimhi, Biblia Hebraica (Parisiis: Ex Officina 
Roberti Stephani, 1539). 
 
7 Benito Arias Montano, and Christophe Plantin, Biblia Sacra Hebraice, Chaldaice, Græce, & 
Latine: Philippi II Reg. Cathol. pietate, et studio ad sacrosanctæ ecclesiæ usum (Antuerpiæ: Christoph. 
Plantinus excud, 1569). 
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 There were many editions of the Latin Bible available to translators by the middle 
of the century in addition to the Vulgate. Which of these might have been consulted by 
each translator is difficult to tell. Reina says he used Pagnini’s Latin translation, but by 
the time Reina was at work Pagnini’s original 1528 edition and Servetus’ revision of 
1542 were both available. Pérez, Reina and Valera all could have used Servetus’ revision. 
The following textual analysis uses the Vulgate, the CPB (1520), Pagnini’s Latin (1528) 
and Servetus’ 1542 revision of Pagnini discussed previously, along with Luther’s 1529 
Vulgate revision,8 Sebastian Castellio’s 1556 Latin Bible, 9 and the Clementine Vulgate 
of 1592. Castellio’s Latin Bible is of particular interest as Kinder has theorized that he 
was an influence upon Reina’s thought.10  
 Several modern language Bibles were consulted to explore the possibility that the 
Spanish translators might have consulted other vernacular texts. Again, there are too 
many options to consider each possibility. However, texts in English, French and German 
were used as these would most likely influence the Spaniards who were living in 
locations such as Geneva, London, Frankfurt, Basel, and Antwerp. In English 
                                                        
8 Martin Luther and Nickel Schirlentz, Pentateuchus; Liber Iosue; Liber Iudicum; Libri Regum; 
Nouum Testamentum (Witembergae: [Nicolaus Schirleitz], 1529). Luther’s Vulgate revision was accessed 
for this dissertation online at: http://luther.chadwyck.com. 
 
9 Sebastianus Castellio, Biblia interprete Sebastiano Castalione. Unà cum eiusdem 
annotationibus. Totum opus recognouit ipse, & adiecit ex Flauio Iosepho historiæ supplementum ab 
Esdrae temporibus usque ad Machabæos itemq́ue à Machabæis usque ad Christvm. Accessit quoque rerum 
& uerborum tam in ipsis Biblijs, quàm annotationibus & historiæ supplemento præcipuè memorabilium 
index (Basileae: Ioannem Oporinum, 1556). 
 
 10 A. Gordon Kinder, “¿Cual ha sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en Casiodoro de Reina?” 
Diálogo Ecuménico XXII, n. 72 (1987): 38. 
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Coverdale’s 1535 Bible,11 the Geneva Bible of 1560 and the Authorized Version of King 
James (1611)12 were used.  
 Other vernacular Bibles consulted were Luther’s 1545 German Bible13 and 
Olivétan’s 1535 translation into French.14 Together these Hebrew, Latin and vernacular 
texts provide the basis for a comparative analysis of the three Spanish Old Testaments 
with potential source texts. A detailed comparative analysis with any one text or even 
between the Spanish versions is beyond the scope of this work. This relatively brief 
comparison of some 27 Old Testament passages across a dozen texts serves to provide 
initial proof of the translation sources and evidences some methods of the Ferrara 
translators, Reina, and Valera. 
 
Passages for analysis 
 The choice of passages to use presents a significant problem as it is impossible to 
survey this quantity of texts in their entirety, yet the use of random references would not 
serve the purpose either. Therefore, the decision was made to select two types of passages 
                                                        
 11 Miles Coverdale, Biblia. The Bible, Tha[T] Is, the Holy Scripture of T[He] Olde and New 
Testament: Faithfully and Truly Translated Out of Douche and Latyn in to Englishe [by Miles Coverdale, 
Afterwards Bishop of Exeter. With Woodcuts] ([Marburg?]: [E. Cervicornus and J. Soter?], 1535). The 
Coverdale Bible is also available in facsimile edition as The Coverdale Bible, 1535 (Folkestone: Dawsons, 
1975) and is available in various digital editions including at Bibles of the Past < 
http://www.biblesofthepast.com/Texts/1535-1535/_File.htm>.  
 
 12 The Holy Bible, Conteyning the Old Testament, and the New: Newly Translated out of the 
Originall tongues: & with the former Translations diligently compared and revised: by his Maiesties 
speciall Commandment (London: Robert Barker, 1611; reprint, Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas Nelson, 
1982). Citations are from the reprint edition. 
 
 13 Martin Luther, Biblia, das ist, die gantze Heilige Schrifft Deudsch (Wittemberg, Lufft, 1534). 
 
 14 Pierre Olivétan, La Bible Qui Est Toute La Saincte Escripture: En Lanquelle Sont Contenus, Le 
Vieil Testament <et> Le Nouueau, Translatez En Francoys. Le Vieil, de Lebrieu, 4 vols. (Neufchastel: 
Pierre de Wingle, 1535). 
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for the Old Testament analysis. The first group represents fifteen passages that are known 
to be contested for various reasons ranging from simple differences over word meanings 
(2 Samuel 14:14) to places where the Vulgate presented a clearly Christological reading 
rather than a simple translation (Psalm 2:2). These were also chosen for the clarity of 
distinction between the Hebrew and the Vulgate so as to highlight the options presented 
to the translators. 
 The second group of eleven passages was chosen specifically from Genesis and 
Psalms where modern interlinear Bibles15 indicate variant readings between the Vulgate 
and the Hebrew texts that present a clear choice for the translator. This selection of texts 
is relatively small, yet some conclusions may be drawn from the evidence. Taken 
together with the passages from the New Testament it becomes clear that the Spanish 
translators did have preferred sources, but also worked eclectically exactly as Reina 
stated in his preface.  
 
Jorge González’s Reconstruction of Valera’s Method 
 The conclusions drawn in the present dissertation build upon the work of Jorge 
González16 and Rady Roldán-Figueroa.17 González’s 1967 study of Valera’s methods 
sought to explore the scope of his revision of the Old Testament in Reina’s Bible, and to 
show that he worked with the Masoretic text. González compared numerous variants 
                                                        
 15 For this dissertation the passages were selected using John Kohlenberger, ed., The Niv 
Interlinear Hebrew-English Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1980). 
 
 16 González, “Valera’s Method for Revising the Old Testament in the Spanish Bible of 1602.” 
 
 17 Rady Roldán-Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete: Studies on the 1569 Spanish 
Translation of the Bible” (Th.D. diss., Boston University, 2004). 
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between the two Bibles that he categorized as names, additions, deletions and 
substitutions. He concluded that Valera uniformly worked to align the Spanish Bible 
more closely with the Hebrew text.18 He asserts that his evidence does not show that 
Reina was faithful to the Hebrew since “It must be remembered that his version is 
dependent on the Bible of Ferrara and through it his relationship to the Masoretic Text 
may be traced.”19 González argues that Valera did, in the majority of instances, revise the 
text to align better with the MT. However, there are instances where no such justification 
may be made and unfortunately González makes no conjectures as to alternative 
sources.20 This chapter will only partially confirm that Valera worked to correct Reina’s 
work according to the MT since the passages used here were not selected for that 
purpose. It will show that Reina did work closely with the Hebrew text, and used it to 
correct readings from both the Ferrara Bible and Pagnini’s Latin version. It will also 
support Reina’s assertion that he worked from Pagnini and the Hebrew text, a question 
Gonález’s dissertation did not try to answer.21 He says the changes Valera made to the 
text of the OT fail to give evidence of theological differences between himself and Reina. 
Valera, he says, did not edit anything on theological grounds.22  
                                                        
 18 González, “Valera’s Method for Revising the Old Testament in the Spanish Bible of 1602,” 54-
5, 66. 
 
 19 Ibid., 108. 
 
 20 Ibid., 109-12 
 
 21 Ibid., 2. 
 
 22 Ibid., 114. 
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 In his 2004 Ph.D. dissertation Roldán-Figueroa studied the paratextual material in 
Casiodoro de Reina’s 1569 Bible in an effort to describe his theology. He demonstrates 
Reina’s difference of interpretation of 1 Corinthians 1-4 from that of Castellio, the 
Geneva Bible, and from Estienne’s 1567 Bible. He affirms Reina’s independence, 
concluding that while he does touch upon common themes, he has not simply copied 
from some other Bible.23 This is in keeping with Reina’s translation practice of 
conferring among various perspectives and using that which was most convenient. 
Roldán-Figueroa raised several questions regarding Reina’s sources. Some of these will 
be considered in the next chapter, as they relate specifically to the New Testament. 
Roldán-Figueroa uses as evidence the fact that Reina’s Bible was different from the 
French Bibles of Castellio and Estienne in his treatment of the Apocryphal books to argue 
that Reina acted independently of them, even though they shared a theological affinity.24 
He also used his comparison of how Reina incorporated the Apocryphal books to argue 
that he might well have been using Servetus’ 1542 revision of Pagnini rather than the 
1528 original.25  
 
                                                        
 23 Roldán-Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete: Studies on the 1569 Spanish 
Translation of the Bible,” 219-36. 
 
 24 Ibid., 154-60. 
 
 25 Ibid., 160-61. A contention Roldán-Figueroa points out that is also stated by José C. Nieto, in El 
Renacimiento y la otra España: Visión Cultural Socioespiritual (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1997), 531. It 
would be tempting to seek to answer the question raised by González and Roldán-Figueroa regarding 
Reina’s use of Servetus’ 1542 revision of Pagnini’s Latin as his source, but that is not the purpose of this 
dissertation. Furthermore, the matter is complicated by the fact that Estienne republished Pagnini’s Latin 
Old Testament in 1557 with corrections made from the notes of Francois Vatable. Thus a comparison 
would have to be made of all three of these together with Reina’s Old Testament in order to determine 
which he might have actually used. Again, this is beyond the scope of the present work. 
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Comparative textual analysis 
 The key portion of each contested translation will be provided with comparison to 
each text. Other relevant texts, commentaries from the Glossa Ordinaria, or from 
Nicholas of Lyra will be supplied as needed. In many cases these translation questions 
were not discussed in the Vulgate paratextual material. 
Genesis 3:1526 
 In this verse it is unclear what the object of the Hebrew pronoun is. It would 
normally be translated it or he, but the Vulgate uses the feminine article. This makes for 
more confusion which must be explained in the glosses. The sixteenth-century translators 
resolve the matter several different ways.  
Hebrew –   אוּ֚ה ָ֣ךְפוְּשׁי שׁא ֹ֔ ר (rōʾš yĕšûpĕkā hûʾ) “he shall bruise your head” (masculine)  
ESV – I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and 
her offspring; he shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his heel.” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem et semena tuum et semen ilius. 
ipsab conteretc caput tuum 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – a Fructuum qui est Christus. Fructuum boni operis becclesia 
cresurgente christo  
CPB 1520 – Inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem et semen tuum et semen ilius. Ipsa 
conteret caput tuum  
Pagnini 1528 – ipsum conteret tibi caput  
Luther Vul. 152927 – Inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem, et inter semen tuum et 
semen illius, Ipsum conteret caput tuum 
Coverdale 1535 – The same shal treade downe thy heade  
Olivétan 1535 – Cette semence te poindra la tete  
Servetus 1542 – ipsum conteret te in capite  
Luther 1545/6 Der selb soll dyr den kopff zu tretten  
                                                        
 26 The original spelling has been left largely untouched unless it was necessary to revise it for the 
sake of clarity. Marginal notes may be included in the footnotes. Intertextual glosses, marginal glosses, and 
Lyra’s notes are indicated in the Vulgate by various systems of numbers, letters and symbols depending on 
the edition. These will be represented here by the use of superscript letters similar to the system of the 1603 
Vulgate. Only the relevant glosses are included. 
 
 27 The italicized text indicates Luther’s revisions to the vulgate text. 
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Ferrara 1553 – el te herirá cabeza  
Castellio 1556 – Ut illud tibi caput  
Geneva 1560 – He shal breake thine head (note: that is the power of sin and death) 
Reina 1569 – ella te herirá en la cabeza (Note: k A sab[er] la simiente de la muger, 
Christo, Rom. 16.20) 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – ipsa conteret caput tuum  
Valera 1602 – ella te herirá en la cabeza (Note: m A sab[er] la simiente de la muger, 
Christo, Rom. 1.3)  
KJV 1611 – it shal bruise thy head  
 
 The Vulgate uses the feminine ipsa, but then explains in the interlinear gloss that 
the semen refers to Christ, and ipsa to the church, thus justifying the use of the feminine. 
Lyra explains the use of the feminine by making ipsa refer to the seed descended from 
Eve, “namely the virgin Mary.”28 Pagnini, Luther and Castellio correct the Vulgate by 
changing ipsa to the neuter ipsum, or illiud, in line with the Hebrew as do Coverdale and 
the KJV. The Ferrara and Geneva Bibles use the masculine pronoun without clarification. 
Olivétan includes a marginal note explaining that the pronoun and verb are masculine in 
the Hebrew to refer to the seed which is masculine, not feminine. It appears he is 
referencing the Vulgate here. He then translates with the demonstrative pronoun cette, 
and inserts the word semence into the text to make his translation entirely clear. Notably, 
Luther, Reina and Valera retain the feminine pronoun. Reina and Valera echo the note in 
Olivétan indicating that ella refers to the seed (semilla) of the woman which is also 
feminine, but unlike him they use the feminine pronoun. In Spanish this is grammatically 
correct, thus their use of the feminine may reflect a reading of Olivétan more than the 
Vulgate. Reina and Valera also point clearly to Christ as the seed in contrast to Lyra’s 
reference to Mary, thus substituting a Christological reading. 
                                                        
 28 “scilicet virginem Mariam” 
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Genesis 4:1  
 
 Several translation issues are present in this short phrase. First, the preposition  תֶא
(’eth) is ambiguous and could be translated “with” or “from.” Hamilton suggests two 
main approaches to translating the preposition here--either as “with” or to indicte a direct 
object, the latter being Luther’s choice.29 None of the Spaniards use apposition, they all 
indicate the idea of agency. Ferrara uses con implying “with the help of,” while Reina 
and Valera even more directly use por meaning “by means of” or “through.” Second, the 
verb    ק יִתִינ (qānîtî) is translated in a couple different ways in Latin and the vernacular. The 
possideo (possess) of the Vulgate is replaced by acquire (acquire) in Pagnini and Luther, 
while Castellio uses adipiscor (to come up with). All the vernacular translations use verbs 
closer to acquire than possideo. Luther uses gewonnen in his 1545/6 version. The Ferrara 
Bible stays close to the Hebrew and the Latin of Pagnini with adqueri, but Reina shifts to 
ganado. This places him closest to Luther. Finally, the Vulgate uses Deum for the 
tetragrammaton, which is not correct. The CPB, Pagnini and Luther Vg. correct this to 
domino, and most of the vernacular translations follow suit. Olivétan keeps Dieu. The 
Spaniards take a different route, with the Ferrara Bible using A[doni], while Reina and 
Valera have Iehova. 
Hebrew –הָֽ  וְהי־תֶא שׁיִא יִתִינ  ק  (qānîtî ʾîš ʾt-yhwh) “I acquired man with Yahweh” 
ESV30 Now Adam knew Eve his wife, and she conceived and bore Cain, saying, "I have 
gotten a man with the help of the LORD.”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Possedi hominem per Deum  
                                                        
 29 See Victor P. Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1-17 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 
221 for explanation of some of the opinions on this verse. 
 
 30 For comparison the context of each passage will be provided by means of the English Standard 
Version (ESV) (Wheaton, Ill.: Crossway Bibles, 2007), that is based on the Authorized Version.  
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Interlinear Gloss – Cain namque possessio vel acquisitio interpretatur  
CPB – Possedi hominem per dominum  
Pagnini 1528 – Acquisivi virum a domino  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Acquisivi hominem DOMINI.  
Coverdale 1535 – I have obteyned the man of the LORDE  
Luther 1534 – vberkomen den man des HERREN  
Olivétan 1535 – J’ai acquis l’homme de par Dieu  
Servetus 1542 – Acquisivi virum a domino  
Luther 1545/6 – ich habe einen Mann gewonnen mit dem HERRN  
Ferrara 1553 – adqueri varon con .A.  
Castellio 1556 – Adepta sum uirum a Ioua.  
Geneva 1560 – I have obtained a man by the Lord (note: That is according to the Lords 
promise, as chap. 3.15: Some read, To the Lord, as rejoicing for the sonne, which 
she had borne, whome she wolde offer to the Lord as the first futes of her birth) 
Reina 1569 – Ganado he varon por Iehova  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Possedi hominem per Deum  
Valera 1602 – Ganado he varon por Iehova 
KJV 1611 – I have gotten a man frome the LORD  
 
 All three Spaniards appear to follow the Latin tendency toward the idea of agency 
rather than possession. By using con or por they indicate that it is with God’s assistance 
that Cain was obtained. The Latin per + acc. in the Vulgate, is translated “through,” 
“with,” “by,” or “by means of” and could be translated by the Spanish con (with) or por 
(through). Pagnini’s a + abl. construction, translated “in connection with,” “with regard 
to” or would less likely be translated by con or por, which points to the Vulgate as the 
more likely source in this case.  
Genesis 10:21  
 
 This passage presents a problem for translators because the Hebrew לוֹ ָֽד גַה 
(haggādôl) is ambiguous, and may be interepreted to read “Japheth’s older brother” or the 
“Japheth, the elder.” The Latin and vernacular translations are quite split on the matter. 
All the Latin versions retain the Vulgate reading. Among the vernacular versions, 
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Coverdale, Geneva follow the traditional reading, while the others make Japheth the 
older.  
Hebrew – תֶפֶ֥ ֶי לוֹ ָֽד גַה (haggādôl yepet) Japheth the elder  
ESV – To Shem also, the father of all the children of Eber, the elder brother of Japheth, 
children were born. 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Heber, fratre Japheth maiorex  
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – Minoris fratris 
Vg. Glossa ordinaria – xFratre Iapheth maiore. Dicitur autem Iapheth frater ipsius Sem, 
quia sociatus fuit ei in reverentia patris. y Maiore. Hoc refertur ad Sem, quia 
maior fuit aliis fratribus dignitate, ut praedictum est. Hebraei autem dicunt 
maioris, & tunc refertur ad Iapheth, qui secundum eos fuit primogenitus Noe.  
CPB 1520 – heber: fr[atr]e iaphet maiore 
Pagnini 1528 – frater Iepheth maior 
Luther Vg. 1529 – De Sem quoque nati sunt patre omnium filiorum Eber, fratre Iapheth 
maiore.  
Coverdale 1535 – elder brother of Iaphet  
Olivétan 1535 – frere de Japheth le maieur  
Servetus 1542 – frater Iepheth maior   
Luther 1545/6 – Sem aber der bruder Japheths des grossisten  
Ferrara 1553 – Japheth el grande  
Castellio 1556 – Qui fuit autor omnium hebreorum, & fuit maior ntu quam frater eius 
iaphetus  
Geneva 1560 – and elder brother of Iapheth 
Reina 1569 – Japhet el mayor (Marginal note: Quiere decir la cepa de todos los Hebreos, 
el qual Sé[m] fue hermano mayor de Iaphet31)   
Clementine Vg 1592 – Heber, fratre Japheth majore  
Valera 1602– Japhet el mayor  
KJV 1611 – the brother of Iaphet the elder  
 
 In this instance, Reina follows a unique strategy by reversing the reading and 
marginal gloss of the Vulgate. The Glossa Ordinaria says that according to the Hebrews, 
Japheth was the older, while the Vulgate text makes Shem the oldest. But Reina’s 
marginal note expresses his belief that Shem was older even while his translation follows 
the reading, perhaps derived from his dependency upon the Ferrara version of the Hebrew 
                                                        
 31 “That is to say the line of all the Hebrews, of which Shem was the older brother of Japheth.” 
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text, making Japheth older. Though the Hebrew text is ambiguous, it is clear that the 
Spaniards don’t follow the Latin, however, Reina’s reversal of the Vulgate Gloss 
suggests that he is consulting it. 
Exodus 34:30 
 
 The Hebrew reads “the skin of his face shone” but the Vulgate has “the horns of 
his face.” The CPB and the Clementine Vulgate retain the traditional reading while all the 
other Latin and vernacular versions correct the reading according to the Hebrew. Lyra 
explains the horns by saying this is how the rays of splendor appeared. The CPB provides 
a corrected reading of the interlinear interpretation of the Spetuagint. There the Latin 
reads “and there was a glorified appearance of the skin of the face.”32  
Hebrew – וי ָ֑  נ  פ רוֹ ָ֣ע  ן ַַ֖ר  ק (pnyw ʿôr qāran) “skin of his face shone” 
ESV – Aaron and all the people of Israel saw Moses, and behold, the skin of his face 
shone, and they were afraid to come near him. 
  
Vulgate 1495 – cornutam Moysi faciem 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss (on v. 29) – Quia facies Moysi glorificata, lex divinis mysteriis 
illustrata. Quibusdam radiis splendoris quos humanus visus sens non poterat. 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss (on v. 30) – Duobus.s.testamentis quae errant in facie Moysi.i.in 
lege vetus. f. aperyte, nouvum occulte. 
CPB 1520 – cornutam moysi faciem 
Pagnini 1528 – resplenduit cutis faciei eius  
Coverdale 1535 – the skynne of his face shyned 
Olivétan 1535 – la peau de sa face resplendissoit 
Pagnini/servetus 1542 – resplenduisset cutis faciei suae 
Luther Vg. 1529 – cum eo loqueretur. Videntes autem Aaron et filii Israel, quod cutis 
faciei suæ radiaret, 
Luther 1545/6 – das die haut seyns angesichts glentzet 
Ferrara 1553 – reluzía cuero de sus fazes  
Castellio 1556 – Quo splendore praestricti Aharon & omnes Israelitae, eius congressum 
reformidabant  
Geneva 1560 – skin of his face shone bright 
Reina 1569 – la tez de su rostro era resplandeciente  
                                                        
 32 “et erat glorificatus aspectus cutis faciei eius” 
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Clementine Vulgata 1592 – cornutam Moysi faciem 
Valera 1602 – la tez de su rostro era resplandeciente 
KJV 1611 – skinne of his face shone 
 
 The Spaniards clearly follow Pagnini and the Hebrew against the Vg. as do the 
rest of the translations. Reina revises the language of Ferrara to improve the word order 
to make better sense.  
Judges 20:43  
 The potential problem here is to treat Menúha as a place name rather than to 
translate it as the adverb “easily.” Coverdale, for example, treats menuhah as a location 
by translating it as “and followed upon them unto Mennah,” while modern versions 
choose the adverb. The Vulgate Latin Bible has a shorter reading that excludes this 
phrase and provides no explanation. Luther thoroughly revised the Vulgate language but 
retained the idea of Menuah as a place name. Pagnini and Castellio translate the term 
with ne esset requies and facile respectively. All the vernacular versions retain Menuhah 
as a place except the Geneva and King James Bibles. 
Hebrew – ה ַ֖  חוּנְמ (mĕnûḥâ) “easily” 
ESV – Surrounding the Benjaminites, they pursued them and trod them down from 
Nohah as far as opposite Gibeah on the east. 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Ceciderunt atque prostrati sunt ad Orientalem plagam vrbis Gabaa.  
CPB 1520 – Ceciderunt atque postrati sunt ad orientalem plagam Urbis gabaa.  
Pagnini 1528 – Circundederunt Biniamín, persegqui seccerunt eum ne esset requies, 
conculcare fecerount eum usque contra Giba ab ortu solis  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Et Israelitæ ex urbe redeuntes, fuderunt BenIamin occurrentem eis, et 
circundederunt BenIamin, et persequebantur eum usque ad Menuah, et 
conculcaverunt eum ante urbem Gibea ad orientem 
Coverdale 1535 – and folowed vpon them vnto Mennah, and trode them downe tyll afore 
Gibea eastwarde  
Olivétan 1535 -- /et les ont poursuiuy/ et les ont soullez depuis Menuhah iusque a 
lendzoit de Gabaab/ a soleil levant  
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Servetus 1542 – persequi fecerunt eum, ne esset requies, conculcare fecerunt eum usque 
contra Giba ab ortu Solis. 
Luther 1545/6 – vnd jagten jm nach, bis gen Menuah, vnd zutratten sie bis fur Gibea, 
gegen der Sonnen auffgang.  
Ferrara 1553 – fizieronlo persiguir de la posada fizieronlo pisar fasta escuentra la 
Ghibhah de esclarecimiento del Sol.  
Castellio 1556 – Ita circumuenti Beniamitae, & in fuga facile protriti sunt, donec uentum 
est contra gabaam ab ortu solis, ceciderunt que ex eis octodecim militm lillia.  
Geneva 1560 – and chased them at ease, and over-ran them, euen oler against Giveah 
Reina 1569 – y los siguieron y hollaron desde Manua, hasta delante de Gabaa al 
nacimiento del Sol.  
Clementine Vulgate 1592 – Ceciderunt, atque prostrati sunt ad orientalem plagam urbis 
Gabaa  
Valera 1602 – y los siguieron, y hollaron desde Menuhal hasta delante de Gabaa al 
nacimiento del Sol.  
KJV 1611 – and chased them, and trode them downe|| with ease †over against Gibeah 
(Note: ||Or, from Menuchah, etc.; †Heb. unto over against) 
 
 Ferrara treats it as a place but not as a proper noun by using the term posada 
which falls within the semantic field of the Hebrew term. In this case Reina and Valera 
follow Olivétan and the other vernacular translations, with the exception of the Geneva 
and King James Bibles, by translating it as a proper noun. This points to the vernacular 
translators following the suggestion of the LXX marginal note indicating this as a place 
name. The fact that the Geneva and KJV Bibles translate this as an adverb clause as does 
Pagnini indicates a similar translation approach. Reina and Valera’s choice of 
preposition, desde, suggests imitation of Olivétan, the only vernacular translation to use 
“from.” 
2 Samuel 14:14  
 
 The Hebrew word yiśśāʾ meaning to remove, depart, accept, or carry, has a wide 
semantic field thus giving rise to a variety of translations.  
Hebrew –  םיִהלֱֹא א  ִשי־אָֽלְֹו וּפֵסֵאָי אלֹ (lōʾ yēʾāsēpû wĕlōʾ-yiśśāʾ ʾĕlōhîm) “to remove, depart, 
carry” 
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ESV – We must all die; we are like water spilled on the ground, which cannot be 
gathered up again. But God will not take away life, and he devises means so that the 
banished one will not remain an outcast. 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Nec vult Deus † perire animam (Marginal Gloss: † accipere)  
CPB 1520 – Nec vult deus perire animam (Interlinear Note: et non auferet deus aimam) 
Pagnini 1528 – et no accipiet deus animam  
Luther Vg. 1529 –Nec auffert Deus animam 
Coverdale 1535 – And God will not take awaye the lyfe 
Olivétan 1535 – et Dieu ne oste point la vie  
Servetus 1542 – et no accipiet deus animam 
Luther 1545/6 – Vnd Gott wil nicht das Leben wegnemen  
Ferrara 1553 – y no rescebira el Dio alma  
Castellio 1556 – Nequam vero solet Deus uitam eripere  
Geneva 1560 – neither doth God spare* anie person (Note: *accept) 
Reina 1569 – ni Dios tendra respecto a personas 
Clementine Vulgate 1592 – nec vult Deus perire animam  
Valera 1602 – Ni Dios le quitara la vida* (Note: *alma) 
KJV 1611 – neither doeth God respect any person 
 
 The translators used perish (Vulgate, Clementine Vulgate), take (Pagnini, Luther 
Vg., Coverdale, Olivétan, Servetus, Luther, Valera), snatch away or rescue (Castellio) 
spare (Geneva), receive (Ferrara), and respect (Reina, KJV) to convey the Hebrew idea. 
In this case all three Spanish Bible use different choices. Ferrara is the only translator to 
clearly use “receive,” which is within the semantic field of the Hebrew nasa’ and could 
be constriued from the Latin accipere, but this is a less common sense. The Ferrara Bible 
is quite literal, virtually interlinear in its translation here. Reina uses “respect” which is 
the same as the Westminster divines in the KJV. To trace this to any Latin source would 
be a stretch. Valera changed Reina’s choice of respecto to quitara which is closer to the 
Hebrew and Pagnini. He also added a text note clarifying that his word choice of “vida” 
refers to the Hebrew nephesh or “alma.”  
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1 Chronicles 28:12  
 The term ַ֙חוּ֙ר  ב  (bārûḥa) is translated variously as mind, spirit or will. The Hebrew 
reads literally “the spirit with him.” The Vulgate has quae cognoverat, that is, “what was 
known.” The CPB follows with cogitaverat, and Castellio uses animo, but Pagnini 
changes to spiraculum, or spirit. The vernacular translations follow one of these options 
except the Spaniards. 
Hebrew –  ַ֙חוּ֙ר  ב  (bārûḥa) “Spirit, breath, less common mind, or will” 
ESV – and the plan of all that he had in mind for the courts of the house of the LORD, all 
the surrounding chambers, the treasuries of the house of God, and the treasuries for 
dedicated gifts; 
 
Vulgate 1495 – quae cognoverat, atriorum  
CPB 1520 – que cogitaverat atriorum et exedrarum per circuitum in thesauros domus dei 
et in theoauros sanctorum 
Pagnini 1528 – que de fuerat in Spiraculum com atriis domus dimini  
Coverdale 1535 – all that he had in his mynde  
Olivétan 1535 – et se deuts de toutes les choses quil avoit en son esperit 
Servetus 1542 – quod fuerat in spiritu com eo in atrio domus domini 
Luther 1545/6 – was bey jm in seinem gemuet war  
Ferrara 1553 – que fue en voluntad con el para patios de casa de .A. 
Castellio 1556 – Quae habebat in animo  
Geneva 1560 – he had in his minde for the courtes of the house of the Lord 
Reina 1569 – que tenia en su voluntad, para los patios de la Casa de Iehoua (Note: Heb. 
que fueron en voluntad con el) 
Clementine Vulgate 1592 – quae cogitaverat atriorum et exedrarum per circuitum in 
thesauros domus Domini  
Valera 1602 – que tenia en su voluntad, para los patios de la Casa de Iehoua (Note: Heb. 
que fueron en voluntad con el)  
KJV 1611 – of all that hee had by the spirit 
 
 In this instance the Spanish translators all use a less common way of translating 
bārûḥa as voluntad, or will. The precedent for Ferrara’s use of this term is unclear; Reina 
and Valera follow Ferrara without explanation. Since “will” is a possible translation for 
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bārûḥa, perhaps they assumed his skill with the Hebrew over what was apparent from the 
Latin. The Vulgate does not provide any comment on this term here. 
Psalm 2:2  
 In Psalm 2:2 the Latin translations use the term Christum instead of translating 
 וֹ ָֽחיִשְׁמ(mĕšîḥô), which clearly gives a Christological reading to the text. Only Castellio 
has unctum. In this case, all the vernacular translations follow the Hebrew over the Latin 
except for the Geneva Bible. Lyra justifies the Christological interpretation of the text by 
observing that the Apostles and Christ himself inferred this to be a reference to “the 
Christ promised in the law and the prophets.”33 “But to understand the Psalms plainly, 
that is literally,” he says, “and to respond to the heretic, it is explained to refer to 
David.”34 
Hebrew – וֹ ָֽחיִשְׁמ (mĕšîḥ ô) “anointed one” 
ESV – The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against 
the LORD and against his Anointed, saying, 
 
Vulgate 1495 – adversus Christuma eius  
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – aQui contradicit filio et patri)(who speaks against the son and the 
father) 
CPB 1520 – adversus [christu]m eius 
Pagnini 1528 – adversus christum eius  
Coverdale 1535 – against his anoynted 
Olivétan 1535 – contre son Oinct 
Servetus 1542 – adversus Christum eius 
Luther 1545/6 – wider . . . seinen Gesalbeten  
Ferrara 1553 – sobre su ungido 
Castellio 1556 – contra Iovam aque eius unctum 
Geneva 1560 – against his Christ  
Reina 1569 – contra su Ungido 
                                                        
 33 “Christus in lege et prophetis promissus” 
 
 34 Sed ad intellectum psalmi planum. idest, literalem. et propter responsionem ad haeretico, 
exponitur de David. 
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Clementine Vg. 1592 – adversus Christum eius  
Valera 1602 – contra su ungido 
KJV 1611 – against his Anoynted 
 
 All three Spanish translations use ungido. The most interesting aspect of this case 
is the Ferrara Bible’s use of the preposition sobre (over) instead of contra (against), 
which all the other translations choose. While “over” is a possible meaning of the 
Hebrew preposition, why did no other translator use it? This is one of three instances (the 
other two being Judges 20:43, and Zechariah 9:11) where the Ferrara translators use 
terms that seem inexplicable on the basis of the Hebrew text, or which follow no 
precedent from other translations.  
Psalm 16:2 
 This passage presents difficulty because of the Hebrew preposition  ךיָֽ ֶל  ע (ʿālêkā) 
which carries a range of meanings that leave the interpretation of the phrase unclear. The 
Hebrew reads literally, “my lord, you my goodness not to.” It is unclear whether the 
goodness of the writer is from God, or for God, but unneeded by him. Thus the 
preposition is vital to the correct translation. The Vulgate interprets in the latter fashion 
with “for my good you do not need.”35 The CPB and Pagnini attempt to correct this in the 
direction of the writer’s good being nothing without God. The CPB uses the preposition 
“without,” while Pagnini uses “from.” Castellio interprets in the same fashion, but uses 
the preposition “with.” 
 The vernacular translations take a variety of approaches to this verse, ranging 
from Luther’s rather free interpretation to the very literal rendering of the Ferrara Bible. 
                                                        
 35 “quoniam bonorum meorum non eges” 
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From, over, unto, extendeth to, and besides are all used with words added to the text to 
make sense in the target language.  
Hebrew – ךיָֽ ֶל  ע (ʿālêkā) “upon, on the basis, above, over, by to towards” 
ESV – I say to the LORD, "You are my Lord; I have no good apart from you." 
 
Vulgate 1495 – dixi dominio, Deus meus es tu, quoniam bonorum meorum non eges  
CPB 1520 – Dices d[omi]no dominus meus es tu bonorum mihi non est sine te  
Pagnini 1528 – Dixi domino, deus meus es tu, bonum meum non est nisi à te.  
Coverdale 1535 – I haue sayde vnto ye LORDE: thou art my God, my goodes are 
nothinge vnto the. 
Olivétan 1535 – O mon ainé dis a L’eternel: tu es mon Seignor mon bien ne te reuient a 
ríen.  
Servetus 1542 – Dixi domino: deus meus es tu, bonum meum non est à te.  
Luther 1545/6 – Jch habe gesagt zu dem HERRN, Du bist ja der HErr, Jch mus vmb 
deinen willen leiden. 
Ferrara 1553 – Dixistes a .A. .A. tu mi bien no sobre ti* (Note: *tu mi bien no sobre ti) 
Castellio 1556 – quique Iovae sic dico: Cum tu sis Dominus, meorum bonorum non 
indigus:  
Geneva 1560 – O my soule, thou hast said unto the Lord, Thou art my Lord: my weldoing 
extendeth not to thee,  
Reina 1569 – Di à iehova, Señor tu eres mi bien: no tengo otro bien aliende de ti.  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Dixi Domino: Deus meus es tu, quoniam bonorum meorum non 
eges.  
Valera 1602 – Dixiste ô amina mia à Iehova, Tu eres Señor,b mi bien no viene à ti. (Note: 
b q.d. Todo quanto bien yo hiziere, no se sirve a ti, porque eres el Abastado, a 
quien nada falta. Leed. Job, 22.2, y 35.7, En el siguiente verso dize; A los sanctos 
que [v]iven en la tierra, sirva el bien que yo les hare. Porque lo han menester.) 
KJV 1611 – O my soule, thou hast sayd unto the Lord, Thou art my Lord: my goodness 
extendeth not to thee,  
 
 Ferrara follows the Hebrew quite literally using sobre, which fits within the 
meaning of the original. Reina’s aliende de seems to be more like Pagnini’s nisi à than 
either the Vulgate or the Hebrew. Valera’s use of viene does not seem to fit any source, 
but is close to the KJV reading of extendeth. It could be inspired by Olivétan’s use of 
revient meaning “my goodness does not come to you” which would be similar to 
Olivétan’s “my goodness does not return anything to you.” Valera revised Reina’s word 
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order and choice to match the Hebrew more literally, by also in a way that matched 
Olivétan quite closely. 
Psalm 16:4 
 The problem in this passage is that the Hebrew is sparse and it is difficult to make 
sense of it. The key elements are how the verb וּרָהָמ (māhārû) “to hasten” is translated, 
and what is to be understood as its object. The Vulgate translates it very directly with 
marginal success at making sense. Many translations supply “other God” as does Pagnini, 
while others such as Luther translate it as “hasten after another,” with the implication 
being another God. The latter approach is closer to the Hebrew. Lyra explains the passage 
with an anti-Jewish statement saying that, “Having been turned away from faith in Christ 
by running quickly after idols, the Jews remain for the most part in their infidelity.”36 
Pagnini, rather inexplicably changes the verb to “gave” (donaverunt) which was followed 
by the Ferrara Bible. Reina corrected it back to “hurried” (appresurasen). The Geneva 
Bible has “offered,” which suggests a similar reading. 
Hebrew – וּרָהָמ (māhārû) “to hasten” םֶהיֵכְִסנ ךְיִסַא־לַבּ וּרָהָמ רֵחאַ םָתֹובְצַע וּבְִּרי 
ESV – The sorrows of those who run after another god shall multiply; their drink 
offerings of blood I will not pour out or take their names on my lips 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Multiplicatae sunt infirmitates eorum, postea acceleraverunt.a Non 
congregabo conventicula eorum de sanguinib nec memor ero noimum eorum per 
labia mea.  
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – aSed non priori more.  
CPB 1520 – Multiplicabuntur idola eorum po[s]tergum sequentium  
Pagnini 1528 – qui alteri deo donauerunt 
Coverdale 1535 – that runne after another 
Olivétan 1535 se sont hastez d’aller apres vng autre Dieu 
Servetus 1542 – qui alteri deo donauerunt 
                                                        
 36 “Quia dimissis idolis ad fidem Christi velociter cucurrerunt, iudaeis remanentibus in infidelitate 
pro maiori parte.” 
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Luther 1545/6 – die einem andern nach eilen  
Ferrara 1553 – dolores (de los que a) otro dieron  
Castellio 1556 – qui multo cum labore alio properant  
Geneva 1560 – that offer to another god 
Reina 1569 –los que se apresuraren tras otro dios;h (Note: h Es especie de sacrificio, 
libamen)  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – postea acceleraverunt 
Valera 1602 – de los que se apresuraren tras otro dios;c (Note c – Es especie de sacrificio, 
libamen)  
KJV 1611 – that hasten after another god 
 
 In this case the Ferrara Bible follows the inexplicable translation of Pagnini. The 
same is true in several other instances (Isaiah 64:5; Zechariah 9:11; Genesis 37:36; and 
Psalm 73:4). Reina’s translation is not only more readable than Ferrara, it is closer to the 
Hebrew than Ferrara or Pagnini, and is very similar to Olivétan. Reina add the word 
“god” (dios) and clarifies by way of a note that this is a “type of sacrifice.” Valera makes 
no change to Reina in the text, or note, other than adding “of” (de) at the beginning of the 
phrase. 
Psalm 24:6  
 The LXX and the Vulgate read “O God of Jacob.” It doesn’t make sense that the 
people should seek the face of Jacob, so the tendency to explain or translate this as the 
face of the God of Jacob is strong. The Vulgate marginal gloss by Theodosius suggests 
that Jacob’s countenance was also of great dignity. The CPB and Pagnini correct the 
reading in agreement with the Hebrew. Castellio offers a much freer reading – “those 
who are eager for his presence.” Olivétan, Luther and the KJV all provide a marginal 
note to clarify the matter. The KJV provides the alternate reading from the Vulgate, 
Luther comments that it is God’s face, and Olivétan indicates that it is God’s favor. 
Hebrew – ֹבקֲַעי ךֶָינָפ (pānêkā yaʿăqōb) “your face O Jakob” (omits God) 
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ESV – Such is the generation of those who seek him, who seek the face of the God of 
Jacob. Selah 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Dei Iacob  
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – Qui posterius nato dedit primatum ficut iacob fecit.  
Vg. Marginal Gloss – Theodot. Qui iam olim magnum Iacob suo ipsius aspect dignum 
fecit. 
CPB 1520 – querentium faciem tuam iacob.  
Pagnini 1528 – faciem tuam Iahacób  
Coverdale 1535 – thy face, o Iacob  
Olivétan 1535 – face o Jakob (Marginal note: cest la faveur de ton Dieu) 
Servetus 1542 – faciem tuam Iahacób  
Luther 1545/6 – Das da sucht dein Andlitz Jacob, Sela (Note: (Andlitz) Das ist Gotes 
andlitz und gegenwertigkeit die im volk Israel war und sonst irgend) .  
Ferrara 1553 – tus fazes Yahacob  
Castellio 1556 – Qui sunt eius praesentiae cupidi (those who are eager for his presence) 
Geneva 1560 – thy face, this is Iaakób  
Reina 1569 – tu rostro es a saber Iacob  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Dei Iacob  
Valera 1602 – tu rostro es a saber Iacob  
KJV 1611 – O Iacob (Marginal note: “Or, O God of Iacob”) 
 
 The Spanish translators all follow Pagnini and the Hebrew and do not include 
“God of” as the Vulgate does. Again, Ferrara is very literal, and makes poor sense. Reina 
and Valera insert “that is of” (es a saber) to clarify whose face is referred to. This 
insertion is virtually identical to the insertion of “this is” in the Geneva Bible, providing 
evidence of Reina’s familiarity with that text. The addition of words to the text also 
demonstrates that Reina ablility to discern between the Hebrew and the clarifying terms.  
Ecclesiastes 3:15  
 The question here rests on the translation of  שֵׁקְַבי (yĕbaqqēš) as “restore” or 
“require.” The Vulgate uses instaurat “restores,” while other translations opt for require. 
The CPB keeps instaurat, while Pagnini changes to requiret. Castellio uses repetiti which 
carries a different range of meaning, including repeat, demand and get back. This is 
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closer to Pagnini than the Vulgate. The Vulgate simply reinforces the idea of the 
translation word choice. Coverdale’s “restoreth again” echoes the Glossa. The vernacular 
translations are evenly divided in their use of restore and require. Luther’s reading is 
unique for he uses tracht und jagt, which means to strive and chase after. This is is closer 
to the meaning of restore, than require, and may make the best sense of the Hebrew. 
Hebrew –  שֵׁקְַבי (yĕbaqqēš ̌) “seeks, require desire, exact, request”  
ESV – That which is, already has been; that which is to be, already has been; and God 
seeks what has been driven away. 
 
Vulgate 1495 – et Deus instaurat quod abiit 
Glossa Ordinaria – Et Deus instaurat quod abiit. Quasi a proptio principio mundi. Sic 
potest legi as consolationem martyrum. Deus instaurat quod abiit, secundum ilud, 
Capilius de capite vestro non peribit. Quod alit sic, Qusit: cum qui persecutionem 
patitur, quia sanguinero seruorum suorum vicisectur. 
CPB 1520 – et deus instaurat quod abiit 
Pagnini 1528 – requiret tempus praesens 
Coverdale 1535 – restoreth agayne 
Olivétan 1535 – et requerra Dieu ce quest en suiuy  
Servetus 1542 – requiret tempus presens 
Luther 1545/6 – Denn er tracht vnd jagt jm nach  
Ferrara 1553 – requerira al perseguido  
Castellio 1556 – Quod fuit, iam est: et quod futurum est, iam fuit, repetit que Deus quod 
fugatum est.  
Geneva 1560 – requireth that which is past (Note: God onlie causeth that which is past to 
returne)  
Reina 1569 – restaura lo que passó (Note: Heb. buscará. Arriba 1,4)  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – et Deus instaurat quod abiit  
Valera 1602 – restaura lo que passó (Note: Heb. buscará. Arriba 1,4) 
KJV 1611 – requireth that which is past (Note: Heb. that which is driven away.) 
 
 Ferrara follows Pagnini and the Hebrew. Reina and Valera follow the Vulgate and 
Coverdale, though they include a text note indicating the Hebrew is buscará, or “seek.” 
The use of “requires” in Latin and Spanish is a close fit for the Hebrew term. Reina 
seems to be attempting to convey the sense of the Hebrew phrase, rather than providing a 
literal translation. Perhaps this is why he includes the textual note.  
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Song of Solomon 2:10  
 Two matters appear in this verse. The first is how the Hebrew term יִָתיְעַר (raʿyātî) 
should be translated. Most versions use a term carrying the idea of lover, or girlfriend. All 
the Latin versions use the word amica which has a wider range of meaning than the 
Hebrew. The English Bibles use “love” uniformly, and Luther uses Freundin. Olivétan 
produces the variant here, using compaigne. The three Spanish Bibles all use compañera, 
indicating a possible dependence on Olivétan, as this is unlike the rest of the vernacular 
and Latin texts. It is also faithful to the Hebrew. 
 The second issue is the insertion of Columba (dove) in the Latin text. Of all the 
versions, only Coverdale and the Clementine Vulgate retain this element.  
Hebrew – יִָתיְעַר (raʿyātî) “attendant companion”  
ESV – My beloved speaks and says to me: “Arise, my love, my beautiful one, and come 
away, . . .” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Surge propera amica mea, columba mea, formosa mea et veni 
Interlinear gloss – Columba Simpler. non invida: spiritu sancto illustrate 
CPB 1520 – Surge et propera amica mea formosa mea et veni. 
Pagnini 1528 – Surge tibi amici mea, speciosa mea, et ueni tibi.  
Coverdale 1535 – O stōde vp my loue, my doue, my beutyfull, et come  
Olivétan 1535 – Lieue toy ma co[m]paigne ma belle et viens 
Servetus 1542 – Surge tibi amici mea, Formosa mea, et ueni tibi. 
Luther 1545/6 – Stehe auff meine Freundin, meine schoene, vnd komm her!  
Ferrara 1553 – levantate ati mi compañera mi Hermosa y anda ati 
Castellio 1556 – et surge amica mea (inquit alloquens me meus amicus) Formosa mea  
Geneva 1560 – Arise, my loue, my faire one, and come thy way. 
Reina 1569 – Llevantate, ó Compañera mia, Hermosa mia, y vente.  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Surge, propera, amica mea, columba mea, formosa mea, et veni  
Valera 1602 – Llevantate, ó Compañera mia, Hermosa mia, y vente. 
KJV 1611 -- Rise vp, my Loue, my faire one, and come away 
 
 Ferrara, Reina and Valera all follow the Hebrew and Pagnini, but the word they 
use, compañera, is most like the compaigne of Olivétan. This may indicate dependence 
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on Olivétan as he is the only one to use this term, which is a valid way to translate the 
Hebrew. There seems to be no other clear reason to use compañera rather than amada, 
which would be closer to the Latin and to the choices made by the other translators.  
Isaiah 64:5  
 The question here is regarding the tense of the verb yasha’. In Hebrew the niphal 
imperfect tense used here could be translated as either past or future tense. 
Hebrew –  ַע ֵֵֽׁשִָׁוּנְו  (wĕniwwāšēaʿ) “to save” (hiphil) or “to be saved” (niphal) 
ESV – You meet him who joyfully works righteousness, those who remember you in 
your ways. Behold, you were angry, and we sinned; in our sins we have been a long time, 
and shall we be saved? 
 
Vulgate 1495 – et salvabimura   
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – aGratia tua, non meritis nostris 
Lyra – Et salvabimur: Non ex nostra influia, sed tua, misericordia ideo subditur. 
CPB 1520 – et salvabimur 
Pagnini 1528 – salvi fuimos.  
Coverdale 1535 – and there is not one whole.  
Olivétan 1535 – [no]os soyons sauvez  
Servetus 1542 – & nos salvabamur  
Luther 1545/6 – uns ward aber dennoch geholfen 
Ferrara 1553 – y fuemos salvos 
Castellio 1556 – & servabimur  
Geneva 1560 – and we shal be saued 
Reina 1569 – y nosotros seremos salvos  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – et salvabimur  
Valera 1602 – y nosotros seremos salvos  
KJV 1611 – and we shall be saved. 
 
 The translators are divided. The Vulgate and other Latin versions, except Pagnini, 
translate using the future tense salvabimur. Pagnini and Servetus used past tense, though 
Servetus changed from perfect active to imperfect passive. Olivétan, Geneva, Reina, 
Valera and the KJV all use future tense. Reina opts for the alternative Hebrew as does 
Olivétan, apparently, which also agrees with Castellio. Luther and Ferrara are the only 
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vernacular translations that use the past tense. Ferrara’s version is a possible translation 
of the Hebrew, and so is the Vulgate. In this instance, Reina and Valera go against 
Pagnini. 
Zechariah 9:11  
 
 This is not an easy passage to translate as it is sparse in the Hebrew, having only 
six words. Three matters are of interest in this verse. First is the phrase, “shalt be saved” 
(Geneva) inserted in this text by several translators to clarify the meaning of the first part 
of the Hebrew text. Pagnini adds servata es, “were saved,” and uses it to form a shorter 
sentence. Servetus modifies Pagnini’s text by substituting Jerusalem exulta, “Jerusalem 
exaults,” and reconnecting the phrase to the rest of the sentence. Olivétan copies 
Pagnini’s wording exactly but does not separate the first clause as a separate sentence. 
The Ferrara translators also include the phrase, but in parentheses, indicating that it is not 
in the Hebrew text. The Geneva Bible also copies it closely. Valera does not copy the 
whole phrase from Pagnini, but rather takes the wording from Reina, and inserts the 
phrase serás salva “you will be saved” with no indication that the words are not in the 
Hebrew.  
 The second issue is the translation of ךךְֵתיִרְבּ  (bĕrîtēk). The Vulgate uses 
testamenti “testament” which Pagnini changes to foederis “treaty.” The other Latin and 
vernacular translations use a form of treaty, except the Spaniards. The Ferrara Bible uses 
firmamento “foundation,” which seems a poor translation of the Hebrew. Reina, followed 
by Valera, opts for the term concierto which may be translated as “covenant.” He justifies 
the use of this term in his preface, stating that it is better understood even though it does 
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not transmit the full idea that other words might. He thought it better to use a word that is 
clear, rather than one that might be misunderstood and lead to problems. If in time other 
more appropriate terms might be used, these could be appropriated.37  
 The third question is the correct subject of the verb “sent forth.” In Hebrew it is in 
the first person, but the Vulgate uses the second person. Pagnini corrects this to the first 
person, as does Castellio along with most of the vernacular translations. The exceptions 
are Coverdale and Luther. That Coverdale could be following Luther is clear, but Luther 
retaining a Vulgate reading in spite of a conflict with the Hebrew is surprising.  
Hebrew –  יִתְחַלִשׁ ךְֵתיִרְבּ־םַדְבּ (bĕdam-bĕrîtēk šillaḥtî) “covenant I have sent forth”       
ESV – As for you also, because of the blood of my covenant with you, I will set your 
prisoners free from the waterless pit. 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Tu vero in sanguine testamenti tui emisisti vinctos de lacu in quo non est 
aqua.  
Lyra – 10. Testamenti tui. quia sanguis ille est confirmatio novi te. Mat. 16 
 11 Emisisti vi.tu.&c.i. patres in inferni limbo detentos eduristi 
CPB 1520 – Tu quoque in sanguine testament tui emisisti vinctos tuos de lacu in quo non 
est aqua: 
Pagnini 1528 – Etiam tu seruata es. In sanguine enim foederis tui, emisi vinctus tuos de 
cisterna in qua non erat aqua.  
Coverdale 1535 – Thou also thorow the bloude of thy couenaunt: shalt let thy prisoners 
out of the pytte, wherin is no water.  
Olivétan 1535 – Aussi tu seras sauvee par le sang de ton alliance: iay envoye tes 
prisoniers hors de la fosse la ou if nya poit deaue.  
Servetus 1542 – Etiam tu Ierusalaim exulta in sanguine enim foederis tui: emisi vinctus 
tuos de cisterna in qua non erat aqua.  
Luther 1545/6 – Du lessest auch durchs Blut deines Bunds aus, deine Gefangene aus der 
Gruben, da kein Wasser innen ist. 
Auch lasse ich durchs Blut deines Bundes los deine Gefangenen aus der Grube, darin 
kein Wasser ist.  
Ferrara 1553 – Y tambien tu (seras salva) en sangre de tu firmamento solte tus 
encarcelados de pozo no aguas en el.  
Castellio 1556 – Etiam vinctos tuos per sanguinem tui foederis emittam ex fouea, in qua 
non est aqua.  
                                                        
 37 Reina, “Amonestacion,” 100-01. 
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Geneva 1560 – Thou also shalt be saued through ye blood of the couenant. I have losed 
thy prisoners out of the pit wherein is no water.  
Reina 1569 – Y tu tambien por la sangre de tu Concierto, yo he sacado tus presos del 
algibe en que no ay agua.  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Tu quoque in sanguine testamenti tui emisisti vinctos tuos de lacu 
in quo non est aqua.  
Valera 1602 – Y tu tambien por la sangrep de tu Concierto serás salva, yo he sacado tus 
presos del algibe en que no ay agua. (Note: p Del concierto que Dios hizo contigo, 
el qual aun será escripto con la sangre del Mexias. 
KJV 1611 – As for thee also by the *blood of thy Covenant, I have sent foorth thy 
prisoners out of the pit, wherein is no water. (Note: *or whose Covenant is by 
blood)  
 
 The Spanish translations appear to mix their use of sources in this passage. The 
usually Hebrew aligned Ferrara Bible has elements of the Vulgate and Pagnini mixed in 
with the Hebrew, though it is difficult to square their use of firmamento with either 
Hebrew or Latin. Reina seems to be closest to Pagnini, except for deleting his servata es. 
His decision to use concierto is a demonstration of his independence as a translator. In 
this instance Valera revises Reina away from the Hebrew text by adding the extra phrase, 
which is unusual. 
 
Analysis of Hebrew Masoretic Text and Vulgate Variants 
 The following passages from Genesis and Psalms are examples of variants 
between the Hebrew text and the Vulgate as indicated in the marginal notes of the NIV 
Interlinear Hebrew-English Old Testament.38 Certainly many more minor variants exist 
in these two books, and myriad throughout the entire Old Testament, but these will serve 
                                                        
 38 John R. Kohlenberger, ed., The Niv Interlinear Hebrew-English Old Testament (Grand Rapids, 
Mich.: Regency Reference Library, 1987).  
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to show how the Vugate differed, and how the other Latin versions and vernacular Bibles 
resolved each one. 
Genesis 4:8  
 
 The Vulgate adds egrediamur foras, “let us go out,” after the initial phrase 
Dixitque Cain ad Abel fratrem suum “And Cain said to Abel his brother.” All the 
sixteenth century Bibles, both in Latin and vernacular, delete the phrase to conform to the 
Hebrew. Lyra provides a lengthy justification of this inclusion. He says that “what they 
had spoken is not expressed in the Hebrew text”39 But, he justifies the inclusion by 
comparing this passage to 2 Samuel (Kings) 5:8 where the Vulgate says that David 
offered a reward to whoever would strike the Jubusites, something the Hebrew does not 
say. In that instance Luther’s revision of the Vulgate also retains a form of the phrase40 
while Pagnini deletes it.  
Hebrew – ויִחאָ לֶבֶה־לֶא ִןיַק רֶמֹאיַו (wayyōʾmer qayin ʾel-hebel ʾāḥîw) “And Cain talked with 
Abel his brother”   
Vulgate 1495 – Dixitque Cain ad Abel fratrem suum: egrediamur foras 
ESV –  Cain spoke to Abel his brother. And when they were in the field, Cain rose up 
against his brother Abel and killed him. 
 
CPB 1520 – omit 
Pagnini 1528 – omit 
Luther Vg. 1529 – omit 
Coverdale 1535 – omit 
Olivétan 1535 – omit 
Servetus 1542 – omit 
Luther 1545 – omit 
Ferrara 1553 – omit 
                                                        
 39 “quid autem sibi dixerit non exprimitur in Hebraico textu” 
 
 40 Luther Vg. 1529 (2 Sam. 5:8-9a) Cœpit autem david arcem Zion, hæc est civitas David, 
Proposuerat enim David præmium in die illa, qui percussisset Iebusæum, et attigisset tectorum canales, et ^ 
cœcos et claudos, quos oderat anima David, Iccirco dicitur in proverbio, Cœcus et claudus non intrabunt 
domum.  
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Castellio 1556 – omit (textual notes: G.L. rus seduxit, H. ibique eum aggressus interfecit) 
Geneva 1560 – omit 
Reina 1569 – omit 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Egrediamur foras 
Valera 1602 – omit 
KJV 1611 – omit 
 
 In this instance the sixteenth-century translations into Latin and the vernacular 
universally followed the Hebrew text.  
Genesis 4:15  
 
 The LXX and Vulgate read neququam “not so” where the Hebrew has ןֵכָל “very 
well,” or “therefore.” The Glossa Ordinaria of Procopius explains that Cain would not die 
quickly as he desired, but would suffer in passive form (impersonaliter). Neither he, nor 
Lyra offers any explanation of the discrepancy in the translation. Luther and Castellio 
revise the Vulgate substituting imo “on the contrary” for nequaquam ita fiet, sed, which 
agrees with the LXX and Vulgate. Pagnini substitutes propterea “on the account of” 
which better fits the Hebrew.  
Hebrew – ןֵכָל (lākēn) “therefore, so” 
Vulgate 1495 – Nequaquam ita fiet 
ESV – Then the LORD said to him, "Not so! If anyone kills Cain, vengeance shall be 
taken on him sevenfold." And the LORD put a mark on Cain, lest any who found him 
should attack him. 
 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – Id est non interibit impium genus Iudicorum 
CPB 1520 – Nequaquam ita fiet 
Pagnini 1528 – Propterea  
Luther Vg. 1529 –Imo, omnis qui occiderit Cain 
Coverdale 1535 – omit 
Olivétan 1535 – Certes qui [ris]que occira Cain 
Servetus 1542 – Propterea  
Vg. 1542 – Nequaquam ita fiet 
Luther 1545/6 – Nein 
Ferrara 1553 – por tanto 
Castellio 1556 – At Iova: imo vero quicumque cain  
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Geneva 1560 – Douteles 
Reina 1569 – Cierto 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Nequaquam ita fiet  
Valera 1602 – Cierto 
KJV 1611 – Therefore 
 
 Ferrara clearly follows the Hebrew, while Reina, Valera and Geneva prefer 
Olivétan who translates this with certes. This word choice is not a good fit with the 
Hebrew. Luther’s German follows the Latin. Coverdale omits translating the word 
directly. 
Genesis 36:24 
 
 The Hebrew word םִֵמיַה (yēmîm) in this verse is of uncertain meaning. The Talmud 
uses “mules,” while the Syriac and Vulgate translations have “hot waters.” The Gloss 
attributed to Jerome says the Hebrew manuscripts present various possibilities. He argues 
that the Hebrew language used this word to refer to seas, but by which they are really 
referring to lakes. He says some counter that it would be difficult to expect they would 
find a lake in the desert, and “needlessly assume these are wild asses.”41 His argument 
seems to have convinced no one, as all the Latin and vernacular translations reject the 
Vulgate in favor of the Hebrew as interpreted in the Talmud.  
Hebrew – םִֵמיַה (yēmîm) “mules”     
Vulgate 1495 – invenit aquas calidas 
ESV – These are the sons of Zibeon: Aiah and Anah; he is the Anah who found the hot 
springs in the wilderness, as he pastured the donkeys of Zibeon his father. 
 
CPB 1520 – que invenit aquas calidas 
Pagnini 1528 – qui inventit mulos  
Luther Vg. 1529 –qui invenit mulos in solitudine 
Coverdale 1535 – that found Mules 
Olivétan 1535 – qui trouva las mulets  
                                                        
 41 “arbitrantur onagros hunc asinabus asmisisse” 
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Servetus 1542 – qui invenit mulos 
Luther 1545 – der in der wuesten Maulpferde erfand  
Ferrara 1553 – hallo a los mulos 
Castellio 1556 – eum qui mulos invenit (Note: a rationem procreandi mulos) 
Geneva 1560 – that found mules  
Reina 1569 – inventó los mulos 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – invenit aquas calidas 
Valera 1602 – inventó los mulos 
KJV 1611 – found the mules  
 
 The three Spanish Bibles all follow the Hebrew use of “mules” against the 
Vulgate reading. Additionally, Ferrara uses the verb hallo which Reina changes to 
inventó. The words can be synonymous, but the verb inventar can carry the idea of 
making something up by imagination, whereas the verb hallar has no such connotation.  
Genesis 37:36  
 The Vulgate differs from the Hebrew in the spelling of Medanites, the difference 
being the Hebrew letter ְּ מ “me” or ְּ מ “ma.” It’s possible the Vulgate is informed by the 
LXX that has Μαδιηναῖοι. This could explain why the Vg. translates what would 
otherwise be Medanites, or Midianites, from the Hebrew. Pagnini corrects this, but none 
of the other Latin versions do. Coverdale and Olivétan do not correct this, while Luther’s 
German, the Geneva and KJV Bibles do. 
Hebrew – םִינ  דְמַהְו (wĕhammĕdānîm) “Medanites” 
Vulgate 1495 – Madianitae  
ESV – Meanwhile the Midianites had sold him in Egypt to Potiphar, an officer of 
Pharaoh, the captain of the guard. 
 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – Doctores ex gentibus accepio tidei pretio Christum in universon 
mundo peaedicaverunt. Alias Madianei. 
CPB 1520 – Madianite 
Pagnini 1528 – Midiamitae  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Madianitæ 
Coverdale 1535 – Madianites 
Olivétan 1535 – Madianites 
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Servetus 1542 – Midianitae 
Luther 1545 – Midianiter 
Ferrara 1553 – Midianitas 
Castellio 1556 – Madianitae 
Geneva 1560 – Midianites 
Reina 1569 – Madiamitas 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Madianitis 
Valera 1602 – Madianitas 
KJV 1611 – Medanites 
 
 The Ferrara Bible agrees with Pagnini and Servetus, but Reina and Valera 
surprisingly follow the Vulgate. This suggests again either dependence upon English, 
French, or the possible use of the Vulgate as a check to the work of Pagnini. 
Genesis 47:21  
 
 At issue here is the shorter reading in the Latin text. The MT includes the phrase 
םיִר  עֶל ו ת א ריִבֱעֶה “moved them to cities.” The Vulgate reads “and all its people from one 
end of the borders of Egypt, even to the other end thereof.”42 Lyra discusses the fact that 
the Hebrew uses “et populum transtulit ad civitates,” but defends the traditional reading. 
The CPB and Luther’s Vulgate revision and the Clementine Vulgate all retain the shorter 
Vulgate reading. Pagnini and Servetus follow the MT, as does Castellio. The interlinear 
Latin in the CPB gives populum subiecit sibi in servos “and subjected themselves as 
slaves,” as the translation from the LXX. 
 The vernacular translations all have a longer reading, though with some 
significant variation. Coverdale translates hebir as “went out and in,” Luther renders it as 
teilet, “divided,” and Olivétan has reduyze “reduced.” The Geneva and KJV Bibles have 
“removed” which is similar to hizo pasar “made to pass” as found in the Spanish 
                                                        
 42 “et cunctos populos eius a novissimis terminis Egypti usque ad extremos fines eius.” 
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translations. Again, the vernacular translations uniformly chose to correct the Vulgate 
reading according to the Hebrew. 
Hebrew – םיִר  עֶל ו ת א ריִבֱעֶה (heʿĕbîr ʾōtōw leʿārîm) “moved them to cities”  
Vulgate 1495 – et cunctos pupulos eius a nouissimis terminis Egypti usque ad extremos 
fines eius, omits “transfire fecit ad urbes” 
ESV – As for the people, he made servants of them from one end of Egypt to the other. 
 
CPB 1520 – et cunctos populos eius a novissimis terminis egypti usque ad extremos fines 
eius (Interlinear Latin: populum subiecit sibi in servos) 
Pagnini 1528 – et populum transfire fecit ad urbes  
Luher Vg. 1529 – et cunctos populos eius a novissimis terminis Aegypti usque ad 
extremos fines eius 
Coverdale 1535 – with the people that wente out and in at his cities  
Olivétan 1535 – Et feit reduyze le people es villes depuis  
Servetus 1542 – Et populum transfire fecit ad vrbes ab extremitate termini  
Luther 1545/6 – Vnd er teilet das Volck aus in die Stedte  
Ferrara 1553 – Y al pueblo hizo pasar a el a ciudades  
Castellio 1556 – In oppida transtulit 
Geneva 1560 – and he removed the people unto the cities 
Reina 1569 – Y al pueblo hizo lo passar a las ciudades  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – et cunctos populos eius a novissimis terminis Aegypti usque ad 
extremos fines eius  
Valera 1602 – Y al pueblo hizolo passar a las ciudades 
KJV 1611 – he removed them to cities  
 
 The Spanish translators all correct the Vulgate with the longer Hebrew reading. 
Their language follows Pagnini quite literally. Hizo passar a las ciudades is clearly based 
on Pagnini’s transfire fecit ad urbes, rather than on a more literal rendering of the 
Hebrew. It is also, arguably, the best vernacular translation of the Hebrew verb.  
Psalms 22:16 
 
 The DSS, LXX, Syriac, and some of the MT have “pierced,” but most MT copies 
read י ִִ֗רֲא ָּ֝ כ (kāʾărî) as “like a lion.” The LXX, for example, translates י ִִ֗רֲא ָּ֝ כ with ὤρυξαν 
(ōryxan) “they dug into.” The Latin versions are all virtually identical, and reflect the 
LXX by use of the verb foderunt, “they dug.” All the vernacular translations follow the 
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Latin except for the Ferrara Bible. They all render the word “pierced” which is closer in 
meaning to the Greek ὤρυξαν than to the Latin foderunt, suggesting an effort to correct 
the Latin by means of the LXX. The use of “pierced” could also be a reflection of the 
clarification by Lyra that foderunt refered to the “nails piercing through into the cross.”43 
Hebrew – י ִִ֗רֲא ָּ֝ כ (kāʾărî) “like a lion”) 
Vulgate 1495 – Quoniam circundederunt me canes multi . . . Foderunt manus meas et 
pedes meos 
ESV – For dogs encompass me; a company of evildoers encircles me; they have pierced 
my hands and feet  
 
CPB 1520 – Quoniam circundederunt me canes . . . foderunt manus meas et pedes meos  
Pagnini 1528 – Quoniam circumdederunt me canes . . . foderunt manus meas, et pedes 
meos  
Coverdale 1535 – For dogges are come aboute me . . . They pearsed my handes and my 
fete  
Olivétan 1535 – Car ils mort comme chiens environme . . . ils ont perce mes mains et mes 
pieds  
Servetus 1542 – Quoniam circundederunt me canes . . . foderunt manus meas, et pedes 
meos  
Luther 1545/6 – Denn Hunde haben mich umbgeben, . . . Sie haben meine Hende und 
Fuesse durchgraben  
Ferrara 1553 – Por que me arrodearon perros . . . como leon mis manos y mis pies 
Castellio 1556 – Circumsistunt enim me canes, . . . qui mihi manus et pedes perfoderunt.  
Geneva 1560 – For dogges haue compassed me . . . they perced mine hands and my fete 
Reina 1569 – Porque me rodearon perros . . . horodaron mis manos y mis pies  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Quoniam circumdederunt me canes multi . . . Foderunt manus 
meas et pedes meos  
Valera 1602 – Porque me rodearon perros . . . horodaron mis manos y mis pies  
KJV 1611 – For dogges haue compassed me . . . they pierced my hands and my feete 
 
 It is not surprising that the Ferrara Bible retains the “like a lion” reading, since the 
translators’ Jewish origins would lead them to avoid any christologial readings of the 
text. The version has a very literal approach to translation, so there is no reason to clarify 
                                                        
 43 “clavis in cruce perorando” 
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the awkwardness of the original Hebrew. Reina and Valera translate using the verb 
horadar, which places them firmly in the vernacular trajectory. 
Psalms 68:28 
 
 Most Hebrew mss read, ֶךזֻע ךיֶהלֱֹא ה וִּצ “your God has commanded power for you.” 
The Vulgate has “command thy strength, O God.” This may be based in other Hebrew 
manuscripts, the LXX and the Syriac which read “Summon your power, O God.” The 
Hebrew reads as a statement, while the Vulgate is a request to God. The Vulgate also 
contains a grammatical problem with virtuti, a singular masculine noun being modified 
by tuae which is feminine. 
 The CPB and Pagnini correct the grammar, as well as revising the phrase to 
conform to the majority of the Hebrew mss. Castellio translates differently, but retains 
the sense of the Vulgate. All the vernacular versions translate the phrase to conform to 
the Hebrew. Luther is unique in translating ֶךזֻע (ʿuzzekā) as Reich, or “kingdom.”  
Hebrew – ֶךזֻע ךיֶהלֱֹא ה וִּצ (ṣiwwâ ʾĕlōhêkā ʿuzzekā) “has commanded / your God / your 
strength” 
Vulgate 1495 – Manda Deus virtuti tuæ  
ESV – Summon your power, O God, the power, O God, by which you have worked for 
us. 
 
CPB 1520 – Precepit deus tuus de fortitu die tua  
Pagnini 1528 – Præcæpit deus tuus fortitudini tuæ  
Coverdale 1535 – Thy God hath committed strength vnto the  
Olivétan 1535 – Ton Díeu a mande la force pour toi  
Servetus 1542 – Praecepit deus tuus fortitudini tuae  
Luther 1545/6 – DEin Gott hat dein Reich auffgerichtet  
Ferrara 1553 – Encomendo tu Dio tu fortaleza 
Castellio 1556 – confirma Deus quod nobis facis.  
Geneva 1560 – Thy God hathe appointed thy strength  
Reina 1569 – Tu Dios hà ordenado tu fuerça (Note: Heb. Mandado. Habla con la Iglesia.) 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Manda, Deus, virtuti tuae  
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Valera 1602 – Tu Dios hà ordenado tu fuerça (Note: Heb. Mandado. Habla con la 
Iglesia.) 
KJV 1611 – Thy God hath commanded thy strength 
 
 Reina and Valera definitely follow Pagnini here, especially in the use of ordenado 
to translate praecaepit. They also indicate an understanding of the meaning of this verse 
that is drawn from Lyra’s interpretation. Their note “Speaks with the Church,”44 could 
well be derived from Lyra’s comment on Manda, “The word the Psalmist speaks in the 
person of the primitive church.”45 While once again Ferrara follows the Hebrew quite 
literally, making poor sense in Spanish, Reina creates a readable translation using a 
Spanish verb that matches the strength of the Hebrew original.  
Psalm 72:5 
 
 The MT has ךוּ ֶ֥א  ריָֽ ִי  (yîrāʾûkā) “They shall fear you,” where the Vulgate reads Et 
permanebit, “And they shall remain.” The Latin versions all correct the Vulgate to read 
“fear” in accord with the Hebrew. The vernacular translations follow suit, translating with 
“feared” rather than “remain.” 
Hebrew –ךוּ ֶ֥א  ריָֽ ִי  (yîrāʾûkā)  “They shall fear you”  
Vulgate 1495 – Et permanebita cum sole & anteb lunam  
ESV – May they fear you while the sun endures, and as long as the moon, throughout all 
generations! 
 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – a iudicabit te b Id est, Omnia mortalia immprtaliate preacedit vel in 
speculum secu li vel in generationem y generatione.  
Lyra comment – aEt permanebit cum sole id est eternaliter a parte post: sicut sol est 
incorruptibilis: qd verificatur de Christo non solum quantm ad deitatem: sed etiam 
quantum ad humanitatem.  
CPB – Et timebunt te quam diu erit sol & ultra lunam 
Pagnini 1528 – Timebunt te cum sole & dum fuerit luna  
                                                        
 44 “Habla con la Iglesia.” 
 
 45 “Verbum est Psalmistae loquentis in persona primitivae ecclesiae.” 
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Coverdale 1535 – Thou shalt be feared a longe as ye Sonne and the Moone endureth  
Olivétan 1535 – Ilz te craindront tant que le soleil et la lune dureront  
Servetus 1542 – Timebunt te cum sole & dum fuerit luna  
Luther 1545/6 – Man wird dich fuerchten, so lange die Sonne vnd der Mond weret  
Ferrara 1553 – Temertean con sol y delante luna  
Castellio 1556 – Atque ita dum sol, & diutius quam luna durabit, aeternis timebere 
seculis.  
Geneva 1560 – They shal feare thee as long as the sunne and moone endureth (Note: The 
people shal imbrace thy true religion, when thou givest a King that ruleth 
according to thy worde.) 
Reina 1569 – Temertehán con el Sol, y antes de la luna (Note: Seras honrrado quanto el 
sol durare. q.d. perpetuamente) 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Et permanebit cum sole, et ante lunam 
Valera 1602 – Temertehán con el Sol, y antes de la luna (Note: Seras honrrado quanto el 
sol durare. q.d. perpetuamente) 
KJV 1611 – They shall feare thee as long as the Sunne & Moone indure 
 
 The Spaniards all use the same verb, temerte, as the rest of the translations, but 
struggle with how to make sense of the sentence. The other vernacular Bibles translate it 
“as long as the sun and moon endure.” The Ferrara Bible uses the same prepositions and 
sparse phrasing as the Vulgate, as well as “with the sun, and before the moon.” The 
Vulgate is the only possible source for this reading among the texts consulted here. Reina 
does not follow the approach of the other vernacular Bibles, but chooses to follow Ferrara 
though with the addition of articles. More importantly from an interpretive standpoint, he 
adds a marginal note to clarify what is meant by this phrase: “you will be honored as long 
as the sun endures, which means permanently.” If this note is not derived from Lyra, it 
certainly says something similar to his comment “That is eternity that is to come, just as 
the sun is incorruptible.”46 It gives an entirely different meaning from the note in the 
Geneva Bible. This passage shows the continued dependence on the Vulgate in instances 
of difficult translation. It also suggests a preference to translate with the least amount of 
                                                        
 46 “id est eternaliter a parte post: sicut sol est incorruptibilis” 
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additions to the text possible, choosing instead to provide interpretation by means of 
marginal notes.  
Psalm 73:4  
 
 Here is another verse with a sparse Hebrew text that is difficult to translate. The 
main problem is how to undestand the term ḥarṣubbōwt. Should it be translated literally 
as “bonds,” or more freely such as Coverdale has done with “no peril.” The Vulgate takes 
the latter approach, rendering it as “there is no regard.” The CPB takes the same view 
substituting another verb, cogitaverunt, while Pagnini opts for the literal approach. Of the 
vernacular translations, only Coverdale and Luther translate freely. The others retain 
some form of the idea of “band.” 
Hebrew – ם  תו מְל תו בֻצְרַח ןיֵא יִכ (kî ʾên ḥarṣubbōwt lĕmōwtām) “that / there is no / bonds in 
/ the death of them” 
Vulgate 1495 – Quia non est respectus 47morti eorum  
ESV – For they have no pangs until death; their bodies are fat and sleek. 
 
CPB 1520 – Quia non cogitaverunt de morte sua   
Pagnini 1528 – Quia non sunt ligamenta in morte eorum  
Coverdale 1535 – For they are in no parell of death 
Olivétan 1535 – Car il ni a nuls lies en leur mort  
Servetus 1542 – Quia non sunt ligamenta in morte eorum  
Luther 1545/6 – Denn sie sind in keiner [Ge]fahr des Todes  
Ferrara 1553 – Por que no ligaduras a su muerte  
Castellio 1556 – Non sunt enim necessitates, quae eos enecent  
Geneva 1560 – For there are no * bands in their death (Note: * The wicked in this life 
live at pleasure, & are not drawen to death like prisoners: that is by sickenes, 
which is deathes messenger.) 
Reina 1569 – Porque no ay ataduras para su muerte (Note: No enferman para morir)  
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Quia non est respectus morti eorum  
Valera 1602 – Porque no ay ataduras para su muerte (Note: No enferman para morir.) 
KJV 1611 – For there are no bands in their death.  
 
                                                        
 47 “non est respectus” 
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 The Spanish translators all clearly prefer the Hebrew and Pagnini’s approach to 
that of the CPB or the Vulgate. Again, Ferrara’s very literal rendering of the Hebrew 
makes poor sense in Spanish. Reina’s choice of vocabulary reads better, and he provides 
a note to clarify the meaning. In this instance his interpretation is similar to that found in 
the Geneva Bible—the bands are sickness leading to death. 
Psalm 73:7  
 
 The Vulgate rendering of this verse is not a literal translation. The Hebrew ִןיַע 
(ʿayin) means eye, which in a figurative sense can refer to mental or spiritual faculties, 
but this still seems removed from the Latin iniquitas “iniquity.” The other Latin 
translations all use oculi “eyes” as a literal approach to the Hebrew, but they offer 
different ways to make sense of the phrase. Pagnini provides the most literal Latin 
translation, which he copies directly from the alternative version offered in the marginal 
gloss of the Vulgate.  
 The vernacular translations are all fairly literal in their rendering, except for 
Luther. His wording, “These persons pride themselves for their fat bellies,”48 may well 
convey the idea of the Hebrew, but is decidedly less literal than the other vernacular 
Bibles which retain the Hebrew word order and provide no marginal commentary to 
direct the reader’s interpretation. 
Hebrew – ו ֵמניֵע בֶלֵחֵמ א  צ י (yāṣāʾ mēḥēleb ʿênēmōw) “stand out / from fatness / their eyes” 
Vulgate 1495 – Prodiitc quasi ex adipe iniquitas eorum (Notes: cEt haec iniquitas) 
ESV – Their eyes swell out through fatness; their hearts overflow with follies. 
 
Vulgate Marginal gloss – Egressi sunt pr[a]e adipe oculi eorum, transierunt cogitationes 
cordis.i.faciunt quod cogitamus, vel plus assecuti sunt quam cogitauerant. 
                                                        
 48 “I[h]r Person bruestet sich wie ein fetter wanst” 
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CPB 1520 – Processerunt a pigue dine oculi eorum  
Pagnini 1528 – Egressi sunt prae adipe oculi eorum  
Coverdale 1535 – Their eyes swell for fatnesse  
Olivétan 1535 – Leur oeil boute hors pour la graisse  
Servetus 1542 – Egressi sunt prae adipe oculu eorum  
Luther 1545/6 – I[h]r Person bruestet sich wie ein fetter wanst  
Ferrara 1553 – Salio por grossura sus ojos  
Castellio 1556 – Eis oculi prae obesitate prominent  
Geneva 1560 – Their eyes stand out for fatness 
Reina 1569 – Sus ojos están salidos de gruessos 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – Prodiit quasi ex adipe iniquitas eorum  
Valera 1602 – Sus ojos están salidos de gruessos 
KJV 1611 – Their eies stand out with fatness 
 
 Ferrara again follows the Hebrew very literally leaving the reader to try to 
understand in Spanish. Reina provides a more fluid Spanish translation, especially by 
reversing the word order to make better sense. Reina and Valera seem to have followed 
Pagnini, but are also close to all the English versions.  
Psalm 109:10  
 The problem here lies in the meaning of the Hebrew word וּשְׁר  דְו (wĕdāršû) 
“searching.” It may also mean to resort to, to seek or to require. The LXX and the 
Vulgate have “to be driven or cast out.” Virtually none of the sixteenth-century 
translations follow the Vg. and LXX. Even the CPB and Pagnini correct the Latin text 
according to the Hebrew. 
Hebrew – וּשְׁר  דְו (wĕdāršû) “searching” 
Vulgate 1495 – et eijciantur de habitationibus suis (be cast out) also in LXX 
ESV – May his children wander about and beg, seeking food far from the ruins they 
inhabit! 
 
Vg. Interlinear Gloss – aOmni presidio destituti 
CPB 1520 – mendicant: et quaerantur in parietinis suis  
Pagnini 1528 – et postulent et quaerant de suis desertis  
Coverdale 1535 – and begg their bred: let them seke it, as they that be destroyed  
Olivétan 1535 – a soyent cerchans après estre sortis de leurs fieuy amples  
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Servetus 1542 – et postulent et quaerant de suis desertis  
Luther 1545/6 – müssen in der Irre gehen und betteln Und suchen als die verdorben sind 
Ferrara 1553 – Y esmoviendo se esmueven sus hijos y demanden: y requieran de sus 
desiertas 
Castellio 1556 – Errantes que mendicant eius liberi, indigentes, utpote derelicti  
Geneva 1560 – and begge and seke bread, coming out of their places destroyed 
Reina 1569 – Y panden sus hijos vagabundos, mendiguen: y qprocuren de sus desiertos 
(Notes: pHeb. vagando vagueen. qPleyteen hagan procuración.) 
Clementine Vg. 1592 – et mendicent, et eiiciantur de habitationibus suis  
Valera 1602 – Y eanden sus hijos vagabundos, mendiguen: y fprocuren de sus desiertos 
(Notes: eHeb. vagando vagueen. fPleyteen hagan procuración.) 
KJV 1611 – and begge: let them seek their bread out of their desolate places  
 
Ferrara translates this with requieran, the subjunctive of the verb to require, while Reina 
and Valera use procuren, the subjunctive of the verb to procure. Ferrara is closer to the 
Hebrew here than Reina. Reina uses a verb that is outside the semantic field of the 
Hebrew, but is within the range of meaning of the Latin quaero. This points to 
dependence on the Latin to make clear the meaning of the Hebrew.  
 Many observations could be made on the foregoing material, but since this 
dissertation has to do with the Spanish Bibles, these comments will begin there. First, the 
Ferrara Bible clearly follows the Hebrew in eight of the sixteen passages of generally 
problematic translation. In three passages (Judges 20:43; 1 Chronicles 28:12 and 
Zechariah 9:11) it is unclear whether this translation is sourced in the Hebrew, or Latin, 
or whether it is taking more liberty with the Hebrew than other translations. Surprisingly 
there are three passages that appear to be sourced in Pagnini’s Latin rather than the 
Hebrew. In another five instances, the Ferrara Bible agrees with both the Hebrew and 
Pagnini. In Genesis 4:1 it is difficult to discern whether Ferrara follows the Hebrew, the 
Vulgate, or Pagnini.  
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 Second, Reina’s work follows the Hebrew in nine of the sixteen passages. In three 
he follows the Vulgate and the CPB. In no instance does he follow Pagnini exclusively, 
but he does agree with him in four places where Pagnini also follows the Hebrew reading. 
This indicates a greater dependence on the Hebrew than on Pagnini. In Isaiah 64:5 Reina 
sides with the Vulgate and the Hebrew in disagreement with Pagnini. Reina only agrees 
with Ferrara in four passages. Reina is clearly working from the Hebrew text while 
comparing with, not relying on, Pagnini and the Ferrara Bible. There are two instances 
(Judges 20:43 and Song of Solomon 2:10) where Reina’s translation is best explained by 
Olivétan’s Bible.  
 Third, Valera follows Reina exactly in twelve of the sixteen passages. In Judges 
20:43 he made a minor spelling change from Manua to Manuhal. In 2 Samuel he changed 
respecto to quitara. In Psalm 16:2 he changed Reina’s phrase “no tengo otro bien aliende 
de ti” to “mi bien no viene à ti,” and in Zechariah 9:11 Valera inserted the phrase “serás 
salva” that Reina omitted. In the four passages where Valera modified Reina’s text, it can 
be argued that Valera had Olivétan’s text in view. In fact, of the sixteen passages, Valera 
appears to disagree with Olivétan in only three instances (1 Chronicles 28:12; 
Ecclesiastes 3:15 and Isaiah 64:5). This is equal to his level of agreement with Reina, and 
is higher than Reina’s level of agreement with Olivétan, suggesting Valera may have 
used Olivétan’s French Bible in his revision work. 
 A total of eleven passages were compared where there is a clear variant reading 
between the Masoretic Text and the Vulgate. These cases show whether the tendency of 
the Spaniards was to follow the Hebrew, as is expected, or the Vulgate. The Ferrara Bible 
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follows the MT nine of eleven times but agrees with Pagnini in ten of eleven instances. 
This, along with the evidence from the previous passages, would suggest that the Ferrara 
transalators were using Pagnini even as they worked from the Hebrew. 
 Reina follows the Hebrew nine times and the Vulgate twice. He clearly follows 
Pagnini in nine cases (five of the nine overlap with other translations.). Valera follows 
Reina exactly in each instance except for the minor spelling variant changing m for n in 
Madianitas. This suggests that Reina also worked with both the Hebrew text and the 
Pagnini’s Latin. Where there was a question in Latin he seems to have favored Pagnini 
over the Vulgate. In the two instances where Reina follows the Vulgate, one is the 
spelling of Midianites, a relatively minor variant. In the other case, Psalm 22:16, Reina 
and Valera follow the Christological reading of the Vulgate and Pagnini. 
 Valera does not vary at all from Reina in these passages. He clearly continues to 
favor the Hebrew readings over the Vulgate, which is fully in keeping with the evidence 
also collected by González. 
 From the evidence of this comparative analysis of Old Testament passages, 
several conclusions may be presented. First, it is apparent that the Spaniards favored the 
Hebrew text, but were willing to follow readings from Pagnini and even the Vulgate if 
these were preferable. Second, there is no substantive evidence that Reina or Valera made 
use of Castellio. Pagnini provides a better explanation for Reina’s translation choices 
than Castellio. Third, Reina modified what he found in Pagnini and the Ferrara Bibles to 
make a version that was not only more readable in Spanish, but also more faithful to the 
Hebrew. He valued a clearer translation rather than word for word correspondence as was 
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seen in the case of Ecclesiastes 3:15. Fourth, at least Valera made use of another 
vernacular translation in his revision work, and further direct comparison between Valera 
and Olivétan should prove the point. The evidence for dependence on or at least 
consideration of Olivétan is fairly strong.  
 If these conclusions are valid, they should be borne out in the next chapter. If the 
Spanish translators of the New Testament also demonstrate strong dependence on the 
Greek, work towards greater clarity and readability, and show usage of other vernacular 
translations, then the conclusions of this chapter will be greatly strengthened. The next 
chapter will consider a series of New Testament passages, comparing Greek, Latin and 
vernacular sources with the five Spanish New Testaments of the sixteenth century. 
 
 
.
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CHAPTER 8 
 
RESEARCHING THE FAMILY TREE: 
SELECTED NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES 
 
“. . . we have conferred with learned and pious men, and with various translations, that by 
the mercy of God exist in various languages today.”1 
 
 Several Greek editions of the New Testament had become available by the mid-
sixteenth century when the Bible was being translated into Spanish, and more were to 
follow by the end of the century. This development did not make the Latin Vulgate text 
irrelevant to vernacular Bible translation as some might assume. The reformers continued 
to value the Vulgate and utilized it in their translation work, as will be seen in this chapter 
on the New Testament. The likely original language sources used by the Spaniards will 
be addressed, as well as the connections between the Spanish New Testaments. 
 Reina appears to have worked independently, comparing multiple sources in 
search of the best translation. Valera, who in the quote above said he conferred with 
numerous sources, appears to have been rather dependent upon Reina. The earliest of the 
translators, Enzinas and Pérez, were also somewhat independent, never following any one 
source exclusively. Definite identification of sources may be impossible to achieve, 
especially since the Spaniards had reason to hide them as already discussed. Enzinas, for 
example, wanting his translation to be acceptable in King Charles’ Spain, would not wish 
to be suspect of having borrowed any material from arch heretics such as Luther or 
Coverdale. However, by comparing a small sample of original sources and vernacular 
translations, it may be possible to detect connections to sources based on probability. 
                                                        
 1 “. . . lo hemos conferido con hombres doctos y píos, y con diversas translaciones, que por la 
misericordia de Dios hay en diversas lenguas el día de hoy.” Exhortación, 173. 
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Coupled with direct observations of each text, a strong case can be made for the 
dependencies of each translator. 
 The relationships between the various Spanish versions of the Bible has been a 
matter of some debate as well. The exploration of twenty-five New Testament passages 
will help to clarify Pérez, Reina and Valera’s dependence upon their predecessors. The 
first questions have to do with Pérez’s use of Enzinas. Was his New Testament a revision 
of Eniznas’ work, or a separate translation? Roldán-Figueroa, for one, argues that Pérez 
“relied heavily” on Enzinas.2  
 In turn, these same questions must be applied to Reina and Valera. Stockwell 
argues that Reina did not have Pérez’s New Testament, and so translated from the Greek 
without benefit from the work of Enzinas or Pérez. On the other hand, he says, Valera 
used Pérez’s work in the preparation of his 1596 New Testament, but not in the 1602 
revision of Reina’s Bible.3 In contrast, Roldán-Figueroa believes that Reina made 
“occasional use” of Pérez along with “traces” of Enzinas, while at the same time 
“engaging both Latin and Greek texts.”4  
 There is also considerable debate over Valera’s 1596 New Testament. Fernández 
y Fernández agrees with Stockwell that this translation is based on Pérez’s work rather 
than Reina’s.5 Disagreeing with Stockwell, Roldán-Figueroa believes Valera used 
                                                        
 2 Roldán-Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis,” 1032. 
 
 3 B. Foster Stockwell. “Prologo.” In Juan Pérez de Pineda. El Nuevo Testamento (1556), Epístola 
Consolatoria (1560) (Buenos Aires: Editorial “La Aurora,” 1958), 21. 
 
 4 Roldán-Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis, 1032 and 1048. 
 
 5 Fernández, 137-8. 
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Reina’s work in his 1596 New Testament,6 as do González and Kinder.7 Wiffen also 
argued that Valera had reproduced Reina’s New Testament in 1596 “with some 
retouches.”8 This chapter will attempt to clarify one of the most contested matters of 
Spanish Bible history: whether Valera’s 1596 New Testament is derived from Pérez or 
Reina.  
 Not many scholars have ventured to consider other possible sources of the 
Spanish translators, but Roldán-Figueroa observed that Valera made use of the English 
Geneva Bible of 1560 in his revision of Reina’s work. He offered as evidence the chapter 
summaries for the book of Revelation that Valera borrowed from the 1560 Geneva Bible, 
as there were none in Reina’s 1569 Bible.9 Does this influence extend to translation 
decisions? This analysis will look for evidence of borrowing from the Geneva Bible and 
other contemporary vernacular texts.  
 Following the variant readings from Hoskier, two passages that by the middle of 
the sixteenth century engendered debate between the Lutherans and Calvinists will be 
analyzed: Acts 3:21 and 1 John 5:7. By looking at these two additional passages, with the 
                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 6 Roldán-Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis, 1032.  
 
 7 González, “Valera’s Method for Revising the Old Testament in the Spanish Bible of 1602,” 41; 
and Kinder, “Printing and Reformation ideas in Spain.” 
  
 8 BW, III.153. 
 
 9 Roldán-Figueroa, "Translation, guided reading, and anti-Roman Catholic propaganda,” 433, n. 
93. Evidence of similar borrowing comes from Coverdale, who said he used the Latin and Dutch Bibles as 
sources. Hallihan has asserted that Coverdale used Tyndale, Pagnini, Luther’s German, the Zurich Bible, 
and the Vulgate, but he did not state directly how this is known. See C. P. Hallihan, “Miles Coverdale 
1488-1596: Bible Editor, Bishop and Beggar,” Trinitarian Bible Society, Quarterly Record, No. 567 (April-
June 2004): 11.  
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paratextual material in the Spanish Bibles, some conclusions may be drawn regarding the 
theological position of the Spaniards. 
 
Choice of Passages for Analysis 
 The original intent of this study was to choose a variety of passages for 
comparison that might provide evidence of particular sources of translation, methods and 
confessional bias. However, given the wide range of possible source texts, the multiple 
Spanish Bible editions being considered, and the limited paratextual material in three of 
the Spanish New Testaments, it became clear that this would be a nearly impossible task. 
Instead it seemed more effective to work from the comparative analysis of Greek texts 
made by Hoskier as an appendix to his A full account and collation of the Greek cursive 
codex.10 Hoskier compared the 1550 Greek text published by the Paris printer, Robert 
Estienne11 with the 1624 Greek text of the Dutch printer Isaac Elzevir,12 documenting the 
variant readings between the two, and comparing these variants to the major Greek texts 
of the sixteenth century. He identifies these as follows: 
                                                        
 10 See Appendix B, titled "A reprint with corrections of Scrivener's list of differences between the 
editions of Stephens 1550 and Elzevir 1624, Beza 1565, and the Complutensian, together with fresh 
evidence gathered from an investigation of the support afforded to the various readings by the five editions 
of Erasmus, 1516, 1519, 1522, 1527, 1535, by the Aldine Bible 1518, by Colinaeus 1534, by the other 
editions of Stephen of 1546, 1549, 1551, and by the remaining three Bezan editions in folio of 1582, 1588-
9, 1598, and the octavo editions of 1565, 1567, 1580, 1590, 1604," in Herman Charles Hoskier, A full 
account and collation of the Greek cursive codex Evangelium 604 (with two facsimiles) [Egerton 2610 in 
the British museum]. Together with ten appendices (London: D. Nutt, 1890).  
 
 11 Robert Estienne, Novum Testamentum Græce (Lutetiæ: ex officiana Roberti Stephani 
Typographi, Typis Regiis, 1550). (Referred to hereafter as Stephen.)  
 
 12 [Isaac Elzevir], Novum Testamentum Græce. Lugduni Batavorum ([Leiden]: Ex officina 
Elzeviriana, 1624).  
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C. stands for the Complutensian. Er. for the five editions of Erasmus collectively, 
and Er. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. for each edition separately (Er. 1. = that of 1516, Er. 2. = 
1519, Er. 3. = 1522, Er. 4. = 1527, and Er. 5. = 1535). Ald. For the New 
Testament portion of the Aldine Bible of 1518. Col. for the edition of Colinaeus 
of 1534. S1. S2. S4. respectively for the smaller editions of Robert Stephen 
bearing date 1546, 1549 and 1551. B. for the four folio editions of Beza 
collectively, the readings of the individual editions, when opposed to each other, 
being represented by B1565, B1582, B1588-9 or B1598. [. . .] b. stands for the five minor 
octavo editions Bezan editions collectively, and b1565, b1567, b1580, b1590 and b1604 
for each of these.13 
 
 Use of this comparison was advantageous for this dissertation as it provided ready 
access to a source of textual variants that could be useful in detecting which texts were 
used by the Spanish translators. From the material presented by Hoskier, twenty five 
passages were selected for comparison with sixteenth-century Latin and vernacular 
translations. These were chosen from the whole New Testament corpus, and were 
variants that would likely show up in the vernacular translations. Minor variants having 
to do with spelling, or the inclusion or exclusion of articles, for example, would not 
necessarily be carried into a translation. Given the number of Spanish texts and other 
translations to be considered, it was not conceivable to consider every variant. 
 
Choice of Translations for Comparison 
 Likewise, the number of translations compared would also have to be limited to 
those most likely to represent the texts that would have been available and of interest to 
                                                        
 13 Herman Charles Hoskier, A full account and collation of the Greek cursive codex Evangelium 
604 (with two facsimiles) [Egerton 2610 in the British museum]. Together with ten appendices (London: D. 
Nutt, 1890), Appendix B, 3. (Bold emphasis his.) 
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the Spaniards. The Latin versions chosen were the Vulgate (1495),14 Pagnini (1528),15 
Luther’s Vulgate revision (1529),16 Erasmus (1535),17 Servetus (1542),18 Castellio 
(1556),19 the Beza, Junius and Tremellio Latin revisions,20 and the Clementine Vulgate 
                                                        
 14 Paganino Paganini Biblia Latina cum glossa ordinaria Walafridi Strabonis aliorumque et 
interlineari Anselmi Laudunensis, 3 vols. (Venice: Paganinus de Paganinis, 1495). A 1603 edition of the 
Vulgate, available from the Lollard Society (http://lollardsociety.org/?page_id=409), was also used for this 
study. Bibliorum Sacrorum cum Glossa Ordinaria, 6 vols. (Venice, 1603). While this edition is from the 
early seventeenth century, the text still represents the standardized text of the Vugate that was in use 
throughout the sixteenth century. 
 
 15 Pagnini, Sante. Biblia: habes in hoc libro prudens lector vtriusq[ue] instrumenti nouam 
tranlatione[m[ aeditam à reuerendo sacre theologiae doctore Sancte pagnino luce[n]si concionatore 
apostolico Praedicatorii ordinis, necnon & librum de interpretamentis hebraicorum, arameorum, in quo 
iuxta idioma cuiuscu[m]q[ue] linguae, propriae ponuntur interpretations. . . (Lugduni [Lyons], Antoine 
Du Ruy, 1528). 
 
 16 Luther, Martin. WA. 67 vols. to date. (Weimar: Böhlaus, 1883–). The WA is available online at: 
http://luther.chadwyck.com.  
 
 17 Erasmus’ Latin translation is available in Desiderius Erasmus, Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami 
Opera Omnia,: Emendatiora Et Avctiora, Ad Optimas Editiones Praecipve Qvas Ipse Erasmus Postremo 
Cvravit Svmma Fide Exacta, Stvdio Et Opera Joannis Clerici, Cvm Ejvsdem Et Aliorvm Notis. in Decem 
Tomos Distincta, Quorum Primo, in Hac Editione, Præfixa Sunt Elogia and Epitaphia Erasmi, À Viris 
Doctis Conscripta, Nec Conjunctim Unquam Antea Edita. Cvm Indicibvs Totivs Operis Copiosissimis, Vol. 
6 (Lvgdvni Batavorvm: curà & impensis Petri Vander Aa, 1705). It is also available in the Amsterdam 
edition (ASD), Desiderius Erasmus, Opera omnia Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami recognita et adnotatione 
critica instrvcta notisqve illvstrata ordinis (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1969-2013). The latter was used 
for this dissertation. 
 
 18 Servet, Miguel, and Sante Pagnino. Biblia sacra ex Santis Pagnini tralatione,sed ad Hebrai, cae 
linguae ammusim novissime ita recognita, & scholiis illustrate, ut plane nova edition videri posit . . . 
(Lugduni [Lyon]: Hugonem à Porta, 1542).  
 
 19 Castellio, Sebastianus. Biblia interprete Sebastiano Castalione. Unà cum eiusdem 
annotationibus. Totum opus recognouit ipse, & adiecit ex Flauio Iosepho historiæ supplementum ab 
Esdrae temporibus usque ad Machabæos itemq́ue à Machabæis usque ad Christvm. Accessit quoque rerum 
& uerborum tam in ipsis Biblijs, quàm annotationibus & historiæ supplemento præcipuè memorabilium 
index (Basileae: Ioannem Oporinum, 1556). 
 
 20 Beza produced 5 editions of the New Testament in Latin (1556, 1565, 1582, 1589, 1598). For 
this dissertation his 1565 Latin and Greek diglot was used along with the 1590 edition of his Latin text in 
parallel with the Latin translation of Immanuel Tremellius and Franciscus Junius. Théodore de Bèze, Iesu 
Christi D.N. Novum Testamentum, sive foedus, Graecè & Latinè, Theodoro Beza interprete ([Geneva]: 
Excudebat Henricus Stephanus, illustris viri Huldrichi Fuggeri typographus, 1565); and Bèze, Théodore de, 
Franciscus Junius, and Immanuel Tremellius. Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra, Sive, Libri Canonici ... 
Latini recens ex Hebræo facti, brevibusq́; Scholiis illustrati ab Immanuele Tremellio & Francisco Junio. 
Accesserunt libri qui vulgo dicuntur Apocryphi, Latinè redditi, & notis quibusdam aucti à Francisco Junio 
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(1598).21 The Vulgate and the Clementine Vulgate represent the standard Latin text at 
both ends of the century, while Pagnini and Servetus represent the Latin source known to 
have been used at least by Reina. Castellio was considered because some have argued 
that the Spaniards were influenced by his text.22 The Annotationes23 of Erasmus will also 
be reviewed to see if his thoughts might have had bearing. Since the Greek text of 
Erasmus was accompanied by his Latin revision and the Annotationes, this provided a 
comprehensive resource for translators. They could work from a critical text, compare the 
Greek to Erasmus’ Latin and review his notes regarding both texts all at once.  
 Of the myriad vernacular Bibles that appeared during the sixteenth century, it 
made the most sense to compare to the French, English, and German texts that would 
have likely been used. These are, in chronological order, Coverdale (1535),24 Olivétan 
(1535),25 Luther (1545),26 Geneva (1560)27 and the Authorized King James Version 
                                                                                                                                                                     
... quibus etiam adjunximus Novi Testamenti libros ex sermone Syro ab eodem Tremellio, & ex Græco à 
Theodoro Beza in Latinum versos, notisq́[ue] itidem illustratos. Secunda cura Francisci Junii (Genevæ: 
Apud Ioan. Tornæsium, Impensis And. Wecheli Hæredum, Claudii Marnii, & Ioannis Aubrii, 1590). 
 
 21 The text used here is based on the Biblia Sacra Vulgatæ editionis, Sixti V Pontificis Maximi 
jussu recognita et edita (Romae: Typographus Vaticanus, 1598), available from The Clementine Vulgate 
Project website at http://vulsearch.sourceforge.net/.  
 
 22 Kinder argues that Reina was more influenced by the thought of the Italian Humanists, 
including Castellio, than by Servetus. Kinder, “¿Cual ha sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en 
Casiodoro de Reina?” 38. 
 
 23 The “Annotationes in Novvm Testamentvm” are available in ASD, Desiderius Erasmus, Opera 
omnia Desiderii Erasmi Roterodami recognita et adnotatione critica instrvcta notisqve illvstrata ordinis, 
Series VI, Vols 5-10. (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1969-2013). (Hereafter referred to as Annotationes.)  
 
 24 Miles Coverdale, Biblia. The Bible, Tha[T] Is, the Holy Scripture of T[He] Olde and New 
Testament: Faithfully and Truly Translated Out of Douche and Latyn in to Englishe [by Miles Coverdale, 
Afterwards Bishop of Exeter. With Woodcuts] ([Marburg?]: [E. Cervicornus and J. Soter?], 1535). 
 
 25 Pierre Olivétan, La Bible Qui Est Toute La Saincte Escripture: En Lanquelle Sont Contenus, Le 
Vieil Testament <et> Le Nouueau, Translatez En Francoys. Le Vieil, de Lebrieu, 4 vols. (Neufchastel: 
Pierre de Wingle, 1535). 
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(1611).28 Since Enzinas lived for a time with Melanchton, dependence upon Luther’s 
New Testament is plausible. Likewise, the fact that Pérez, Reina and Valera all spent 
time in Geneva makes it likely they would have had recourse to French or English Bibles. 
Only a close and more thorough comparison between the vernacular texts would fully 
prove whether they served as sources or models, but this study will attempt to observe 
any evidence pointing that direction. 
 The following material summarizes the findings of the textual comparison of 
these fifteen translations against the variant readings found in Stephen (1550) and Elzevir 
(1624). The first two entries for each passage indicate the variant readings of Stephen and 
Elzevir and indicate which Greek texts agree with each reading. The readings of each 
translation are then listed followed by some summary observations. The spelling has been 
modernized slightly only when necessary for clarification and quotation marks have been 
omitted. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                     
 26 Martin Luther, Biblia, das ist, Die gantze Heilige Schrifft, Deudsch (Wittemberg, Lufft 1545).  
 
 27 Whittingham, William, Anthony Gilby, and Thomas Sampson. The Bible and Holy Scriptures 
Conteyned in the Olde and Newe Testament. Translated According to the Ebrue and Greke, and Conferred 
with the Best Translations in Diuers Languges. With Moste Profitable Annotations Vpon All the Hard 
Places, and Other Things of Great Importance As May Appeare in the Epistle to the Reader. Geneva: 
Rouland Hall, 1560. For this dissertation the 2008 reprint edition was used. Lloyd Eason Berry, ed., The 
Geneva Bible: A Facsimile of the 1560 Edition (Madison, Wis.: The University of Wisconsin Press, 2008).  
 
 28 The Holy Bible, Conteyning the Old Testament, and the New: Newly Translated out of the 
Originall tongues: & with the former Translations diligently compared and revised: by his Maiesties 
speciall Commandment (London: Robert Barker, 1611; reprint, Nashville, Tennessee: Thomas Nelson, 
1982). All references are to the reprint edition. (Hereafter referred to as the KJV.) 
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Comparative textual analysis 
 
Matthew 23:13-14  
 
 This passage has the phrasing reversed in the two groups. Virtually all the 
translations and most of the Greek mss follow Elzevir et al. rather than Stephen. As will 
be seen also in John 5:7, Stephen represents a minority position. In this case his reading 
agrees only with the Complutensian Polyglot. The five Spanish versions all agree, the 
only difference being the orthography of Enzinas.  
Stephen 1550 and C. S1. S2. – κατεσθίετε . . . κλείετε (katesthiete . . . kleiete) “devour . . 
. shut up”  
Elzevir 1624 and Er. Ald. Col. S4 B. b. – κλείετε . . . κατεσθίετε (kleiete . . . katesthiete) 
“shut up . . . devour” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – qui clauditis . . . comeditis 
Pagnini 1528 – quia clauditis . . . comeditis  
Luther Vg. 1529 – quia clauditis . . . comeditis 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – quia clauditis . . . comeditis 
Coverdale 1535 – that shut up . . . devour  
Olivétan 1535 – car vous fermez . . . mangez (because) 
Servetus 1542 – quia clauditis . . . comeditis 
Enzinas 1543 – por que cerrais . . . comeis 
Luther 1545/6 – zuschließet . . . fresset  
Castellio 1556 – qui . . . praecluditis . . . comeditis  
Pérez 1556 – porque cerrays . . . comeys  
Geneva 1560 – because ye shut up . . . devoure  
Beza Vg. 1565 – quoniam clauditis . . . qui exedit is 
Reina 1569 – porque cerrays . . . comeys  
Beza Vg. 1590 – quoniam praecluditis . . . quoniam exedit is 
Valera NT 1596 – porque cerrays . . . comeys 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – quia clauditis . . . comeditis 
Valera 1602 – porque cerrays . . . comeys 
KJV 1611 – for yee shut up . . . devoure 
 
 Erasmus does not comment on the order of these passages, but he does argue that 
based on the Greek text the Latin should be revised to read quia “because”, not qui 
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“who.”29 All the vernacular and Latin editions revise in agreement with Erasmus and the 
Greek, except for Castellio and the CPB; even the Clementine Vulgate makes the change. 
This is an example of a Vulgate reading that was almost universally revised in the 
sixteenth century. 
Mark 10:25  
 The issue of the variant noted in the Hoskier analysis is the use of eiserchomai, 
“to go in/out” or dierchomai, “to pass” or “go through.” The earlier Greek editions use 
the former, while the later ones use the latter.  
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1.2. – εἰσελθεῖν (eiserchomai) “to go in/out” 
Elzevir 1624 and S4. B.b. – διελθεῖν (dierchomai) “to pass” or “go through” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus transire.  
Pagnini 1528 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus ingredi  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus transire 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus ingredi 
Coverdale 1535 – It is easier for a Camell to go thorow the eye of a needle  
Olivétan 1535 – Il est plus facile que un[g] *cable passe par le pertu[i]s d[e] un[e] 
esgueille (aiguille) (Note: * De ce mot Matth 19. Tout possible a Dieu.)  
Servetus 1542 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus ingredi  
Enzinas 1543 – Mas facil cosa es pasar un camello por el ojo de una aguja 
Luther 1522 – Es ist leychter, das eyn Camel durch eyn nadel ore gehe  
Luther 1546 – Es ist leichter, das ein Kameel durch ein naddeloehre gehe  
Castellio 1556 – facilius est rudentem per foramen acus trai[e]ci  
Pérez 1556 – Mas facil cosa es passar un camello por el ojo de un aguja  
Geneva 1560 – It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a nedle (note: or cable 
rope)  
Beza Vg. 1565 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus transire 
Reina 1569 – Mas facil es passar un cable por el ojo de una aguja (Note: Una maroma de 
navio. Ot. un camello) 
Beza Vg. 1590 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus transire 
Valera NT 1596 – Mas facil es passar un camello por el ojo de un aguja  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Facilius est camelum per foramen acus transire  
Valera 1602 – Mas facil cosa es passar un cable por el ojo de una aguja (Note: Una 
maroma de navio. Ot. un camello) 
                                                        
 29 Erasmus, ASD, VI.5.302. 
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KJV 1611 – It is easier for a camel to goe thorow the eye of a needle  
 
 The variant reading in the Greek of εἰσελθεῖν in Stephen and διελθεῖν in Elzevir 
seems to make little difference for most translators. Only Pagnini, Erasmus and Servetus 
reflect the meaning of eiserchomai by using ingredi “go in” in their Latin versions. The 
rest of the translations agree with the later Greek texts, perhaps giving evidence that the 
work done before 1550 continued to consult the Latin and strive to make the most sense 
of the text even in the face of contradictory Greek evidence.  
 Another matter that appears in this verse is the use of the word camel or rope in 
Jesus’ statement, “It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle.” The 
Vulgate and the Greek both read camel here, but Olivétan, Castellio, Reina and Valera all 
substitute cable. Reina’s marginal note “a ship’s rope. O[ther] t[ranslations]. a camel,”30 
is ironic, for it implies that camel is a minority reading. Why did Reina make the shift to 
cable? In the Annotationes, Erasmus notes that Jerome took camel to mean soul, but that 
Theophylact perferred to interpret it as rope which made better sense of the text.31 
Olivétan cited Theophylacte as his justification for the use of cable, as indicated by his 
note on Mat. 19:24.32 Reina lamented in his prefaces that the Syriac Bible was not 
published until the same year as his, making it impossible for him to use it,33 but it is 
                                                        
 30 “Una maroma de navio. Ot. un camello” 
 
 31 Erasmus’ discussion of this is found in the parallel passage from Matthew 19:24. ASD, 
IV.5.271-2. 
 
 32 Which reads, “Selo[n] Theophylacte. Aussi chameau car κάμελος signifie les deux mots.” 
“According to Theophylcte: Also Camel because κάμελος means both words.” 
 
 33 Perhaps he was unaware of the Syriac New Testament published by Johann Albrecht 
Widmannstetter as Liber Sacrosancti Evangelii de Jesu Christo (Vienna 1555), and reprinted in 1562.  
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plausible that he borrowed from either Castellio or Olivétan. The Geneva Bible also has a 
marginal note recognizing the alternate reading. Further, why did Valera use camello in 
his 1596 NT, but revert to cable in his revision of Reina. Was he perhaps correcting 
Reina’s work? At the least this demonstrates there was serious consideration of variant 
readings of the Greek with independent decisions being made on each. 
Luke 2:22 
 
 This passage presents a clear distinction between the two readings of the Greek 
mss, and both are clearly reflected in the translations. Erasmus discusses this in the 
Annotationes, arguing that it is singular referring to Mary, which is one of three different 
readings found in the Greek.34 However, he retains the plural in his Greek and Latin texts.  
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. – αὐτῶν (autos) “of them” 
Elzevir 1624 and C.B.b. – αὐτῆς (autes) “of her” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Et postquam impleti sunt dies purgationis ejus  
Pagnini 1528 – Et posteaquam completi fuissent dies purgationis eius  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Et postquam impleti sunt dies purgationis eorum 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Et posteaquam complete suissent dies purgationis eorum  
Coverdale 1535 – the dayes of their purificacion  
Olivétan 1535 – Et apres que les tours de *leur purgation fuerent (Note: *Aucuns- αὐτκσ 
pour αὐτῶμ sa: ascauoir de Marie) 
Servetus 1542 – Et posteaquam completi fuissent dies purgtionis eius  
Enzinas 1543 – los días de la pugacion dellos 
Luther 1545/6 – Und da die Tage ihrer Reinigung 
Castellio 1556 – Completis autem eorum purificationis diebus  
Pérez 1556 – los dias de la purgacion della 
Geneva 1560 – And when the days of her purification (Note: or their) 
Beza Latin 1565 – Et quum impleti fuissent dies purgationis Mariae || secundum legem 
(Note: Christus cui imposita erant omnia nostra peccata, Deo secundum Legem 
oblatus, et Mariam et nos omnes in sese purificat.) 
Reina 1569 – los dias de la purificación de Maria 
Beza Latin 1590 – Et quum impleti fuissent diez purgations Maria 
Valera NT 1596 – los dias de la purificación de Maria 
                                                        
 34 Erasmus, ASD, VI.5.482. 
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Clementine Vg. 1598 – Et postquam impleti sunt dies purgationis ejus 
Valera 1602 – los dias de la purificación de Maria 
KJV 1611 – And when the dayes of her purification 
 
 There is a distinct mid-century shift from “their” to “her.” The vernacular 
translations clearly follow the Erasmine Greek text until 1550, which is a clear choice 
that goes with the Greek against the Vulgate. Prior to 1550 only Pagnini and Servetus 
retain the traditional reading of the Vulgate. After 1550, only Castellio retains the plural 
of Erasmus’ Greek text. Beza and the Clementine Vulgate change to the singular. The 
only Spanish translation to follow Stephen et. al. is Enzinas 1543 New Testament.  
 The Marian interpretation suggested by Erasmus is noted in Olivétan’s marginal 
note, and is made explicit in the texts of Beza, Reina and Valera. It is possible that they 
were reading Erasmus, Olivétan or Beza.  
Luke 15:26 
 
 This passage is a variant of omission. Later Greek texts omit the possessive 
pronoun αὐτοῦ “his” found in the Erasmine tradition.  
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S4adds – αὐτοῦ (autou) “his”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. S1.2. B. b. – omits αὐτοῦ   
 
Vulgate 1495 – et vocavit unum de servis, et interrogavit 
Pagnini 1528 – et vocavit unum de servis suis, et interrogavit  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Et vocavit unum de servis, et interrogavit, 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Et vocavit unum de servis suis, et interrogavit 
Coverdale 1535 – and called one of the ser[v]auntes vnto him, and a[sk]ed  
Olivétan 1535 – Et appella un des servuiteurs et interrogua  
Servetus 1542 – et vocavit unum de servis suis, et interrogavit 
Enzinas 1543 – y llamo uno de sus criados, y demandole 
Luther 1545/6 – vnd rieff zu sich der Knechte einen vnd fraget  
Castellio 1556 – vocato uno samulorum sourum, sciscitatus 
Pérez 1556 – y llamo a uno de sus siervos, y preguntole 
Geneva 1560 – and he called one of his servants, & asked 
Beza Latin 1565 – et vocat unum ex pueris percontatus est 
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Reina 1569 – y llamando uno de los siervos, preguntóle 
Beza Latin 1590 – et vocatum unum ex pueris percontatus est 
Valera NT 1596 – y llamando uno de los criados, preguntóle 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – et vocavit unum de servis, et interrogavit 
Valera 1602 – y llamando uno de los siervos, preguntóle 
KJV 1611 – and he called one of the servants, and asked 
 
 This is another case where the earlier translations follow the Vulgate reading 
against the evidence of Erasmus’ Greek. The Vulgate, Coverdale, Olivétan and Luther all 
omit the possessive. The fact that the CPB has the same omission as the Vulgate may 
have provided support for these translators to follow the traditional reading.  
 Enzinas and Pérez follow Stephen along with Er., Ald., Col., and Pagnini. In this 
instance Reina follows the Vulgate, S1., S2., and Beza. Again there is a shift from 
dependence on Erasmine Greek tradition toward the Beza tradition after Pérez. One 
further notable observation may be made here. Valera’s 1596 New Testament uses the 
same term criados as Enzinas does, but does not use the possessive pronoun like Enzinas. 
Neither does Valera copy the distinct verb demandar that Enzinas used rather than 
preguntar used by Pérez and Reina. Could this suggest that Valera’s 1596 NT was 
revision of Enzinas’ NT, or a combination of Enzinas’ and Pérez’s versions, using later 
Greek texts? 
John 5:7 
 In this instance, the Stephan 1550 Greek text is the only one that has πρός, 
“toward,” instead of πρὸ, “before.” All of his other editions, and all the other Greek texts 
use πρὸ, while none of the translations follows the unique reading.  
Stephen 1550 – πρός (pros) “toward”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4. B. b. – πρὸ (pro) “before”  
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Vulgate 1495 – alius ante me descendit 
Pagnini 1528 – ante me  
Luther Vg. 1529 – alius ante ^ descendit. 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – ante me descendit 
Coverdale 1535 – before me  
Olivétan 1535 – deuant moy  
Servetus 1542 – ante mi decendit  
Enzinas 1543 – y a otro primero que yo es entrado  
Luther 1545 – vor mir hinein 
Castellio 1556 – ante me descendit 
Pérez 1556 – deciende otro antes que yo 
Geneva 1560 – before me 
Beza Latin 1565 – ante me descendit 
Reina 1569 – otro antes de mi es decendido 
Beza Latin 1590 – ante me descendit 
Valera NT 1596 – otro antes de mi ha decendido 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – alius ante me descendit 
Valera 1602 – otro antes de mi ha decendido 
KJV 1611 – before me  
 
 Virtually all the translations, both vernacular and Latin, have before me. Luther’s 
Latin is unique as it removes the pronoun me, which all the other translations include. 
The four Spaniards each take a slightly different tack on the exact wording of the phrase, 
but Pérez, Reina and Valera all use antes to translate the Greek preposition πρὸ (próz). 
Enzinas is unique using primero que yo, as well as the verb es entrado rather than a form 
of the verb descender used by the other three.  
John 6:28 
 
 The Greek editions are divided about equally between the present indicative 
ποιοῦμεν, “we will” and the present subjunctive ποιῶμεν, “we might.” The Vulgate 
interjects a third option by using the future tense. This is likely because in Latin the 
deliberative question that is posed here “What shall we do that we might work the works 
of God?” would be best expressed in the future tense.  
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Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4. b90.04 – ποιοῦμεν (poioumen) “we will”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. B. b65.67.80 – ποιῶμεν (poiōmen) “we might”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Quid faciemus ut operemur opera Dei?  
Pagnini 1528 – Quid facimus, ut operemur op[er]a dei?  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Quid facimus ut operemur opera dei? 
Erasmus Latin 1535– Quid facimus, ut operemur opera Dei? 
Coverdale 1535 – What shal we do, that we maye Work the workes of God?  
Olivétan 1535 – Que ferons nous pour ouvrer les oeuvres de Dieu   
Servetus 1542 – Quid facimus, ut operemur opera dei.  
Enzinas 1543 – Que haremos, para que obremos obras de Dios?  
Luther 1545/6 – Was sollen wir thun, das wir Gottes wercke wircken? 
Castellio 1556 – Quid agemus, inquiunt, ut divina opera faciamus. 
Pérez 1556 – Que haremos para obrar las obras de Dios?  
Geneva 1560 – What shal we do, that we might worke the workes of God?  
Beza Latin 1565 – Quid faciemus ut operemur opera Dei?  
Reina 1569 – Que haremos para que obremos las obras de Dios? (Note: Hagamos lo que 
Dios quiere)  
Beza Latin 1590 – Quid faciemus ut operemur opera Dei? 
Valera NT 1596 – Que haremos para que obremus las obras de Dios? 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Quid faciemus ut operemur opera Dei? 
Valera 1602 – Que haremos paraque* obremus las obras de Dios? (Note: *Hagamos 
loque Dios quiere) 
KJV 1611 – What shall we doe that we might worke the workes of God?  
 
 In Luther’s 1545/6 edition the use of sollen in German is a more subjunctive 
construction, the only translation to use that mood. The rest use either the present or 
future indicative tense. Pagnini, Erasmus, Sevetus and Luther’s Vulgate revision all use 
the use the present tense. Surprisingly, Beza’s Latin uses the future faciemus rather than 
the subjunctive found in most of his Greek editions. In the English versions, shall may be 
either present or future tense. The Spanish all use the future indicative. Here Pérez is 
close to the reading of Olivétan using the infinitive obrar, just as Olivétan has ouvrer. 
This seems to be a case where the translations followed the Latin as this made better 
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linguistic sense. The question being posed is best presented in the future tense and more 
closely follows the Greek of Erasmus. 
John 12:17 
 
 This is an instiance of a small variant in the text that creates a clear change in the 
translation. Most of the renderings follow the Erasmian tradition using quando. Only 
Castellio, the Geneva Bible and Beza’s own Latin translation agree with Elzevir and 
Beza’s Greek. The Spanish Bibles uniformly follow Stephan 1550 and the Vulgate.  
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4.– ὅτε (hote) “when”  
Elzevir 1624 and B. b65. 87. – ὅτι (hoti) “that” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – quando 
Pagnini 1528 – quando (qñ) 
Luther Vg. 1529 – quando 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – quando 
Coverdale 1535 – whan 
Olivétan 1535 – quand il  
Servetus 1542 – quando  
Enzinas 1543 – quando  
Luther 1545 – da (wenn) 
Castellio 1556 – qui cum  
Pérez 1556 – quando  
Geneva 1560 – that he 
Beza Latin 1565 – quòd  
Reina 1569 – quando 
Beza Latin 1590 – quòd 
Valera NT 1596 – quando 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – quando 
Valera 1602 – quando 
KJV 1611 – when 
 
John 13:30-31 
 
 This passage presents a subtle change in the Greek texts with the addition of οὖν 
“therefore” in a number of the editions. In this case most of the early and late Greek texts 
have οὖν, while only the CPB and three of Stephen’s have omitted it. Most of the 
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translations appear to be based on the longer reading that includes οὖν as evidenced by 
the use of ergo in Latin and “therefore” in English. All the Latin editions have ergo, 
except for Castellio who uses quo, which is more in line with the shorter text. 
Surprisingly, before 1565 only Luther follows the longer reading. Coverdale, Olivétan, 
Enzinas and Pérez all follow the shorter reading. Reina and Valera follow Elzevir, et al., 
as does the later KJV. 
 The translations of Reina, Valera and the KJV could have chosen to follow the 
Erasmian or Bezan family of Greek text, which is supported by the Vulgate as well. The 
question is why the earlier vernacular translations went against both the Vulgate and most 
of the earlier Greek texts. Only the CPB has the shorter reading. Was it being consulted 
by all these translators, or was there some other text? The answer could be in the LXX 
which also has the shorter reading ỏτε ἐξῆλθε. 
Stephen 1550 and C. S1. 2. – Ὅτε ἐξῆλθεν (Hote exēlthen) “when he had gone out” 
Elzevir 1624 and Er. Col. S4. B. b. Ὅτε οὖν ἐξῆλθεν (Hote oun exēlthen) “when 
therefore he had gone out” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – Cum ergo exisset 
Pagnini 1528 – Cum ergo exisset  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Cum ergo exiisse 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Quum ergo exisset 
Coverdale 1535 – Whan he was gone forth  
Olivétan 1535 – Et après qu’il fut issu  
Servetus 1542 – Quum ergo exisset  
Enzinas 1543 – y quando fue salido  
Luther 1545 – Da er aber hinausgegangen war  
Castellio 1556 –quo egresso,  
Pérez 1556 – Y despues que fue salido  
Geneva 1560 – When he was gone out 
Beza Latin 1565 – Quum ergo exivisset 
Reina 1569 – Entonces como el salió  
Beza Latin 1590 – Erat autem nox. Quum ergo exivisset 
Valera NT 1596 – noche. Entonces como el se salió 
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Clementine Vg. 1598 – Erat autem nox. Cum ergo exisset  
Valera 1602 – noche. Entonces como el salió 
KJV 1611 – night. Therefore when he was gone  
 
John 18:24 
 
 Here the variant is the omission of the preposition at the beginning of the phrase 
“And Annas sent him.” Only Castellio and Beza omit using a preposition to begin this 
sentence. All the others use “and” or “now” (así in Spanish). By inserting these words, 
Geneva, Reina, Valera and KJV seem to follow Elzevir, B. and b., but it is not entirely 
clear. From Geneva onward there appears to be a shift from “and” to “now” or “así.” 
Therefore, now, and, and then, are all acceptable translations of oun. Clearly the 
translators are using their own judgment on the relative merits of the Greek reading as 
compared to the Latin. There seems to be no other way to explain the fact that almost all 
the translations continued to include the preposition that the earliest critical Greek texts 
omitted. 
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4 – ἀπέστειλεν – omit oun “and” 
Elzevir 1624 and B.b. – ἀπέστειλεν οὖν (apesteilen oun) “and sends”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Et misit eum Annas 
Pagnini 1528 – Et misit eum Annas  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Et misit eum Hannas 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Et misit eum Annas 
Coverdale 1535 – And Annas sent him  
Olivétan 1535 – Et Anne lenvoya  
Servetus 1542 – Et misit eum Annas  
Enzinas 1543 – Y Annas le imbio  
Luther 1545 – Und Hannas sandte ihn 
Castellio 1556 – Miserat autem eum Annas  
Pérez 1556 – Y Anas lo auia embiado  
Geneva 1560 – Now Annas had sent him 
Beza Latin 1565 – Miserat igitur eum Annas  
Reina 1569 – Ansi lo embió Annas 
Beza Latin 1590 – Miserat igitur eum Annas 
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Valera NT 1596 – Assi lo embió Annas 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Et misit eum Annas 
Valera 1602 – Ansi lo embió Annas  
KJV 1611 – Now Annas had sent him 
 
Romans 12:11 
 
 This verse has two different readings that sound similar in Greek, but do not mean 
the same thing. Erasmus argues that the reading καιρῷ (kairos) “time” makes more sense 
that κυρίῳ (kurios) “lord.” He agrees with Origen who notes the reading in some 
manustripts of tempori servientes, and he modifies his Latin text in this way. He argues 
this flows better with the phrase spe gaudentes “rejoicing in hope,” that follows. 35 
However, Erasmus’ first edition has κυρίου (kurion) “lord,” creating the possibility that 
early translators depending on this edition could have found quick agreement between the 
Greek and Vulgate. Therefore Pagnini could translate this as “lord,” while Luther could 
suggest the change to tempori just a year later, if he was using a newer edition of 
Erasmus. The Vulgate has domino, but has the interlinear gloss vel tempori, suggesting 
the lord of time, and thereby giving credence to both readings. The CPB retains Lord in 
both the Greek and Latin, while the Vulgate revisions of Luther and Erasmus both change 
to tempori. Pagnini and Servetus keep domino, as do the Latin editions of Beza. 
 Reina and Valera follow the Vulgate, Pagnini and Beza. Enzinas and Pérez follow 
Stephen, et al., as do Coverdale, Olivétan and Luther. Again, this may be evidence of 
Enzinas using a later edition of Erasmus, or the Colinaeus text rather than the Aldine 
                                                        
 35 ASD, VI.7.298. 
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text.36 It also shows that the Geneva translators did not work solely from the Stephanus 
text. Olivétan has a marginal note indicating the two variant readings, so he must have 
been consulting at least two Greek texts, whether the Erasmus edition of 1516, the Aldine 
print of 1518, or the CPB of 1520 in addition to a later Erasmian edition. That he chose to 
follow the kairos reading suggests he was working from a later Erasmian text.  
Stephen 1550 and E2.3.4.5. Col. S1.2.4. – καιρῷ (kairos) “time/season” 
Elzevir 1624 and C. B. and b. – have κυρίῳ (kurios) “Lord”  
Er1. and Ald. – have κυρίου (kurion) “lord” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – cdomino (Interlinear gloss: cVel tempori) 
Pagnini 1528 – domino  
Luther Vg. 1529 – tempori servientes 
Erasmus 1535 – tempori  
Coverdale 1535 – unto the tyme  
Olivétan 1535 – au temps  
Servetus 1542 – domino  
Enzinas 1543 – el tiempo  
Luther 1545/6 – die Zeit 
Castellio 1556 – tempori  
Pérez 1556 – al tiempo  
Geneva 1560 – Lord 
Beza Latin 1565 – Domino 
Reina 1569 – Señor 
Beza Latin 1590 – Domino 
Valera NT 1596 – Señor 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Domino (Lord) 
Valera 1602 – Señor 
KJV 1611 – Lord 
 
Romans 16:20  
 
 Here some of the Greek texts omit the “amen” at the end of the verse. Of the pre-
mid-century texts, only Colinaeus includes it. The S4., and Bezan texts include it. All the 
                                                        
 36 Aldo Manuzio, Andreas Torresano, Federico Torresano, and Franciscus Asulanus, Sacrae 
Scripturae veteris novaeque omnia (Venice: Aldus, 1518). 
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Latin and vernacular translations omit the amen before the appearance of Beza, except 
Pérez. After Beza, the only translation to omit the amen is the Clementine Vulgate.  
 This is a unique case where the Spaniards almost uniformly disagree with the 
Greek of Stephen, Erasmus, and Aldus along with the Latin of the Vulgate and Pagnini. 
Only Enzinas omits it. Pérez, Reina and Valera include the Amen, following Col. S4, B. 
and b. This could point to S4 as the source for their work, yet there are too many passages 
where S4 was not followed. That Reina brackets the amen suggests he was well aware of 
other readings. He may have adopted the reading from Pérez or Beza’s Latin, or Greek. 
Valera includes it in both his New Testament, and in the revision of Reina, without the 
bracket Reina added. Valera may have been looking back to Pérez as well, or simply 
trusting the later Greek texts from which he likely worked. 
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. S1.2. – omit “amen” 
Elzevir 1624 and Col. S4. B. b. – ὑμῶν (hymōn) “amen”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – omit 
Pagnini 1528 – omit 
Luther Vg. 1529 – omit 
Erasmus 1535 – omit 
Coverdale 1535 – omit 
Olivétan 1535 – omit 
Servetus 1542 – omit 
Enzinas 1543 – omit 
Luther 1545 – omit 
Castellio 1556 – omit 
Pérez 1556 – Amen 
Geneva 1560 – omit 
Beza Latin 1565 – Amen 
Reina 1569 – [Amen]  
Beza Latin 1590 – Amen 
Valera NT 1596 – Amen  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – omit 
Valera 1602 – Amen 
KJV 1611 – Amen 
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1 Corinthians 6:14  
 
 Everyone follows Stephen with C. Er., and half of B., and b. Only Castellio’s 
Latin agrees with the alternate reading found in Elzevir and some of Beza’s editions. 
Even though Beza’s Greek text has ὑμᾶς “you” his Latin still has nos “us” in the 1565 
edition. This passage shows that even if Reina used one of Beza’s early Greek editions, 
he did not use it exclusively. He continued to draw from Pagnini and likely other Greek 
texts.  
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. B82. 88. 98. b80. 90. 04 – ἡμᾶς (hēmas) “us”  
Elzevir 1624 and B65. b65. 67 – ὑμᾶς (hymas) “you”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – nos 
Pagnini 1528 – nos 
Luther Vg. 1529 – nos 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – nos 
Coverdale 1535 – us up  
Olivétan 1535 – nos  
Servetus 1542 – nos  
Enzinas 1543 – nos 
Luther 1545 – uns 
Castellio 1556 – vos 
Pérez 1556 – nos  
Geneva 1560 – us 
Beza Latin 1565 – nos  
Reina 1569 – nosotros nos 
Beza Latin 1590 – nos 
Valera NT 1596 – nostros 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – nos 
Valera 1602 – nosotros nos 
KJV 1611 – us 
 
1 Corinthians 7:29  
 
 In this verse, most of the Greek editions omit ὅτι (hoti) “that, because, or since.” 
Erasmus discusses an alternate reading for this verse, but not one that includes the 
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missing causative.37 Lyra discusses the meaning of tempus breve, but not the translation. 
Until 1556 the only translation to include “because” was Enzinas’ New Testament. 
Luther’s German and Castellio’s Latin Bibles omitted it. Given there is no Greek edition 
that includes this prior to Beza, it is most interesting that the Spaniards and Geneva all 
translate using the causative, even Enzinas and Pérez’s works which pre-dated Beza. This 
suggests a tendency to trust the work of a predecessor if that translation follows 
grammatically in the target language, even where other source texts do not necessarily 
support the reading. Where Enzinas derives his use of the causative is unclear from this 
study. Luther’s 1522 New Testament does not support Enzinas’ translation, nor do any of 
the Greek, Latin or vernacular predecessors considered here. 
Stephen 1550 C. Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4. – omit that 
Elzevir 1624 and B.b. – ὅτι (hoti) “that” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – omit (tempus breve est) 
Pagnini 1528 – omit (tempus breviatum est) 
Luther Vg. 1529 – omit (tempus breve est) 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – omit (tempus contractum est) 
Coverdale 1535 – omit (the tyme is shorte) 
Olivétan 1535 – omit (le temps est brief) 
Servetus 1542 – omit (tempus breviatum est) 
Enzinas 1543 – que el tiempo es breve 
Luther 1545/6 – omit (Die Zeit ist kurz) 
Castellio 1556 – omit (Tempus angustum est) 
Pérez 1556 – que el tiempo es breve  
Geneva 1560 – because the time is short 
Beza Latin 1565 – quoniam tempus contractum est 
Reina 1569 – que el tiempo es corto 
Beza Latin 1590 – quoniam tempus contractum est 
Valera NT 1596 – que el tiempo es corto 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – omit (tempus breve est) 
Valera 1602 – que el tiempo es corto (note: para cargarse el hombre de cuidados no 
necesarios) 
                                                        
 37 ASD, VI.8.136. 
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KJV 1611 – omit (the time is short) 
 
1 Corinthians 7:12 
 
 In this case the pronouns are reversed in the Erasmian textual tradition, as 
compared to the Vulgate and Beza’s Greek text. Erasmus text reads ὑμῶν τὴν ὑπὲρ ἡμῶν, 
so the order of the pronouns is you(r)/us. Erasmus attributes the reversal of pronouns to a 
scribal mistake, and argues for the order of the pronouns to be “you . . . us,” against the 
arguments of Ambrosius and Theophylactus.38 Luther’s Vulgate revision keeps the order 
found in the Vulgate, but his German translation reverses the order. The rest of the 
translators up through Pérez follow Erasmus’ order. 
 From the Geneva Bible onwards, the order of the pronouns conforms to the CPB 
and Beza. Of the Spaniards, Enzinas and Pérez follow Stephen, et. al., while the others 
adhere to Elzevir, C. B. and b. In this case, Reina and Valera disagree with Pagnini but 
agree with the Vulgate. Reina may be following Beza, the Vulgate, or the Geneva Bible. 
Or he may be weighing the three of them together against Pagnini and another Greek text. 
Valera’s New Testament shortens Reina’s reading slightly, removing the phrase “que 
tenemos.” In this case, his reading results the same as the Geneva Bible. 
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. – ὑμῶν τὴν ὑπὲρ ἡμῶν (hymōn tēn hyper 
hēmōn) “your . . . us”  
Elzevir 1624 and C.B.b. – ἡμῶν τὴν ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν (hēmōn tēn hyper hymōn) “our . . . you”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – sed ad manifestandam sollicitudinem nostram, quam pro vobis habemus 
(our . . . you) 
Pagnini 1528 – sed ob id ut palam, fieret studium vestram pronobis apud vos in 
comspectum dei (your . . . us) 
Luther Vg. 1529 – sed ad manifestandam sollicitudinem nostram, quam habemus pro 
vobis (our . . . you) 
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Erasmus Latin 1535 – sed ob id ut palam fieret studium vestrum pro nobis apud vos in 
conspectu Dei. (your . . . us) 
Coverdale 1535 – ye have for us (you . . . us) 
Olivétan 1535 – lequel vous avez pour nous (you . . . us) 
Servetus 1542 – sed ob id ut palam fieret studium vestrum pro nobis apud vos in 
conspectum dei (your . . . us) 
Enzinas 1543 – vuestro cuidado, que teneis por nosotros (your . . . us) 
Luther 1545 – das euer Fleis gegen uns (your . . . us) 
Castellio 1556 – sed ut vestrum nostri studium apud vos patesieret (your . . . us) 
Pérez 1556 – vuestro cuydado, que teneys por nosotros (your . . . us) 
Geneva 1560 – our care towarde you (our . . . you) 
Beza Latin 1565 – ut apud vos manifestum sieret studium illud nostrum pro vobis (our . . 
. you) 
Reina 1569 – nuestra solicitud que tenemos por vosotros (our . . . you) 
Beza Latin 1590 – ut apud vos manifestum sieret studium illud nostrum pro vobis (our . . 
. you) 
Valera NT 1596 – nuestra solicitud por vosotros (our . . . you) 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – sed ad manifestandam sollicitudinem nostram, quam habemus 
pro vobis (our . . . you) 
Valera 1602 – nuestra solicitud que tenemos por vosotros (our . . . you) 
KJV 1611 – our care for you (our . . . you) 
 
Galatians 4:17  
 There is a small difference in this verse shifting the pronoun from ὑμᾶς “you” to 
ἡμᾶς “us.” The earlier Greek texts, and all the Latin and Vernacular texts have “you.” 
Even later Bibles that might have used one of Beza’s subsequent editions, retain the 
traditional reading. Erasmus comments on the Greek verb ἐκκλεῖσαι which he found in 
some of the manuscripts, but he does not comment on the order of the pronouns.39 
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4. B65.82. b65 – ὑμᾶς θέλουσιν (hymas) “you” 
Elzevir 1624 and B88.98. b67.80.90.04 – ἡμᾶς θέλουσιν (hēmas) “us”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – vos 
Pagnini 1528 – vos  
Luther Vg. 1529 – vos 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – vos 
Coverdale 1535 – you (vos) 
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Olivétan 1535 – vous  
Servetus 1542 – vos  
Enzinas 1543 – vosotros 
Luther 1545 – Sie 
Castellio 1556 – vos 
Pérez 1556 – vosotros 
Geneva 1560 –you 
Beza Latin 1565 – nos 
Reina 1569 – vosotros 
Beza Latin 1590 – nos 
Valera NT 1596 – vosotros 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – vos 
Valera 1602 – vosotros 
KJV 1611 – you  
 
Philippians 1:23 
 The variant in this verse is comprised of the insertion of the word γαρ (gar) “for” 
or “indeed” into the phrase πολλω γαρ μαλλον κρεισσον. It is difficult to discern which 
translations actually reflect this insertion since gar serves to intensify a phrase that Paul 
has already crafted, in the words of Erasmus, “to double the intensity of the 
comparative.”40 Most translations simplify the text by using a single adverb. Erasmus 
revises the Latin to read multo longeque melius est to reflect the emphasis in the Greek 
text. Pagnini and Servetus copy Erasmus. Beza revises his Latin text to reflect the 
insertion of gar, by adding nam, which can mean “for” or “surely,” to the beginning of 
the phrase, and Castellio does the same.  
 The Vulgate includes the interlinear gloss quantam ad me, which is picked up by 
several translations. Coverdale, Olivétan, Enzinas and Pérez add the phrase “for me” into 
the text, with only Coverdale placing it in parentheses to clarify that it is not in the Greek. 
This passage provides evidence that Enzinas and Pérez may have borrowed from 
                                                        
 40 “quoque conduplicat comparativum ad vehementiam” ASD, VI.9.282 
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Coverdale or Olivétan. Valera, in his 1596 New Testament inserts esto es, “this is,” 
which might reflect the gar in the Bezan Greek, or Beza’s Latin reading nam id, but it is 
difficult to tell. 
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. S1. 2. 4. – omits γαρ (gar) “for” or “indeed” 
Elzevir 1624 and Col. B. b. have - πολλω γαρ μαλλον κρεισσον (pollō gar mallon 
kreisson) “far better indeed” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – multoc magis melius (interlinear gloss: cquantum ad me) 
Pagnini 1528 – multo longe q[ue] melius est  
Luther Vg. 1529 – id multo ^ melius erat. 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – multo longeque melius est 
Coverdale 1535 – which thinge were moch better (for me)  
Olivétan 1535 – ce q’ m’est beaucoup meilleur 
Servetus 1542 – multo longe q[ue] melius est  
Enzinas 1543 – queme seria muy major  
Luther 1545 – was auch veil besser ware  
Castellio 1556 – nam id multo melius esset  
Pérez 1556 – que me es muy mejor  
Geneva 1560 – which is beste of all  
Beza Latin 1565 – nam id longe optimum est 
Reina 1569 – mucho mejor  
Beza Latin 1590 – Nam id valde multo melius 
Valera NT 1596 – esto es mucho mejor  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – multo magis melius  
Valera 1602 – mucho major  
KJV 1611 – which is farre better  
 
1 Thessalonians 2:15 
 
 This variant is the slight change from ὑμᾶς (hymas) “you” to ἡμῶν (hēmōn) “us.” 
It is only reflected in Stephen’s 1550 edition of the Greek text, and if others picked it up, 
this would clearly indicate a close following. The fact that no one uses this variant, 
including Stephan’s later editions, means this reading is probably suspect. It may also 
indicate that the translators were carefully consulting various texts, and weighed their 
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options. An entirely unique Greek reading became suspect, and other variations from 
Greek, Latin, or vernacular sources, were more trusted.  
Stephen 1550 – ὑμᾶς (hymas) “you” 
Elzevir 1624 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. B. b. – ἡμῶν (hēmōn) “us” 
 
Vulgate 1495 – et nos persecuti sunt  
Pagnini 1528 – ita et nos persecuti sunt  
Luther Vg. 1529 – et nos persecuti sunt, 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – et nos persecuuti sunt  
Coverdale 1535 – even so have they persecuted us also  
Olivétan 1535 – nous ont ilz persecute  
Servetus 1542 – ita et nos persecuti sunt  
Enzinas 1543 – nos han perseguido a nosotros  
Luther 1545 – und haben uns verfolgt  
Castellio 1556 – & nos exegerunt  
Pérez 1556 – nos han perseguido a nosotros  
Geneva 1560 – & have persecuted us 
Beza Latin 1565 – et nos exegerunti  
Reina 1569 – y a nosotros nos han perseguido 
Beza Latin 1590 – nosq’ persequuti sunt 
Valera NT 1596 – y a nosotros nos han perseguido 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – et nos persecuti sunt  
Valera 1602 – y a nosotros nos han perseguido 
KJV 1611 – and have persecuted us 
 
Philemon 7 
 
 The variant reading found in the CPB and three editions of Beza has χαράν 
(chara) “joy” in place of the more common reading of χάριν (charis) “grace.” Even 
though the best Greek texts point to charis (grace, goodwill), all the Latin and vernacular 
translations seem to follow the Latin with joy rather than grace. Erasmus observes that 
“χάριν should be accepted for χαράν in Paul’s writings,” 41 but maintains the use of χάριν 
in his Greek text. All the translations in Latin and the vernacular retain gaudium or “joy,” 
which is within the semantic field of charis. Perhaps this is aesthetic since charitate is 
                                                        
 41 “χάριν accipi pro χαράν apud Paulum.” ASD, VI.10.222. 
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used later in the same verse to translate the Greek agape. In Spanish charidad is used. 
Whether there was continued dependence on the Latin, aesthetic considerations, or a 
measure of both cannot be finally determined, but all the translations worked from the 
traditional reading, whether Latin or Greek. 
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. B. b.65. 67. – χάριν (charis) “grace” or 
“goodwill”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. b80. 90. 04. – χαράν (chara)“joy” or “delight”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Gaudium (Note: quanti bonum discipuli redundant in bonum m[a]g[ist]ri) 
Pagnini 1528 – Gaudium  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Gaudium 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Gaudium 
Coverdale 1535 – ioye  
Olivétan 1535 – ioye  
Servetus 1542 – Gaudium  
Enzinas 1543 – gozo 
Luther 1545 – Fraude  
Castellio 1556 – Magna quidem laetitia  
Pérez 1556 – gozo 
Geneva 1560 –ioye 
Beza Latin 1565 – Gaudium 
Reina 1569 – gozo 
Beza Latin 1590 – Gaudium 
Valera NT 1596 – gozo 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – gaudium  
Valera 1602 – gozo  
KJV 1611 – ioy 
 
Hebrews 10:2 
 
 The variant in this verse is the inclusion or omission of the negative οὐκ (ouk) 
“not.” The Vulgate has an indicative phrase Alioquin cessassent offerri, with which 
Erasmus takes issue. He recognizes that some Greek texts omit the negative, but argues 
that it should be read as a question “which has the force of denying.”42 He therefore 
                                                        
 42 “quae vim habet negandi” ASD, VI.10.330. 
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revises to insert the negative he sees in the Greek, and to make this a question. Thus the 
various translations in Latin and the vernacular reflect both the inclusion or omission of 
οὐκ, as well as whether this should be read as a question. 
 Pagnini is again identical to Erasmus’ Latin. Luther’s Vulgate revision has no 
change, but his German Bible does include the negative found in the Greek. Of the pre-
Beza vernacular translations, only Coverdale omits the “no,” but after 1565 only the KJV 
includes it. Enzinas and Pérez include the negative in accord with their general agreement 
with the Erasmine Greek tradition. Reina and Valera omit it suggesting that they were 
depending on the Vulgate, Luther’s Vulgate revision, or Coverdale.  
 The translations that interpret the phrase as a question in agreement with Erasmus 
are Pagnini, Servetus and Castellio in Latin, and Olivétan, Enzinas, Geneva, and the KJV 
in vernacular. This hints again at a connection between Enzinas and Olivétan, but also 
leaves open the possibility of dependency directly on Erasmus or Pagnini. If Enzinas’s 
translation is similar to Olivétan, so Pérez is similar to Coverdale except that he includes 
the negative that Coverdale omits. One could just as well argue that Pérez followed the 
Vulgate, but revised it according to the Greek text.  
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S1.2.4. B65. b65. 67. – οὐκ (ouk) “not” 
Elzevir 1624 and C. B82. 88. 08. b80. 90. 04. – omitted  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Alioquin cessassent offerri  
Lyra: Alioquin cessassent offerri. Post p[r]imā eorum oblationem 
Pagnini 1528 – Alioqui nonne desi[v]issent offerri?  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Alioquin cessassent offerri  
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Alioqui nonne desi[v]issent offerri? 
Coverdale 1535 – Els shulde they haue ceassed to haue bene offred  
Olivétan 1535 – Autrement, ne eussent ilz point cessé destre offers? 
Servetus 1542 – Alioqui nōne desi[v]issent offerri?  
Enzinas 1543 – no os parece que abrían cesado de ser ofrecidos?  
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Luther 1545/6 – Sonst hette das opffern auffgehoeret  
Castellio 1556 – Alioquin nonne fieri defiissent . . . ? 
Pérez 1556 – de otra manera no [h]u[b]ieran ya cessado de ser ofrecidos.  
Geneva 1560 – For wolde they not then have ceased to have bene offred . . . ? 
Beza Latin 1565 – Alioqui non desi[v]issent offerri 
Reina 1569 – de otra manera cessarian de offrecerse  
Beza Latin 1590 – Alioqui desi[v]issent offerri 
Valera NT 1596 – de otra manera cessarian de ofrecerse  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – alioquin cessassent offerri  
Valera 1602 – de otra manera cessarian de offrecerse  
KJV 1611 – For then would they not have ceased to be offered . . . ?  
 
Hebrews 10:10  
 
 The variant found in all Bezan editions is the omission of the article οἱ (hoi) “the.” 
In this instance hoi is difficult to translate. While generally an article, it may also be used 
in the sense of “which” or “who.” None of the translations, with the possible exception of 
the Geneva Bible seem to explicitly translate hoi. This represents a case where the 
translators seek to make the best sense of the Greek text, but when faced with a difficult 
interpretation, may simply follow the path of least resistance by using what is familiar. 
Only the Geneva Bible ventures to insert “even,” perhaps to represent what is found in 
the Greek.  
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2. 4. – οἱ (hoi) “the”  
Elzevir 1624 and B.b. – οἱ (hoi) “the” is omitted  
 
Vulgate 1495 – per oblationem 
Pagnini 1528 – per oblationem 
Luther Vg. 1529 – per oblationem 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – per oblationem 
Coverdale 1535 – by the offering  
Olivétan 1535 – par l'oblation  
Servetus 1542 – per oblationem 
Enzinas 1543 – por la oblaçion 
Luther 1545 – durch das opffer 
Castellio 1556 – per corporis Iesu Christi libationem 
Pérez 1556 – por la oblacion 
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Geneva 1560 – even by the offring  
Beza Latin 1565 – per oblationem 
Reina 1569 – por la ofrenda 
Beza Latin 1590 – per oblationem 
Valera NT 1596 – por la ofrenda 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – per oblationem 
Valera 1602 – por la offrenda 
KJV 1611 – through the offering 
 
James 4:13  
 
 In this passage most of the Greek texts have the subjunctive of the verb πορεύω 
“to go,” but Elzevir and the Beza texts have the future indicative. In the Vulgate this and 
the following verbs are in the future tense. Beza also uses future tense throughout in his 
Latin version. The Latin of Erasmus, Pagnini and Luther all change the verbs to 
subjunctive. Luther’s German use of wollen, also reflects the subjunctive mood more 
clearly than the future tense.  
 Neither Greek nor Latin has a first person imperative form, so either future or 
subjunctive must be used. Spanish uses present tense of the verb ir “to go” to indicate 
future intent. In Spanish the use of vamos “let’s go” is the best way to translate the sense 
of the Greek in either case. Thus it is difficult to determine a particular source from the 
tense of this first verb. However, the translation of the rest of the sentence using 
subjunctive or future does provide a possible means to attribute a source. Enzinas and 
Pérez use the subjunctive for the rest of the verbs suggesting dependence on Erasmus, 
Pagnini and Luther. Reina and Valera use the future tense for the remaining verbs in this 
verse, suggesting dependence on Beza. 
Stephen 1550 and C. Er. Ald. Col. S1. 2.4. – πορευσώμεθα (poreusōmetha) “we should 
be going” 
Elzevir 1624 and B.b. – πορευσόμεθα (poreusometha) “we will go” 
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Vulgate 1495 – Hodie, aut crastino ibimus in civitatem illam  
Pagnini 1528 – Hodie & cras eamus in hanc civitatem  
Luther Vg. 1529 – hodie aut cras eamus in illam civitatem  
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Hodie & cras eamus in hanc civitatem 
Coverdale 1535 – let us go to daye & to morow let vs go into soche a citie  
Olivétan 1535 – Allons au jourd huy et demain en cette cite et dem[e]urons illec  
Servetus 1542 – Hodie & cras eamus in hanc civitatem   
Enzinas 1543 – bamos oy y mañana a esta ciudad  
Luther 1545/6 – wollen wir gehen in  
Castellio 1556 – Hodie aut cras proficiscemur in ilam urbem  
Pérez 1556 – Vamos oy y mañana a tal çiudad  
Geneva 1560 – To day or to morrow we wil go into suche citie  
Beza Latin 1565 – Hodie vel cras ibimus in illam urbem 
Reina 1569 – Vamos oy y mañana a tal çiudad 
Beza Latin 1590 – Hodie vel cras proficiscemur in illam urbem 
Valera NT 1596 – Vamos oy y mañana a tal çiudad 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Hodie, aut crastino ibimus in illam civitatem  
Valera 1602 – Vamos oy y mañana a tal çiudad 
KJV 1611 – Today or tomorrow wee will goe into such a city  
  
1 Peter 2:21  
 
 In this verse there are three different variations on the pronouns. Stephan, et al. 
use the first person, while Elzevir and five Bezan editions have the second person. The 
CPB and two of Stephen’s editions have a first and a second person pronoun. Erasmus’ 
Latin has nobis / nobis, and he points out in his Annotationes that the Greek has the first 
person for both pronouns, “even though some codices differ.”43 
 The Latin translations represent all three variants. The Vulgate has the same 
reading as the CPB, as does Servetus and the Clementine Vulgate. Servetus is surprising 
here as he disagrees with Pagnini, using the less logical reading of the Vulgate. Luther’s 
Vulgate revision changes the first nobis to vobis, placing himself in disagreement with 
Erasmus. Erasmus, of course, has corrected his Latin version to the first person and is 
                                                        
 43 “etiamsi nonnulli variant codices” ASD, VI.10.452. 
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followed by Pagnini, Castellio and Beza’s later editions. Five of Beza’s editions have 
“you” and “you.” 
 This is a rare case where all the vernacular translations are the same in spite of 
disagreement among the Latin versions. In this instance, it would seem the Greek textual 
evidence and the logic of the first person usage for both pronouns supersedes any other 
criteria. 
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col. S4. B82. 88. 98. b04. – ἡμῶν / ἡμῖν (hēmōn / hēmin) “us 
/ us”  
Elzevir 1624 and B85. b65. 67. 80. 90. – ὑμῶν / ὑμῖν (hymōn / hymin) “you / you”  
C. S1. 2. – ἡμῶν / ὑμῖν (hēmōn / hymin) “us / you”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Christus passus est pro nobis, vobis relinquens exemplum  
Pagnini 1528 – Christus malis affectus est pro nobis relinquens nobis exemplum  
Luther Vg. 1529 – Quia et Christus passus est pro vobis, vobis relinquens exemplum  
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Christus afflictus est. pro nobis, relinquens nobis exemplum 
Coverdale 1535 – Christ also suffered for us, leavynge us an ensample 
Olivétan 1535 – Christ à souffert pour nous / nous laissant exemple  
Servetus 1542 – Christus malis affectus est pro nobis relinquens vobis exemplum  
Enzinas 1543 – Christ ha sufrido por nosotros, dexando nos exemplo  
Luther 1545 – sintemal auch Christus selitten hat für uns und uns ein Vorbild gelassen  
Castellio 1556 – siquidem Christus quoque semel pro nobis passus est, iustus pro 
iniustus, quo nos Deum adduceret, carne necatus, spiritu in uitam revocatus  
Pérez 1556 – Christo fue afligido por nosotros, dexandonos exemplo  
Geneva 1560 – for Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example  
Beza Latin 1565 – et Christus passus est pro vobis, relinquens vobis exemplar 
Reina 1569 – Christo fue afligido por nosotros, dexandonos exemplo  
Beza Latin 1590 – Quia etiam Christus mortuus est pro nobis, et reliquit nobis hoc 
exemplum  
Valera NT 1596 – Christo fue affligido por nosotros, dexandonos exemplo  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Christus passus est pro nobis, vobis relinquens exemplum  
Valera 1602 – Christo padeció por nosotros, dexandonos exemplo  
KJV 1611 – Christ also suffered for || us, leaving us an example (marginal note: some 
reade, for you)  
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2 John 3 
 
 Again there are three variant readings in this case. The first two have μεθ᾽ ἡμῶν 
“with us”, or μεθ᾽ὑμῶν “with you.” Hoskier indicates a third variant in Erasmus and the 
Aldine Bible which reads καθ᾽ ἡμῶν “against us.” In spite of the Greek reading, 
Erasmus’ Latin consistently reads nobiscum and he offers no explanation why he does 
not translate this according to the Greek. Nor does he explain why he changes the 
Vulgate reading. Pagnini again follows Erasmus, while Luther and Castellio have the 
same reading as the Vulgate. Beza’s Latin makes the change to “you” in accord with his 
Greek text and the Vulgate.  
 The vernacular versions are split. Likely none of the translators would follow 
Erasmus’ Greek text that he himself ignores. They had to choose then between the 
readings found in the Latin of Erasmus or the Vulgate, as compared with the CPB and 
another of the Greek texts. In this case those translators who have “us” are following 
Stephen and Erasmus. 
 Olivétan, Pérez, and Reina follow Stephen, Erasmus and Pagnini, while Enzinas, 
Valera and the other vernacular translations follow the Vulgate, and Luther’s Vulgate 
revision. This is a clear instance where Valera agrees with the Geneva Bible and 
disagrees with Reina. But it is not possible to attribute this to his dependence upon the 
Geneva Bible because he also agrees with the Vugate, Coverdale, Enzinas, and several 
Bezan editions that would have been available to him.  
Stephen 1550 and Col. S1. 2. 4 B65. b65. 67. – μεθ᾽ ἡμῶν (meth᾽ hēmōn) “with us”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. B82. 88. 98. b80. 90. 04 – μεθ᾽ ὑμῶν (meth᾽ hymōn) “with you”  
Er. Ald. – καθ᾽ ἡμῶν (kath᾽ hēmōn) “against us”  
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Vulgate 1495 – avobiscum (Interlinear gloss: aperseverans) 
Pagnini 1528 – nobiscum  
Luther Vg. 1529 – vobiscum 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – nobiscum 
Coverdale 1535 – with you  
Olivétan 1535 – avec nous  
Servetus 1542 – nobiscum  
Enzinas 1543 – con vosotros 
Luther 1545 – mit euch  
Castellio 1556 – Ad sit vobis  
Pérez 1556 – con nosotros 
Geneva 1560 – with you 
Beza Latin 1565 – vobiscum 
Reina 1569 – con nosotros  
Beza Latin 1590 – vobiscum 
Valera NT 1596 – con vosotros 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – vobiscum  
Valera 1602 – con vosotros 
KJV 1611 – with you 
 
Revelation 5:11 
 
 In this case the CPB, Colinaeus and Beza have an additional phrase not found in 
the other texts. In his Annotationes Erasmus notes that this phrase is found in the Spanish 
Vulgate reading of Laurentius, but states that his edition agrees with the Vulgate. He 
clarifies the meaning of myrias as tens of thousands, and chilas as thousands.44 While the 
CPB has the additional phrase in the Greek, the editors did not emend the Latin text. The 
Vulgate reads “and the number of them was thousands of thousands,”45 which does not 
agree entirely with either the Erasmian Greek or the Complutensian Greek. Both Erasmus 
and Beza correct the Latin in different ways. Luther corrects only the spelling of the 
                                                        
 44 ASD, VI.10.596 
 
 45 “et erat numerus eorum millia millium” 
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Vulgate, and Pagnini and Servetus make no change. Castellio and Beza’s Latin have the 
longer reading found in the Greek texts of the CPB and Beza. 
 In the vernacular only the KJV has Beza’s longer reading while all others have a 
variant reading. Coverdale, Olivétan and Enzinas use the shorter wording of Erasmus. 
The rest of the vernacular translations appear to retain the reading from the Vulgate, 
maybe because it seemed less redundant than that of Beza. 
 From Pérez to Valera the wording is unique. Enzinas has milles millares 
“thousands of thousands,” which could be drawn from the Greek directly. Pérez, though, 
changes the wording to milliones de milliones “millions of millions.” This is to say ten 
thousand of ten thousands. It is difficult to determine any precedent for this translation 
but Pérez could have created a less redundant version of the CPB Greek, or of Castellio’s 
millies centena millia, & decies centena millia. 
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. S1.2.4. – omits καὶ ἦν ὁ ἀριθμὸς αὐτῶν μυριάδες μυριάδων 
(kai ēn ho arithmos autōn myriades myriadōn) “and the number of them was myriad of 
myriads” 
Elzevir 1624 and C. Col. B. b. – have καὶ ἦν ὁ ἀριθμὸς αὐτῶν μυριάδες μυριάδων 
 (kai ēn ho arithmos autōn myriades myriadōn) “and the number of them was myriad of 
myriads”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – et erat numerus eorum imillia millium (Interlinear gloss: imulta millia) 
Vg. Marginal gloss – h millia millium dicentium voice magna, &c. quia finitum est apud 
Deum, quod hominibus infinitum 
Pagnini 1528 – et erat numerum eorum milia milium  
Luther Vg. 1529 – et erat numerus eorum millia millium 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – et millia milium 
Coverdale 1535 – and I herde thousand thousands  
Olivétan 1535 – et * milles milliers qui disoient (Marginal note: * cest innumerables) 
Servetus 1542 – et erat numerum eorum milia milium  
Enzinas 1543 – y milles millares que dezian con voz alta  
Luther 1545 – und ihre Zahl war vieltausendmal tausend  
Castellio 1556 – quorum numerus erat distributus in millies centena millia, & decies 
centena millia 
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Pérez 1556 – y la multitud dellos era millones de millones  
Geneva 1560 –& there were thousands and thousands  
Beza Latin 1565 – multorum || numero millies centies mille, et decies centies mille 
Reina 1569 – Y la multitud dellos era millones de millones  
Beza Latin 1590 – et erat eorum numerut millies centena millia, et decies centena millia 
Valera NT 1596 – y la multitud dellos era millones de millones 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – et erat numerus eorum millia millium  
Valera 1602 – Y la multitud de ellos era millones de millones  
KJV 1611 – and the number of them was ten thousand times tenne thousand and 
thousand of thousands 
 
Revelation 7:10 
 
 The variant here is rather significant. Based on his Greek text, Erasmus revises 
the Vulgate to read “who sits upon the throne of our God,” from the traditional reading 
“our God, who sits upon the throne.” Only Luther and Beza retain the Vulgate wording in 
the Latin. Pagnini copies Erasmus exactly, while Castellio follows Erasmus’ word order. 
Most of the vernacular Bibles, including all of the Spanish translations, follow Erasmus’ 
Greek. In this instance it is only the Geneva and KJV Bibles that use the word order of 
the Vulgate along with the Greek of the CPB and Beza. 
 
Stephen 1550 and Er. Ald. Col.S1. 2. 4. – τῷ καθημένῳ ἐπὶ τοῦ θρόνου, τοῦ θεοῦ ἡμῶν 
(tō kathēmenō epi tou thronou, tou theou hēmōn) “to the one who sits on the throne of our 
God”  
Elzevir 1624 and C. B. b. – τῷ θεῷ ἡμῶν τῷ καθημένῳ ἐπὶ τῷ θρόνῳ (tō theō hēmōn tō 
kathēmenō epi tō thronō) “to our God who sits on the throne”  
 
Vulgate 1495 – Deo nostro, qui sedes sup[er] thronum  
Pagnini 1528 – ei q[ui] sedet sup[er] thronum dei nostri 
Luther Vg. 1529 – Deo nostro qui sedet super thronum 
Erasmus Latin – qui sedet super thronum Dei nostri 
Coverdale 1535 – be ascribed to him that sytteth upon the seate of our God  
Olivétan 1535 – a celuy que est assis sur le throne de nostre Dieu 
Servetus 1542 – ei, qui sedet super thronum dei nostri  
Enzinas 1543 – a aquel que esta sentado sobre el throno de nuestro Dios  
Luther 1545 – se idem, der aof dem Stuhl sitct, unsem Gott  
Castellio 1556 – Salus sedenti in folio Dei nostri 
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Pérez 1556 – alque esta sentado sobre el throno de nuestro Dios  
Geneva 1560 – of our God, that sitteth upon the throne  
Beza Latin 1565 – a Deo nostro est, sedente super thronum  
Reina 1569 – al que está sentado sobre el throno de nuestro Dios  
Beza Latin 1590 – a Deo nostro est, insidente throno 
Valera NT 1596 – al que está sentado sobre el throno de nuestro Dios  
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Deo nostro, qui sedet super thronum  
Valera 1602 – al que está sentado sobre el throno de nuestro Dios 
KJV 1611 – to our God which sitteth upon the Throne  
 
 
Two Passages at Odds 
 Before drawing final conlusions on the meaning of this analysis, a brief look at 
two passages contested by the Lutheran and Calvinist factions will help to further 
understand the confessional orientation of the Spanish translators in the mid to late 
sixteenth century. This is significant as the confessional boundaries began to harden at 
this time. The preceeding analysis may show what texts were being used, but it does not 
demonstrate the confessional bent of the translators.  
 First, Acts 3:21 was translated and interpreted distinctly by Calvinists and 
Lutherans. The first phrase, ὃν δεῖ οὐρανὸν μὲν δέξασθαι, is read two different ways 
depending upon what is understood as the subject. If ὃν (hon) is the subject, read as 
“who,” then the translation is “Who must receive heaven.” This is reflected in Luther’s 
1545 edition with the phrase welcher mus[s] den himmel einne[h]men, “who must take 
heaven.” If οὐρανὸν (ouranon) “heaven,” is the subject, then the phrase would be “whom 
the heaven must receive,” as in the KJV. 
 The Vulgate translates this phrase with quem oportet quidem celum suscipere, 
“whom the heavens must indeed receive.” Most of the variants in the Latin editions are in 
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the verb suscipere, “to take up.” Pagnini changes the verb to accipere, “receive,” with 
little difference in meaning. Castellio and Beza use the verb capio, “to take or seize.” 
Luther retains suscipere, but makes several other siginificant changes in his Vulgate 
revision. The Vulgate’s quem oportet quidem celum suscipere, “must take up,” becomes 
quem oportebat coelo suscipi, “which must have received heaven.” Coverdale has this 
interpretation. Most of the translations, however, follow the same vein as the Vulgate, 
with heaven as the subject receiving Christ. This translation championed by Calvin in his 
commentary on Acts,46 is reflected in the Geneva Bible, as well as in Beza’s commentary 
(see below). Beza’s comment indicates the two Calvinist ways of understanding the 
phrase; to be contained in heaven, or received into heaven. Both interpretations carry the 
idea the Christ is locally present in heaven, denying the Lutheran concept of Christ’s 
physical ubiquity. 
 The Spanish Bibles shift in translation between Pérez and Reina. Enzinas and 
Pérez both translate the phrase as “to whom it is necessary that heaven would receive.”47 
Reina’s translation, “whom it is certainly necessary that heaven should hold,”48 changes 
the verb to tener. This could appear ambiguous but the personal a in al qual indicates that 
heaven is the subject that is receiving Christ. Reina’s use of tener, which can mean hold, 
or have, suggests that he was looking to the Geneva Bible which uses “contiene.” The 
alternative translation reciba is offered in Reina’s notes, indicating his familiarity with 
                                                        
 46 See Jean Calvin, Christopher Fetherstone, and Henry Beveridge. Commentary Upon the Acts of 
the Apostles, vol. 1, (Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 1949), 112. 
 
 47 “al qual es necessario que el cielo resciva” 
 
 48 “al qual cierto es menester que el cielo etenga” 
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the two interpretive possibilities, which are also reflected in Beza’s note. On this passage, 
the Spanish translators fall generally in the Calvinist camp of interpretation. Valera’s note 
is clearly Calvinist, stating that Christ is seated “at the right hand of the Father, and will 
not come down from there until he comes to judge the living and the dead.”49 The 
Spaniards progress from a translation and interpretation of the text likely rooted in the 
Vulgate or Greek itself, to one clearly influenced by a particular confessional stance. 
Vulgate 1495 – aquem oportet quidem bcelum csuscipere (Interlinear gloss: aAmbiguitas 
dictionis; bEcclesiam cIn iudicio)  
Pagnini 1528 – quem oportet quidem coelum accipere  
Luther Vg. 1529 – domini, et miserit eum qui praedictus est vobis Ihesum Christum, 
quem oportebat ^ coelo suscipi donec restituantur omnia, quae locutus est Deus 
per os sanctorum suorum a seculo prophetarum. 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Quem oportet quidem coelum accipere 
Coverdale 1535 – which must receaue heauen 
Olivétan 1535 – lequel certes il fault que le ciel receoive  
Servetus 1542 – quem oportet quidem coelum accipere 
Enzinas 1543 – al qual es necessario que el cielo resciva 
Luther 1545/6 – welcher mus den himmel einnemen, bis auff die zeit, da erwiderbracht 
werde, alles, was Gott geredt hat, durch den mund aller seiner heiligen Propheten, 
von der Welt an.  
Castellio 1556 – quem oportet coelo capi  
Pérez 1556 – al qual es necessario, que el cielo reciba 
Geneva 1560 – Whome the heaven must lconteine (Note: lWe therefore beleve constantly, 
[that] he is in none other place.) 
Beza Latin 1565 – Quem oportet quidem caelo capi  
Reina 1569 – al qual cierto es menester que el cielo etenga (Note: eO reciba) 
Beza Latin 1590 – Quem oportet quidem lcaeli capiant (Note: l Caelo contineri, vel recipi 
in caelum)  
Valera NT 1596 – al qual ciertamente es menester que el cielo tenga 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – quem oportet quidem cælum suscipere  
Valera 1602 – Al qual cierto es menester que el cielo mtenga,n (Marginal notes: mO reciba; 
nChristo, en quanto Dios, con nostros está: peró no en quanto hombre. porque está 
a la diestra del Padre: y no ba[j]ara de alli, hasta que venga a juzgarlos, vivos y 
los muertos.) 
KJV 1611 – Whom the heaven must receive 
 
                                                        
 49 a la diestra del Padre: y no ba[j]ara de alli, hasta que venga a juzgarlos, vivos y los muertos 
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 The second example is 1 John 5:7, the “Johannine Comma.” This verse found in 
some texts was excluded by Luther from his translations, but was included by the 
Calvinist translators. Luther “considered verse 7 as superfluous because of its friction 
with the immediate context and because, after all, the Greek codices do not include it.”50 
Calvin decided that since the Greek manuscripts differ, he would not venture to “assert 
anything on the subject.” He also felt the verse should not be deleted because it added to 
the argument.51 The inclusion of the Johaninne comma by the Spanish translators might 
point to a Calvinist theological position, but it could also indicate other concerns or 
translations principles.  
 The Vulgate includes this reading that was so suspicious to Erasmus and Luther. 
Since it is not present in all Greek mss, the translations are derived from the Vulgate, 
which gives rise to a remarkably consistent stream of translation. The marginal 
commentary in the Vulgate only considers the interpretation, while in the vernacular 
Bibles commentary is almost non-existent. Only Olivétan provides a note indicating that 
the portion is contested in the Latin and Greek mss.  
 All of the Spaniards included the comma. Reina and Valera include marginal 
notes on this verse, but do not comment on its textual basis. Reina has a marginal note 
that indicates passages that serve as examples of how the Padre, Palabra and Espiritu 
sancto give witness. Valera adds to Reina’s note saying: “others understand by the Word 
                                                        
 50 See Franz Posset, “John Bugenhagen and the Comma Johanneum,” Concordia Theological 
Quarterly Vol. 49, No. 4 (October 1985): 247-8. 
 
 51 Jean Calvin, Commentaries on the Catholic Epistles, ed. and trans. John Owen (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1948), 228. 
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Christ himself, who will give testimony of himself John 8, 13, and 14.”52 A second 
additional note says “The excellence of Christ is proved with six agreeing witnesses, 
three from heaven and three from the earth.”53 Valera clearly asserts a Christological 
reading of the text, but gives no opinion on the issue of whether it should be included. 
Vulgate 1595 – Quoniam tres sunt, qui testimonium dant in cælo: Pater, Verbum, et 
Spiritus Sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt.  
Pagnini 1528 – Quoniam tres sunt, qui testimonium dant in caelo, pater, verbum, et 
spiritus sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt, 
Luther Vg. 1529 – Quoniam tres sunt qui testimonium dant ^, ^^ 
Erasmus Latin 1535 – Quoniam tres sunt, qui testimonium dant in cælo: Pater, Verbum, 
et Spiritus Sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt. 
Coverdale 1535 – (For there are thre[e] which beare recorde in heauen: the father, the 
worde, and the holy g[h]ost, & these thre[e] are one.) 
Olivétan 1535 – *Car il en ya tro[i]s qui donet tesmoingnage au ciel: le pere/la parole/ et 
le sainct esperit: et ces tro[i]s sont une. (Note: *Ceste sentence commenceant a 
Car / iusque a Aussi / ne se trouve poit en plusieurs exemplaires anciens / tant 
Greces que Latins.) 
Servetus 1542 – Quoniam tres sunt, qui testimonium dant in caelo, pater, verbum, et 
spiritus sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt, 
Enzinas 1543 – Por que tres son los que dan testimonio en el cielo: el Padre, la Palabra y 
el Espiritu sancto: Y estos tres son una misma cosa. 
Luther 1545 – omit 
Castellio 1556 – quoniam tres sunt qui testantur [in coelo, pater, sermo, et spiritus 
sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt. item tres sunt qui testiantur in terra] (note: Hec [ ] in 
quibusdam exemplarib. non extant.) 
Pérez 1556 – Porque tres son los que dan testimonio en el cielo: el Padre, la Palabra y el 
Espiritu sancto, y estos tres son uno. 
Geneva 1560 – For there are thre, which beare recorde in heaven, the Father, the Worde, 
and the holie Ghost: and these thre are one. 
Beza Latin 1565 – Nam tres sunt qui testificantur in caelo, Pater, Sermo, et Spiritus 
sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt. 
Reina 1569 – Porque tres son los que dan testimonio en el cielo, el Padre, la Palabra y el 
Espiritu sancto, y estos tres son uno. 
Beza 1590 – Nam tres sunt qui testificantur in caelo, Pater, Sermo, et Spiritus sanctus: et 
hi tres unum sunt. 
                                                        
 52 “otros entiendan por la Palabra al mismo Christo, que dara testimonio de si mismo Iuan. 8, 13, y 
14.” 
 53 “Prue[b] con se[i]s conformes testigos, tres del cielo y tres de la tierra la excelencia de Christo.” 
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Valera NT 1596 – Porque tres son los que dan testimonio en el cielo, el Padre, la Palabra 
y el Espiritu sancto: y estos tres son uno. (no note) 
Clementine Vg. 1598 – Quoniam tres sunt, qui testimonium dant in cælo: Pater, Verbum, 
et Spiritus Sanctus: et hi tres unum sunt. 
Valera 1602 – Porque tres son los que dan testimonio en el cielo, el Padre, la Palabra y el 
Espiritu sancto, y estos tres son uno.  
KJV 1611 – For there are three, which beare record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and 
the holy Ghost: and these three are one. 
 
 The extensive discussion in Erasmus’ Annotationes is not reflected in the 
marginal notes, except the brief comment in Olivétan. The Spanish translators, like the 
the English, do not even bracket the text to indicate it is suspect. Luther clearly stands 
alone in his urge to delete this text from the record.  
 We thus find the Spanish translators shifting from a generally Protestant to a 
distinctly Calvinistic interpretation of the Bible in the work of Valera. This is consistent 
also with the finding of Roldán-Figueroa that Reina’s theology fit a “pre-reformed” 
distinctive akin to that of Bucer.54 It is also consistent with the overall trajectory of the 
use of sources seen in the previous parts of this dissertation. 
 
Conclusions in New Tesatment Translation 
 Given the breadth of this comparative analysis, it would be tempting to propose 
conclusions about the sources of all the vernacular translations, but the purpose of this 
study is to assess the possible sources for the Spanish Bibles only. As has been suggested 
in a number of the comments above, in many instances it is difficult to pinpoint one 
source, as it is often possible that a given reading may be traced to several sources. The 
fact that no translation agrees one hundred percent with any source is evidence itself that 
                                                        
 54 Roldán-Figueroa, “Casiodoro de Reina as Biblical Exegete, 237-7. 
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comparative textual analysis for Bible translation was already a well-developed practice 
by the middle of the sixteenth century. Summary comments about each Spanish translator 
will be followed by general ideas derived from the New Testament analysis. 
 As has been observed, the Spanish translators certainly did borrow from previous 
work. Roldán-Figueroa, for example, argued that Pérez “relied heavily” on Enzinas; 
Reina, in turn, made “occasional use” of Pérez along with “traces” of Enzinas; and Valera 
used Reina in his 1596 New Testament.55 The above analysis of the New Testaments’ 
textual variants allows some conclusions to be drawn in regards to the interdependence of 
the Spanish translations as well their use of other sources.  
 The original source most likely used by Enzinas is Erasmus. His agreement with 
the Erasmus to Stephen 1550 tradition is fairly consistent, with sixteen to eighteen 
instances. This is notably higher than the ten cases of agreement with the Complutensian 
text. It is also roughly consistent with the level of accord with the Erasmus text evidenced 
by Coverdale and Olivétan. It is notable that Enzinas, in turn, agrees with Coverdale56 
and Olivétan more than any other source whether original or secondary. His translation 
choices align with each of them in twenty-two of the twenty-five passages. This is a 
higher level of agreement than he demonstrates with any of the Greek or Latin sources he 
might have used. For one who lived with Melanchton in the environment of Lutheran 
Germany, is interesting that his translation choices on these debatable texts are closer to 
                                                        
 55 Rady Roldán-Figueroa, “Filius Perditionis: The Propagandistic Use of a Biblical Motif in 
Sixteenth-Century Spanish Evangelical Bible Translations,” SCJ 4 (2006): 1032. 
 
 56 The fact that Coverdale worked from Tyndale’s English, the 1531 Zurich translation, Luther’s 
German, and two Latin versions (Vulgate and Pagninus’ OT), might contribute to the high level of 
similarity, not only with Enzinas, but also with Luther. See Worth, Church, Monarch and Bible in Sixteenth 
Century England, 48. 
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that of the English and French texts. Albeit the difference is minimal. This supports the 
assertion of Nelson that “Enzinas’s New Testament closely reflects Erasmus’ Greek text, 
Latin vocabulary and Annotationes.”57 
 If Enzinas disagrees with Stephen, Erasmus and Colinaeus, then he agrees with 
Vulgate and or Pagnini in every case except 1 Corinthians 7:29. In that instance, it is 
impossible to ascertain a source. This suggests that his primary source was the Greek text 
rather than the Latin which is what would be expected from a late medieval humanist 
Bible translator.  
 Pérez’s highest level of agreement is with Stephen’s 1551 Greek text, with which 
he agrees in twenty of twenty-five passages. This is closely followed by nineteen 
instances of agreement with the the Colinaeus text. In comparison to other translations, 
Pérez is closest to Enzinas and Pagnini. He agrees with Enzinas twenty-one times 
suggesting close dependency. Further direct comparison between the two would be 
required to fully demonstrate the extent of his usage of Enzinas. However, given the close 
agreement on translations choices regarding these variants, along with the similarities in 
wording, suggests that Pérez’s work was a revision of Enzinas’ New Testament rather 
than a new translation. His agreement with Olivétan is close at nineteen instances, 
suggesting either a continued dependence on the French Bible or a carryover effect from 
the dependency of all four of the vernacular Bibles upon the Erasmine Greek text family.  
 Roldán-Figueroa assertion that Pérez “relied heavily” on Enzinas is supported by 
the fact that he agreed with Enzinas in twenty-one of twenty-five instances. In the four 
                                                        
 57 Jonathan L. Nelson, “’Solo Saluador’: Printing the 1543 New Testament of Francisco de 
Enzinas (Dryander)” Journal of Ecclesiastical History. Vol. 50 No. 1 (January 1999): 96, n. 8. 
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cases where Pérez did not agree with Enzinas he did agree with the Vulgate or Pagnini. 
The higher level of agreement with Pagnini, in turn, suggests Pérez was working from his 
text rather than the Vulgate. 
 For Reina the evidence suggests he was working with Pérez’s New Testament, 
rather than that of Enzinas. He agreed nineteen times with Pérez compared to fifteen 
times with Enzinas, pointing to a greater dependence on the former. Reina’s translations 
are arguably closer to Pérez in nine instances, while in no passage does Reina clearly 
follow Enzinas as compared to Pérez.  
 Further, the lack of a higher level of agreement with any one original source 
would suggest the possibility that Reina was working with various texts, and making 
unique choices about the proper translation. This corresponds with Roldán-Figueroa’s 
assertion that “the variety of alternative choices that Reina makes demonstrate that he 
was driven by important theological considerations while engaging both Latin and Greek 
texts.”58  
 Reina is the most balanced in his use of Greek and Latin sources. His highest 
level of agreement is with Beza’s 1565 text along with Stephen’s 1551 text. He agrees 
sixteen times with each. But Reina also agrees fifteen times with the Colinaeus text and 
thirteen with the CPB and Erasmus. His agreement with the Latin and vernacular sources 
is interesting since he follows most closely with Pérez and the Vulgate. The agreement 
with Pérez (nineteen times) is expected, but the high level of accord with the Vulgate 
(twenty instances) is surprising. Even more surprising is that Reina agrees with the 
                                                        
 58 Ibid., 1048 
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Vulgate more than Pagnini (eighteen cases), the source he identified in his preface. 
Agreement with the Vulgate to a higher degree than with any Greek text is surprising in 
light of his prefatory assertion that he did not work from the Latin because of its many 
errors and frequent diversion from “the truth of the Hebrew text.”59 The fact that Reina 
agrees with the Vulgate twenty times compared to Enzinas’ and Pérez’s fourteen times 
suggests a shift in dependence upon the Vulgate over Pagnini. However, it is obvious that 
he worked from other texts, and demonstrated a clear command of both Greek and 
Hebrew.60 The evidence of this dissertation supports Reina’s own assertion that while 
drawing from various sources, he used his “liberty to choose that which seemed most 
convenient to us.”61 Perhaps Reina had read Nebrija’s Apologia,62 in which he described 
how to determine the correct reading by consulting the original sources.  
 The translation of Valera makes a distinct shift to the later Bezan texts. His 1596 
New Testament aligns twenty-two times with Beza’s 1604 edition. Reina’s translation 
choices also aligned with Beza’s 1604 text twenty-one times, but since this was not 
published until afterward the agreement cannot indicate dependence. The fact that Valera 
moves his texts and notes into closer alignment with the Calvinistic thought of Beza 
indicates his dependence.  
                                                        
 59 Amonestación, La verdad del texto hebraico.” Reina, Amonestación, 88. 
 
 60 As indicated in the previous chapter, Kinder argued for Reina’s strong ability with Hebrew. Cf. 
Kinder, “¿Cual ha sido la verdadera influencia de Servet en Casiodoro de Reina?” 32. 
 
 61 “libertad de escoger lo que nos ha parecido lo más conveniente.” Reina, Amonestación, 89. 
 
 62 Antonio Nebrija, Apologia cum quibusdam sacrae scripturae locis non vulgariter expositis 
(Alcalá, 1516). Certainly the idea of textual comparison as taught by Nebrija, or Erasmus, was not foreign 
to Reina. 
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 Valera most likely worked from Reina directly,63 not Pérez as Fernández y 
Fernández suggested.64 Since twenty-two of twenty-five passages agreed with Reina in 
his 1596 New Testament and twenty-four in his 1602 revision of Reina’s Bible, it seems 
clear that Reina was his primary source. By comparison, he only agreed with Pérez 
seventeen of twenty-five times in his New Testament, and only nineteen of twenty-five 
times in his 1602 revision. While this is a relatively high level of correspondence, it is 
still lower than his agreement with Reina. Coincidentally, Valera agreed with Pérez to the 
same degree that Reina did, so any apparent similarity to Pérez is more likely derived 
from Reina. In only one instance did Valera agree with Pérez contra Reina. This was in 
the case of Phil. 1:23. In his 1596 New Testament Valera places extra text that may be 
derived from Pérez, or Enzinas, or another vernacular text such as Olivétan. It is 
impossible to prove from this small amount of evidence any clear connection.  
 The evidence here does not back up Roldán-Figueroa’s assertion that Valera 
borrowed from the Geneva Bible, but it was not designed to. While Valera may have 
borrowed paratextual material from the Geneva Bible, this does not mean he used the 
text. Valera agrees so thoroughly with Reina, and shows no evidence of dependence upon 
the Geneva Bible, that it is difficult to assert a textual dependence. Conversely, when 
Valera does agree with Geneva and disagree with Reina, as in 2 John 3, there are several 
other possible sources for Valera’s translation choice, most notably, the Beza Greek and 
                                                        
 63 Boehmer argued that Valera reproduced Reina’s New Testament in 1596 “with some 
retouches.” BW, III. 153. 
 
 64 Fernández, 137. 
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Latin editions. Thus a firm conclusion of dependence on the Geneva Bible is not possible 
based on this study.  
 Overall this study demonstrates several conclusions about the sources used by the 
Spanish translators. Given the tendency to consult various texts and translations, it 
becomes difficult to identify a singular source with a high degree of certainty. However, 
it is plausible to propose that Enzinas worked from an edition of Erasmus or the Aldine 
text. Pérez likely worked from Stephen’s 1551 edition. Both Pérez and Enzinas, then, 
were working from the Erasmine textual tradition. Reina’s preference is more difficult to 
discern since his level of agreement with the Colinaeus 1534, Stephen 1551, and Beza 
1565 texts is almost equal. Since Stephen’s text was the basis of Beza’s it would be 
difficult to distinguish without a careful comparison to the variants between them. 
However, Reina marks a shift from the Erasmine tradition to the Beza text. Valera agrees 
with Beza’s 1590 octavo text a total of twenty-one time indicating a clear shift to the 
Bezan text. This is the highest level of correspondence between any of the vernacular 
versions and a given Greek edition, providing the stongest evidence of a particular 
source.  
 It is interesting that none of the Latin and vernacular translations ever agree with 
one particular Greek text in every translation decision. This could be incidental, but it 
would rather seem to indicate something of the sophistication of the translation enterprise 
in the sixteenth century. It was not just Reina and Coverdale who used multiple Greek 
texts as well as Latin and vernacular translations in the course of preparing their own 
works. 
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 The use of the Vulgate shifted over time as well. While Enzinas and Pérez limited 
their use of the Vulgate (with fourteen and fifteen instances of agreement, respectively), 
Reina and Valera appear more favorable towards it. That Reina and Valera tend to agree 
with the Vulgate in instances of disagreement with the Greek shows their continued 
valuation of the Latin text. It is significant and unexpected that they agree with the 
Vulgate more even than with the translations of Enzinas and Pérez. The relationship 
between the vernacular and Latin texts, however, is more difficult to discern in this 
section since the basis of the analysis was Greek textual variants rather than specific 
differences between the Vulgate and the Greek. In a passage such as John 18:24 the 
translators upheld the Vulgate against the best Greek mss. On the other hand, in 1 Peter 
2:21 the translators clearly reject the Vulgate in favor of the Greek texts. 
 Finally, study of the two passages contested between the Calvinists and Lutherans 
indicates that the Spanish translators were not followers of Luther. In both instances their 
translation choices suggest affinity to the Calvinist confessional camp. The limited 
paratextual material in Enzinas’ and Pérez’s New Testaments does not allow for a great 
deal of clarity on their confessional positions, but the material in Reina and Valera’s 
Bibles indicates a definite Calvinist bent. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 Twenty years ago in Ecuador, after viewing a movie about English Bible 
translator John Wycliffe, a missionary overheard Ecuadorian friends exclaiming how 
great it was to know about the history of their Bible. He cringed inwardly and thought, 
“But that’s not your Bible!” What is the story of the Spanish Bible, untold and unknown 
in Spanish Protestant churches? Present day scholars have been interested in bringing the 
answer to light, and this study forms a part of that effort. In particular, the intent of this 
dissertation has been to expand knowledge of sixteenth-century Bible translation through 
the study of Spanish Bible prefaces and comparative analysis of their interpretive 
decisions. A close reading of the Bible prefaces demonstrated the motives and methods 
for producing these translations, and explained how the Spaniards negotiated questions of 
authority. An analytical comparison of select Bible passages sought to establish a family 
tree of the Spanish Bibles and their sources, as well as to identify any confessional bias.  
 In 1543, when Enzinas published his New Testament, Spanish was the only major 
language of Europe without a vernacular Bible. The first Spanish translators expressed 
strong motivation to defend the honor of their language and country. With Pérez’s New 
Testament there begins a shift toward concern for making the Gospel and correct doctrine 
known to the people. The concern over heresy is continued in the prefaces of Reina and 
Valera. 
 Much less is said in the prefaces regarding methods, but the evidence there and in 
the translations themselves shows the contrast between the overly literal wording seen in 
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the Ferrara Bible and the very sophisticated efforts of Enzinas, Pérez, Reina and Valera to 
produce a readable text based upon the best sources. Reina, the translator who most fully 
explained his method, shifted to a modern dynamic approach to the text, adding words to 
his translation in order to gain clarity of meaning for the reader. Valera revised Reina’s 
work by removing portions he did not find to be part of the Hebrew original, thus 
improving fidelity to the Hebrew while retaining readability.  
 Secondly, it has been demonstrated that the Spaniards carefully negotiated matters 
of authority in a variety of changing contexts during the course of the century. Political 
and religious concerns often conspired to limit a translator’s freedoms to produce a text. 
Furthermore, the original target audience of Spain was effectively sequestered from the 
impact of vernacular Bibles that were by the middle of the century freely circulating in 
other parts of Europe, including the empire over which Charles V ruled. Political space in 
Italy and the Low Countries, both territories of the Spanish crown, made the publication 
and circulation of Bible possible there, yet not at home. Even as the first translators 
sought the freedom to print their work, they also carefully asserted the authority of the 
Bible over the rulers whose permission they needed. During the course of the century the 
effort to find political space shifted. While Enzinas carefully crafted an argument for his 
text and applied for permission directly from Charles, Valera, by the end of the century, 
not only received permission but financial support as well; the caveat being that the 
Spanish translator had to work from the safety of England, and his Bible would be 
banned in Spain.  
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 By means of information gleaned from the Bible prefaces and through textual 
analysis, this dissertation has identified the most likely original language sources, as well 
as pointing to the Latin and contemporary vernacular translations that were consulted by 
the Spanish translators.  
 In chapter seven it was shown that the Spaniards worked from the Hebrew text, 
but also followed Pagnini or the Vulgate in certain cases. Reina’s Old Testament shows 
evidence that he consulted Pagnini and the Ferrara Bibles, but tried to produce a version 
that was more readable and more faithful to the Hebrew. It was also shown that Valera 
likely used another vernacular translation as he worked to revise Reina’s Old Testament. 
 Chapter eight identified the likely Greek sources of each Spanish New Testament, 
finding was that no vernacular translation agrees completely with a single Greek text. The 
evidence backs Reina’s claims that he worked from multiple sources. It was also shown 
that the Spaniards’ use of the Latin text shifted during the course of the sixteenth century. 
Enzinas and Pérez seemed to have depended less on the Latin, and Reina and Valera 
more. 
 The most enigmatic discovery is Reina’s dependency upon the Vulgate. The Old 
Testament passages did not demonstrate a clear preference for the Vulgate over Pagnini, 
but the New Testament sections showed a minor, but significant shift. It may be supposed 
that Reina, while working from the Hebrew and Greek, still considered the Vulgate to be 
a reliable source. Perhaps he hid his appreciation of the Vulgate from his humanist peers 
by emphasizing in his preface his use of Pagnini’s Latin. It is also possible that the 
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annotations of Erasmus or Beza provided better evidence to affirm the Vulgate version of 
the New Testament even when the Greek texts differed. 
 Finally, in chapter eight a family tree of the Spanish New Testaments was traced. 
The lineage does appear to follow directly from Enzinas, to Pérez, to Reina and finally to 
Valera. Most notably, it was suggested that Valera’s 1596 New Testament is most likely 
a reproduction of Reina’s New Testament rather than a revision of Pérez’s.  
 The primary objection that should be raised to this dissertation is that it has 
depended too heavily upon a limited amount of material. To develop a truly valid 
statistical analysis of the texts that would clearly demonstrate the connection between a 
vernacular translation and its Greek source text or texts demands a much greater number 
of comparisons. While this fault is readily admitted, the objection may be answered in 
two ways. First, the numerical data does not stand alone, but is considered in light of 
statements made by the translators in their prefaces. This is also buttressed by 
consideration of the likely sources given the chronology and geography of the translators 
themselves. 
 Secondly, the sheer volume of data that would be needed for a full analysis of this 
number of texts, both in the original languages and in translation, is not yet possible. 
Without full digital versions of each text, this would be a truly monumental task. Thus 
the present study serves as a demonstration of the means by which such an analysis might 
be carried out in the future. The first step in such an analysis would be to compare a 
single vernacular text to the most likely Greek or Hebrew sources. However, it should be 
remembered that the evidence points to the fact that the translators used multiple texts, 
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both ancient and modern, thus tracing the sources will always be an exercise in 
probability.  
 This dissertation suggests a number of avenues of further study that would 
continue to elucidate the sixteenth-century world of Bible translation. First, exploration 
of the possible connections between particular texts through comparative analysis, and 
research into the social world of the Spaniards. For example, close reading of Enzinas’, 
Pérez’s and Olivétan’s New Testaments may further clarify the possible connections 
between them. Exploring any social connections between these men that might suggest a 
reason for Enzinas or Pérez to appreciate and utilize Olivétan’s work as they prepared 
their own New Testaments. 
 Second, the comparison of a given Bible with its likely source text would be 
helpful toward understanding how these were appropriated. This dissertation has 
suggested, for instance, that Enzinas worked from de Coline’s Greek text, so comparing 
the vernacular with the Greek should help to answer questions about early modern 
translation practices. Did they translate directly from a given text? Did they work from 
only one Greek text, or use more than one? Was the Greek compared to the Latin, and 
how were choices made where the two disagreed? 
 Finally, more study should be done on the social context of the Bible translators. 
As Roldán-Figueroa has shown in the case of Reina, this would have some bearing on the 
text produced, and its viability as a commercial product. These matters have only been 
hinted at in the present study. 
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 Bible translation in the sixteenth century was undergoing dynamic change. New 
advances in textual criticism were providing better Hebrew and Greek texts from which 
to work. The continued multiplication of Greek, Hebrew, Latin and vernacular texts 
during the course of the century provided rich resources for translators. In some locations 
the political scene was changing, allowing new freedoms to publish the sacred text, while 
in others scholars simply moved and pursued their work in congenial contexts. Advances 
in printing technology that made the Bible generally smaller and less expensive also 
opened access to a growing readership. 
 The Spanish Bibles translated between 1543 and 1602 represent all of these 
trends. They consulted a wide variety of texts to use in their own work, while exercising 
their linguistic abilities to produce an enduring Bible that continues in use down to the 
present. They did so while having to move from their home country in order to find the 
political space necessary for their task – Enzinas in the Low Countries and Wittenburg, 
Usque and Atias in Ferrara, Pérez in Geneva, Reina in Geneva, London, Frankfurt and 
Strassburg, and Valera in London and Amsterdam. All exiles from the Iberian Peninsula, 
these men produced an enduring legacy to their nation. No longer would the best of the 
vulgar languages be without the sacred book. 
 
 
.
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Guest lectures on Church History, Instituto Bíblico Evangélico de Mendoza, Mendoza, 
Argentina. August, 2003. 
Lecture on the da Vinci Code, New England Bible College Faculty Seminar, South 
Portland, Maine. 21 May 2006. 
“Free Will and Predestination in the Writings of Constantino Ponce de La Fuente, Juan 
Perez de Pineda, and Casiodoro de Reina” presentation at the 1er Congresso 
Interrnacional - Reforma Protestante y libertades en Europa, 30 mar – 1 apr 2009, in 
Seville, Spain. 
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Lecture on Neo-paganism, New England Bible College Faculty Seminar, South Portland, 
Maine, 14 Mar 2010. 
Professional Societies 
American Society of Church History 
